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ABSTRACT 

The present work is concerned with the theoretical and experimental modelling of the 

behaviour of the flow inside a storage tank during a hypothetical catastrophic structural 

failure of the vessel. This problem is very important in assessing the safety of storing and 

'transporting high pressure liquificd natural gases and refrigerants. During such pressure 

releases there is not enough time for phase transition phenomena to take place and 

consequently the liquid enters the metastable region where nucleation occurs to oppose a 

further pressure reduction and recover the pressure to a maximum. 

A comprehensive review of the modelling of two phase flow with particular reference to 

the role of nucleation resulted in the one dimensional averaged governing equations for a two 

phase , bubbly, unsteady fluid flow with zero slip (between the phases) has been 

established. Thcse are used in conjunction with appropriate expressions for the interfacial 

source terms i. e. interfacial mass and heat transfer, to predict the flow variation inside the 

vessel during a blowdown. 

Ba. sed on the same equations and also on a pseudo-slip model for the free liquid-vapor 

interface , the case of a partially full vessel was also modelled. 

To compliment the theoretical studies a series of expc'rimcnts using freon 12 were 

performed as a part of a' Blowdown ' simulation. Transient measurements of pressure, 

temperature and high speed photography were used to record the event. A small scale vessel 

was used so that non-equilibrium effects were emphasised. 
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Good agreement with the experiments was found provided non-cquilibrium cffects were 

included in the model together with an appropriate heterogeneous nucleation model. 

The experiments in conjunction with theoretical modelling has allowed the heterogeneous 

factor 0 to be determined. 

An extension of classical nucleation theory has demonstrated the importance of interacting 

bubbles in the formulation or the rate of nucleation. 

The cffect of size, material and Toughness of the interior of a vessel was evidenced from the 

experimental data to be important with respect to the two phase expansion in the vessel. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

a., relative acceleration 

A area 

BCE nucleation energy 

C flow distribution parameter O 
c speed of sound 

Cd drag coefficient 

C discharge flow coefficient d 

f'r bubble distribution function, 

skin friction coefficient 

body forces, general force field 
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G free energy 
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convection heat transfer coefficient 

i rate of nucleation per unit volume 
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k conductivity heat transfer coefficient 

rh mass transfer per unit volume 

N, n number of molecules, number of bubbles 

Na Avogadro number 

P pressure 

Q heat transfer vector 

4 heat transfer per unit volume 

. x- 



r bubble radius 

S, S entropy, specific entropy 

i stress tensor 

u phasial velocity 

U', U total internal energy 

UC contact surface speed 

V velocity vector 

v specific volume 

V velocity, volume 

VE slip ratio parameter 

GREEK SYMBOLS 

density 

void fraction 

surface tension 

viscosity 

shear stress tensor 

contact angle (nucleation) 

heterogeneous factor 

eigcnvalues 

quality 

frequency 

SUBSCRIPTS 

k phase k (=I or g) 

b bubble 

i interface 

molecule 
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cr critical 

atm atmospheric conditions 

isentropic 

w wall 

sat saturation condition 
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CHAPTERI 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM 

Over the last two or three decades many engineering problems have required a better 

understanding of the transient or steady state multiphase flows. In consequence a 

considerable body of experimenial data now exists and many theoretical models developed. 

The main objectives have been associated with the safety of a plant and/or its economical. 

operation. 

Ishii (1975) summariscd some of the major'applications'of two phase flow analysis which 

include, 1) power systems: nuclear and conventional power plant s, geothermal energy 

plants, liquid and solid propellant rockets. 2) heat transfer systems: heat 

cxchangcrs, cvaporators, condensers, contact heat exchangers. 3) process systems: extraction 

and distillation units, fluidiscd beds, chemical reactors. 4) transport systems: pipeline 

transport of gas, oil mixtures, slurries, pulverised solid particles. 

The theoretical base for calculating the flow field i. e. the velocity, pressure, temperature 

c. t. c. in all the above systems is the use of the three conservation cquations, for 

mass, momenturn and energy. 

The rapid technological development, in these areas over the last two decades; requires a 

precise prediction of the above systems during both operation and potential hazardous 
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situation. The use of a well designed and instrumented experiment or a highly sophisticated 

mathematical model (depending on the applicability and availability of the above modelling 

to a given situation) is well documented in the literature. 

I Flows that can be encountered in the forementioned systems are generally: i)one 

component e. g. water- steam, ii)two components e. g. watcr-air, iii)thrcc components 

c. g. water-air-particles. With respect to the phases involved: i)gas-solid, ii)gas-liquid, 

iii)liquid-solid. With respect to the phases interface, these flows can be on a i)developed flow 

regime and ii)transitional one. Thcre are two distinguished developed flow regimes: i)dispersed 

and ii)separated flow. The dispersed flows can exist with either bubbly or droplet or particle 

dispersion. The separated flows can be either stratified or annular. The third category 

includes flows that pass from separated to dispersed regimes, especially during heat transrer 

proccsses, e. g. nuclear reactor core. 

The present study is concerned only with a. narrower range of the general multiphase and 

multicpmponent problem, that is the two phase transient flows during fast pressure releases 

of storage tanks. During these releases the high enthalpy system fccls the lower ambient 

pressure which results in a vigorous phase transition. Depending on the size of the rupture in 

the vessel, the system can be assumed to remain in equilibrium or not. For small holes in the 

structure of a pressure vesscl, the mass flow rate is very small which gives a long time for the 

system to form vapor and so to remain in thermal cquilibrium. On the other hand when the 

breakage is quite large the liquid enters the metastable region and nucleation will not take 

place until the liquid's superheat is sufficient. Theoretical models with or without provision 

for thermal disequilibrium are more or less successful depending on the type of opening. The 

thermal non-equilibrium aspect of fast pressure releases is the main subject of this study. 

In the literature there are works performed to study both the two phase flow variation 

inside the pressure vessel and also the behaviour of the outflow from the break area. The 

better prediction of the dynamic behaviour of the n-dxture will result in a safer design of 

pressure release devices, and other components of neighbouring structures, which in turn will 
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minimise any potential risks. From. figure I, it is apparent that depending on the type of 

brcakage, small holc or a catastrophic failure, and the part of the vessel where the breakage 

takes place, an outflow of either pure liquid or pure vapor or a two phase jet may occur. 1t is 

of great importance, for stored toxic, flarnmable e. t. c. substanccs, to be able to specify apriori 

the mass flow rate from the opcning, the sizes of droplets in the two phase misty jet and the 

void fraction, so in conjunction with the local ambient velocity to predict the spread or the 

heavy gas to the surroundings. Even in the case where a special pool is used to concentrate 

any liquid outflowduring an accidental pressure release (see fig. I e), if the substance has a 

quite low saturation pressure for the ambient temperaturc, flash/evaporation may take 

placc, which will lead to a vapor-air mixture which may disperse as a plume. Figure Ig 

illustrates the need for successfully designing the supports of the storage tank, to withstand 

the thrust produced by the momentum of the jet. Figure Id depicts the general case of 

liquified gas jet escaping from the tank or attachcd-pipcwork. 

The main point here is that loads on structure will require knowledge of the transient 

momentum thrust from the break. The safety of the vessel will depend on how quickly a vessel 

can be vented to atmosphcre. The extent of a plume of toxic or inflammable gas will depend 

on a knowledge of the transient mass flow rate from the rupture, also the structure of the two 

phase mixture. 

1.2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

The very important problem posed by the existence of the nuclear reactors energy plants 

was the main reason for the blossoming of transient two phase flow modelling over the last 

few decades. A sudden breakage in the cooling loop of the nuclear core of the LWR power 

generating systems would result in a vast pressure reduction of the water and vapor 
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production close to fuel rods. A "dry out" mode of heat transfer to the cooling system would 

then result in quite high temperature of the core and its mclt. Thcrcf6re, carcfUl predictions 

have to be made to provide certain information with respect to the mass flow rate of the 

watcr-steam mixture, the time interval available for any precautions to be taken (closing of 

certain valves or activating a secondary cooling system, c. t. c. ). The expense involved in a full 

scale loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) simulation has restricted the LOCA modelling to a 

theoretical consideration. Neverthclcss there have been scalc-down tests of the so called 

LOFT systems, reportcd by D. L. Reeder (1978) and MI Patton (1978). Lcss complex 

geomctries, however, have been also experimentally modellcd, in the form of pipe 

blowdown, whcre only the part of the loop, which includes the breakage is modcllcd, after it is 

isolated with a closed valve (closed end of the simulation pipe). 

One way of checking the potential of the theoretical models was to run them for the initial 

conditions of the above both complex and less complex experiment. The base for all 

theoretical simulations was the solution of the conservation equations for mass, momcntum 

and cnergy. Over the years different theoretical modes have been proposcd, whose complexity 

depends on the assumption for -either homogencous, or thermal non-equilibrium or both 

thermal and mechanical no n- equilibrium, or even different velocity, temperature and pressure 

for each of the phases, two phase flows. 

Wolfert K. (1976) reported the two versions of DRUFFAN code, one with the 

homogeneous mixture assumption and the other with the thermal non-cquilibrium one for 

dispersed flows. The last version incorporated ý an interfacial mass transfer model which 

included a slip between the phascs. A simple model for calculating the bubble'rising velocity 

was given as: 

Vb = Krb (1.1) 
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where Vb is the bubble velocity, K a constant (see -1) and rb the bubbles radius. The above. 

interfacial mass and heat transfer model had also one more free parameter (beside K) the 

number density of the bubbles. The code was checked against the experimental data reported 

by Edwards and O'Brien (1976). most or the theoretical models reported over the years, oftcn 

arc run for the initial conditions of Edwards and O'Brien hot water, 4.1 rn long pipe 

blowdown experiments. The above theoretical model seemed to predict the metastable region 

quite accu rately by carefully sclecting the values for K=I E2 sec- I and Nb= IE9 m-3. 

W. H. Reed and W. L. Kirchner (1977), reported a 3-D UVUTEP computer code called 

TRAC. The slip model for this model was supplied by a drift-flux model. The advantage of the 

code was its ability to simulate two phase flows in detailed plant components such 

as, pipes, pumps, stcam generators c. t. c. Likc the other codes, of the new generation of two fluid 

flow assumption, appropriate models for the interfacial transfer terms were employed together 

with a detailed flow regime map which depending on the void fraction and the mass flow rate 

, would activate a difTerent model fof the interfacial heat mass and momentum transfer terms. 

FLASII-4 is another extensive LWR-LOCA simulation, which was built to complete the 

homogeneous model (RELAP4) reported by K. V. Moore and W. H. Rating (1973). The 

more sophisticated model, rcported by R. W. Lyczkowski ct. al. (1978), included slip between 

the phases. 

S. Banerjcc et. al. (1978) reported a simple homogeneous model called RODFLOW, which 

incorporated empirical expression for a superimposed slip and a steady state discharged 

model. They compared it with Edwards and O'Brien (1970) and other experimental data and 

they claimed a quite good agreement. Thc only deficiency was that the model could not 

predict the metastable depressurisation. Th is model was capable of simulating blowdoWn 

from heating pipes, by incorporating a 2-D thermal conduction equation for the heating tube. 

Another major LWR code was reported by J. Loornis ct. 'al. (1981). This is a 3-D UVUTEP 

model called THERMIT. Bccause of the complexity of the flow in the nuclear reactor, a flow 

regime map is also simulated to provide the appropriate relations for the interfacial transfer 
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terms. In 1982 J. E. Kelly and M. S. Kazimi reported a simplified flow regime map, which only 

depended on the pre- and post- dry out conditions and they claimed that the LWR practical 

operation conditions were fully covered. 

Last is the LAURA reported computer code, by N. C. Markatos'ct. al. (1983). This is a F-D 

UVUTEP model which incorporates a heat conduction equation for the fucl-rod temperature 

field calculation. 

All the above computer codes arc based on a very complicated mathematical modelling 

of the two phase flow. Considerable cffort has been devoted to the development of the theory 

starting from the simple homogeneous model to the more complicated two fluid one. The first 

approach for mastering the formidable problem of the multiphase flow was to introduce the 

averaged process, which would result to more workable set of cquations. Among others Ishii 

(1975) and D. A. Drew (1983) reported averaged conservation equations. Dcpcnding on the 

assumptions made, it is possible that the set of 'the governing equations is not of the 

hyperbolic type i. e. that the eigenvalues resulted from the forementioned set of equations are 

partially complcx. This would result to uncontrolled growth of small pcrturbations, which is 

the result of important physical processes. Generally a homogeneous (EVETEP) and a 

thermal non-equilibrium (EVUTEP) model has real characteristics, where as a thermal and 

mechanical disequilibriurn one does not. J. R. Travis ct. al. (1976) built a multipurpose model 

for analysing LWR safety, dynamics of fluidised dust beds, raindrops or aerosol transport and 

other similar circumstances. His model was a drift-flux thermal equilibrium one and he 

claimed to have real characteristics. 

Another drift-flux model was reported by R. W. Lyczkowski (1976) which made use of the 

two momentum equations (one for each of the phases) and he derived a slip equation for the 

flow field. Then by applying the necessary assumptions, he balanced the interfacial friction 

and gravity forces and with the use of an empirical steady state drift-flux expression he closed 

the set of the governing equations. 
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But in practical cases such as storage and transportation of liquiried gases and during a 

LOCA, it was suggested by a great number of invcstigators, that both thermal and mechanical 

discquilibriurn phenomena take place. II owever, these models have generally two complex 

roots resulting in an ill-posed problem. R. W. Lyczkowski et. al. (1977) suggested that a 

completely implicit centered diffierence numerical scheme can solve the ill-poscd problem. The 

increased mesh spacing acts as a damping term for the growing instabilities and this is only 

possible in the finite deferences solution procedure. Where as for the method ý of the 

characteristics serious limitations exist that govern the dx/dt increment. That is why R. W. 

Lyczkowski removed the numerical instabilities by the addition of physically motivated 

differential terms. The p3a/ax term, ornitted by many investigators, introduces a dynamic force 

acting on the interface and inclusion of which increases the region of real roots solution. This 

was also the main concept of W. T. Sha and S. L. Soo (1979), who discussed the pva term. 

Lyczkowski also suggested that the inclusion oftransicnt flow. forccs enlarge even more the 

real characteristic region. These forces are related to fluctuations at the interface and they are 

called virtual mass or relative acceleration forces. 

D. A. Drew and R. T. Lahey (1979) reported the objective form of the constitutive relations 

for the momentum equation and they included the general form of the virtual mass forces 

while D. A. Drew, L. Y. Cheng and R. T. Lahey (1979) underlined the importance of the virtual 

mass cffccts on the two phase flows. 

A two phase two component incompressible flow was modelled by D. Gidaspow (1978). Ile 

also included the effect of the virtual mass forccs. Since most of the former expressions of the 

relative acceleration are valid for dispersed flows Gidaspow suggested a two component 

incompressible flow one. Ilis model was quite applicable to oil-water systcms, slurry 

transport, geothermal energy generation e. t. c. 

The inclusion of different pressures for each of the phases met also with success, with 

rcs ect to the removal of the ill-posed problcm. J. C. Rousseau and R. L. Ferch (1979) PI 

proposed an UVUTUP model for flat stratified flows. The phase interface pressure difference 
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was given with respect to the height occupied by each of the phases in a rectangular 

channel. They also claim to have managed to develop a set of equations with seven real 

roots. Like the former researchers S. Bancrjee ct. al. (1978) solved the general case of 

UVUTUP and reported real roots as well. Then assun-dng the cases of EVUTEP and EVETEP 

they compared their modelswith Edwards and O'Brien (1970) experimental data. 

-1-D UVUTUP models were developed for the case of separated and dispersed flows by 

W. T. Ilancox et. al. (1978). A phase interface pressure difference expression was 

formulated, which depended on gravity for a stratiricd flow and on the drag force'due to slip 

for a bubbly flow. ln the case of a bubbly flow the virtual mass ciTccts were included as 

suggested by Drew and Lahey (1979). 

The rate of discharge of the water from a breakage in a nuclear reactor's loop is simulating 

by attaching a pipe, characterised by its L/D value to a quite large source vessel. The size of 

the vessel provides almost constant conditions at the upstream region of the pipe's inlet and 

a two phase flow expansion can be studied inside the pipe. 

Edwards (1968) developed a model with zero slip based on a bubble growth theory being 

contr olled by heat conduction from the surrounding superheated liquid. Empirical nucleation 

and delay time to nucleation expression also proposed, based on the degree of the liquid 

superheat and the surface tension. 

The water metastability period also concerned D. L. Hunt (1970). Ilc suggested that the 

delayed bubble growth governs the initial depressurisation region. fle made use of an 

empirical power law expression depending on the liquid's superheat to estimate the number 

of bubbles nucleated at the vicinity of the pressure minimum. Experimental data were then 

used to determine the free parameters involvcd. A constant number density of bubbles will 

then grow to prevent any further depressurisation. The theory compared quite well with 

experimental data for the initial metastable region. 

Later Edwards and Jones (1972) performed experimental work coupled with theoretical 

predictions for pipe discharge rates and its cffect on the mixture level in the source pressure 
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vessel. The experimental measurements were compared with thermal equilibrium with and 

without slip critical discharge models. Their conclusion was that without restrictions of the 

flow downstream, thc zero slip model was more accurate than the one with slip, but when a 

sharp-edge orifice was introduced at the exit the slip cfrect became important. 

Pipe blowdown theoretical modelling, compared with available experiments was performed 

by Edwards and O'Brien (1970), W. T. Hancox ct. al. (1978) and R. L. Fcrch (1979). The 

common point in all the above works, was that the working fluid used to pressurise the vessel 

was water. Unlike W. S. Winters and II. Merte (1979), who used freon 12. A common 

assumption among the above theoretical models, except Hancox ct. al., was the thermal 

non-equilibriurn behaviour of a bubbly mixture with no slip between 
/ 
the two phases. In all 

the above cases it was assumed that the heat was transfcrcd from the liquid phase to the 

bubble which will be then used to evaporate liquid molecules from the intcrfacc. Where the 

other researchers made use of the two fluid conservation equations Winters and Merte 

conserved the energy through a bubble which was allowed to grQw in a pressure changing 

environment, whcre any interfacial heat and mass transfer was affected by the detailed 

calculation or the liquid thermal boundary layer around it. Wintcrs and Merte assumed a 

constant bubble number density of the order or 5-6E8 m-3 while Edwards and O'Brien used 

2EI 1-2EI4 m-3. Fcrch preferred to introduce what he called a rate constant for the interracial 

heat transrcr process and by using Edwards and O'Brien experimental data he fittcd his 

model to them using a constant of 2.5E-3 sec. 11ancox et. al. used a homogeneous model to 

illustrate the method of characteristics technique and compared his theoretical results with 

Edwards and O'Brien water experimental ones. Thc theoretical long term depressurisation 

showed quite good agreement with the experiment but with the initial metastable region 

suppressed. 

Ferch (1979) also performed a comparison of his model with another standard 

experimental test reported by Banerjee ct. al. (1978). The difference from Edwards and O'Brien 

water experiments is that Bancrjee's blowdown section of a vertical pipe is heated during the 
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event and also the water circulates in the test section (initial velocity not equal- to zero) 

during the imaginary breakage. S. Banerjee and W. T. Ilancox, (1978) also reported a 

homogeneous model to quite well predict the long term of deprcssurisation of the above two 

standard problems. They also compared the more accurate and at the same time slower 

method of ý characteristics with faster numerical techniques. During LOCA cold water is 

injected on to the fuel rods. This event was found to be more precisely predicted with a 

thermal non-equilbrium model, by the above researchers for the Canadian nuclear reactor 

type. 

Another reported research on the numerical method used to solve a homogeneous model 

set of hyperbolic equations, was performed by R. W. Lyczkowski et. al. (1978). They used an 

explicit finite difference form based on Lax's method. They reported quite accurate 

predictions for i) a shock wave ii) ideal gas discharge from a pipe and iii) water n-dxture 

discharge from a pipe (Edwards- O'Brien water experiments (1970)) problem. 

An implicit finite difference scheme was reported by C. W. Solbrig ct. al. (1978) to solve 

an I-D UVUTEP LOCA simulation model. Thcoretical-experimental comparison, with 

Edwards and O'Brien tests (1970), were also presented. 

M. N Ilutchcrson ct. al. (1983) formulated an experimental and theoretical modelling of a 

LOCA with a breakage in the inlet to the core loop. A complex internal geometry inside the 

pressure vessel was employed to simulate the'-core barrel of- the nuclear reactor. Two load 

cells, pressure and temperature measurement systems instrumented the test scction, with main 

aim to make measurements of the critical mass flow rate'from the open end of a large 

diameter pipe attached to the main body. The main conclusion was that the transient flow 

rate from large diameter pipes is similar to steady state -ones from smaller pipes. The initial 

wall surface nucleation made the presence of the internal configuration important. A 

theoretical quasi-steady single node model was also developed to simulate the above 

cxperiments. The novelty of this model was the breaking down of the blowdown event in 

three major regions: i) the subcooled liquid dcprcssurisation, ii) the metastable nucleation and 
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bubble growth and iii) the homogeneous expansion of. a droplet-vapor rnixture. A 

Henry-Fauske critical mass flow rate model was assumed for the critical condition at the exit, 

where for the subcritical flow a simpler model, bascd on the pressure difference between the 

internal and ambient pressure was used. The comparison between theoretical and 

experimental results showed quite good agreement. The main conclusion to be drawn from 

this work, is that the available internal surface area to the volume ratio and the break area 

affect very much the degree of thermal disequilibrium of the system. 

W. D. Ford et. al. (1971) conducted a different type of experiment, by studying the liquid 

freon 113 expulsion, during pressure releases. In his experiments a blockage of the channel 

was performed by a vapor slug produced due to liquid's superheat. A theoretical 

consideration or the problem was also performed by the numerical coupling of a form of the 

energy and momentum equations quite successfully. 

B. Fletcher (1984) reported experimental results during pressure releases using freon 11.1 lis 

aim was to find the factors that effect the mass flow rate from pi pcs and orifice, during 

discharge from storage tank below the liquid level. His conclusion was that the initial 

pressure and the length of the pipe are the only factors affecting the mass flow rate. Any 

nucleation proccss, depending on the initial condition could be delayed until outside the vessel 

(i. e. liquid jet at the exit) or started inside the vessel (i. e. two phase jet). 

On the same type of experiments, with freon, 12,11. E. A. van den Akkcr (1986) reported that 

instead of correlating the mass flow rate with the L/D quantity, as suggested by Fauske, the 

pipe length gives better results. Ile also defined a relaxation length, necdcd for the nucleation 

event to relief the liquid's superheat. For short pipes (not sufficient relaxation length) the flow 

alternates between a liquid superheat jet flow and a two phase one. Due to the liquid's 

superheat nucleation takes place resulting to a two phase flow and reduction of the mass flow 

rate, which in turn increases the mass hold up and the pressure. This in turn stops nucleation 

and results to a superheat liquid jet flow again. The long pipe discharges were observed to 

be more steady state and two phase at all times. 
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ý A. A. Kendoush (1989) reported experimental results with water deprc'ssurisation. 

Recognizing the importance of the initial metastable rcgion, his aim was to determine the 

delay time in which the liquid is in a superheated state, before the nucleation process 

onsets. fle made use of two different mechanism for dcprcssurisation: i) sudden opening of a 

valve and ii) shower of cold water into the "hot" vapor rcgion, which produced 

condcnsation. 11is conclusion was that the delay time decreases with the increase of the initial 

saturation prcssure. Ile also developed a simple quasi-steady model, which takes into account 

the liquid's superheat and also utilises a steady state bubble rising vclocity. The theoretical 

results seem quite close to the experimental ones. A constant bubble size had to be assumed 

apriori. 

Much of the eftlort in modelling transient two phase flows, reviewcd in, this chapter has been 

directed towards the modelling and the more accurate representation of the interfacial 

transfer terms of mass momenium, and cncrgy. In the case where during the transient event 

the flow pattern of the flow changcs, e. g. LOCA, a detailed flow map is needed to determine 

the right form of these terms. With respect to this, C. W. Solbrig et. al. (1978) and M. Ishii 

ct. al. (1982) reported a complete flow map and also determine the form of the interfacial 

interaction terms as well as the form of the interfacial area conccntration, very important for 

establishing the above expressions. It has to be said, at this point, that these terms have a 

steady state formulation i. e. they do not include any flow quantity gradients. II owever, 

S. Banerjee (1978), utilising the surface renewal concept, developed and proposed a form for 

the interfacial heat transfer, which includes the total pressure derivative. 
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1.3 PRESENT STUDY 

The present investigations aim is to study the thermal non-cquilibrium aspects of a 

pressure vessel blowdown, by means of both experimental and theoretical modelling. 

The theoretical modelling includes, 1) a homogeneous model where the temperature and 

velocity is the same in both phases, 2) a thermal non-cquilibrium model with and without the 

nucleation process included and 3) a thermal non-equilibrium model which incorporates a 

suitable scheme for the two phase mixture-vapor interface for the cases where the vessel is 

initially partially full with liquid. The theoretical modelling has been formulated from one 

dimensional volume averaged transient conservation of mass, momcntum and energy 

equations. The set of equations has been solved by the method of characteristics. 

Experimental modelling of the problem has been also performed using freon 12, and 
description and discussion of the experimental setup and results is also included. 

.A comparison between the theoretical and experimental results from the present work and 

other reported experiments is presented and possible explanations for any discrepancies 

between theory and experiment are also included. 

Concluding statements are also presented with respect to the outcome from the present 

work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MULTIPHASE FLOW NIODELLING-AVERAGING PROCESS 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

From the engineering interest point of view both transient and steady state flows are of 

great importance for the every day application in power production plants such as nuclear, 

i 
fossil fired,. geothermal e. t. c., in chemical processes, transportation and storage of high 

pressure liquified gases. Furthermore assessment of accidents involved with the above 

installations require a better understanding orthe physics if successrul models arc to be 

dcvCioped. Good modelling of these flows allows the design, the control and the safety ofthe 

overall system to be studied. 

2.2 SINGLE PHASE FLOW 

Many flows encountered in today's applications are multiphase and 

multicomponent. Multiphase 'flows consist of the same chemical species but different 

phases. For cxamplc, water and stcam. Multicomponent means that theýsystern consists of 

different chemical species which can occupy, more than one phases. For example air with 

water and/or solid particles (rain). In many engineering applications it is only necessary to 
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assume single phase one component flows which simplifies all governing flow equations. The 

degree of accuracy of this assumption depends on the concentration of the less predominant 

chemical component or phase. Even for the most ideal conditions the flow equations can 

be very complicated, depending on whether the flow is assumed to be incompressible or not 

or laminar or turbulent. 

For a compressible viscous turbulent flow, all flow quantities can be resolved into two 

constituent componcnts, as it was suggested by Osborn Reynolds. The first component is the 

mean value of the flow quantity and the second is the superimposed fluctuations. Thus in 

some cases temporal and/or spatial averaging can be applied to filter out the turbulence 

quantities. Further simplification of the flow equations give rise to 2-D or even I-D flow 

models. By means of a time or statistical averaging the high frequency quantities will cut 

off and the turbulent cfrcct will be included in the mean flow equations in the form of the 

well known Reynolds stresses. During averaging information is lost so additional 

relationships must be specified for the "closure problem- to be removed. Any averaging with 

respect to the turbulent quantities must precede the space averaging, since turbulence is a 

3-D phenomenon otherwise a serious error could be performed by excluding the turbulence 

cfTect, cspecially in cases where it is important. 

2.3 MULTIPHASE FLOW 

The main interest of this study lics in the physics and the handling of multiphase flow 

modelling. Whilst the governing equations for each phase arc known the complex 

interactions between the phases render their solution impossible , except in the simplest of 

cases. Thercfore to simplify the problem multiphase modelling relics on flow equations which 

describe how average quantities vary. Unfortunately the averaging process results in 

information being lost and this has to be established by suitable modelling. Averaged flow 
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equations, reported in the literature have been obtained by averaging the local and 

instantaneous conservation equations with respect to space time over an ensemble or in some 

combination of these ( Ishii (1975), Vernier & Delhaye (1974), Drcw (1983)). 

The mathematical model consists of the averaged conservation cquations, the state relation 

for each of the phases, the auxiliary and secondary jump conditions, the constitutive relations 

for the pressure and the strcsses, cncrgy and mass transfers and the boundary conditions. A 

multiphase modcl is far more complicated than a single onc, sincc now all flow quantities 

have been doubled or tripled depending on the number of phases involved and also extra 

information is nccded for the interfacial transfer tcrms. 

This type of multiphase modelling, thc so called "multifluid model' has been used as a 

benchmark against experimental data, with considerable amount of succcss. Thc averaged 

flow quantitics, dcscribcd by the flow equations, arc especially favourablc for comparing with 

experimental mcasurements. Thc physical size of the sensor used for example pressure or 

temperature measurements and their response time usually involve some kind of spatial and 

time averaging. 

2.4 EXPERIMENTAL AVERAGE PROCEDURE 

The most commonly used experimental averaging procedures are: 1) volume or area 

avcraging, 2) time averaging with no averaging in space, 3) ensemble averaging with no 

averaging in space, 4) time or ensemble and space averaging. 

The main averaging rule is that the averaging procedure should lead to continuous flow 

quantities with continuous first derivatives. This rule is violated during the area average, each 

time the interface becomes tangent to the cross sectional plane. For the time point averaging, 

however, the time derivative of the void fraction becomes discontinuous. Therefore double 
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averaging e. g. time/space, are usually used. Experimental averaging reported by Banerjee 

ct. al. (1979) suggests that the volume/cnsemble averaging is more accurate and straight 

forward, but for large experiments the ensemble averaging can only be obtained at prohibitive 

cxpense. For example a void fraction averaging can be performed by trapping flow between 

two quick closing valves and measuring the proportion of each phase. Thc ensemble 

procedure involves repetition or the same experiment by starting from the same initial 

condition and by closing the valves after the same elapsed time. 

2.5 MATHEMATICAL AVERAGING 

2.5.1 THE AVERAGED CONSERVATION EQUATIONS 

In this section the averaged flow equations will be dcrivcd, rcsulting in a multifluid model. 

The conservation equations applied to each of the phases of a multiphasc flow can be 

averaged with respect to turbulence. For the same purpose as the single phase flow the 

randomness of the fluctuating part of a flow quantity has to, be excluded from the 

conservation equation without cxcluding, however, its cffcct on the mean flow. 

If <> denotes an averaging process and ffi, t) is a flow quantity, then < Ri, t) > 

corresponds to the mean value of f(i, t). To filter out the microscopic field the following 

processes can be used: 

1) time averaging 

qx, t) > «XI t) dt 
t-T 
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where T is suitable time interval. 

2) space averaging 

f(X 90 >2 : -'ý VCX, t) 

fv 

6, t) 

q-x, t) dV (2.2) 

where V(-X, t) is the average control volume 

3) ensemble averaging 

n 

RX 
ot) ý: " 3 x, t) (2.3) 

where n is the number of repetitions. 

A number of rules are also used during averaging. 1f f and g are two difficrent flow 

quantities: 

1) <f+g> = <f> + <g> (2.4a) 

2) << f> g> =< f> < g> (2.4b) 

3) < 
of 

>=0< 
f> (2.4c) 

at at 

4) < 
Of 

>=0< 
f> (2.4d) 

axi axi 

The equations of motion applying to each of the phases are (White 1974) 

1. conservation of mass 
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ap 
at- + V. pv=O (2.5) 

2. conservation of linear momentum 

apv 
-+V. pv. v = V. T+ pF (2.6) 

at 

lconservation of energy 

apup 
+ V. pvv U, = V. V. T + p-v. ý, 

- V. 
at 

In these cq'uations p is the density, ý is the field velocityj the stress tensor, F the body 

force density, U' the total internal energy or U' =U+ ý112 - g. R, Q the field heat 

transfer, which could be described by Fourier's law. 

In the case of a multiphase flow some difficulty may arise by the fact that averaging has 

to be limited by the interface and the physical lin-dts as well (c. g. vessel or pipe wall) plus the 

fact that some provision has to be made concerning the required information caused by the 

interfacial link with the other phascs. It is therefore necessary to introduce a new quantity 

X, (-x, t) , called the phase function which has the following properties, 

XkCX, t) =I 
if ý is in the phase k 10 

otherwise 

I 
(2.8) 

Since Xk is constant in the interior of phase k, the conservation of the Xk quantity gives rise 

to: 
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OXk 
(2.9) ý -t + Div Xk Vi "0 

or 

ax 
-1 +7 1 vx, at 

Since X, Div Vi =0 (in the interior of phase k, Div ýi ý-- 0)- The concept of the phase function 

is very useful since Xk picks out the individual phases andVXk the boundaries i. e. the 

interfacial or physical oncs-VXk has the direction of the normal to the interface pointing 

inwards to the phase k i. e. 

- 
OXk 

VXk nk- 
ani (2.10) 

where fi, is the unit vector normal to the interface pointing outwards from phase Un the 

above expression V, is the field velocity of the boundarics. Drcw (1983) also defined the void 

fraction a as 

< Xk: ý' "I 
I 

Xk dt 
t 

ft-T 

using a time averaging process. 

(2.11) 

By multiplying equations (2.5) to (2.7) with Xk and averaging with respect to time yields: 

Lconservation of mass 
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0< XkP 
+v*< XkP7V < IPVXk-CV - Vi)] > (2.12a) 

at 

2. conscrvation of momcntum 

0 "ýý XkPV >+VI 
<XkPV-; > -V * <XJ> 

at 

<XkpF> ` <IVXk'[PV'(V-vi)-T)I> (2.12b) 

3. conscrvation of cnergy 

'0 "ý XkPU':: " 
at 

+V XkPýVU" -V Xk 

V* Xk& - "ýXkff-ýý> ý <IVXk*(PU'(V-ýi)-V-ý+6)1> (2.12c) 

Making use of equation (2.9) the first term of equation (2.5) is 

ap aPXk aXk aPXk Xk 

at ý -at P a-t at 
+ PVi * 

VXk 

In the same manncr the rest of the equations can be written in the above form (2.12). All the 

interfacial and wall transfer terms for mass, momenturn and energy arc on the right-hand side 

of the equations. 

Equations (2.12) apply to the whole flow domain for all k phases involvcd. In the above 

equations <Xk A> denotes aX k-WCighted average of the flow quantity A. This means that 

"A" quantity has a mean value over the k phase which depends on space and time. Taking 

into account (2.11) this gives, 

<A> = 
<XkA> 

a 
(2.13) 
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Terms in the conservation equations of the type <X kB p>, arc the mass-weighted 

avcrages, where B is a flow quantity. Using (2.13), 

<B> = 
<XkBP> 

(2.14) 
<P> a 

In the general form <i> can be written as 

<T> < -p> I+ <7> (2.15) 

where I is the unit tensorAt has been a custom to replace the instantaneous interfacial 

prcssurc, p,. kat the k phase side of the interface with an average part and a fluctuation onc, so 

Pi, k ý<P>i, k + P'i, k 

It is also customary to define p',,,, as 

P'i, k " Pi, k - "" P>i, k 9 

It is convenient to derinc the following quantities, 

'hi, k -` < IPVXk-CV - 
701 > l, k (2.18a) 

llý*, ýVi, 
k--'ý "ýIVXkP7V-CV-'ý)iP"i, k 

(2.18b) 

r'li, kU"i, k: -- ": ýIVXk-PU'CV--V)iI>i, k 
(2.18c) 

Up =H-p (2.18d) T 

For the case when the wall friction and heat transfer-is negligible and if there is no mass 

transfer at the wall, (2.13) to (2.17) allow equations (2.12) to be written as, 
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1. k phase conservation of mass 

OOCk ": ý P ý> kVI 
OCk <P>k<V>k ý-- Ihi, k (2.19a) 

at 

2. k pliasc conscrvation of momcntum 

8OCk < P> k< V> k 
at 

+V I Ctk <P>k<V>k-<V>k -CtkV<P>k 

Ock( 'ýý 7 ý: " k+ 
7'k) - Ctk P ýý" k<F "" k+<P ý> i, k P> k)VL'k 

"li, k <V>i, k +< (Pi, k -<P>i, k)VXk - 
7*VXk > I, k (2.19b) 

3. k phase conservation of energy 

OOCk < P> k< H> k +V * ak <P>k<'ý>k<lI>k -alc 
a<P>k 

Ot Ot 

= 'V 
*Ctk«ý> k +r 0 k)<V>k -V* Ctk<Q>k + Ctk<P>k<ý>k-< F> k- 

Ock 
<> 

2L 
P i, k <P ý> k) at + rili, k < 11 >k 

aXk 
(Pi, k P ý" i, k) jt- + ý*7*VXk 

- Q*VXk "' i, k (2.19c) 

In the above equations the subscript k denotes a flow quantity in the bulk of phase k and i, k 

denotes a flow quantity at the k side of the interface. i is the viscous stresses and i' the 

Reynolds ones. 

In the same manner the conservation of mass, momenturn and energy on the interface 

rcquircs that: 
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k 

0 (2.20a) 

k 
Ll! 

li, k""7>i, k + ""P>i, kVCtk +, <(Pi, k- <P>i, k)VXk 
I 

T-VXk>i, k ý aR'Vock (2.20b) 

k 0OCk , OXk 2]rlli, 
k <II ýý'* i, k <P "' i, k < (Pi, k <p>i, k) at 

I 

ý, ý-VXk - 
6-VXk interfacial energy [source 

tenn 

I 
(2.20c) 

where R' is the average interfacial curvature. Equations (2.20) are the so called jump 

conditions. A. Biesheuvel and L. van Wisngaardcn (1984) suggested that the surface tension 

forces can have the form of, - aiý. VA,, wherc 'a is the coefficient of - the surface 

tension. According to Ishii (1975) the surface tension consists of a mean part and a 

fluctuating one, due to the relative motion between the phascs. Assunýiing zero fluctuating part 

the simplest form of interfacial power consumption can be given as: 

interfacial energy Olk 

source term 
aR' at 

(2.21) 

Furthermore Benson (1966), suggcsts that any surface change rcquires'an energy and mass 

absorption by the interface. This would result in an extra source term for the energy jump 

condition. In the present study it is assumed any energy source term involved with the 

interfacial build up is negligible. 
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In the case of a bubbly rnixture, R' = 2/r. where rb is the bubble radius. With zero motion 

both momentum and energy jump conditions give 

<p>i, g - <p>i, l 20 
rb 

(2.22) 

which is the mechanical equilibrium equation for the bubble. The interfacial source terms 

on the right-hand side of equations (2.19) may be physically interpreted as follows: 

1) rii,.,: This is the mass transfer term through the intcrfacc, duc to nucleation evaporation 

and diffusion. 

2) ril,, k "" 
ý:: 

* I, k 
(or ril,, k 

<II : ý* i, k): this term represents the interfacial momentum (or energy) 

transfer tcrm, due to the phase change process across the boundary. 

3) (< P: ý* i, k -< P""ý'k)VCCIt (or (< Pýý'i, k -< P> 0041at)): This is the averaged pressure 

difference between the bulk of the phase and the k side of the intcrface. It is an important 

term whenever the spatial (or time) derivatives of the void fraction arc important or 

whenever the averaged pressure difference is importa: nt. For cxample, in dispersed flows this 

term is negligible for the dispersed phase, since the pressure gradients developed in the small 

bubble or droplet voids are very small. For the continuous phase, however, this is not true 

and the Rayleigh equation can be used to link the two averaged pressures. 

4) < (pi, k -<p>i, k)VXk > I, k (or < (pl, k -<P>i, k)aXk/at > i, k). This term is the fluctuating part 

of the interfacial pressurc. Slip between the phases is the rcason, which results in the 

appearance or this term. The relative motion is the source of interfacial forces such as: 1) 

aerodynamic force, which can be split into the drag (viscous cffect) and the form drag force 

(pressure variation on the dispersed phase interface), 2) virtual mass force (due to relative 

acceleration of the phases) and other less important forces such as the lift force, which is due 

to changes of the flow field perpendicular to the relative motion direction. The lift force is 

not important in fast inviscid flows. The Basset force, which carries the cffect of the flow field 

evolution in the momentum equation is not generally considered to be important. 
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5) < UXI, > i, k 
(or < V-i-VXk 

>,,, ): This term involves viscous and turbulent stresses at the 

k side of the interface. 

6) < Q-VXk > l. k. This is the heat transrer term from the interface into the k phase. 

Equations (2.20) represent the interfacial conservation of mass, momcnturn and encrgy. The 

interface has often been treated as a discontinuity where the local and instantaneous flow 

equations hold for each of its sidcs. In analogy with the single phase shock wave, the quantity 

conserved over the interface, rcmains unchanged on both sides of the interface unlcss, an 

appropriate interfacial source term is present. It can be noticed that each of the terms of the 

interfacial jump condition is the same as in the main flow equation, representing the reaction 

of the interface. 

-, An interesting term in both energy and momentum jump condition, is 

< p> j,, aaJat (or Vct, ) which is called the buoyant force (Drew (1983)). Thc reason for this is 

because it depends on the pressure distribution around the interface and also on the 

time/space local phase distribution. 

For a two phase flow, cquations (2.20) become: 

fili, 
g =- ffii, l (2.23a) 

rhi, g(<v>i, g- <V>i, i) + (<P>i, g- <P>i, I)Vg 

- (T- - 7)) VX >a RVce (2.23b) 
g9 < {(P, i, g - P, u) r, 

aag 

lili, s(<Il>i, g- <11>i, l)+(<P>i, g - <P>i, ) 
at 

2x9+ 
(T-g. vg 

- 
71.71). Vxg 

at 

(6g - 
6). VXS > oR' 

Oog 
(2.23c) 

at 
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Forces due to the interfacial pressure difference arc important when the surface tcnsion (for 

Oispcrscd flow) or/and the interfacial mass transfer or/and the spatial and/or temporal 

derivatives of the void fraction are important. 

2.5.2 CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONSHIPS 

In fluid mechanics the primary concern is with the fluid velocity field. First the most 

convenient origin must be chosen which allows the flow field (ý(Rx, t)) to be modelled and 

second the solution ix the knowledge of ý with respect the space and the timc. To do so 

Newton's second law can be employed, 

ý= (2.24) 

For the Eulerian approach the acceleration i, describcs the so called "total' or "material' 

change of the velocity ficld, where on the left-hand side P stands for all the forces acting on 

the field. From equation (2.24), 

dy 49V 
dt at 

(2.25) 

V. V. V includes the effect of the non-linear (M/2) and (V x V) terms and it is equal to all 

forces acting on the systcm. These forces can be separated into two catcgories, the body forces 

and the surface ones. The first ones are due to any external field i. e. gravity, magnctic, 
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clectromagnetic, e. t. c., where the second ones are due to internal interactions of the fluid with 

itsclf. The major difficulty with all flows, single or multiphase, is to find the appropriate 

relationship to describe the link of these interactions with the change of the velocity field i. e. 

au, /ax,. This relationship is the well known constitutive relationship. 

For a multiphasc flow, the problem of finding constitutive equations, is more difficult, since 

there is fluid interaction in all phases in addition each of the sides of the interface have to 

be related to the velocity field. For the momentum equation to be solved (togcthcr'With the 

energy and mass equations) certain terms have to be -transformed into their velocity 

functions. These terms are: 

( <. ý : ý' k+ 
7'k) 

9( "ý P :: " i, k -<P "ý" k) 9 P'i, k v<7:: ý i, k 

Sometimes it is not worth referring to the viscous stresses of the mean flow in comparison 

with the stresses resulting from the highly energetic Kolmogorov cddics, which transfer the 

momentum by collisions in greater quantities. 

In the case of a bubbly flow, when the size of the bubblcs is quite small the bubbles follow 

the flow pattern sufficiently closely that no slip between the phases can be noticed and no 

additional forces from the interface result i. e. p'i. k =0 and <p ý" 1, k -<p ý" ký0. As soon 

as there is some slip at the interface, thcn each and everyone of the bubbles act as an obstacle 

for the continuous phase, which adds to the flow a distinct turbulence frequency and so the 

coexistence of the two (or more) phases is a turbulence source. In 1845 Stokc made three 

postulations, concerning the setting of the relations between stress and strain. Onc of 

thcse, rcfers to the objectivity of these relations. According to the objectivity postulate, the 

fluid is isotropic i. e. its properties are independent of direction and therefore the deformation 

law is independent of the axis direction on which it is expresscd. It is obvious that the same 

postulate holds in the case of a multiphase flow for both the phase and interface 

rclations. These relationships include the void fraction and its tcmporal/space derivatives, the 

velocity field and its derivatives, the geometry of the interface (e. g. the bubble's size) and 
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physical properties such as density, viscosity e. t. c. Drew (1979) reported all the flow quantities 

that can be used in the constitutive equations, by proving their objcctivity. Thcsc quantities 

are, the material derivatives of the scalar flow quantities e. g. da/dt, the slip velocity, betwcen 

the phases, the relative acceleration i. e. 

ýgi 
OCVI - 

vg) 

+ý vrv- I- 
; 

Iv.; at 9* 9 

and finally the strain tensor, 

Dk, b (v Vk-Vtýk) 2 

The turbulence stress tcnsor (i', ) consists of 

ý'k = Reynolds stresses + multiphase cffect stresses (2.26) 

In well mixed multiphase flows the turbulence stresses arc due to slip but in separated flows 

can be caused also by the interface wavy instability (Kelvin-I lelmholtz). By analogy with the 

viscous stresscs, the eddy Viscosity stress can be model as 2 IA'k, D,,,, wherc A, is the so called 

eddy viscosity which can be calculated using Prandl's mixing length model. The second part 

of equation (2.26) is a function of (Vi - VJ-For bubbly rnixtures, Drcw and Lahey (1979) 

separated the induced eddy pressure due to V, )' I from the two phase effect stress due 

to V, ) and they presented the following model, 

7'k = 2A'kDk, b + CII + C2(-Vl - 
ý8)-CVI 

- 
-Vg) (2.27) 

where U'k, Cl, c2 depend on the void fraction, the bubble size and the relative velocity 
field-ýkJS 

the viscous stress term. For ncwtonian flows is given as 
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Tk = 2Yk Dk, b 

where yý is the viscosity (physical property) of the fluid. Ishii (1975) argued that this term is 

not enough to describe the viscous stresses in a multiphase flow and lie suggested that 

"40 ýk == 211k . Dk, b + Pk 
bk O-L 

IVOCk(VI - 
ýd+ (V-l 

- 
7g)VL'kl (2.28) 

"4 k 1-L 

where bk is called the mobility of phase k. 

Both ýkand i',, models arc usually applied to the continuous phases where in the dispersed 

one (c. g. bubbles), it is assumed that the turbulence stress is zao and that the viscous 

strcss, somctimes is zero too. In the case where the above assumption is not true, analogous 

models can be used for the other phasc. All above models arc functions of 

Dk. b P (VI - Vg) 
y. ock 9 Vak which are all objective quantities. 

Next the pressure constitutive relations will be discussed. In the general case of a two phase 

flow model, with different phasc and interfacial pressures, different phase velocities and 

different phase tempcratures, the three equations of mass, momenturn and energy are 

sufficient to provide a solution for the two velocity fields, providing a constitutive relation js 

known for the pressure ficld. Thc simplest and more often encountered assumption is that all 

pressures are equal i. e. p, = p,,, = p,., = p, There are cases when the above assumption is 

almost true, when it can be assumed that the phase speed of sound is so much greater than 

the flow velocity, that any flow change information travels very fast in all directions, resulting 

in a pressure equalisation. For example, in bubbly n-dxtures with small slip, no surface tension 

and small dr 
b 
/dt (speed of contraction/ expansion), the above assumption is sufficient. When 

the slip between the bubbles and the liquid increases, the liquid pressure adjacent to the 
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interface is much greater than the bulk liquid pressure. For dispersed flows the term 

(<P>i, k -<P> k) (for the continuous phase k), can be modelled using Rayleigh's equation. 

Stuhmillcr (1977) suggested that the above pressure difl'ercncc can be calculated as a function 

or (iv, - ý, 1 1) (form drag force). 

Nigmatulin (1979) and L. van Wijngaarden (1984) studied the ciTccts or the liquid on the 

bubble interface, when terms like, dr 
b 
/dt and (V, - ý. ) and also the crowded cfTcct, due to the 

presence of other bubbles, is not negligible. By assun-dng a potential flow, surrounding a 

bubble they tried to theoretically evaluate the pressure difference between the liquid interface 

and the bulk. Nigmatulin made use of his cell theory and he managed to adjust Rayleigh's 

equation to accommodate the effect due to the increased bubble population. Nigmatulin 

takes into account also the slip and lie proposes the follomring expression for the liquid 

pressure difference, 

2 

P-" la 113 )plrb 
ý2rb 

+ (I - 1.47al /3 + 1.33a) _2_ (±b ) P, 
dt2 2 dt 

- (I + 0.67a)Cv, -'ý. ). Cvj 
- 

7g) ' 
4 (2.29) 

In the case of separated flows, the interfacial pressure fluctuation term is due to the wavy 

behaviour of the interface (Kelvin-lielmholtz), which for high inertia flows can cause plug or 

slug flow. The interfacial momentum exchange, duc to these irregularities is far more 

complicated and it involves forces like the virtual mass, which can be important even for an 

assumed inviscid flow. The gravitational force (body force) is very important in this case, since 

it opposes any interfacial instability. On the other hand, the gravitational force creates 

another pressure difference, often presented as 

90C"Pk 
2 (2.30) 
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where 11 is the vertical size of the pipe. 

The pressure difference between each or the side of the interface is due to the surface 

tension effects and the interfacial mass transfcr, in case of a vigorous phase change. For 

bubbly flows in which surface tension is important, the pressure difference is often given as 

2a <P>i, 'g- <Pý>,, '- rb 
(2.31) 

For the interfacial pressure fluctuations and the stresses, analogous constitutive relations 

have to be found. Ishii(1975) and Drew (1983), concentrated all the above terms to what they 

called interfacial force density tcrm. Drcw (1979) postulated a form for the sought 

relationship containing only objective functions of the velocity field. lf M is the interfacial 

force density , 

M= A#vj - 
7g) + A: a. l + A361 - 

Vg). Dl, 
g + A4CVI - 

Vd-VCVI 
-'ýg) (2.32) 

where A, to A4 are scalars function of the velocity field and the fluid properties. The first 

term is the drag force and 

A, 3 Cd IV VII -KcPI rb 9- 

where Cd is the drag coefficient. The combination of the second and fourth term is the virtual 

mass force. 

A2 ý-- CtPICVM 
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A4 = A20 - L) 

where Cvrn is the virtual mass coefficient and L is a void fraction function. Theoretical or 

empirical qorrelations for Cvm have been derived by Zuber(1964), Nigmatulin 

(1979), Wijngaardcn(1976), Mokcycv(1977). AlI the above investigators concluded that, 

Cvm-+! asa-+O 2 

The third term is due to the lift force effect. A3 is a function of the local void fraction. Therc 

are very little experimental data to suggest that this force exists in the usual multiphase flows. 

2.5.3 AVERAGED TWO PHASE EQUATIONS FOR ONE DIMENSIONAL 

FLOW 

Equations (19) and (20) arc the 3-D form of multiphase flow equations, where all flow 

quantities arc free of their high frequency part. I fnow, all averaged signs (<>) arc dropped 

and equating k with either g (vapor phase) or I (liquid phasc), thesc equations can be 

rcavcragcd over the cross section area or a thin flow slice Of volume V(x, t). Taking the dot 

product with the unit x direction vector A., of the momentum equation, the I-D form of the 

two phase flow equations with all flow quantities varying with x and t can be established. 

Engaging the averaging rules (2.4) and also defining the new averaging quantities as 

kA 
If 

CtkAk dV 
V 

V(X, t) 

where A denotes a flow quantity. The flow equations can be rewritten as, 

(2.33) 
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l. k phase conservation of mass 

av < C(P >k- aV<UPU>k 

at + 49X 
=V< 111i, k 

2. k phasc conservation of momentum 

OV < OCPU ý> k aV < C[PUU >k< OCP >k aV < a(T + 7') > kx 

at + ox + ax ax V<apF> k, x 

+V <, Ihi, Ji, 
k >x +V« < PVXk - 

ý*vXk > i, k 

3. k phase conservation of energy 

OV "" CCPII >k4 OV<apuH>k OV<CCP>k 

at ax ax 

OV 'V. (r + 7') > k, x 
OV > k, x 

Ox 49X 
+V< apv. F>k, 

x +V< rhi, k' li, k >x 

+V << PLXk - 
ý*ý*VXk + 

6*VXk 
ý"' i, k at 

Making use of the definition for VX,, 

- 
OXk 

VXk nk 
ani 

and for I-D case 

VXk ý-- - 
ýk 

(2.34a) 

(2.34b) 

(2.34c) 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 
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and together with the interfacial source term definitions and assuming that the average 

process control volume does not vary with x and t, cquations (2.34) yield, 

Lk phase conservation of mass 

< OCP ýý' k+< OEPU "' k (2.37a) 
at ax 

2. k phase conservation of momentum 

a< T') > k, x < CtPU> k+a< CtPUU> k+ L4P >k< Ct(T + 

at Ox Ox ax 

< apýý > k, x + rhi, kUi, k +<< (ýiI - ý)'VXk > i, k >x (2.37b) 

3. k phase conservation of energy 

V> k< CýV*(T + 7') > k, x -tPUI I>k 49 <L 49 < CCPI I ý> k+a<L 

at ax at ax 

< aQ> k, x 'oXk 
ax -+< apv. F>k+ rili, k' li, k +<<P --ý-t -V 'T'VXk > i, k >x (2.37c) 

and the interfacial jump conditions are: 

k 
ý]rhi, 

k --"": 
0 (2.38a) 

I 

k aa, ýý"li, 
kUi, k + (P-1 - 

ý)*VXk > i, k x 
R' (2.38b) 

ax 
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k 
OXk 62k Lrhi, 

kl li, k +p jt- + V, TIVXk - Q'VXk ý> i, k >x R' 
at (2.3 8 c) 

I 

2.5.4 DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS 

Studying equations (2.37) one may notice that they cannot be solved in their present 
form. The average of the products has to be replaced by the product of the averagcs. Thc 

concept of the distribution parameter aims to overcome this problcm. There are two such 

parameters involved with the time/space derivatives of the flow quantities and one involved 

with the interfacial source term. Flow quantities such as < apu >k or <apll> 
k c. t. c. have 

to be separated, first with respect to the void fraction and then to one another i. e. 

< CIPUI I ý> k '-- Co* < CC >k Co f<P> 
k <U> k< ll>k 

where C. - is the void fraction distribution parameter and Q is the fl fiel ow id one, which for 

the given example takes into account the p, u and 11 distribution on the cross section area. 

The interfacial exchange quantities e. g. the interfacial heat transfcr, arc usually 

modcllcd, using empirical cocfficients and steady state relationships i. e. 

<I <Q*VXk>i, k>xý <q>i, ký <Aih, AT>i 

where A, is the interfacial area concentration, h, the heat transfer cocfricient and AT the 

phasial temperature difference. Furthermore 

<AihýAT>i = C. 1<Ai>i<hi>i<AT>i 

where C., is the distribution parameter for the interfacial terms. The interfacial friction, the 

virtual mass force e. t. c. can be treated in the same manner. Strictly speaking, all coefficients 
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used, to model the interfacial terms, vary with the flow regime and the flow changes, but often 

it has been assumed that, 

1 Co =1 

It is customary to assume a power law distribution on a cross section area (or in a thin 

slicc), in the case where Ce , CJ , C. ' are to be calculated. Thcir calculation however must 

depend on the flow rcgimc, cspccially for Q, and C,, ' which arc directly dependent on the 

geometry of the interface. The geometry of the physical limits of the flow also affect the 

forcmentioncd calculation of the paramcters. Expcrimcntal inrormation on the void fraction 

and. the flow variables distribution is vital for the C. modelling and calculation. 

Unfortunatcly, thcre is very little work performed in this area and all data involve steady state 

measurcmcnts. It has to be said, hcrc, that any profilc measurements in a non-fully developed 

flow regime can result to erroneous conclusions. A great deal of analytical modelling has been 

performed by S. G. BankofT(1960) and later on improved by N. Zubcr and S. A. Findlay(1965) 

and N. Zubcr and F. W. Staub and G. Bijwaard(1966). In the last paper they suggest that if 

the flow-regimc was ignored, C. could be assumed constant. They actually proved their 

suggestion by comparing theoretical results with water experimental data, obtained from 

water flow in circular ducts. 

By analogy with a single phase flow, where it is proved that there is similarity between the 

temperature and the velocity profiles, in multiphasc flows it can be assumed that the void 

fracition is similar to the flow variable profile. The latest assumption simplifies the C. 

modelling very much. 

'An entirely different approach to the distribution parameter concept has been suggested 

by researchers on the field, reviewed by S. Banerjee and A. M. C. Chan (1984). In cases of very 

different velocities or temperatures, in one of the phases, instcad of determining a C. for the 

distribution across the cross section area, the phase can be assumed split up in two 

components with C,, = I. The latest suggestion avoids the evaluation of the distribution 
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parameter, but complicates the two phase modelling, because now, more transfer terms for the 

Onew" phases arc required to be modelled. 

2.5.5 SIMPLIFIED I-D TWO PHASE BUBBLY FLOW EQUATIONS 

For a well n-Lixcd bubbly flow regime, it can be assumed that: 

1) C. " C., = C., =1 

2) the cffect of the spatial heat transrcr derivative can be assumed negligible compared to 

the flow changes, 

3) in the case of small bubbles <u>. =<u><u> (no slip) which implies that any 

interfacial pressure fluctuations arc zero as well, 

4) for bubble sizes greater than the critical, the cffect of the wrface tension is negligible and 

assuming that, 

drb 
0 and 

d2rb 
=0 (no contraction/expansion) dt dt2 

`-Pý>ij= ,: ýPý>i, g= <P> 9 

5) any viscous, turbulent and body forces effects are negligible. 

The simplified form of the flow equations is (dropping the, < >, averaging signs) 

l. k phase conservation of mass 

'OCCkPk OoCkPkU 
- "' Mi, k ot ox 

2. k phase conservation of momentum 

(3.39a) 
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OL'kPkU 
+ 

OoCkPkU 2+ 

OCk 
Op 

= rýli, kU (2.39b) 
Ot Ox Ox 

3. k phase conservation of energy 

OCXkPkl lk 0OCkPkUl Ik ap 
(2.39c) 

at + ax -ak- t= 
Mi, kl li, k + 4i, k 

and the simplified form of the interfacial jump condition is: 

2 

(2.40a) 

2 
L111i, 

k Uý0 (2.40b) 
I 

2 
Lrýli, 

kl 
li, k + 4i, k ý0 (2.40c) 
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CHAPTER 3 

NUCLEATION KINETICS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Vapor production can occur a) during a temperature increase (with constant pressure) or 

b) during rapid pressure releases (with. constant temperature). In this chapter the second 

case will be discussed. A blowdown accident which may occur in different industrial processes 

can trigger an irreversible phase transition in the bulk of the liquid system. In such processes 

the pressure falls so rapidly to almost atmospheric levels, that the liquid does not have the 

time-to follow an equilibrium path, which leaves the fluid in a superheat statc. Its temperature 

is much higher than the saturation one, depending on the local pressure, and its 

thermodynamic state is called a "metastable state'. 

Depending on the stability of the environment the residence time of the system in this state 

may vary. Nucleation is the phenomenon observed when the liquid (in its metastable 

condition) produces an irreversible phase transition, which helps the liquid's superheat 

rclief. There are two modes of nucleation related to the degree of superheat of the system in 

this condition. A) The homogeneous nucleation, where 'flashing" of the liquid takes place in 

the bulk and B) the heterogeneous nucleation, where any nucleation activities are helped by 

the presence of foreign articles e. g. the wall cavities, dissolved inert gases, dispersed particles 

e. t. c. As will be shown later homogeneous nucleation requires high degrees of superheat and 
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long residence times for the nucleus to be created whereas heterogeneous nucleation does 

not. As reported by Skripov (1974), the residence time - of the system in the unstable 

condition, depends on the rate of nucleation, which in turn depends on how rich the system 

is in molecules, the size of the system and the size of the nucleus. Nucleation is a random 

event, which can be described by a Poisson distribution of the maximum work required for 

nucleation. Any nucleation promotion is a result of prcssu re and temperature fluctuations 

, which provide enough energy for "liquid" molecules' to become 'vapor' oncs. Thc size or the 

nucleus is related to the liquid's superheat. Lcss superheat, mcans bigger sizcs, i. c. more 

molecules to fill up the bubble void. lt also means fewer fluctuations. All these result in longer 

residence times for homogeneous nucleation, whereas for heterogeneous nucleation, the 

bubble voids are much smaller resulting in fewer required molecules and of course less 

residence time. 

3.2 THEORY OF STABILITY 

It was shown by Benson (1966) that for an isolated system (plus its surroundings) to be in 

a stable equilibrium, any possible variation of its state would produce a negative change in 

cntropy, which is against the second law of thermodynamics. On the other hand a 

spontaneous change of a system would produce an entropy increase. Equilibrium is only 

reached when the entropy is maximum. For the equilibrium state, thc system balances any 

tendencies for a change. Bearing the above stability rules in mind, it will be shown, that 

spontaneous change occurs when a liquid is in the metastable region. 

For a system at a given pressure and temperature but with its volume allowed to 

change, the first law of thermodynamics states that, 

dh = bq - bw, (3.1) 
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where h is the specific enthalpy, q the heat transfer to the system and w the work performed 

by the systern. For an irreversible process: 

dh < Tds-bw , (3.2) 

where T is the temperature of the system, p the pressure and s the specific entropy. It is N%, cll 

known, hoivever, that dh = du + pdv + vdp, where u is the specific internal energy so that, 

öw <T ds - du - pdv - vdp (3.3) 

Making use of the specific free energy function, g =u+ pv-T s, 

dg = du+pdv+vdp-Tds-sdT (3.4) 

From (3.3) and (3.4) 

6w < -dg-sdT (3.5) 

For a constant temperature process, 

6w < -dg 
(3.6) 
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In conjunction with the stability criteria, any spontaneous change (e. g flashing) produces an 

increase in entropy, a decrease in the free energy function and results in the system returning 

to an equilibrium state. 

There are three types of equilibrium statc, namely, the stablc, tlic metastable and the 

unstable. Any remarks with respect to the strength of the stability for each of the above states 

will be drawn in conjunction with the nucleation process of a liquid systcm. 1n this respect the 

stability of each of the above equilibrium states depends on the size or the temperature and 

pressure perturbations, needed to move the system from this state. The size of these 

perturbations will determine the size or the critical nuclcus. The well known derinition for the 

tritical nucleus is: "the size of the nucleated molecular cluster that can survive and spontaneously 

grow afterwards". For the stable state the critical size tends to infinity which means that 

equation (3.6) becomes dg=O or'the free energy function has its minimum value. For the 

metastable case, the critical size depends on the degree of penetration into the metastble 

region of the liquid. The smaller the critical size the less the system can hold on to its 

state. Figure 89 illustrates a p-v diagram making use of the important van der Waal's 

equation of state for an ideal substance. Assuming that a liquid initially in the "A" state 

undergoes a constant temperature process it follows the path "A-B', which crosses the 

equilibrium (binodal) line and its limit is the spinodal line. The limit for any nucleation 

phenomenon is the spinodal line. Following the above stability discussion, the closer it comes 

to the spinodal line the greater its superheat and the smaller the critical size. So nucleation 

is unavoidable. It was proved by Zel'dovich and Todes (1940) that in the metastable region 

the specific heat Cp is negative and the (aPlaV)T <0 At the spinodal line Cp remains 

negative and (aPlaV)T = 0. The spinodal line belongs to the unstable rcgion. Because of the 

negative Cp, from the heat conduction equation, the temperature differences grow 

exponentially , resulting in the liquid's decomposition, without nucleation. That is why the 

spinodal line is referred as the theoretical nucleation limit. 
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3.3 NUCLEATION ENERGY BARRIER 

The. weak stability of the metastable state of the superheat liquid is due to the fact that the 

chemical potential of the liquid phase is greater than the corresponding vapor's one, for the 

local conditions. For a given pressure and temperature the chemical potential is equal to the 

free energy function and denotes the ability or the molecules to produce work. Rccalling 

equation (3.4) together with the first law of thermodynamics for an isothermal process 

dg v dp (3.7) 

or 

v 
dg IT 

(3.8) 
dp 

From figure 89 it is apparent that g is equal to the area under van der Waal's isothermal 

path. Figurc 90 is an illustration of this area integration. Branch 'A-E" corresponds to the 

subcoolcd liquid state (fig 89), "E-B" corresponds to the metastable region and branch "E-D, 

corresponds to the stable vapor region. From figure 90, it can be noticed that for a given 

pressure the chemical potential of the liquid is greater than the corresponding vapor one for 

a stable state. It is also obvious that the lower the pressure the greater the potential 

difference between the "E-B" and "E-D" branches. 

, 
The definition of nucleation with respect to the molecular action is as follows. For 

simplicity "liquid' molecules are the molecules in the liquid phascwhere their thermal motion 

is restricted by the liquid molecular bonds. When locally there is an accumulation of energy 

due to thermal and pressure fluctuations the molecular potential can reach the limit to break 

these liquid bonds and replace them with the less restricting vapor oncs. This phenomenon is 

called nucleation. The protection of the new phase is managed by the formation of the 
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liquid-vapor interface. The forcmcntioned free energy diffierence will be directed towards the 

work necdcd for the interface build up and the filling up or the void with 'vapor" 

molecules. The surface tension is a very important thermodynamic parameter during flashing 

since the vapor cavity is quite small (of the order of a few microns). As mcntioncd by Skripov 

(1974) for very low nucleation pressures the critical bubble is totally empty and energy 

transfer as work is dircctcd towards the build up of the intcrface. At the point ortlic bubble's 

formation a random predomination of the molecular evaporation process over the 

condensation process will result in its growth, and the opposite proccdurc will result to its 

collapse, since the reduction of the critical size even by one molecule will increase the surface 

tension cffcct which will then collapse the vapor cavity. The critical cluster is 'thus in 

mechanical and chemical equilibrium and hence, 

Pg - PI - 
2a (3.9) 
rcr 

gg(pg, T) = gl(pl, T) (3.10) 

where r.. is the critical radius and a the surface tcnsion-pi is the pressure of the liquid outside- 

the bubble and p, is the saturation pressure for the given temperature. 

If within the metastable liquid phase (mother phase) a new phase (vapor phase) is created 

in the form of a small nuclcous , then from the stability criterion charactcriscd by equation 

(3.6) , irreversible energy transfer as work is produced and the chemical potential reduccd. In 

the general case when aV volume of superheat liquid (with free cnthalpy equal to G,.,, i., ) , is 

transformed to aV volume of vapor (with free cnthalpy equal to G,,,.., ) the size of the bubble 

produced rt, , will generally be different from the critical bubble of radius r,,. J. e. 

rb * rcr 
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In consequence equation 3.6 gives rise to 

0 --- 41rrb 2 
17 

4 
7rr 

3 (p, 
g _ pl) - N(gl(pl, T) - g8 -Tb (p'g, T)) (3.12) 

where p, is the pressure inside the bubble with a size difrercnt from the critical one and N 

the number of niolCcuIcs in the bubblc. Thc righthand side of equation. (3.12) is the 'work 

needed for the creation of this bubble and is given as 

Gfinal - Ginitial 

In the special case of a critical cluster Ag =0 in equation (3.12). 

From equation (3.7) , 

N Ag = N(gl(pl, T) - ga(p'g, T)) = -1 7rrb 3(pg 
_ P, g) 

(3.14) 
3 

From equations (3.12) (3.13) and (3.14) it can be shown that , 

1 
243 W= 47rrb Cr -T7rrb dPsat (3.15) 

where dp,,,, indicates the degree of superheat. From the above equation and for a given 

superheat the free energy change is a function of the molecular cluster. Figure 91 illustrates 

this function and it is apparent that there is a certain rb for which the nucleation work 

becomes a maximum. This is the size of the critical cluster. In theory any bubbles with smaller 

sizes will collapse and with bigger ones will carry on growing spontancously. The whole 
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nucleation process can be illustrated as the equilibrium state ofa sphere on a convex surface 

(fig. 91). Nature always follows the quickest way to the stable state. From the stability criterion 

(3.6), all the bubbles , with sizes less than the critical, will reduce their free energy by simply 

reducing their size and eventually collapsing and the opposite happens with the bigger ones. 

The sphere on the convex surface example is a quite good one, since it can explain why not 

all of the critical bubbles can survive, as it was quoted by Skripov (1974). Tlic summit of the 

convex surface is not a stable position for the sphere, and the same is valid for the critical 

clustcr. Any random don-ýination of the condensation process resulting in the bubble's 

collapsing. From equation (3.9), it can be seen that the critical size dcgreases as dp. increases. 

3.3.1 HOMOGENEOUS MODE OF NUCLEATION 

From equation (3.13) any temperature and/or pressure fluctuations due to rapid pressure 

reduction processes and/or turbulent flows can result in an increase in dG. There 

is, however, one value of dG that will trigger the nucleation phenomenon and this is the 

maximum for the given thermodynamic conditions. If equation (3.15) is differentiated with 

respect to rb, after the dp,., is replaced by equation (3.9), and equating the resulting 

expression to zero, it can be shown that, 

for rb-= r,, dGmax ý Wcr 4 
7rrcr 

2 
cr 3 

or in terms of the liquid superheat 

(3.16) 

167ra 3 
(3.17) Wcr -- 3 dPsat 2 
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wherc W, is the maximum work requircd for nuclcation. 

3.3.2 HETEROGENEOUS MODE OF NUCLEATION 

I. NVALL EFFECT 

In everyday application. s the cffect of the container or the pipe wall is prcscnt. Small 

irregularities or cavities on the surface help the nucleated bubbles, by allowing only a small 

spherical segment to grow on the wall. But rrom eqi4ations (3.16) and (3.17) it can be seen 

that this reduces the required work for nucleation making it easier for the superheat liquid 

to nucleate. 

If 7,,, a,, and a., are the surface tensions of the interfaces between the liquid and the 

vapor, the liquid and the solid, and the vapor and the solid, and 0 is the contact angle between 

the bubble interface and the wall, 

Cos 0= 
(17gs 

CFgj 
171S) 

9 (3.18) 

and the volume of the sphere's segment can be shown (Skripov (1974), Blander and Katz 

(1975)), to be 

--I- 7rrb 
3(l + COS 0)2 (2 - COS 0) 3 

or 

(3.19) 
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V, = V(k , 
(3.20) 

where 0 is the so called heterogeneous factor given as 

+ Cos 0) 2 (2 - cos 0) 
4 

From equation (3.16) the critical nucleation work for the equivalent bubble with volume 

cqual to V' is givcn as, 

wl cr ý, -- vp - 
a- (3.22) 
rcr 

where V' is the volume of the segment of the critical cluster and V its total volume. From 

cquations (3.22), (3.20) and (3.16) 

W'ýr ý WcrO (3.23) 

From equation (3.20) it is readily shown that 0 is the ratio of the volume of the segment of 

the bubble to the total one, so the value of 0 is less than unity. This shows how much less 

nucleation work is needed. From equation (3.22) it can be seen that NV,, is directly 

proportional to the bubbles volumc. For example if the segment's volume is half of the 

total, only half of the work is needed. 
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IT. THE EFFECT OF DISSOLVED INERT GASES 

In the case of dissolved gases the partial pressure of the gas helps in reducing the 

nucleation energy barrier which makes it easier for the system to nucleatc. Assuming there 

exists a vicinity where tliprc are N "liquid* molecules and N, gas molecules with a partial 

pressure or p,. Then after nucleation, N, molecules are mixed up with the vapor ones. So 

the free energy change can be given as 

24 3(p, 
g + Pgas _ pl) Gfinal - Ginitial (dg N+ dgga, Ngas) + 4nrb cr -T 7rrb (3.24) 

As it has been said bcforc, dg for the liquid-vapor system is ncgativc, sincc the chemical 

potential of the liquid is greater than the vapor's and dg,. is also ncgative, for the same 

reason. 

The mechanical equilibrium for the critical clustcr, now, bccomcs 

dp = pg + pg. - p, = dp, ýt + Pgas 

so the critical work is, 
b 

(3.25) 

16 a3 Wcr ý3 (dp, at + Pgas)2 
(3.26) 

From the above equation, the critical work decreases, as the pressure difference between the 

liquid's one and the one inside the bubble increases. For the purpose of modelling it may 

be assumed that the gas behaves as ideal and 

, a, Pgas -= (pRT)p 
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where p, is the density, R its gas constant and T the temperature or the system during the 

isothermal nucleation process. 

3.4 THE RATE OF NUCLEATION 

Based on the Gibbs conccpt, the critical work for the cluster formation shows how stable 

the metastable liquid is. lf the work, that is required is enormous then the system can remain 

to that state for cvcr. Volmcr and Weber (1926) and Frenkcl (I 955), made use or this concept 

for the formulation of the rate of nucleation of a metastable liquid. Kccping in mind that the 

nucleation mechanics relics on the favourable local increase of the energy by fluctuations, the 

main feature of their formula for the rate of nucleation was the randomncss, dcscribcd by an 

exponentiation term. Assuming a steady state process i. e. J= const., wherc J is the so called 

rate of nucleation or the flux of nuclei, their expression can be given as, 

J= Rcr fcr , (3.28) 

where R, is the rate of transition of the critical bubbles to the next size and f. ., 
is the number 

of critical nuclei per unit volumc. For the development of the classic nucleation theory there 

are two bubble distribution functions assumed. f denotes the first and it represents the 

number of bubbles of a given size rý. The other is F and called pseudoequilibriurn 

distribution fanction. This means that, if a stable state liquid condition is assumed i. e. a 

balance between the number of bubbles transn-dtting from neighbouring sizes then J=O. r 

denotes the distribution function for this condition. A link is also assumed to exist between f 

and jr and is of the form, 
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ZIP , 
(3.29) 

where z, is'the nonequilibrium factor and its value is less than or equal to 1, depending on 

the bubble sizc. For rb< < r,, , where J can be assumed zero, z, = 1. These sizes of bubbles 

arc created and then collapsc. For r>>r. b, no bubbles cxist. This is because even if large rb 

means very much less surface tension work, the work associated with pumping in of molecules 

is enormous for such voids. So since P -+ 0, zi = f/P -+ O, and so z, is assumed to be 

zcro. Skripov (1974) suggests that since the nucleation work increases so sharply at rb = r,,, 

, it can be assumed that z, = 1/2. Including in the J formulation the "Poisson' character of 

the process, 

-W(rb) 
N cxp( R-T-- ), (3.30) 

where K is the Boltzmman constant, T the system's temperature and N the number of 

molecules per unit volume. This allows equation (3.28) to be written as, 

-Wcr J=N Rcr z, exp( Z-T ). (3.31) 

Often B denotes the product of R.. times zi and it is called prccxponential factor, so 

-Wcr J=NB exp( R-T-) (3.3 1 
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Later other investigators developed the quantity B by -involving a detailed 

evapo ratio n/co ndensation molecular process into it, but the exponentiation factor form was 

rctained. Part of the cffect of the degree of penetration of the liquid into the metastable 

region, on the J, is indluded in this term. 

Doring (1937) and Volmer (1939), first introduced the cvaporation/condensation conccpt, at 

the bubbles intcrfacc. Thc molecular cluster is first created because of the thermodynamic 

state of the liquid, described by the f' and then it grows depending on the number of 

molecules that join/leave its interface. Their main equation was given as, 

J =[A fqn, l -[A fan, +11 (3.32) 

where A is the bubble's surface, q is the mean rate of vaporisation and a the mean rate of 

condensation and nb is the number of molecules in the clustcr. Ncxt they assumed that the 

driving force for both vaporisation and condensation is the chemical potential difference of 

the vapor between any cluster size and the critical. This brings in the effect of diffusion of 

bubbles with rb < r,, to r,, > r,,,. Of course for smaller or bigger bubbles than the critical the 

mechanical and chemical equilibrium rules (3.9,3.10), are not valid and the nucleation work 

is given by, (Skripov (1974), Blander and Katz (1975), Kagan (1960)), as 

Wcr - 47ro(rb - rcr (3.33) 

where b=I- 113(l. - p, /pj. This b factor takes into account the mechanical and chemical 

discquilibrium cffccts, i. c. whcn there is a rapid evaporation of molcculcs, thc chemical 

equilibrium is reached so p. =p, and b= I. On the other hand if the bubble's size adjustment 

is quite fast, p 
9>>p, 

and b can be assumed equal to 2/3. In reality the typical equilibrium 
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state of the bubble is somewhere in between. Both Doring (1937) and Volmer (1939), ended 

up with an expression for the nucleation flux like equation (3.31a). Their B was given as 

B=( ') 1/2 

cxp( -1 )1 (3.34) 
7rmb KT 

where m is the mass of a molecule and I is the molecular latent heat. 

Zcl'dovich (1942) formulated the most general diffusion equation to describe the 

nucleation mechanics. f" bubbles will nucleate for each of the sizes depending on, the 

chemical potential difference between the vapor and the liquid phase (see cquation3.24). 

However it may be noted that the real f distribution is different to f', bccause of thermal 

fluctuations at a molecular level. So any random loss or gain of molecules results in a 

diffusion of bubbles with size rb (and nb number of molecules) to either side i. e. (n 
b+ 

1). or 

(n 
b- 

1). 
' 
The diffusion cquation, therefore, can be given as, 

Of 
= -ýL D Or 

- Dr al. nP 
Ot Orb 

[ 

Orb Orb 

I- 
(3.35) 

In the above equation the term in the brackets is the rate of nucleation. Assurning the 

transport theorcm to valid in this situation, the total f docs not changc and hcnce, 

af 
+ 

afR 0 
at arb 

(3.36) 

where R is the rate of transn-dssion from one bubble size to the neighbouring. For the 

application of the transport theorem R is the 'velocity" with which f flows into the viewing 

window. From (3.28) J=fR. So, 
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Of + ai at Orb (3.37) 

Kagan (1960) assumed that f does not change uith time. This last assumption is not 

unrealistic. Skripov (1974)'suggests that the time interval during which the nucleation process 

is unsteady is of the order of I E-9 seconds. Experiments from the present work and also the 

work of other researchers showed a time for the first surviving bubble to appear to be of the 

order of a few hundreds of microseconds-So equation (3.37) gives, 

J= constant . (3.38) 

This is an assumption considered also by Skripov(1974), Doring (1937). - Volmer 

(1939), Frenket (1955), Blander and Katz (1975)j. Fisher (1948). Using equations 

(3.36), (3.37) and (3.38), Kagan (1960) managed to formulate the rate of nucleation. Ile 

allowed for the bubble's size to be affected by viscous and inertial forces and he also took 

into account the thermal boundary layer developed around each of the clusters. Assuming a 

chemical equilibrium the general form of his B was given by Skripov (1974) as 

IE KT ]1/2 dil B= -ý- ,ra drb 
cr 

(3.39) 

Omitting any incrtial, viscous and thermal boundary layer cffects, Skripov (1974) showed that 

B can be given as 

2a 112 
B =a[ Mir 

I 
exp[ KII T (3.40) 
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where a is the rate of condensation from the bubble's interracc. This quantity is assumed to 

be equal to I in Doring's expression for J. Depcnding on whether viscous cffects or incrtial 

or thermal boundary layer ones are important (3,40) may take a more complicated form (see 

Skripov (1974)). 

A simpler method to calculate B and through equation (3.31) the nucleation rate, is 

suggested by Skripov (1974). By assuming that z, is equal to unit, B = R,, and 

Rcr ý A, rq . (3.41) 

From (3.41), the rate of transn-dssion or the clusters in the neig, hbouring size, is equal to the 

vaporisation rate times the critical interfacial arca. Vaporisation is due to the molecular 

collisions with the interfacc. 11crice for an idcal gas molecuics, 

P9 
q 

(21rmKT)l 
12 (3.42) 

Ile also suggested that a constant value for B can be assumed to be approximately equal to 

IE12 scc-1. 

In the present study the nucleation model used is given by equation (3.31a) with B given 

from equation (3.39). For the ideal gas the number of molecules in the bubble is, 

P9 
n= KT 

where Vb is the volume of the bubble. So, 

(3.43) 
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47rpgrb 3 
n 3KT (3.44) 

Differentiating (3.43) first with time and then with r b9 
it can be shown (Skripov (1974) or 

Kagan (1960)), that 

[] 
21ra [ SKT ]112 cr (3.45) 

drb 
cr 

7rm KT 

giving, 

B[ 6a ] 1/2 

37rm (3.46) 

This form of B was also reported by Blander and Katz (1975). The above expression for B 

was rederivcd using equation (3.39) and the cffect of mechanical or chemical equilibrium was 

included. lt was assumed that there is a mechanical equilibrium, so b=2/3. ln any case the 

difference in values between unity and 2/3 is negligible for the calculation of J. 

3.5 THE LIMIT OF SUPERHEAT 

As mentioned earlier the theoretical maximum superheat is close to the spinodal 

line. Practically the liquid system is liable to nucleate any where along its isothern-k path. A 

way to locate the theoretical maximum superheat and with it the spinodal lirnit is to use the 

rate of nucleation expression (30a). From this expression r,,, can be given as 
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1/2 
3KT 

rcr : ý- Ln[ )B (3.47) 
1 

na 

and from equation (3.9), dp,., can be given as 

dPsat 'ý 
167ra 3 1/2 

(3.48) 

.[ 
3KTLn(B iý-/J) 

]I- 

From the Clausious-Clapcyon equation together with the assumption that p, >>p, 

dPsat - 
dTsat h g, pg 

(3.49) T 

Where h,, is the latent heat for vaporisation. From equations (3.48) and (3.49), 

dTsat -T 
167ra 3 

(3.50) 
pghig 3 KT Ln(B N/J) 

a steady state nucleation process can be assumed to start when the first surviving critical 

cluster appcars-For J= I and an initial liquid temperature the required superheat for 

homogeneous nucleation can be calculated. Calculated values from the above equation are 

of the ord6r of 100 degrees, which agree quite well with experimental measurements (see e. g. 

Skripov (1974)). This means that for homogeneous nucleation the liquid has to penetrate 

quite deeply into the metastable region. This is unliky to happen in the everyday applications 
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where the degree of penetration is very much less. This implies that heterogeneous nucleation 

is present. 

The dependence of the nucleation process on the wall roughness and the effect of its 

characteristics on the reproducibility of the activation of the nucleation sitcs, was studied by 

D. B. R Kcnning and K. Thirunavukkarasu (1970). They reported that tbr metal surfaces the 

nucleation phenomenon was highly non-rcproduciblc, wlicrc after a special treatment of the 

surface stable nucleation sites could be obscrved. They suggested that by cleaning the surface 

thoroughly the degree of wetting the surface cavities had increased and that was the reason 

for a more stable nucleation proccss. Also by using a PTFE-coatcd surfaces they proved that 

the different surface characteristics affect the nucleation process as wcll. Thcy also suggested 

that there is a great number of sites that rely on being activated by neighbouring existing 

activated sites. 

From the above it is obvious that, the heterogeneous factor is rather difficult to detcrmin 

without the knowledge of the surface characteristics extracted in the form of experimental 

data for a given set up. 

Y. Lee and W. Q. Shen (1987) reported their experimental results for the cffect or the 

surface roughness on the rcwetting process. Oncc a bubble has been nuclcatcd, grown and left 

the nucleation sitc, fresh liquid refills the cavity, and so another bubble will be cvaporated. Of 

course, the rate of rcwctting of the nucleation spots, determines the whole nucleation process 

on the wall. The above researchers concluded that the roughness of the surface plays an 

unimportant role for the rewctting process. 

3.6 THE CROWDED EFFECTS ON NUCLEATION 
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The nucleation process as a mean of relieving the liquid's superheat , has been discussed 

in the previous sections and this discussion was based on the molecular free energy (chemical 

potentials) change or in other words the nucleation energy barrier. Tlic classical nucleation 

theory was studied by many researchers, aiming to improve the prediction of the nucleation 

rate by taking into account the thermal boundary layer around the single critical cluster and 

also the viscous and inertial cffects (see Kagan 1960). Nonc of these researchers, howcvcr, took 

into account the effect of the presence of other bubbles, in the two phase n-dxturc, on the rate 

of nucleation. 

For simplicity the complex motion of a bubbly flow will be broken down to three simplcr 

motions: i) the m6an motion, which is characteriscd by the physical size of the flow e. g. the 

diameter of the pipe, ii) the macromotion, which is charactcrised by the size of the growing 

bubbles in the mixture and iii) the micromotion, which is characterised by the size of the 

critical bubblcs-In the present study, in the critical bubbles category are included both the 

surviving and the collapsing critical bubbles and their number density is given by equations 

(3.29) and (3.30). 

The crowded effects can be divided into two categorics: i) macromotion and ii) micromotion 

crowded effects. 

3.6.1 MACROMOTION CROWDED EFFECTS 

In the case of a bubbly flow modelling where the nucleation process is included, the liquid 

energy equation takes into account the effect of the growing bubbles on the temperature in 

the bulk of the liquid phase since each bubble acts as a heat sink during its growing 

period. Thc mechanical equilibrium for the critical bubble is given as, 

Psat(T) <p >I = 
2a 
rb 

(3.51) 
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where <p>, is the averaged liquid pressure. Biesheuvel and van Wijngaarden (1984) 

, howcvcr, proposed an expression to link the averaged liquid pressure with the averaged 

mixture one. Models with the assumption of a constant phasial/intefacial pressure are not so 

accurate with respect to equation (3.51). 

Biesheuvel and Wijngaarden expression can be written as: 

drb ]2 d2 rb 
(, US apIt 

3+ 
rb 

t2 
_4 _Ul 

1 )2) (3.52) 
2 dt d 

where rb is the bubbles radius and u. 
9 

u, the vapor and and liquid velocities respectively. With 

the assumption that the second dcriVative is negligible and with, 

113 

rb 47rNb 
(3.53) 

and also assurning that the vapor/liquid slip is due to the vapor drift, i. c. 

(pi - pg)g, a 

ul = 1.41 
A 

(3.54) (I cx) 

(see Lyczkowski (1976)), equation (3.52) can be written as, 

dp, ýt = pp -<p>+ cxpi 
0.064 [ dot cx dNb ]21 I 

Nb 213 CC 4/3 dt Nb dt 

0.5 a p, (p, - pjý)gca 
1/2- 

(I _, X)2 

IA2-1 
(3.55) 

A more complicated model for the sliP velocity can be used with equation (3.52) taking into 

account any interfacial momentum transfer terms (e. g. virtual force). When the void fraction 
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is large both da/dt and dN 
b 
/dt are quite small, so the velocity slip term becomes greater and 

so the dp,,, becomes smaller predicting a larger critical bubble size and therefore an increased 

nucleation barrier and smaller nucleation rate. 

3.6.2 MICRONIOTION CROWDED EFFECTS 

From the nucleation theory section discussion it is apparent that f.. number of critical 

bubbles arc nucleated per unit volume of the liquid, but only fR, critical bubbles per unit 

volume dnd timc, managc to survivc. In this section the interest is concentrated on all G 

critical bubbles, sincc their nucleation requires energy consumption, extractcd from the liquid 

phasc. Assuming that all these critical clusters arc heat sinks with respect to the liquid's 

superheat and a steady state hcat transfer proccss, comparcd to the fast nucleation one, the 

total hcat transfer to fc, number of critical bubbles per unit volume can be given as, 

4= ai hi (TI - Tli) , (3.56) 

where a, is the interfacial area per unit volume, which is given as 

2 
ai = f, (3.57) 

., 
4'Trcr 

h, is the heat transfer coeflicicnt, T, the temperature in the bulk of the liquid and T, j the 

temperature of the liquid adjacent to the critical bubble's interface. From (3.56) Tli can be 

givcn as 

Tli =-- T14 
47zr,, f,, hircr (3.58) 
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Týj is the temperature the critical cluster feels and afficas its collapse or survivc. Kagan (1960) 

had included the heat transfer cffect in the nucleation rate by making use of the Fourier's 

conduction heat transfer equation given as , 

kl 
[ aT1 ] fi 14 (3.59) 

aR _T 7, 
R= rb 

where A is the bubble interfacial area, k, is the heat conductivity cocff icient for the liq'Uid, l the 

molecular laten heat and ft the rate or vaporisation or the molecules which is given as 

(Skripov (1974)), 

8K 1 
1/2 

2 
7r a[ 7r m 'b 

-[ pg(Tli) - pp K T, (TI) (3.60) 

Ile also assumed that there is a coefficient d, which determines the temperature dependence 

of the saturated vapor pressure in a small region of states and hence, 

pg(Tli) - pa(T) =d (TIi - TI) . (3.61) 

llcnce by substituting the temperature difference in (3.61) from (3.59) and in turn the 

pressurc diffcrcncc in (3.60) from (3.61), the ncw form of ii can bc substitutcd in cquations 

(3.45) and (3.39). As shown by Kagan (1960) the nucleation rate is given by 

it -1 (3.62) 
(I + Z) 

wherc Z is givcn as 

adl 
8KT, 112 

r 
I- 

7rm 

I 

4 k, K T, 
(3.63) 
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Following his method a new Z has been derived which includes the crowded effects as 

wcll, and is givcn as: 

8KT, 1/2 

T= adl 

I 
Irm 

] 

4K Tj rcr hi 
(3.64) 

for heat transfer to a spherical object in a flow, with no slip, the Nussclt number is given by 

hi2r, 
Nu - k, 

2 (3.65) 

From (3.63), (3.64) and (3.65) 

Z' =Z (fcr)-' (3.66) 

and 

it -1 (3.67) 
(I T ZT 

According to Skripov (1974) f,, is given as 

= -L N cxp 
161ra 3 

_1 . (3.68) fcr 23KT, dp, ý, t 
2 

When the superheat is not sufficient for nucleation f, =0 and from (3.67) Y= 0. 

In the case of heterogeneous nucleation 0 can be included in the same way as discussed 

earlier in the chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THEORETICAL BLOWDOWN MODELLING 

4.1 PHASE EQUILIBRIUM N10DELLING 

4.1.1 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

The first approach for modelling a sudden depressurisation process from a vessel with a 

constant cross section area, is to consider the two phase fluid to be in thermal and mechanical 

equilibrium. The model is able to simulate the blowdown of a liquid system, initially at 

rcst, and in either a saturation or subcooled condition. At zero time one of the two closed ends 

of the pipe opens permitting the liquid to feel the lower atmospheric pressure. The result of 

this, is an instantaneous superheat of the liquid and an expanding two phase mixturc. The 

present model treats the two phase mixture as a homogeneous one, i. e. no slip and no 

temperature difference between the phases. Because of the very short times involved in this 

kind of transient release the effect of the heat transfer from the pipe wall and the body forces 

are neglected. Furthermore it is assumed that the effect of any skin friction forces are small 

compared to the rapid changes effects. The pressure in both phases is assumed to be the 

same. Both liquid and vapor are in a saturation state corresponding to the rnixtures pressure. 

As, one of the pipes end is instantaneously removed a simple one dimensional and ideal 

rarefraction wave family propagates down the pipe lowering the systerrCs pressurc. The speed 
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of sound used by the present model is the isentropic frozen one (the appropriate expression 

will be deriýcd later on). 

4.1.2 TWO PHASE EQUILIBRIUM MODEL FORMULATION 

For homogeneous flow tfic three one dimensional averaged conservation equations, 

described in chapter 2, reduce to the following. 

mass conservation equation for the mixture 

ap a(pu) 
at , ax 

momentum conservation equation for the rnixture: 

(4.1) 

a(M 
+ 

a(pu 2) ap 

ax + -aT 0, at x 
(4.2) 

energy equation for the n-dxture: 

a(PH) a(pull) ap 0, 

at + ax at 
(4.3) 

where H=h+ u1/2 and p and u the mixture density and velocity respectively. It is more 

convenient to rearrange the above equations algebraically to get 
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- au - au A2-at-+A, ax = 

Making use of the state equation 

p=p(p, h) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

where U is a vector and A, and A2 are matrices c6rresponding to the dependent variables, 

uu0- lip 

Ü= h, 
Äl 

= C2 U09 
; ý2=7 

, 

PC 
20u 

The above conservation equations together with the equation of state for the system 

complete the set of equations required to formulate the homogeneous model. 

The assumptions used for the present modelling arc, 

(1) A pure substance is assumcd, i. c. no foreign gascs and particles present. 

(2) On a given cross section all flow quantities i. e. u, p, p c. t. c. have the same value for both 

phases and equal to their averaged one. 

(3) Body forces arc assumed to be negligible. 

(4) No wall heat transfer and friction effects. 
I 

(5) The liquid phase is assumed incompressible (p, = const and c, = const. ) 

(6) A perfect fracture of the membranewhich separates initially the liquid in the vessel from 

the atmosphere, is also assumed. 
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4.1.3 METHOD OF SOLUTION 

If all eigenvalues of the above set or equations arc real, then the above equations are 

classified as hypcrbolic. For the homogeneous model case the above equations arc indeed 

hyperbolic in nature. In order for the cigenvalues to be determined 

dct IX2A - 
XII 

=0 (4.6) 

where X is the eigcnvaluc. For the present case, therc arc three cigcnvalucs 

A= U, U+ C, U- c (4.7a) 

where c is the local speed of sound for the mixture. On a x, t plane X can be written as 

dx (4.7b)' 
dt 

A well known numerical technique used for the solution of the hyperbolic partial 

differential equations is the so called 'method of characteristics'. During transient 

phenomena the flow information travels by means of high amplitude disturbances with the 

speed of sound through the given medium. This is utilised by the method of characteristics to 

solve the three conservation equations along the information travel paths. Along these 

'characteristic' paths the above set of equations reduce to an ordinary differential set of 

cquations, which are called compatibility equations and can be written as follows 

along 
Ix- 

=u+c 
dp 

+ pc 
du 

dt dt dt 
(4.8a) 
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dx dp 
_ PC 

du 
=09 dt -u - dt dt 

and along 
dx dh I dp 

Tt- ýu dt P dt =0* 

(4.8b) 

(4.8c) 

The local speed of sound for the homogeneous case is the so called 'isontropic frozen' speed 

of sound. By derinition 

(4.9) ps 
ap 

and by making use of the caloric state equation 

P(P, X) , 4.10 

where X is the flow quality, c can be written as 

1x+ (1 -x) 
-, -, 

1 �x 
(4.11) 7c -2 -' 78-'cF>' pi 

2 
ci 

21 Pg Pi ap 

and since it is assumed a frozen sound speed OX/Op = O. The meaning of the 'frozen' concept 

is that the 'sound' disturbances travel so fast, that the system does not have the time to 

change the quality at a given point during the time a sound wave passes by. So the speed of 

sound expression becomes: 
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112 

X 

p92c92 pi 
2 

cl 
2 

where pk and c. (k = g, l) are the density and speed of sound for phase k respectively. 

4.1.4 SOLUTION TECHNIQUE 

(4.12) 

The three compatibility equations (4. S) hold along the right -and lcft Propagated waves and 

along the material path, respcctively. In theory the three characteristic curves arc not straight 

lines on the (x, t) planc, but for quite small time and space advances the wave propagation 

is locally deemed as a straight line. A general solution algorithm is shown in figure 83. The 

propagated procedure with time and space is used for all dependent variables to be evaluated 

at point '3'iBy knowing the values of all flow properties at points '1", "4' and "2', cquations 

(4.8) can be written in finite difference form as follows, 

along (R) right propagated waves 

I 

X3 -XI 
= ul 

P3 -PI 
picl 

U3-Ul 
=0 t3 -tl 

-cl ' t3 -tt t3 -tl 

along (L) left propagated waves 

X3 -X2 
= U2 +C2 

9 
P3 -P2 

+ P2C2 
U3 _U2 

=0 t3 -t2 t3 -t2 t3 -t2 

(4.13) 

1 (4.14) 
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along (M) the material path 

X3 -X4 h3 -h4 P3 _P4 0 
t3 -t4 t3 -t4 t3 -t4 

(4.15) 

Theoretically the characteristic paths depend on all known points "1", "4" and "2" and the 

unknown one "3", thus equations (4.8) are implicit in nature. 11owcvcr, it was noticed, during 

the trial 'runs". of the model, that by keeping the time advance small, the above equations 

can be assumed explicit, performing quite accurately. Making use of equations (4.13), (4.14) 

and (4.15) the values or x, t, u, p, li, which correspond to the point "Y can be readily 

cvaluatcd. The rest of the flow properties i. e. X, p, c, T (mixture's temperature) are calculated 

by making use or the state, cquation. R. W. Ilay,. vood(1969) proposed a series of 

cxpressions, which he called 'characteristic functions' of the statc. So a way to determine the 

saturation properties for a given saturated state, is to either make use of Haywood's 

expressions or to perform an interpolation between the tabulated saturation values by G. F. C. 

Rogers and Y. R. Mayhew (1980). 

4.1.5 TYPE OF SOLUTION 

The hyperbolic equations allow for a propagation solution to be performed when suitable 

boundary conditions are applied to the system. By adopting this propagated procedure there 

are two ways of making use of the method of characteristics. First, is the type of solution used 

by W. T. Hancox ct. al. (1978) when they tried to simulate a water blowdown 
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phenomenon. With this technique, the three characteristic curves i. c. dx/dt=u, u+c and 

u-c, are traced on the (x, t) plane starting from a series of simple rarcfraction waves produced 

at the open end of the pipe at the zero time when the membrane was suddenly removed (see 

fig. 84). According to the above "tracing down" method the lcft and right propagation waves 

meet at an unknown and random point of plane (x, t). Tliis last feature of the method 

introduces a difficulty in case one prefcrs to calculate the evolution of a given flow property 

c. g. pressure at a given point. For example, onc of the purposes of the present model is to 

compare the theoretical pressure history with the experimental one at given locations along 

the pipe's axis. With the first method, this requires an interpolation procedure to be employed 

which is time consuming and tedious. 

The second type of solution, which was used in the present work, rclics on the construction 

of a constant space and time interval mesh (see fig. 85). From the next time interval and from 

each of the mesh points the characteristic paths are extrapolated back to the previous time 

interval where all flow quantities are known. The calculating procedure is well illustrated in 

figure 86. In order for the interception points "1", "4' and "2' to be determined the values 

of all flow quantities are linearly extrapolated between the known ones at the mesh 

points. Unfortunately there isn't any theoretical criterion to suggest what the space and time 

intervals have to be for more accurate presentation of the model. So one has to rely on trial 

runs to determine the most cfficient and accurate selection of the mesh sizc. Thcre is 

however, a stability criterion which can be given as: 

(c + 
dt 
dx _ 

The main difference with the first procedure is that the space and time locations for the 

phenomenon evolution are known and they can be initially specified so the purposes of this 

theoretical work are served. 
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4.1.6 INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The values of all flow quantities of the system at zero time, namcly, the cnthalpy, h, the 

prcssure, p, thc quality, x, thc velocity, u, must to be specificd a priori for each of the mesh 

points, cxcept the two boundaries. i) The closed end: At the closed end of the vcsscl, rigurc 

87 the velocity is zero and hence the particle path is traced by a line perpendicular to the 

x-axis and hence:, 

X3 = x4 = x(bottom) (4.17) 

The lcft propagated wave intercepts the wall and it is coupled with a simplified version of the 

right propagating wave equation : 

U3 'ý-- (4.18) 

ii) The opened end: At the opened end the missing left propagated wave equation (see fig. 87) 

is replaced by the condition: 

P3 = p(atm) (4.19) 

when the local mixture speed of sound is greater or equal to the local mixture velocity or 
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U3 -"ý C3 

when the flow is sonic. 

(4.20) 

For the last boundary condition, when the flow is sonic the prcssurc at the cxit planc 

cannot-be evaluated explicitly, so an iteration subroutine is activated with aim ordetermining 

the choking flow prcssurc. 

4.1.7 CALCULATION OF THE SATURATION PROPERTIES 

As it has been pointed out in section 4, an interpolating subroutine has been written to 

provide the main computer code with all the saturation information rcquircd, givcn only the 

value or the pressure. The 'saturation' subroutine utilises a simple linear interpolation 

model, which is used to extract data from the tabulated saturation states by G. F. C. Rogers 

and Y. R. Mayhew (1980). 

4.1.8 SIMPLE CENTRAL WAVE SYSTEM -EXPANSION FAN 

For a vessel suddenly opened into a low pressure rcservoir, in the present case the 

atmosphere, an expansion fan calculation has been used. This is similar to the case of the well 

known shock tube problem (M. J. ZUCR0WJ. D. ll0FFMAN (1976)). At zero time, when the 

membrane is removed a farnily of central left propagating waves is originated at the open 

cnd. An expansion fan computer program has been written to simulate and calculate the 

values of all flow quantities affected by the expansion as a result of the dx/dt=u-c 

characteristics travel down the vesscl. It is assumed by the code that the sudden release to the 

atmospheric pressure, p,,, is done by small pressure drops as follows, 
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Ap - 
Pin 

N 
Pat (4.21) 

where N is the number of pressure drops, at the zero timc. The above code makcs'usc only 

of the lcft (L) and material (M) paths equations (4.14) and (4.15) rcspcctivcly. Thc leading 

wave propagates with a speed of sound equal to 500n-L/scc for the frcon 12 substance and 

1200m/sec for the watcr. Thc speed of sound of the following disturbances is calculated by the 

iscntropic frozen relationship. The code runs until either the pressure at the exit reaches the 

atmospheric one or the flow becomes chokcd, which ever comes first. At the end of this run 

all expanded properties of the flow at the exit arc known and arc utiliscd by the main code 

to trigger the blowdown simulation. At any mesh point, except the exit planc, thc values of the 

flow properties are equal to the saturation or subcoolcd state or the liquid at rcst. This 

expansion fan program, assumcs that the shock wave, produccd at the other side of the 

removed membranc, has quickly lcft the exit planc, so it does not affect the transient flow 

inside the vcsscl. Ilowcvcr, in the case of a blowdown from a vessel with extension pipework 

which is studied later on, and also the simulation of the explosion of glass sphercs, full with 

frcon II3, thc present code takes into account the effect of the shock wavc, which imposcs a 

pressure behind it greater than the atmospheric. 

4.1.9 COMPUTER PROGRAM 

A computer program has been written in "FORTRAN 77' for the digital computer, 

making use of the step type tracing solution. By altering the saturation subroutine and the 

initial conditions, it is possible for the code to simulate one dimensional 'Blowdowns' of any 
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pure substance from a pipe of arbitrary dimensions. A complete listing of the computer code 

including all the appropriate subroutines can be found in appendix A. All computations for 

the present work, wcrc performed on the VAX digital computer at the University of 

Liverpool. 

4.2. THERMAL NON-EQUILIBRIUM MODELLING 

4.2.1 INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM 

The modelling of a secn-dngly explosive dcprcssurisation of a system (saturated or 

subcoolcd liquid or liquid and vapor in cquilibrium), which allows for the temperature to be 

different in the two phase will be presented ncxt. During fast pressure releases e. g total failure 

of a storage vessel containing high cnthalpy systcm, the time allowed for the system to follow 

an equilibrium phase iransition process e. g. evaporation from the free interface, is so much 

restricted that the liquid crosses the binodal line and it enters the metastable region as the 

pressure reduces without any thermal relief of the liquid. 

The minimum requirement from the modelling point of view, is for a temperature difference 

to be allowed between the phases, if one requires a satisfactory simulation of the initial 

depressurisation. The cffcct of the different velocities between the phases is not included'in 

the present model. The no-slip assumption is believed to be quite accurate in the cases of 

small vessels and also in cases of slower expansions of the system. 
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The present thermal non-equilibrium model assumes that a bubbly n-dxture with uniformly 

dispersed bubbles or the same size, occupies any cross section plane or the vcssel, which is 

assumed to be or constant cross section arca. On a- given plane both vapor and liquid now 

quantity values correspond to an averaged value, over each or the two phases separately. For 

bubble sizes which can be assumed big i. c. greater than the critical diameter the surface 

tension effect can be assumed negligible and so the pressure on each or the interface sides is 

the same, as given by the following relation: 

Ap =2 "' 
r 

(4.22) 

Furthermore since the vapor phase is restricted by spherical voids of quite small radius, it can 

be assumcd, that any pressure changes are transrrdttcd so fast in the vapor mcdium, that the 

pressure difference between the vapor side of the interface and the bulk of the bubble is 

zero. The same assumption holds for the liquid side of the interface as wcll, since any pressure 

difference produced by the form drag force is zcro, since a no-slip assumption has been 

previously made and also any pressure disturbances travel quite fast with the liquid speed 

of sound, compared to the local material velocities. Ilence the pressure constitutive relation 

simplifies to: 

Pi ý Pil ý Pig ý Pg (4.23) 

The general description of the model is: a multifluid flow simulation, where conservation 

of mass mornentum and energy equations are solved for each of the phases separately. The 

only link between the two phases is the interfacial heat and mass transfer. The void fraction 

change relies on, the phase change process and the pressure change, formulated as a 

mechanical equilibrium relation, which allows for no bubble growth oscillations. 
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In the sections that follow, a complete formulation will be presented for i) a constant 

bubble size model ii) a nucleation model and iii) a thermal non-cquilibrium blowdown 

simulation from a partially full vessel with or without vent pipcwork attached to its exit. 

4.2.2 FORMULATION OF THE THERMAL NON-EQUILIBRIUM MODEL 

According to the assumptions reported in the previous section the averaged equations 

governing the motion of a one dimensional two phase flow described in chapter 2 can be 

modified to give: 

0OCkPk 0OCkPkU 

&+ OX Mik 

aCWkU 
+ 

aCtkPkU 2 

at ax 

OCCkPk(hk +u) 

at 

ap 
+Ock MikU Twk 

49X 

2 
aoCkPkU(hk + ap 

U2 

ax 
ak at 

4ik +TwkU + Ihik(hk +2 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

The subscript k (= I or g) denotes the phase (liquid or vapor). fil and 4 are the rates of mass 

and heat transfer per unit volume and T is the shear force per unit volume. The subscripts w 

and i acnote transfer from the wall and the interface respcctivcly. In the formulation of the 

above cquations, it is also assumed that any cffect of the wall heat transfer and body forces 

are very small during fast transient phenomena. 
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The equations that link the conservation equations across the interface are: 

rhig + rhil =01 (4.27) 

ihjgu + Iiiiju =0, (4.28) 

and 

22 

4is + rhý, (ha + -I! -) + 4i, + rh,, (h, +u0 (4.29) 
a2i2 

By making use of the state equation 

Pk ̀ -- Pk(P, hk) (4.29a) 

equations (4.24) to (4.26) can be rearranged to a matrix form like equation (4.4). O,; k,,; X2and 

the non-zero right hand side & are: 

U U I/P 000 

p apg cxulc 92 pgU 00 

cc 
X1 (I - U)PI (I - a)ulc 12 _PIU 00 

h9 0 -CCU 0 apgu 0 

h, 0 -(1 - a)U 00 (1 - a)PIU 
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10 

0 a/c 92 
X2= 0 (1 _ a)/C12 

0 -oc 

0- (I - ix) 

wherc 

Cl 
_ 

-Tw 
p 

apg ] 

C4 
2ý nlig - -pg Ohg 

p 

C3 Mig 

0 

r, 
g - 

(i is - ul)ffij, -ur,, 

rel + (III - ul)fiijý -ur,, 

wherer, k 'ý 
qak + ri4(hk + -! 

ý- 
). rf,,, = ( 

-Twk + thku), l Ik = hk + 
u2 

212 

Like the homogeneous model the eigenvalues or the matrix are 

dx 
=u u U, U+C, U_c dt 

and the compatibility equations which apply along these characteristics are: 

000C, 

Pg 00 C2 

-P, 00 A3= C3 

0 apg 0 C4 

00 (1 - OC)PI C5 

(4.30) 
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along-! 
Ix-=u+c dp+pcdu=(C2+pcC, )dt (4.3 1 a) 
dt 

along 
dx 

=u-c dp - pcdu = (C2 - pcC, )dt (4.3 1 b) 
dt 

along -Lx =u da - Bdp = (C3 -BC2)dt (4.3 1 c) dt 

ctpgdlig -a dp = (PgC4 - C2)dt 

(I - oc)pidhl - (I - a) dp = (PIC5 - C2)dt 

where c is the iscntropic frozen speed or sound in the mixture and is given as: 

pgc 92 pici 
2 

and B is given as: 

oc)(PSC9 
2_ 

pici 
2 

(p 
g Cg2plCI2) 

(4.32) 

For the construction of the thermal non-equilibrium model it was assumed that the liquid 

density and speed of sound are constant throughout the event and that the specific heat for 

both the vapor and the liquid phase are also constant. 
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The method of solution, the solution technique and the type of solution are exactly the 

same as, in the phase equilibrium case. Furthermore the boundary conditions used for the 

homogeneous model can be applicd to the non-equilibrium one as well. 

4.2.3 INTERFACIAL HEAT TRANSFER MODEL 

The, rnissing information associated with the averaging process or the flow conservation 

equations is related to interracial quantities and in general with mass, momentum and energy 

transfer terms from the boundaries i. e. intcrrace and wall. Vital information for the model is 

the interfacial heat transfer and this is addressed in this section. 

Banerjcc (1978) was one of the first investigators to propose a heat transfer model which 

would include both algebraic and derivative tcrms. The main concept behind his model was 

the surface renewal thcory. This theory considers that turbulent eddies in the continuous 

phase, rcncw the material close to the interface by bringing fresh fluid at averaged intervals t 

(sec). So by solving the heat conduction equation for the thermal boundary layer of the 

dispersed phasc, hc managed to formulate the intcrfacial heat interaction involving total 

dcrivativcs. Boure' (1975) had summarised the progress towards interfacial constitutive 

relations and he had shown that the above relations must include derivative terms as well as 

algebraic ones. As is well known derivatives on the right hand side of the conservation 

equations will result in different eigcnvalues, which may render the equations 

non-hypcrboilic. Furthermore the proposed model by Bancrjce includes a turbulent 

quantity, the renewal time, which is quite difficult to be established. He proposes also that the 

heat transfer from the vapor phase to the interface is negligible since experiments with 

steam-watcr, showed a less than 5% vapor heat transfer, of the liquid one. The later 

assumption will be one of the main assumptions of the present interfacial heat transfer 

model. 
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Other quasi steady heat transfer models have been proposed by a number or 

invcstigators. Ishii (1982) rcportcd a gcncral form of the stcady statc modcl givcn as 

4i = air'd (4.33) 

where a, is the interfacial area concentration and Fd the driving force, 

C. W. Solbrig ct. al. (1978) summarised the models for i) interfacial phenomena i. e. 

heat, mass and momentum transfer, ii) wall face interactions and iii) interfacial area 

concentration. All the above models were given with different formulation for different flow 

regimes. 

The base, ror most invcstigators, ror calculating Fd is givcn as, 

Fd = h(Tk - T) (4.34) 

where h is the heat transfer coefficient and Tk and T, the temperature of the k phase and the 

interface respectively. The value of h, can be found in the literature to be given as constant 

or to vary, depending on the flow regime, the thermodynamic properties of the phase, the 

Reynolds number, c. t. c (J. E. Kelly and M. S. Kazimi (1982)). Wolfcrt (1976) proposed a heat 

transfer model which was a sum of a zero slip part and a non-zcro slip one. 11c assumed the 

bubble velocity to be the product of its size times a constant (1/scc). A quite different 

approach to the problem was suggested by both M. N. I lutchcrson ct. al. (1983) and Winters 

(1978). They included the energy equation and the interfacial heat and mass transfer in a 

bubble growth model. Their main assumption was that the inertia dominated growth period 

takes place in the first few microseconds and so its effect is ncgligible. The interfacial heat 

transfer, however, is the most important mechanism of the bubble growth and that was the 

one they modellcd as a heat conduction phenomenon from the liquid to the vapor phase, 
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The main aim of the present model is to rcflcct quite realistically the interfacial interactions 

without losing its simplicity. I lence the main assumption is that the hcat transfer from the 

vapor phase to the interface is zero (which is backed up by Bancriec (1978)). Since the vapor 

thermal diffusivity is far greater than the liquid one any temperature changes will quickly 

balanced out inside the bubble, to give 

Tg = T, .1 (4.35) 

Therefore the form of the heat transfer model is given as: 

4i = ai h (Ti - Tg) (4.36) 

For a n-dxturc consisting of spherical bubbles, 

ai = Nb4nrb 29 (4.37) 

where Nb is the number density of the bubbles. By definition the void fraction is given as: 

43 
a =Nb 3 7rrb (4.38) 

and hence 

3 -1- h(TI - Tg) (4.39) rb 
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The heat transfer coefficient is a function of the Nussclt number Nu, the thermal conductivity 

k, and the bubble radius rb hence I 

h=Nu k (4.40) 
2rb 

The Nusselt number is usually obtained through experimental corrclations. For the present 

study the following value is used (Bird (1960)): 

Nu= 2+ 0-6- 
2rbUsP1 CPPI 

9 (4.41) 
jul kl 

where p,, k,, C,,, U, arc the dynamic viscosity, the conductivity cocf]Flcicnt, thc specific heat 

(constant pressure) of the liquid phase and the slip ratio respectively. For zero slip 

-=-! --5 cr Nu k (T, - Tg) . 
41 

2 
rb 

(4.42) 

The present model does not provide an equation for the bubble size change and the 

assumption is that rb is constant and the number density of the bubbles changes through the 

void fraction equation. The latest assumption is equivalent to the one made by Edwards and 

O'Brien (1970) when they assumed that Nb was constant. Similar forms of the above equation 

can be found in the published work of other investigators, for example Ferch (1979) made use 

of a constant with the dimension of time. Ile considered this parameter to be the constant 

rate 6f the interfacial heat transfer. In the following sections, when comparison between 
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theory and experiments has been performed the value of rb has been adjusted to fit the 

experimental data with quite realistic values for the bubble size. Any void fraction 

change, from. the beginning of the event, is because of the growth or the already existing and 

uniformly dispersed bubblcs. As it was reported by Fcrch (1979) a deficiency of the averaged 

process of the flow field equations requires that the void fraction has to be different than zero 

at the beginning of the cvcnt. So the value of IE-6 has bee n assumcd, which is close to zcro. It 

can be thought cffectively as proportional to the number of existing nucleation sites. 

4.2.4'*VALL FRICTION MODEL 

This sect I ion is concerned with the modelling of the missing information associated with the 

wall friction stresses. As in the previous section the model which will be used is of a quasi 

steady nature. The general form of the skin friction model is given in the literature as: 

Twk -'ý OtPkF v 

where F is given as: 

(4.44) 

F=--ir- ulul (4.45) 
2D 

D is the pipe diameter, u, the material velocity, and fa friction factor. For the single phase 

flow f is given as: 
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f=0.46RC70*2 (4.46) 

for turbulent flow and as 

64 (4.47) 
Rc 

for the laminar flow. ln the present model a two phase multiplier will be used, developed by 
. 

I lancox and Nicoll (1972) and published by I lancox et. al. (1978). The concept associated with 

a two phase multiplier is to relate the drect of the single phase flow with a two phase 

one. This multiplier is given as: 

+ X(b - 1)[l + 3.57exp( -0.00884g)][l - exp( -4.96(1 - X»] (4.48) 

where 

r itg .2 
(4.49a) 

g=-d (4.49b) 
(g. pl(p, -pg)ttl)"' 

where 6 is the mass flow rate per unit area and gc the acceleration of gravity. If the total 

skin friction for the mixture is given as, 
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Tw=p T (4.50) 

the individual friction parts for each of the two phases is weighted with the help of the void 

fraction as, 

T. = (P, Lt + PI(I - CC)) FT= TWg + TWI 

4.2.5 THE CHOKED FLOWPLANE MODELLING 

(4.51) 

The actual flow near the exit is not one dimensional, slip and friction between the phases 

occur and in addition the cffect of less than 100% opening produced by the membrane's 

rupture, discussed in the experimcntal chapter, requires careful modelling of this boundary 

condition. 

The difliculty lies in rclating the theoretical boundary condition to the actual exit flow 

condition. This is achieved by assun-dng that a steady flow exists between the theoretical and 

actual flow planes at the exit region. To account for the effects of slip, friction and three 

dimensionality of the flow a pseudo discharge cocfficient is dcfincd. For steady flow 

R. P. Bencdict (1974) suggested a gencraliscd discharge cocfficient, assurning a single phase 

flow. 1lis expression is adopted in the present study assun-dng a homogeneous flow with no 

slip. 11is Cd depends on the Reynolds number and it can be calculated to be around 0.55 for 

10% blockagc. This value agrees with the values reported by Fletcher (1984) and II. E. A. van 

dcn Akkcr (1986) who suggcsted that for high Rcynolds numbcrs Cd can bc smallcr. 

A form of the mass flow rate equation proposed by F. J. Moody (1964)can be given as 
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12& dh 1 
1/2 

(4.52) 
V2 

From the first law of thermodynamics it follows that, 

Tds = dh - vdp (4.53) 

where s is the specific entropy and T the temperature of the system. For an iscntropic process 

ds =0 and d1i = vdp (4.54) 

and hcncd 

di, - (2gpdp)l /2 (4.55) 

which is a wcll known form uscd by II. E. A. van dcn Akker(1986), Flctcher(1984) and 

othcrs. For a noniscntropic process, however 6 may be given as follows 

dnis, 
-- (2gp[dh -T ds rho]) 112 (4.56) 

A reason for an increase in the system's entropy is the slip between the phases. A form of 

the drag force per unit area of the intcrface, as the slip's result, for a two phase flow is given 

by Drcw (1983) as 
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3 Cd 22 Fdrag ý8 j7 plul (k - 1) (4.57) 
b 

where Cd is the drag coefficient and k the slip ratio and hence, 

T ds p= r-d,,,, (4.58) 

For bubbly flows he suggests that Cd is equal to I and for bubbles of I mm in diameter and 

void fraction of 0.3 the constant part of the above expression is 225 and for the case of frcon 

12 where p, is about 1300 Kg/M3 the interfacial stress is 73 bar (in pressure units) for a liquid 

velocity of 5 mlscc and a slip ratio of 2. 

According to B. T. Arnberg ct. al. (1974) the actual mass flow rate during a noniscntropic 

process is defined as 

dact'-- Cd.,, 6th (4.59) 

from cquations (4.52), (4.56) and (4.59) 

cd"J, =[ 
dh p- (4.60) 

dh p- r-d,, 
gl 

E -r 51 

where Cd,, j, is the nonisentropic discharge coefficient. From the above simple numerical 

example it was shown how much the slip can affect the mass flow rate and in turn the 

discharge cocfficient. If one assumes, however an isefitropic slip model for the mass flow rate 

with incompressible liquid phase and a constant slip ratio for high quality it can be shown 
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using the R. E. Henry model (1968) that the slip affects Cd very little, because of the 

mechanical disequilibrium (C 
dý 

0.93 for quality equal to 0.9 where Cdý0.53 for quality of 

0.3 and for the both cases k= 3). In the case of choked flow, 

6th 
ý PCth 

and 

dact ý-- Pcact 

(4.61) 

where c. and c.,, is the theoretical and experimental mixture speed of sound and assuming 

that both the actual and theoretical densities are equal. If now it is assumed that there is a 

total Cd that includes the mechanical and thermal disequilibriurn efrects, then this can be 

given as, 

Cact 
Cd 

- Cth 
(4.62) 

The latcst cquation was rcported also by Wintcrs (1978), claiming that his Cd covcrs any 

noniscntropic cffccts and also two dimensional effects at the exit. With respect to equation 

(4.62) the exit boundary condition when the flow is choked can be written as 

Uexit ' Cd Cth (4.63) 

The cffcct of the equal theorctical-cxpcrimcntal density values assumption, is thought to be 

included in the value of thcCd. A value of a multiphase flow discharge cocfficient, Cd, is 
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difficult to be evaluated, but as was shown from the numerical example based on equation 

(4.60), the interfacial drag force can be very important resulting in values as low as 0.1. 

4.2.6 NUCLEATION MODE OF PHASE TRANSITION MODELLING. 

With respect to the present thermal non-equilibriun model, it is obvious that no provision 

has been made for the formation of the critical bubbles in the onset of the cvcnt. In the 

literature it is normally assumed that a given constant number of bubbles exists from the 

beginning of the phenomenon and that they grow through heat transfer interfacial 

interactions (c. g. see the work published by Winters (1978) and Edwards and O'Brien 

(1970)). In the present model a first approach to solve this problem was performcd, by 

introducing a non-constant population of constant size bubblcs, where their number density 

changes through the void fraction cquation. As will be seen from the theoretical comparisons 

with experimental data, this is not cnough. The pressure minimum is very much 

undcrprcdictcd and so is the rate of the pressure recovery. From the above, it is apparent for 

the need of a nucleation model to predict the ýnitial phase transition during the fast pressure 

undershoot into the metastable region. 

In the published work by A. R. Edwards (1968) an empirical exponentiation law 

formulation was assumed to predict the number of bubbles per unit mass of the fluid 

nucleated at the inlet to the pipe, depending on the local conditions. The delay time to the 

onset of nucleation was also used in the model. This was based on the theory suggested by 

Kantrowitz (1951). Ilc argued that in very rapid expansions the energy barrier is not the key 

element for nucleation but the time it takes for the first molecules to diffuse into the critical 

nuclci. Thc delay time proposed by Kantrowitz is of the order of 100 microseconds while 

Hodgson (1984) suggested several microseconds or less. D. L. Hunt (1970), also used a power 

law equation for the number density and then used a bubble growth theory to predict the 

vapor phase change of the predicted critical bubble population depending on the liquid's 
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superheat. Malnes (1975) followed a different approach. 1le assumed that the chief role in 

depressurisation events is played by the dissolved gases initially in the systcm. 1 Ic did not use 

a classical nucleation model, but he assumed a constant number offorcign gas bubblcs. Thc 

quantity of gas, assumed to be dissolved initially in the liquid, had to be quite largc, in order 

for the experimental data to be favourably compared with the theory. In none of the above 

cases is the number density of the bubbles conscrvcd. The initial calculated bubble population 

number is just used for further vapor production, through interfacial heat and mass 

transfer. Only recently J. R. Rizinic and M. Ishii (1989) made use of the bubble number density 

conservation equation reported by G. Kocamustafaogullari and M. Ishii (1983). Their main 

aim was to predict the axial change of the void fraction for a steady state flow. The bubble 

number density conservation equation was used together with an empirical active wall 

nucleation site relation. 

As evidenced from the literature no nucleation model has been used before in two fluid 

models to account for the sudden flashing of the superheat liquid during transient pressure 

releases of high enthalpy liquids from pressurised vessels and pipes. 

The remaining part of this section is devoted to the development of the nucleation model 

which supports the EVUT5 computer program. Comparison with experimental data and 

discussion are included in a later section. 

Starting with the postulate of Ishii et. al. (1982) and employing the transport theorem it 

follows that, 

dnb ONb 
dV + Nýu-ds (4.64) Tt- ot 

fs 

v 

where V is the control volume, n b 
is the total number of bubbles, N 

b 
is the number density and 

ý the flow field velocity. lt is therefore follows that for an infinitesimal control volume, 
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aNb 
at + divNbU = Total changc of nb (4.65) 

The change in Nb arises from homogeneous nucleation in the bulk or the liquid 

(N, o. ), hcterogencous nucleation on the roreign surraces (N,., ) and the rate at which bubbles 

coalesce (N.., ). In the general conservation equation or the bubble population another term 

also enters the relation, associated with the disintegration of the larger bubblcs. For the 

purpose of the present study, it is thought that this term is negligible for the sizes likely to 

be encountered in the initial. phasc of an cxpansion. Thc number density for one dimensional 

flow is given by 

aNb 
+u 

'Nb 
+ Nb 

OU 
Nhom + Nhet + N,.,, l ýt- ax 49X 

(4.66) 

The next step is for equation (4.66) to be transformed in a form compatible with the rest of 

the characteristic equations (4.30). 

Utilising equation (4.24) for the vapor phase results in, 

dpg 
a+ PgOC 

OU 
ý IýIik + Pg dt dt ax 

The vapor state equation in differential form is given as, 

(4.67) 
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dpg apg ] dp 
+[ 

aPg I dhg 

ap 
hg 

dt ahg 
p 

dt 
(4.68) 

Equations (4.66), (4.67), (4.68) and the vapor energy equation (4.30) result in the following 

form of the bubble number density conservation equation: 

dNb Nb dp Nb dot Nb 

- Nhom +Nh, t -N�:, 1 - -j-p 
dt 

, 
pgcg2 dt 01 dt g 

i 

Nb 
BCE[ 

apg ] 

cxpg 
2 t9hg 

(4.69) 

where BCE is the energy transferred to the vapor during flashing. The above equation 

requires that the nucleation rate be given. Making use of the homogeneous rate of 

nucleation equation, the force balance equation on the interface of the critical cluster and the 

Clausius-Clapeyron cquation, it can be shown (H. E. A. van den Akker (1986)), that the degree 

of superheat, for one critical cluster to nucleate homogeneously is 100 K. Such a value is in 

good agreement with experimental data (see Skripov (1975)). In most experimental studies 

of rapid dcpressurisations the temperature difference is less than the homogeneous limit. This 

indicates that bubble generation does not occur in the bulk of the liquid but mainly on the 

wall of the container or impurities in the liquid. Therefore Nh.. can be considered zero. At the 

beginning of the depressurisation N., might also be considered small. The rate of nucleation 

is evaluated from the expression suggested by Blander and Katz (1975) and referred in the 

nucleation chapter earlier on. The present model assumes that all bubbles nucleate on the 

wall but averaged over the bulk of the liquid. No drift model is used to account for the 

relative motion of the bubble from the wall to the bulk. From the void fraction point of 
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view, given the Nb the averaged size of the bubble is calculatcd, for the given cross section. 

Blander's expression involves a quantity called the heterogeneous factor. This is dcrincd as the 

percentage of the bubble scgment, which is being nucleated on the wall, compared to the total 

size. In the present model the'value of "0" is an averaged onc, corrcsponding to the whole 

cvent. The present model can be used, to determine the value of "'0" for a given cxpcrimcnt. By 

matching the pressure minimum the optimum value of '0' can be also found. Alamgir ct. 

al. (1980) made use of the rate of depressurisation to calculate a value or'O", by integrating 

the nucleation rate equation for the time duration of the given dcprcssurisation. The present 

model is thought to be a more accurate way for the above integration since all flow quantities 

are allowed to changc. Thc superheat of the liquid is calculated by subtracting from the liquid 

temperature the saturation temperature for the given prcssurc. It is also assumed that the 

vapor in the critical cluster is in saturation condition, which is not far from the reality. 

For the nucleation model the interfacial heat transfer is given as, 

ýi = 3.9Nb 2/3 
a 

1/3 Nu k (T, - Tg (4.70) 

where the usual assumptions for constant bubble size or number density have been 

removed. The interfacial mass transfer term encountered in the flow equations, now includes 

the nucleation transfer term which is given as, 

=N 
41r 3 

rhnu het 3 
rcr Pg,,, O 

and BCE is given as, 

(4.71) 
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BCE = Nhet -L7r rcr 2 
3 

(4.72) 

The only free parameter linked to the present nucleation model is '46*. This model can be 

used in two ways. First, to predict the "q5" during the first explosive nucleation near the 

minimum pressure, by adjusting "0" to match the minimum pressure to fit the experiments 

and second to predict an averaged "0" for the total pressure history. In rcality, howcvcr 

is not the only parameter that affects heterogeneous nuclcation. Kcnning ct. al (1970) showed 

that the phenomenon of nucleation is not necessarily reproduced when tests with thc'samc 

surface and initial conditions are carried out. lt has been suggested that the rcwcttin'g rate of 

a surface affects the number of available nucleation sites (Y. Lec, W. Q. Shcn (1987)). 

4.2.7 PARTIAL FULL VESSEL WITH EXTENSION PIPEWORK MODEL 

In this section' a transient two phase blowdown from a partially full vessel with 

liquid, model will be prescnted. The additional cffect, of a vent pipe of the same cross section 

area as the vessel, has been also included in the model. 

Most of the theoretical and experimental work concerning the transient pressure releases 

from pipes or vcssels, has been performed assuming that the liquid, initially in 

equilibrium, occupies 100% of the storage space. There is, however work performed in the 

Health & Safety Executive (personal communication) where a partial full case was 

assumed. A further analysis on their result will be presented later on. In reality storage tanks 

with e. g. LNG, LPG, reffigerants e. t. c. are almost always partially fall. This makes the 100% 

fullness assumption of the models somewhat inaccurate, since the Cffect of the interface and 

the vapor layer initially in the vessel is not included in the transient behaviour of the flow 

quantities. 
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The vapor layer in equilibrium (initially) with the liquid smooths down the rapid pressure 

changes the system is subjected to. So the pressure changes are milder even at the 

neighbourhood of the interfacc, which separates the liquid from the vapor, where the 

rcflection of the pressure waves on it, makes the pressure cffcct more severe. 

The most important part of the present model is the modelling of the interface. As noted 

from the filming of the blowdown, during the present experimental work (see experimental 

chapter), bubbles'werc produced on the wall or the vessel and then as they move towards the 

free interfacc, they slip through it. At the same timc, thc vapor generation in the bulk of the 

liquid pushes the interface outwards. The flow on the other side of the interrace is a 

vapor-droplct mixture flow. Thcre is a -point when the void fraction is quite large and the 

interface disappears and the flow pattern on both sides of the interface looks the same. 

The present model incorporates a subroutine, which simulates the escape of the vapor from 

the interface (see fig. 23). lt does not distinguish between the evaporation escaping mode and 

bubble slip. The 'interface acts effectively as a porous piston pushing its way out of the 

"cylindcr" i. e. pipc. The front of the piston produces a source term which is the escaping 

vapor and its velocity is simplified to the following form: 

, 
Uinterface 

Uvapor VE (4.73) 

where VE is a slip ratio parameter, which is assumed to be constant throughout the 

cvcnt. Diffcrcnt forms of bubble slip model have been tried c. g. the sum of the interfacial 

velocity plus a constant escaping velocity or a constant escape vapor vclocity, which resulted 

to a break down of the program. Howevcr, the very simple assumption presented by equation 

(4.73), proved to work quite well. 

In the most generalised case, the model can predict a blowdown from a partially full vessel 

with a vent pipe attached to it. In this case it is assumed that there are two separate 

interfaces. One between the liquid or the two phase mixture and the vapor and the 
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second, between the vapor and the air. For the models simplification, it is assumed that the 

vapor and the air are in a quite pure gaseous state i. e. no droplets arc assumed to co-flow in 

either gascs. It is also assumed that no vapor difFascs through the vapor-air intcrfacc. An 

inclusion or a typical diffusion equation would not allow for the method or characteristics to 

be used, since a higher order differential terms had to be included. 

The EVUT6 computer code supported by the mixture-vapor interracial model and also 

including the nucleation model as well, can simulate any partially full blowdowns. This 

problem is similar to a shock tube problem, when a vcnt pipe is also includcd. Inside the vessel 

there are two wave action domains, namely the two phase and the vapor one (see rig. 23). The 

complexity or the model lies on the "porous" intcrracc. Thc basic concept is the same as 

described in sections 4 and 5. The interface is the material path where waves from both 

domains partially reflect and transmit through it. An added boundary condition is given by 

equation (4-73). A complex interpolation subroutine is employed to calculate the flow 

quantities when on either one or both sides of the interface the waves intercept the line (on 

(x, i) plane) that links the "next" with the "previous" position of the interface i. e. the material 

path. Outside the vessel i. e. on the other side of the mcmbrane, thc air is accclcratcd, the 

pressure increases and a mild shock wave is formed. Both gascs are assumed perfect. A 

special subroutine is employed when the interface approaches the cxit. At that point the right 

extrapolated wave, to the previous time step (see fig. 86) is extended beyond the exit. The 

above subroutine iterates between the "known' and "unknown" flow quantities in order to 

calculate the wave action, until the "known' solution converges. 

4.2.8 THREE PHASE MODELLING OF A TWO PHASE FLOW 

A first approach to model the interface between the liquid and the vapor, has been 

attempted with little success. The EVUT3 computer program was writtcn, assuming the 

bubble interface to be the third phase. All three equations of motion, namely mass momentum 
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and energy conservation, were employed to calculate the flow quantities of the interface. No 

runs of this model are included in the present work. The conservation equations look the 

same as the ones for the vapor phasc, but instead of the void fraction, a, a'is used. For this 

model it follows that, 

I=a a' + (I - oc - a') (4.74) 

where a, a' and (I -a- a) is the vapor, the interface and the liquid void 

fraction, rcspcctivcly. Also a' can be given as 

3a -ib- 

where 8 is the thickness of the interface. 

(4.75) 

Experiments, howevcr, with pure liquids in equilibrium with their own vapor have shown 

that some of the interfacial heat transfer goes towards the build up of the interface and any 

interfacial area change is accompanied by a heat absorption. It is thought that the surface 

tension term in both the energy and momentum equations is important and therefore 

exclusion of it produces inaccurate results. 

4.2.9 MAIN GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS OF THE MODELS 

The'main assumptions used to formulate the above models are: 

1) A pure substance is assumed i. e. no foreign gases and particles present. 

2) Slip between the phases is assumed zero. 

3) Surface tension is neglected. 

4) Body forces are neglected. 
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5) Constant liquid properties (p,, c,, k, ). 

6) Constant specific heat (constant pressure) for both phases. 

7) Bubbly inixturc, formed of unifom-dy disperscd, non-intcractive, sphericaI bubbles 

8) The temperature of the interface is equal to the vapor one. 

4.3 SHOCK TUBE THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION 

In section 4.1 a simple central wave action model was used to calculate the pressure 

reduction at the cxit. This section is devoted to the theoretical evaluation or the expansion 

velocity and pressure at the exit and the cffcct or the produced shock wave on them. Also a 

comparison of the theoretical expansion velocities to the experimental ones will be 

performed. 

Theoretically it is assumed that at time equal to zero the diaphragm at the exit is rcmovqd 

and this action produces a series of wavcs, which have the same origin. The waves that travel 

in the prcssuriscd region arc rarefraction waves while those traveling to other side of the 

membrane arc compression waves (see fig. 23). Thc last oncs, incrcase the pressure and the 

temperature of the mcdiurn as they travel through, rcsulting in an increase of the speed of 

sound. This increase rcsults, in turn, in the formation of the shock wave. Dcpcnding on the 

pressure difference between high and low pressure rcgimcs, the strength and the speed of the 

shock wave changes. In the present section the material velocity at the exit of the high 

pressure section is of intcrest, dictated by either the strength of the shock wave, or when this 

is very weak, by the choked flow at the exit point. 

Making use of the momentum and mass conservation equations across the shock wave, the 

material velocity behind the shock wave can be given as, 
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UC = Cair(CPR -1) 
2 [ 

3.36CPR +75-6 
(4.76) 

where Uc is the material velocity at the end of the cxpansion, the so called contact surface 

velocity, c.,, is the speed of sound in the air, CPR is the ratio of the pressure at the exit to the 

atmospheric pressure. For the above expression it is assumed that the specific heats ratio is 

1.4. 

With'the assumption of a homogeneous flow, in the driving section first, and second, with 

a thermal non-cquilibrium one, the simple wave action program was run for frcon 12 and for 

d range of pressures from 2 bar to 10 bar, assuming an initial saturation liquid. This program 

is capable of calculating the flow quantities at the exit planc, wherc the expansion takes 

place, and also detcct'whcther the flow is restricted by the shock wave or a critical flow and 

determine the velocity and pressure at the exit. 

Figure 87 illustrates the cffect of the initial pressure on the pressure ratio between the 

expansion pressure and the atmospheric one. ln the case of the phase thermal 

non-equilibrium model, it is- apparent that the system always expands to atmosphcrc. In 

comparison with the homogeneous one, which always has a pressure at the exit higher than 

the atmospheric one. The explanation for this is that the vapor production is much higher in 

the homogeneous case, sincc it is forced by the pressure change. Since the vapor's inertia is 

greater than the liquid's one, this accelerates the system faster and results in higher velocities 

and stronger shock waves or critical flows. lt is interesting to notice in the above figure that 

for the homogeneous model there are two regions. In the first the pressure ratio increases 

slower than the second one. The first corresponds to the shock wave cffcct while the second 

one to the choked flow. Up to about 7 bar, the expansion velocity is insufficicrit to produce a 

choked flowý before the compression waves have the time to build up the cflective ý shock 

wave. Beyond the 7 bar, the material velocity is getting so much excessive that the choked flow 

occurs first allowing the effect of the shock wave not to passe down the critical flow plane. 
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Another interesting comparison is the initial pressure versus the (2+logUc) for both 

models (see fig. 88). The prorile of the curves looks the same but the values of the velocity are 

quite different as mentioned before. On the same plot the experimental velocity 

measurements, performed in the present work and presented in the experimental chaptcr, are 

also included. As one can see from this figurc, the measured velocities lay between the two 

predictions and closer to the homogeneous one. For the phase thermal non-cquilibrium model 

it is'assumed that any phase transition mechanism is not possible for the so short time it is 

involved for the removal of the membrane. On the other hand evaporation is inevitable for 

the homogeneous model. Based on the experimental rcsults, it is thought that the mcmbrane's 

blow off is quite slow, compared to the time intervals required for any kind of phase transition 

i. e. nucleation and evaporation. So the vapor produced during the opening or the exit plane 

was enough to bust the material front to velocities quite higher than the predicted ones, using 

a phase thermal non-equilibrium model. 

-A series of experiments, have been performed in the establishments of the Health & Sarety 

Exccutive, using twenty litter glass sphere. Their main aim was to model the end part of a 

bullet-shape storage tank blowdown during a total structural failure. The glass spheres were 

initially full or partially full with liquid freon II and they were hit at the base'with a special 

spring mechanism, in order to explode. Measurements of the pressure, temperature and 

velocity of the fragments were performcd. These experiments were performed to assess the 

energy carried by the fragments and the shock wave. Analysis of their experimental 

rcsults, showcd no shock wave present. 

Typical material velocities at the time of blowing offror a full sphere is 15m/sec (for 

p ... =4 bar). The above thermal non-equilibrium model was run for freon II and the 

experimental conditions. It was possible to predict the central wave action produced from the 

cxplosion, since at time equals to zero the I/r terms in the spherical coordinated flow 

equations are zero. The model predicted 1) the nonexistence of a shock wave and 2) an initial 

material velocity of 0.415rn/scc. It is believed that for the same reason as bcfore, therc is an 
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increased phase transition, during the creation of the central wavcs. Since, in this casc, the 

exposed area to the ambient condition is much greater than during a vessel blowdown, the 

vaporisation phenomenon is even greater. The computation was repeated assuming spheres 

full of vapor in the experimental conditions for the partially full sphcrcs. For an initial 

pressure of 5.2 bar, the experimental typical velocity was 144nVscc and the strength or the 

shock wave I. S. The theoretical predictions are exactly the samc. This means that 1) the 

fragments had the velocity of the material path, since there were only small light glass pieces 

and 2) a partially full vessel produces worse results during blowdown, from the inertia point 

of view. 
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CHAPTER 5 

FREON-12 BLOWDOWN EXPERIMENTS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The experimental data produced from a series of tests in the present work will be now 

presented and discusscd. Thc main feature of these tests is the use of a rcfrigcrant, namely 

frcon 12 (dichlorodifluoromcthane). Thc present tests are similar to those performed by 

Winters (1978) for freon 12 and Edwards and O'Brien (1970) for watcr. The main differences 

lies in the size of the vessel used and the differing orientations of the vcssel. This provides a 

contrast to the longer vessels used by Winters. From the scaling point of view it adds to the 

current literature experimental information with respect to quite shortl vessel 

blowdowns, where thcrmal-nonequilibrium cffects are more severe in comparison to the slip 

cffects between the phases. 

In addition to pressure and temperature time histories two further observations have been 

made. 

1) Two different types of high speed camcra, have been used. The first was used to provide 

information about-the type of flow encountered in these tests and the line averaged void 

fraction history. Thc second was used to provide information about nucleation -on the 

thermocouple hot junction. 
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2) A low power laser set up has been also used to provide some inrormation on the rising 

velocity or the bubble front. 

Freon 12 was used as the working fluid, bccause: 1) The thermodynamic properties or the 

saturated state or R 12 are well-known e. g. G. F. C Rogers and Y. R Mayhew (1980). 2) The 

vapor pressure or R 12 is quite low, which allowed the use or thin mclincx film, to be used as 

a diaphragm. 

Another advantage or the low working pressure was the simplicity or the experimental set 

up, sincc the working temperature was almost equal to the ambient. A simple heating tape 

was used to increase the temperature up to 360C. Also problems associated Mth high 

pressures e. g. sarcty, lcakagcs c. t. c. were n-dnin-dsed. Sincc the working temperature were so 

similar to the'atmosphcric one the use or a thermal insulation was not necessary and the 

initial temperature or the liquid in the vcsscl was quite unirorm, (%vithin 0.8"C for the vertical 

orientation and 0.20C for the horizontal one). 

5.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPEREMENTAL SET UP 

Figure 2 illustrates the experimental set up. The experimental system consisted of a 0.2m 

long vessel with a 0.034m diamcter. At the open end of the vessel a melinex membrane was 

fittcd. Prior to each test the vessel was. pressurised with R 12 liquid, and allowed to reach a 

uniform temperature before rupturing the diaphragm. The diaphragm removal was achieved 

by melting off the mclinex film. 

Any prcssure, tcmpcraturc and laser outputs were amplified and displayed on a four channel 

transient recorder with a built in printer, which could provide a hard copy of the display. 

The individual parts of the experimental apparatus are described in more detail ý in the 

following sections. 
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5.2.1 PRESSURE VESSEL 

Two different vessels were built, one made of pcrspcx and the other ormild stccl. Thcre were 

three experimental sessions performed with the mild steel vcssel. In each or them a different 

roughness of the internal surface or the vcsscl, was uscd, to assess the cffcct of roughness on 

nucleation and vapor production and in turn on the initial and long term dcprcssurisation. 

The three different roughness wcrc: l) 3.2,2) 0.8 and finally 3) 0.2 Pra RMS. Thc above 

selection or the wall roughness was made on the basis that Winters reported that his 

blowdown experiments were independent or surface roughness when the RMS' roughness 

height was greater than 4 gm. 

The cffect of different materials could be assessed from the information provided by both 

the pcrspex and the steel tests. 

There were three pressure stations along the vessel axis for measuring the transient 

pressure history and in particular one of them was located at the base (closed end) where the 

cffect of the rarefaction wave reflection could be recorded. 

Three temperature stations were used to measure the initial temperature of the system 

before the initiation of the tcst. Two extra ports on the vessel's wall were used for the 

transient temperature measurements, one located close to the bottom pressure transducer 

and the other opposite to the middle one (see fig. 2). 

The good "finish" of the perspcx vessel made it transparent and hence it was possible for 

a movie film to be produced for individual experiments. 

At the open end a teflon flange was used to keep the diaphragm in position. Four clamps 

secured the prcssuriscd vessel at the top. 

The R 12 supply and exhaust valve were located at the top of the vessel together with a 

pressure gauge for measuring the initial pressure. The top flange was fitted with a 

heater-wire for the purpose of rupturing the diaphragm by mclting and provision was made 

to fit varying lengths of extension pipe. 
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The vessel was screwed on a steel machined plate which could be clamped securcrly on 

vcrtical or horizontal surfaccs dcpcnding on the oricntation sclcction. 

5.2.2 DIAPHRAGM BURSTING MECHANISM 

Based on the plastic nature of the diaphragm a mcIting mechanism was developed to 

provide the triggering of the phenomenon devicc. This way of rupturing the membrane was 

selected because of simplicity of use. It proved to be quite reliable, incxpensivc, safc with 

little interfere with the flow This device consisted of a so called "resistance" wirc, madc of a 

nickel , coupled to a 30 volt power supply unit and an electric switch. A fine groove was 

machined on the inner surface of the tcflon around the vcnt, whcre the wire was 

scatcd. Bccausc of the burned remnants of the membrane on the wirc, aftcr each test, the wire 
had to be changed regularly. 

5.2.3 MEASUREMENT OF THE SYSTEM PRESSURE PRIOR THE 

BLOWDOWN 

The initial static pressure of the liquid or liquid-vapor (in equilibrium) system was 

measured with a commercial frcon 12-22 pressure gagc, dcsigned and calibrated to provide a 

± 0.14 bar accuracy. Sincc it was made only for frcon measurements, it was not possible to 

be dead weight tcstcd. However, it was tested during the trial test runs, when the vessel was 

charged with vapor frcon 12, against the calibrated pressure transducers. Both pressure gage 

and transducers showed a quite good agreement to a 0.2 bar accuracy. 
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5.2.4 TRANSIENT RECORDER 

Transient voltage signals were first amplified and then directed and displayed on a 1604 

Gould digital storage oscilloscopc. Thc present transient recorder was prcrcrrcd because it 

could provide a powerful combination orsignal capturc, coupled'with extensive data analysis 

capability. 1ts main facilities utilised in the present work arc: 1) the internal autocalibration 

of the dcvicc, which could be forced prior to any tests, 2) four channel data acquisition 

simultaneously, 3) 10 K word memories on every channcl, which made possible to any orthe 

traces to be stored and compared with others, 4) 20 MI Iz Bandwidth real time opcration, 5) 

horizontal trace expansion up to 200 times, 6) ability to capture events from 50 ns to 2,000 

see, 7) ability to store prc-triggcr information, 8) cursor facilities provide automatic 

measurements or the captured trace and rinýlly 9) a built in colour plotter for permanent 

records. 

5.2.5 HIGH SPEED CAMERA SYSTEM 

Two different high speed cameras have been used to perform two different purposcs. First 

the flow pattern characteristics during the event was filmed and interesting information about 

the initiation of nucleation was providcd. Sccond, information was gathered about the 

nucleation from a single site (thermocouple hot junction), the bubble growth on the site, 

departure diameter and rising velocity. 

For the first purpose a Hadland HYSPEED cine camera was used. Thc speed limit of this 

camera is 10,000 frames per sccond, wherc for the present experiments the speed of 7,000 

frames per second was used. A timer unit, built in the University of Liverpool, controlled the 

triggering of the vessel and the start of the camera by closing, the circuit of the 

heater-wirc. The precision of the timer unit was 5 ms. For the selected speed the wind up time 
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to the nominal speed for the camera was 0.8 scc, which was the delay between triggering the 

camera and the initiation of the phenomenon. Two constant light sources of I KW were 

switched on just prior to start or the experiment. 

The second was an Hadland Imagon 700 ultra high speed photography with a limit of I E6 

frames per second. Thc present speed used was 2.5E4 rrames per second. This camera system 

also incorporated of a Hadland 3 channel delay generator triggering dcvicc. This instrument 

was designed to allow precision sequencing of events from 70 ns to 20 see in IO. ns stcps. Thc 

triggering signal for the above unit came from a secondary electric circuit. The main 

component of this circuit was a rinc coated copper %%ire, strctchcd over the diaphragm. Thc 

bursting of the membrane broke the wirc, changing the voltage at its ends from 0V to 12 V. A 

pair of I ladland flashs were also used. This unit consisted of a CU- I flash control and two 

F11- I flash heads. The duration time for the flashes is 2 ms and the stored energy 60J per 

head. The rise time for the flashes was 50 ri-kroseconds, hcnce the flashes had to start before 

the. camera. The television principal was adopted by the camera and so a sequence of frames 

appeared on a t. v. scrccn, which could be photographed using a conventional polaroid 

camera. 

5.2.6 FREON 12 SUPPLY 

Freon liquid and vapor, in equilibrium was stored in a commercial 60 Kg cylindrical 

tank. The tank was fitted with two valvcs, onc for liquid and the other for vapor. supply (for 

the pressure instrumentation calibration). A supply line connected the reservoir with the 

pressure vcsscl. A 2W heating tape was placed at the outside of the rcservoir, for the purpose 

of increasing the pressure just beyond the initial pressure in the vesscl. This small pressure 

increase was enough to drive the liquid in the vessel. So no refrigerant pumps werc 

needed. Furthermore a special filter was inserted into the feed line, to hold any foreign 

particles and any dissolved moisture. 
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5.2.7. TRANSIENT PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 

Kistler 7031 quartz crystal pressure transducers were employed for the transient pressure 

measurcmcnts. This was a logical selection since the times involved in the present work were 

of the order or 100 ms for the long term depr6ssurisation and a few hundreds of microseconds 

for the metastable region. The quoted natural frequency by the manuracturcr is 80 

KIlz, which makes it appropriate for coping with both the early nucleation region and the 

long term one. 

The only disadvantage or these measurements was the cffect of the transient temperature 

changes on the pressurc. For constant temperature measurements the manufacturer quotes a 

temperature cocflicicnt, in case the field temperature is different than the calibration 

one. 11owcver in the case of transient temperature changes the thermal contraction of the 

crystal housing can produce erroneous pressure rcadings. In a personal communication with 

the manufacturer, thcy proposed a thin coat of silicone rubber solution to protect the head 

from any temperature cffccts. A thickness of less than two millimares produced a significant 

improvement of the pressure tracc. While the early stages of the deprcssurisation where very 

well mcasurcd, the long term pressure measurements where very much ovcrprcdictcd. A 

comparison of the initial dcprcssurisation with and without the silicone layer, showed no 

effect on the response and the actual measurcmcnt, produccd by the silicone rubber. 

The pressure transducer output was then amplified by a 5007 Kistler charge 

amplifier. Bascd on the transducer operating principal the circuit has to have an insulation 

resistance of IE13 ohms. llcncc all the connections had to'be cleaned regularly with pure 

alcohol. The pressure transducer itself was baked on a regular bascs, for several hours at a 

temperature of 100*C, so that any moisture would evaporate. 
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All three pressure transducers were dead weight calibrated and their linearity was checked 

for the whole working pressure rangc. Furthcrmorc a series of vapor tests were run and 

comparison between the initial pressure shown on the static pressure gage and the final 

atmospheric one, indicatcd a quite good measurement ability of the present pressure 

measurement system. 

5.2.8 TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS 

The static temperature measurement was performed with three coppcr-constantan 

home-made thermocouples of 0.1 mm in diamctcr. Thc hot junction was achieved by twisting 

first the two wires together and then mclting them using an oxcgcn- acetylene flamc. Thc 

outputs where recorded by a Comark 1625 electronic thermometer with an accuracy of 

0.05"C between -200"C and 400*C and a 0. l*C resolution. 

The transient measurements were pcrrormcd using a coppcr-constantan home-made 

thermocouple or 25 pm in diamctcr. A robust hot junction could be easily produced by simply 

tight both ends to rorm a knot. ln this rashion the two wires were in contact with each 

othcr. Thcsc thermocouples proved to have quite rast response times. The reason is that the 

temperature measurement did not rely on the hot junction blob or sometimes three times the 

diameter or the wire, produced during soldering or melting the two wires togcthcr, but on a 

very narrow contact surracc. Thc output was directed to a CEC 1-165 DC amplifier and then 

to the transient recorder. 

All thermocouples were calibrated on the ice melting point and the water boiling one with 

the help of a glass mercury thermometer. 
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5.2.9 LASER MEASUREMENTS 

A low power lascr tubc, of 5 mW used in conjunction with a photomultiplicr and an isotope 

developments EILT unit type 532/D, to provide the laser measurements. No calibration or 

the unit was necdcd, sincc only the time delay for the blockage of the laser beam by the 

bubble swarm, was measurcd. Thc voltage output was displayed on the transient oscilloscope. 

5.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Prior to any test initiation a new membrane was replaced and the licater-wire was 

chccked. The top flange was then sccurcrly closed and the vessel was prcssuriscd up to 2 bar 

with vapor R 12 and the vessel was checked for any leakages using a butane flame. Thc 

exhaust and the fccding valves were then opencd, allowing liquid to charge the vessel and at 

the same time vaporise vigorously so that any air in the vessel was rrdxcd with the vapor R 

12 and expelled from the vcsscl. Whcn the vessel was full of liquid the exhaust valve was 

closed. After the pressure had reached the appropriate level the feeding valve was closed 

too. The system was then left to settle to a uniform temperature. The transient recorder was 

then internally calibrated, the charge amplifiers and the laser system were switched to operate 

and the blowdown was then initiated. 

5.4 PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The bulk of the experimental work, performcd in the present proicct, can be divided into five 

stages with respect to the material the vessel was made of and the roughness of its wall. 328 
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tests were completed. From these 255 were performed with the "perspex" vessel and the rest 

with the 'mild steel" one. For the first 70 of the "pcrspex" tests the internal wall of the vessel 

was very smooth but for the rest the internal surface had become scratched. Three different 

roughness have been tested with the "mild steel" vcsscl, with RMS roughness of3.2,0.8 and 

0.2 Vm. The aim of the present experimental work is to assess the effect of the I)different wall 

matcrial, 2)different wall roughness, 3)diffcrent liquid level initially in, the vcssel, 4)different 

length orextcnsion pipcwork, 5)different orientation and 6)differcnt ambient conditions. 

In all the above tests the liquid initially in the vessel is saturatedwith temperature in the 

range, 15-36*C. 

5.4.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE BLOWDOWN PHENOMENON 

Figures 5,6 and 7 show "typical* transient decompression traces at three axial locations 

during blowdown test No. 123. Much of the thermal non-cquilibrium. behaviour of the 

systcm, is encountered in all the blowdown tests. This noncquilibrium behaviour is similar 

to that noted by Edwards, O'Bricn (1970), and Winters(1978) in their blowdown 

cxpcrimcnts. The main features of the above pressure traces in all the pressure stations are, the 

sharp decrease of pressure to a minimum far below the saturation prcssure, the secrnmingly 

explosive pressure recover to a maximum lower than the initial Prcssure, followcd by a much 

slower pressure reduction to atmospheric prcssurc. In figure 5 the initial short term 

dcpressurisation history is illustratcd. As the mcmbran c at the exit is blown off the material 

accelerates outwards producing a rarefaction wave family which propagates rapidly down the 

vessel reducing this way the local pressure. The bottom pressure station always records a 

pressure minimum much lower than the atmospheric. From figure 8 it can be seen that in the 

area close to bottom there is a complex wave interaction between the waves propagating 

from the exit and the ones rcflcctcd on the bottom. This causes the much, lower pressures 

near the bottom. The effect of the reflected rarefraction waves is also recorded by the rniddle 
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pressure station. Because the speed of sound in the liquid is quite high (compared to gases) 

the wave family occupies a narrow band (see rig. 8), resulting in a constant pressure area 

between the down and up propagating wavcs. From. figure 5, the characteristic double 

minimum caused by the foremcritioned double wave action can be seen. Ilowcvcr, thc 

theoretical constant pressure part is not pictured in the middle pressure trace and this is 

because nucleation starts somewhere before the minimum which manages to increase the 

pressure until the reflected waves arrive and reduce it again to the second mýinimum. The 

nucleation phenomenon effect can be seen by comparing the pressure minimum between the 

middle and top pressure stations. From figure 5, it can be seen that the middle pressure is not 

expanded to the minimum pressure recorded by the top pressure transduccr. Since the top 

pressure station is close to the exit it is thought that it records the pressure at the exit quite 

accurately. Almost always its minimum pressure is greater than the atmospheric which means 

that the flow at the exit is probably choked from the beginning. This was also noted by 

Winters in his filming tests of the cxit. The effect of the reflected rarefraction waves cannot 

be seen in the top pressure trace. The two phase mixture produced by the nucleation and 

evaporation phase transition increases the compressibility of the medium which in turn tends 

to damp out the reflected waves. Becausc the vessel is quite short (. 2m) the rate of 

depressurisation in all three pressure stations is simdlar. Temperature measurements showed 

that the liquid retains its. initial temperature during the initial rapid deprcssurisation where 

the pressure approaches the atmospheric one. This means that the liquid is metastable and 

somewhere in the vicinity of the pressure n-dnimum starts nucleating. The nucleation is of the 

heterogeneous type and this because the liquid superheat is much less (approx. 25"C) than the 

required one for homogeneous nucleation. 

Figures 6 and 7 show the rapid increase of the Pressure to a maximum due to nucleation 

and thereafter the continuing phase transition which slows down the Pressure reduction to 

its final value. Since the flow is believed to be choked at the exit, causcd by the quite low speed 

of sound of the two phase n-dxture, the mass hold up in the vessel helps further to slow down 
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the depressurisation. An effect which may increase the mass hold up is also the slip between 

the two phases and their complex interactions. 

An interesting phenomenon was observed in some of the blowdown tests. As it is illustrated 

in figure 8, in some of the tests the dcpressurisation slope was not smooth and the double 

pressure minimum in the middle pressure tracc. was n-dssing. Thc latest characteristic was 

caused by the poor diaphragm opening. Instead of melting instantly sometimes it was torn 

off depending on the contact of the melting wire with the membrane. A slow opening of the 

exit resulted in a broadening of the wave family. So a complex wave interaction area takes the 

place of the constant pressure one recorded by the middle pressure station (see fig. 8). 

5.4.2 REPRODUCIBILITY 

The reproducibility of the R-12 experiments performed in the present study is 

demonstrated in figures 9 and IO. Multiplots have been produced by superimposing the 

pressure history trace of two different tests. Thc tests in question, have been performed with 

almost identical initial conditions of pressure and tcmperature. Furthcrmore these tests have 

been performed by using the same vessel (made of either perspex or mild steel). Thrce pairs 

of experiments have been used to show the degree of rcproducibility. In figure 10 three 

different plots one for each of the pressure . stations in the vessel show a quite good 

reproduction of the long term pressure historics. As can be seen from the plots, the maximum 

pressure recovery is well duplicated in all three stations and in both materials. In figure 9 the 

short term pressure histories of the same experiments have been plotted to illustrate the 

reproducibility of the initial dcprcssurisation rcgion. The result is a very poor reproduction 

of the'pressure history and the further from the bottom, the poorer it becomes. The level of 

the pressure undershoot, the steepness of the dcpressurisation, the explosive character of the 

pressure recovery and the pressure maximum tended to vary from test to test. The reason is 

the non-rcproduced bursting of the membrane. The melting mechanism for rupturing the 
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diaphragm produces unpredictable openings. When the heat of the melting wire is not 

uniform or when there is a bad contact between the wire and the membranc, the membrane 

tears instead of blowing off instantly, with result the rarefraction wave family to be widely 

spread and so the steepness of the decompression to be smoothed down. Depcnding on the 

opening time the reproducibility was sometimes a lot worse than the one observed in figure 

9. Onc thing is, however, evidcnccd from both figures, thc -low degree of reproduction of the 

initial metastable region does not affect the long term pressure history. 1 lowevcr, the pressure 

trace recorded near the vessel exit is always affected by the poor opening of the diaphragm 

and this is because of the remainders of the diaphragm which afrect the mass flow rate from 

the exit and hence the recorded pressure. 

5.4.3 ROUGHNESS-NIATERIAL EFFECT 

During fast pressure releases the key feature is the flashing of the liquid system after the 

pressure minimum has been rcached. For heterogeneous nucleation the surface is the most 

important factor because all the existing cavities and irregularities on the surface increase 

nucleation by decreasing the required critical work for nucleation. 

In the present section the role of different materials and roughness of the surface is 

investigated. The role of the heterogeneous nucleation has long been recognised e. g. Winters 

and Merte (1978) conducted experiments with two different roughness (4 and 12 E-6 M) and 

they reported no cffect on the pressure traccs. Their explanation was that there was already 

enough nucleation on the wall, so an increase of the surface roughness would not make any 

difference. In the present work mild steel vessels with roughncsses of 3.2,0.8 and 0.2 tim were 

used. Figure II shows different tests with almost the same initial conditions, to indicate how 

the change in roughness affects the long term pressure trace. In the top plot, it is well 

demonstrated that a reduction in roughness from 3.2 to 0.813-6 m (test No 199 and 215) 

increased the pressure plateau, which most probably is a result of an increase of the 
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nucleation process. The middle plot shows the effect of the roughness reduction from 0.8 to 

0.2E-6 m (test No 215 and 221 rcspectively). The fact is that no great difference can be 

observed and the slight discrepancy can be easily attributed to rcproducibility. The bottom 

plot, however, illustrates a quite different pressure history, when roughness decreases from 

3.2 to 0.2 jim (test No 199 and 221 respectivcly). A conclusion from thc-abovc results, is that 

quite rough surraces result in large cavities and generally spcaking, irrcgularitics. But the 

bigger the cavity, thc harder is for a bubble- to nucleate in it. This is bccause, thc critical work 

required for nucleation is proportional to the volume of the bubblc. The geometrical factor 

attached to the heterogeneous mode of nucleation is O, wliich is a function of the contact 

angle between the wall and the bubble surface. O, howcvcr, incrca scs as the contact angle 

dccrea ses, increa sing the required critical work. For critical clusters trying to nucleate in large 

pits the contact angle gets quite large and that is why nucleation may decrease with the 

increase of roughness beyond an upper limit. 

Furthermore the material of the wall affects the nucleation because some materials provide 

more irregular surfaces than othcr. In the present study a prorilomctry of the inner surface 

of the vessel wall has been carried out (figure 12), for both materials (pcrspcx and mild steel) 

and for the different roughness as well. In the above figure the difference in material is very 

well illustratcd, where one can notice the smooth profile of the pcrspex free of any 

irrcgularities, where the mild steel one is more like a 'zic-zac" type of profile. As roughness 

decreases it should result in higher probability for nucleation. Figure 13 enhances the 

conclusion drawn from the profilometry, that the two materials provide different number of 

nucleation sites and hence different degrce, of nucleation. Superimposing test No 8(perspex) 

and 216(mild steel), with almost identical initial conditions, it can be seen that in the mild steel 

case, the nucleation is more vigorous, than for the perspex which rise to a greater maximum 

pressure and longer plateau. Sincc the vapor production is so much greater it is to be expected 

that the event time for the mild steel tests to be much shorter (see figure 13). , 
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Finally, the experimental work performed with the perspex, vessel can be divided into two 

groups, performcd in two different time periods. It is a well known fact that the perspex. is one 

of the easiest materials to loose its smooth profile of its surface with the time. As it was 

proved by the statistical analysis and figure 14, the added scratches on the inner wall have 

affected nucleation. In the above figure the slight increase of the pressure plateau and the 

much shorter event time or the experiment, show an increased nucleation for the test with the 

less smooth vessel wall (test No 129), than the one with perfectly smooth surface (test No 8). 

Concluding, thc present experimental work showed that the different material of the vessel 

affects heterogeneous nucleation, by changing the wall surface features and furthermore 

roughness also affects nucleation by altering the sizes and the number of pits on the surface 

in qucstion. 1lowcvcr, according also to Winters and Niertc (1978) rindings, there must be an 

upper roughness limit beyond which nucleation is not affected. From the present study, also, it 

is evidenced that there is a lower limit as well. llcncc as the roughness tends to reach the 

limits of a smooth surface the number of the nucleation sites is reduced which decreases the 

vapor production. The main effect of the roughness is longer pressure plateaus and shorter 

event times. 

5.4.4 THE EFFECT OF ORIENTATION 

Figures 15 and 16 demonstrate the effect of varying the orientations of the vessel with 

respect to the axis of the vessel. In the present study the bulk of the experimental data have 

been obtained with the vessel positioned vcrtically, with the open end facing 

upwards. II owever, a number of tests have been preformed with the vessel horizontal, so the 

change of the orientation cffect to be assessed. 

In theory, in the case of vertical orientation gravity opposes the pressure difference, between 

the pressure in the vessel and the atmospheric one, which pumps material out of the vessel. In 

the case of horizontal orientation, however, gravity i) tends to separate liquid from vapor and 
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ii) helps the material to freely flow out of the vessel. Winters and Merte (1979) reported that 

they observed bubbly flow during their experiments. The latest comment is typical of an 

agitated flow due to vast vapor production on the wall. Probably the size of their vessel was 

not long enough for a stratificd flow to be established. 

Figure 15 and 16 illustrate the comparison between "vertical" and 'horizontal" tests, for the 

initial and long term decompression. In these plots the pressure traces recorded by the 

middle pressure station (test No 228 "vertical" and 233 'horizontal*) and the bottom one (test 

No. 51 "vertical' and 14 "horizontal") show a slighter faster expansion of the mixture in the 

"horizontal' test than in the "vertical" one. This can be attributed to the positive contribution 

of gravity. From the bottom pressure trace for the "horizontal" test, a much flatter pressure 

plateau that ends on a hump is recorded, which results to a longer total timc. An explanation 

for this can be found in the figure 15 (top plot) which illustrates the short term 

deprcssurisation corresponding to the same experiments. While the top plot (rig. 16) shows a 

quite good similarity of the pressure traces, the one of figure 15 shows a great difference. This 

is attributed to the poor opening of the diaphragm. Figures 17 and IS show a typical pressure 

history during blowdown from a horizontal vessel, at both pressure stations (close end and 

middlc), for a group of tests with a bad opening. From the rapid depressurisation plots a two 

step depressurisation resulted from the tearing of the diaphragm instead of blowing off. The 

typical long term pressure history always-has a flatter pressure plateau which ends on to a 

hump. It is believed that remaindering parts of the membrane produce a mass hold up, which 

in turn affects the flow and the prcssure. These latest features do not accompany tests with 

fairly good opening. 

In all vertical experiments there was'almost always a vapor pocket adjacent to the 

membrane. It is believed that the higher vapor inertia resulted in faster openings, unlike the 

horizontal set up, where liquid was attached to the exit. 

Concluding, the opening of the exit of the horizontal set up, is not as good as the vertical 

one, and this produces additional features to the pressure history. Depending on the degree 
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of the success of the bursting of the diaphragm, thc above features arc more or less intense 

and the pressure history closer or much difTcrcnt from the tests performed with a vertical 

vessel and identical initial conditions. 

5.4.5 LIQUID FREON 12 SPEED OF, SOUND MEASUREMENTS 

The speed of sound in the liquid freon 12 is a property not well'documcnted in the open 

literaturc. For an isentropic process it is given as: 

Ci 
ap ] 1/2 

49P 
s 

For the* use of the above exprcssion, thermodynamic data in the compressed liquid region are 

needed. Unfortunately there is not such data, but R. W. Haywood (1969) reported a form of 

the equation of state which can be used to provide an expression for any thermodynamic 

property. 

Wintcrs(1978) reported a number of researchers who tried to measure the liquid R-12 

speed of sound for a quite large range of temperatures (117-279*K). In the present 

study, measurcmcnts of the speed of sound were performed by measuring the time it takes the 

rarefraction wave to travel between two pressure stations. A special cursor facility, available 

on the 1604 Gould transient recorder, has been utilised for the accurate measurement of the 

time interval involvcd. flowever, this type of measurement carries many uncertaintics, because 

of the physical size of the pressure transducer and the difficulty to recognise, when the first 

rarefraction wave passes by. 

The above measurements showed that the averaged speed of sound in the temperature 

range 17 to 36*C, was 493.24 m/sec, for a sample of 71 experimental measurcments, with 

standard deviation of 38 m/sec. The speed of sound was also measured by Winters (1978) and 
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it was found to be 502 m/scc at 26*C. 1 le also made use of the following expression based on 

the law of corresponding states, 

Cl =[p 
]3 

mw 

where p is the dcnsity, MW is the molecular weight and f is a coeflicicnt which depends on 

the liquid's molecular structure. Frorn the above expression and for the R-12 he calculated a 

value of 491 m/sec for the sound speed, which is quite close to the value measured in the 

present experimental work. 

5.4.6 THE EFFECT OF VARYING THE INITIAL TEMPERATURE 

I 
The cffect of varying the initial temperature of the liquid R-12 system is demonstrated in 

figure 19. Tcst No 19 and 58 have the same initial pressure but initial temperature 17.75 and 

19.9*C rcspcctivcly. It is apparent from their pressure history comparison, in both pressure 

stations (bottom and middle), that even a small temperature increase affects the pressure 

maximum, the pressure plateau and the total event time. Givcn the same wall characteristics, 

nucleation increases with an increase of the temperature, since the molecular kinetic energy 

increases as wcll. The bubble growth is also affected by the liquid temperature and there is a 

tendency for the system to approach the saturation pressure, corrcsponding to the initial 

temperature after the pressure minimum-This never happens since the liquid gets colder as 

the phase change procecds. Frorn the above it is apparent that the temperature affiects the 

vapor production, which in turn sustains the pressure in the vessel and affects the value of the 

pressure recovery and the phenomenon duration. 

Since the bulk of the experiments had an initial saturation condition the comparison 

between test 19 and 58 is a typical of only the few of the tests with subcooled initial 
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conditions, illustrating the effect of the temperature variation. S in-fflar temperature effects 

wcre also observed by Winters (1978). 

5.4.7 LASER MEASUREMENTS FOR BUBBLE RISING VELOCITY 

CALCULATION 

The laser measurements have been performed to provide additional information about, i) 

the type of nucleation (homogeneous or heterogencous), ii) the type of the nucleation sites 

(on the wall or on the impurities in the bulk of the liquid) and iii) the rising velocity of the 

bubble swarm front. Using the perspex vessel, a thin low power laser beam was shot through 

the centre of the vesscl. Thc beam was then received and amplified from the other side of the 

vessel by a photomultiplier and the output was then displayed on the transient recorder. A 

typical output was a steep change of the light intensity, due to the bubbly two phase 

obstruction, to almost no received light from the photomultiplier. 

Figure 20 shows the pressure vessel, with the first set of plugs 15mm from the close end and 

the second ones 74 mm. lt also shows the locations where the laser beam was directed to the 

vessel wall during both "double' and "single" laser tests. 

All laser experiments are grouped into i) bottom and ii) middle laser tests. Bottom laser 

tests are the ones performed with the laser beam passing below the second set of plugs. For 

these tests a delay time was measured between the arrival of the first rarcfraction wave at the 

bottom and the sharp change of the laser output. Middle laser tests are the ones performed 

with the laser beam over the second set of plugs. For these tests a delay time was measured 

with respect to the first rarefraction wave arrival at the middle pressure station. 

A typical laser output is shown in figure 21. For the single laser beam tests a lot of effort 

was directed for almost the same initial conditions to be achieved. Since the R-12 

reproducibility has been shown to be quite good, it was assumed that an averaged velocity 
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can be calculated, based on the delay time and the distance of the beam laser from two 

different experimcnts. All the experimental data arc tabulated in tables I and 2. 

Depending on the same conditions and the laser beam set up the bottom laser tests arc 

divided into 3 groups. It is apparent from the tabulated results in table I, that the delay time 

for all the tests is quite large compared to the pressure history at the bottom. Figure 22 

illustrates a typical initial depressurisation history with the delay time for each of the tests 

of group 3 marked on it. lt is obvious that first nucleation occurs at the bottom and the 

bubble swarm produced propagates upwards and blocks of the laser light at each of the 

different laser stationsTrom the above it is clear that there is no nucleation happening in the 

bulk of the liquid or on the perspcx wall. Thc tests of group 2 have been performed by 

shooting the laser beam over the first set of plugs. The delay times measured for these tests 

arc much shortcr than the ones mentioned before. This can only be explained if nucleation 

takes place on the first set of plugs. 

From table I and group 3, it can be seen that the velocity of the bubble swarm increases 

with the distance from the bottorn, starting from zero right at the vessel's base. From table I 

it is also well illustrated that their velocity decreases as they approach the first set of 

plugs. An explanation for this is the bubble collision that takes place at this vicinity between 

the up rising bubble population from the base and the one nucleated on the plugs. 

Based on the above conclusion the middle single laser tests give an indication of the bubble 

population front vclocity, which comes from the -second set of plugs, since the laser beam 

passes over these plugs. 

Making use of the equation for bubble rising velocity in a constant pressure field, proposcd 

by Collier (1972), 

1/4 

U=1.18 
CFgC(PI - Pý) 

rIA21 
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for the given conditions, Ur should be equal to 0.15 m/sec, which in comparison with the 

values in table 1, is very small. The great difference between the velocity evaluated from the 

experiments and the one calculated by the above expression is due to the fact that the now 

inside the vessel is a transient one with variable pressure field and also the crowded cffect 

associated with the interaction of bubbles. 

Table 2 includes two set of tests, one for the bottom laser tests and one for the middle ones, 

performed by using a laser splittcr. 1 fence by measuring the time it takes for both of the laser 

beams to get blocked of and also by knowing the distance between the two laser beams the 

bubble front rising velocity can be calculated for each test. This. way the assumption for 

reproduced tests with the same initial conditions, can be checked as well as the accuracy 

calculating an average velocity with the above method. For test No 168, its space range 

overlaps with 4-10 mm (from bottom, group 3) and the calculated velocities are almost the 

same. Tcsts 169 and 170 demonstrate the reproducibility of the calculated rising 

velocity. From almost the same conditions it can be seen, from table 2, that the rising velocity 

is almost the same with only 8% difference. The space range of tests 169,170 overlaps with 

the upper limit of the space range of tests 116,117 and the-calculated velocity agreement is 

quite good. 

From the middle laser tests (table2), one can observe an increase of the rising velocity until 

129 mrn from the base. Then the velocity decreases. This could be due to i) the choked flow 

conditions at the exit, which increase the mass-hold up by decreasing the velocity or, ii) a 

massive bubble production right ahead of this point in the mild steel part of the vessel 

located at the top of the perspex. 

Concluding, the laser measurements provide information of the bubble production 

mechanism in the vessel. Since the vessel was made of perspex, no serious nucleation could 

be held on the wall. Hence, the only nucleation sites where the bottom the first and second set 

of plugs ant the top mild steel part. Bubbles nucleate on these sites and then they detach to 

form a rising front, which accelerates upwards until it arrives at the next nucleation site. Then 
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a complex bubble interaction takes place, which results in a deceleration. Finally from figure 

22 it can be noticcd, that as the bubbles get away from the bottom plug, the pressure recorded 

by the bottom pressure transduccr, indicatcs a pressure reduction. 

5.4.8 PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS IN THE EXTENSION PIPE 

An extra pressure transducer had been fixed in the extension pipework with its measuring 

surface flush with the internal wall. Thcsc pressure measurements were performed to provide 

more inrormation about the two phase flow behaviour in the extension pipe. In figurc 24 a 

typical pressure history is shown, whilc in figure 23 the wave action inside the vessel and the 

extension pipe is demonstratcd. A sudden pressure increase 'can be noticcd, rollowing the 

diaphragm bursting' (figurc 24), which is caused by the'shock wave passing by' (rig 23) 

produced by the acceleration of the material out of the vcssel. Sincc, there was almost always 

a vapor pocket attached to the mcmbranc, as it is illustrated in figure 23 the rarcfraction 

waves propagate first in the vapor phase and then they partially reflect and transn-dt through 

the interface. Thc rcflcctcd waves will then reduce the pressure in the extension pipe below 

the atmospheric (fig., 24). It is believed that the product of the complicated wave interaction 

with the vapor-liquid interface and the accelerating contact surfaccjs a set of compression 

wavcs, which will then increase the pressure in the pipe to atmospheric level. The pressure will 

retain a plateau until the two phase flow arrives, to increase the pressure further. Depending 

on how close to the exit the liquid-vapor interface is, thc pressure plateau can be shorter or 

longer. 

The two phase mixture consists of vapor as the continuous phase and droplets as the 

dispersed phase, as it is evidenced from the filming of the event. Figure 25 shows the two 

pressure histories recorded by the pressure transducer 20 mm from the exit, in the vessel and 

60 min from the exit in the extension pipe. In figure 25, it is well illustrated that the two 
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traces look alike, aftcr the pressure maximum, which suggests that the flow condition in the 

vessel and in the vent pipe are linked together. 

Figure 26 shows the effect of changing the length of the extension pipe, on the pressure 

60 mm. from the cxit. For almost identical initial conditions and lengths orthe extension pipe 

0.2 and I m, the explosive character of the pressure increase due to the nucleation in the 

vessel, is recorded by the extension pipe pressure transducer and it is identical for both 

tests. The long deprcssurisation, however is affected by the different mass hold up due to the 

increased length of the pipe. Thc length or the pipe is important from the i) interfacial mass 

and heat transrer ii) slip between the phases and iii) skin ffiction on the wall, point of 

vicw. The above factors Nvill affect the pressure in the vent pipe in the long run. 

A further use of these pressure measurements is the approximate calculation of the 

material velocity in the extension pipe. The shock wave recorded in the vent pipe is a Nveak 

one and its velocity can be given as: 

(y R T)l 12 

assuming an iscntropic process with y= 1.4 and the gas constant for air is 287 j/kg 

*K. Knowing the ambient temperature the compression wave speed of sound is readily 

evaluatcd. This together with the distance of the pressure transducer from the cxit, determincs 

the time of opening. Next the time the material arrives at the pressure station has to be 

dcfined. Figures 27 show comparisons between tests with the same initial conditions, the same 

length of the extension pipe, but different percentage of liquid initially in the vessel. After the 

initial pressure oscillations due to the wave action, the different level of liquid initially in'the 

vessel affects the time the pressure increases to its maximum value. An explanation for this 

is that the two phase n-dxture has to travel different distanccs, depending on the position of 

the liquid-vapor interface initially in the vessel. 
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Figures 27 also illustrates how the pressure maximum and the total area under the pressure 

trace, recordcd in the vent pipe, reduce as the percentage of liquid initially in the vessel 

reduces. 

Tests with the same initial conditions and length of the pipework, but with the pressure 

transducer moved close to the exit of the vent, proved further that the pressure increase in the 

pipework is due to the arrival of the two phase mixture. Figure'28 show comparisons of two 

pressure traces, one close to the diaphragm (test No 188) and the other close to the exit (test 

No 189), for the initial and the long term depressurisation respectively. The above 

experiments (188 and 189) have been performed with extension pipe length equal to 0.2 m 

and in these figures the delay time it takes the two phase front to travel from one pressure 

station to the other is well illustrated. The same can be seen in figures 29 and 30 with 

extension pipe lengths equal to 0.5 and 1.0 in. 

Furthermore figures 28,29 and 30 show how much the pressure history changes along the 

pipe for 0.2,0.5 and 1.0 rn lengths. As, the pressure station moves outwards the increased 

length of the pipework, make the pressure losses even larger, because of the skin friction and 

also the deceleration of the fast moving droplets (with respect to the vapor motion) due to 

gravity. The size of the droplets also gets smaller due to the evaporation and small droplet 

mixture has small slip between the phascs, a fact which decreases the static pressure of the 

flow as well. 

Figure 31 illustrates the effect of different roughness of the vessel's wall, on the flow in the 

vent pipc. The pressure traces are quite similar and small discrepancies can attributed to the 

cffect of the reproducibility. 

Table 3 shows the velocity, with which the material front escapes from the vessel once the 

membrane has been removed. From the above table one may notice that the initial condition 

(for the given range of the temperature and pressure) does not affect the value of this 

vclocity. In theory this velocity depends on the initial pressure in the vesscl. For the tests 193 

and 222, the calculated velocity is 36.7 and 20.73 m/sec respectively. Since the initial 
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conditions are the same, the great difference in the velocity, can only be explained by the 

different pressures the system might expand to. In figure 32 the initial deprcssurisation 

history, recorded by the top pressure transducer in the vessel js compared for both tests (193 

and 222). It is apparent from the above figure that the pressure in the test No 193, decreascs 

more rapidly to a lower pressure than the test No 222. Also the size of the vapor pocket 

initially in the vessel and the type of bursting (instantaneous or slow) are other factors that 

could affect the material front velocity. 

Finally figure 32 illustrates the different minimum pressure the system in the vessel expands 

to, to account for the velocity discrepancy between test No 2P9 and 219. An averaged value 

for the material front velocity deduced from the data of table 3 is 25.67 m/scc with a standard 

deviation of 5.16 m/sec . 

5.4.9 VESSEL EXPANSION EXPERIMENTS TO VACUUM EXTERNAL 

CONDITIONS 

A number of fast pressure release experiments have been performed by making use of a 

vacuum tank. A special bent pipe had been constructed to fit on top of the pressure 

vcsscl, while the other end is firn-dy connected on to the vacuum tank. Spccial care had been 

taken for the two joints, of the connecting pipe to be well scaled with special vacuum 

flanges. Thc pressure inside the vacuum tank could go down to about 120 mm 11g, by using 

a vacuum pump and the tank's seals could hold this pressure for approximately 20 

minutes. The experimental procedure was the same as the rest of the vertical tests. First a 

new membrane is replaced and then the top flange which accommodated the bursting 

mechanism is clamped on to the bent pipe. The vessel is then filled up with frcon 12 and the 

liquid is left for approximately 30', to reach a more or less uniform tcmpcraturc. Afterwards 

the vacuum pump is started and as soon as the vacuum pressure in the tank is just below the 
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operating one (around 150 mmllg), the pump is then stopped. The rest of tile procedure is 

identical to the vertical test one and it has been mentioned before. 

Figures 33 and 34 illustrate the long term and the initial dcpressurisation history 

respectively. Figure 33 shows a comparison of two typical pressure traces with and without 

the use of the vacuum tank. Pipe blowdowns to atmosphere, and almost the same initial 

conditions as the ones performed with external vacuum conditions, have been performed in 

order for the efrect of the connecting pipe and the lower external pressure, at the exit, to be 

assessed. The two tests are coploted on figure 33. Both pressure stations' in the vesscl, scern 

similar as far as the pressure profile is concerned. I lowcver, the level of the pressure plateau 

is higher in the "no vacuum" test than in the "vacuum- one and this is probably attributed 

to the much different external pressures. The cffect of the bent pipework is pictured on the 

very much similar pressure profile, which is common to all tests. Of course the final pressure 

the system expands to and the total event times are difrerent because of the difrerent 

conditions at the exit. Figure 35 shows a comparison of the long term expansilon 

trace, recordcd at the middle pressure station, between tests with same initial conditions and 

with or without the bent pipe. The effect is dramatic. The bent extension pipe has an internal 

diameter of 25.4 nun, where the vessel's exit diameter is 34MM. Thc combined effect orthe exit 

area restriction and the bent pipe, increases the mass hold up in the vessel and results to 

greater and flatter pressure plateaus and longer event timcs. It is a well known fact, cvcn in 

the single phase case, that any flow restrictions propagate compression waves up stream and 

increase this way the pressure and decrease the flow velocity. 

The most interesting rind frornthe present tcsts, is pictured in figure 34. In both tests it 

can be seen that the Ono vacuum" test, cxperienccs a less steep depressurisation, but with 

deeper pressure minimums than the "vacuum" one, in both pressure stations. Furthermore, for 

the "vacuum7test at the middle pressure station, once the pressure reaches its first minimum, it 

retains the same pressure until the reflected rarefraction waves propagate back from the 

bottom to reduce it further. In the case of the"no vacuuetest, after the pressure. reaches its 
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first minimum, it begins to increase again until the reflected rarefraction waves reduce it to a 

second mýinimum. lt is thought that, this pressure increase is caused by local nucleation which 

began somewhere in the vicinity of the first mýnimum. This phenomenon has not been 

observed in the case of the "vacuum" test. A probable explanation is tliat, as the membrane 

bursts, the vacuum tank sucks the material from the vessel so fast, resulting in a choked 

condition at the exit. The choked pressure the system expands to, is the First pressure 

minimum recorded by the middle pressure station. For the given initial temperature and 

nucleation sitcs on the vessel wall, nuclcation process is not possible to begin at this pressure 

so in fact there is nothing to affect the pressure at this time and this is why the pressure 

rctains a small platcau. Also the steeper depressurisation, in the case orthe "vacuum" tcsts, can 

be explained in terms of the better opening, sinec with a very low pressure, applying at the 

outside of the membrane the bursting was faster and clearcr. 

5.4.10 THE EFFECT OF PARTIALLY FULL VESSEL 

The cffect of reducing the mass of the liquid initially in the vessel , on the pressure history 

trace in the vcssel, has been studied. A series of experiments with 75%, 50% and 25% of liquid 

in the vessel have been performed. The use of the perspcx vessel made possible the 

measurement of the liquid level in the vessel prior to each blowdown. 

Figures (36), (37), (38) and (39)dcmonstratc the effect of different levels of liquid and show 

comparisons between tests with almost the same conditions and 100% and 50% offilling and 

75% and 25% of filling rcspcctivcly. Thc above pressure traccs arc typical of all partially full 

pressure releases. For the tests chosen to demonstrate this cffect, (tests No 143 (75% full) 

and 137 (50% full)), the bottom and the middle pressure stations are covered with liquid while 

the top one is not and for test No 145 (25% full) only the bottom pressure station is in the 

liquid phasc. In figures 37 and 39 the long term pressure histories arc plottcd. A general 

observation from the above plots is that the event times ý involved, are very much 
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reduced. From figure 37, which demonstrates the two extreme situations (75% and 25% 

full), onc can observe lower pressure maximums less flat and much shorter plateaus. Less 

liquid in the vessel means less nucleation, as it is clearly stated by Skripov (1974). Furthcrmore 

less nucleation means less phase transition plienomena. Sincc the top pressure station is 

always in the vapor phase, the pressure maximum is more or less the same but with a delay 

time introduced in the case of 25% full experiment. This is because the two phase mixture 

(vapor-droplets), takes longer time to reach the top. By making use of this information and 

also knowing the distance between the liquid levels in the 75% and 25% full cases (100 

mm), an averaged velocity of the two phase front can be estimated to be 16.67 rn/sec. 

In figures 36 and 38 the wave action and the cffect of the liquid-vapor interface movement 

can be observed. The general observations are: 1) the delay time for depressurisation to begin 

at all pressure stations, except the top one, increases as the level of the liquid decrcases. This 

is because the liquid is substituted with vapor, which has a much lower speed sound. 2) For 

the same reason as beforc, the slope of depressurisation is less steeper as the liquid level 

decreases. 3) For the top pressure trace, there is a pressure drop followed by a constant 

pressure part followed by another pressure drop. This is caused by the expansion wave 

fan, which reduces the pressure to a minimum and then as it partially reflects on the 

liquid-vapor interface, it reduces the pressure further. This is a quite usual phenomenon 

encountered in all gas expansion proccsses. This is not observed in the 75% rull case 

(rig. 36), bccause the expansion fan is spread so much in the vapor phase, that before the whole 

expansion is completed the first reflected rarefraction waves come back for a further 

reduction of the pressure. 4) For the pressure station'Initially in the vapor phase the pressure 

minimum the system expands to, is much lower than the one observed when the liquid'phase 

covers the pressure transducer. rhe cause of this phenomenon is the presence of the 

liquid-vapor interface, which partially reflects back the rarefraction waves which result to 

lower minimums. In figures 36 and 38, for the top pressure trace, the minimum rccordcd, for 

test No 142 (full) and the minimum before the constant pressure parts for tests No 137 and 
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145 (50% and 25% full respectively) js not equal to the atmospheric pressure, fact that 

suggcsts, that the flow at the exit is choked. It is well known, that du = dp/(c. pg) where u is 

the material velocity, p the prcssurc, c 
9 

and pg the vapor speed of sound and density 

rcspectively. For constant'dp drop from the initial pressure to the atmospheric one, the vapor 

temperature decreases and so do the vapor speed of sound and the dcnsity. Ilence du 

increases. For the given test the initial temperature is 290.5* K, thc speed of sound is 167 

rn/sec and the density II kg/M3. Even with the assumption of constant tempcrature, during 

the cxpansion, u can be calculated to be equal to 233.5 (for dp=4.29 bar) at the end of the 

expansion fan. This value is far greater than the speed of sound in the vapor, so the flow gets 

choked somewhere in the middle of the expansion. When the top pressure station is in the 

vapor phase the choked pressure is approximately 2 bars, whilc when it is in the liquid one, the 

choked pressure is almost I bar (fig38 top pressure trace), since for the liquid is more difficult 

to get accelerated to choked, conditions. 5) The double pressure minimum that charactcrises 

the middle pressure trace, during the full vessel blowdowns, is not prescnt. in these tests. Evcn 

in the tests where the pressure station is in the Iiquid phase, the transn-dtted rarefraction 

wavcs, through the liquid-vapor interfaccjs so much spread, so there is- not a clear distinction 

between the waves transmitted from the interface and the ones reflected from the base of the 

vessel. 6) For the bottom pressure station, it is evidenced that the pressure n-dnimum 

increases as the liquid level dccrcases. The reason for this is, again, thc quite low speed of 

sound in the vapor phase, which slows down the dcpressurisation and provides longer time 

intervals for nucleation to become important. The lower pressure maximums observed in 

figures 36 and 38, for the bottom pressure station, must be the result of the quite high 

minimum pressurewhich in turn result to lower nucleation rates and so the balance of the 

vapor extraction from the vessel with the vapor production is not enough to produce higher 

pressure maximums. 7) For the bottom station, the liquid-vapor interface interaction with 

the rarefraction wavcs, is more apparent in the 25% full case. This is because, when there is a 
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lot of liquid in the vessel the fast travelling waves do not allow for any interfacial effect to 

sh ow. 

In figure 38 (bottom) for the 25% full C'asc, it is illustrated the way the rarcfraction waves 

interact with the interface, as the pressure drops slightly increases and then drops again, as 

the waves come back after a partial rcflection on the interface. After the pressure n-dnimum 

the oscillating, character of the trace rcflects the movement of the interface. 

Gradually, however, all this wave action gets damped down by nucleation and the more 

complex interactions with the bubble's interface. 8) In figure 37 test No 145 (bottom) and 

143 (middle) and also figure 39 test No 137 (n-iidd1c), low frequency oscillations can be 

observed after the pressure has recovered to its maximum. In figurcs 36 test No 145 (top) and 

143 (top) and also in figure 38 test No 137 (top), howevcr, high frequency oscillations are 

recordcd after the pressure minimum. 1t is not a coincidence that all low frequency 

oscillations arc recorded by pressure stations in the liquid phase, wherc the higher ones are 

recorded by vapor stations in the vapor phase. It is believed that the low frequency 

oscillations are produced by the interfacial movement (oscillation frequency of a few 

milliscconds), where the higher ones are produced by the wave action and they are quite 

common in gas cxpansions. Their frequency is given (Ardron and Duffey (1978)) as: 

(1) =- 

4L 

where L is the distance the'waves travel with speed of sound equal to c. 

5.4.11 THE EFFECT OF THE EXTENSION PIPEWORK 

The effect of the pipework on the source term i. e. the vessel which experiences the 

blowdown, is studied in this section. A series of experiments have been performed making use 
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of both the perspex and mild steel vessels and also using three different lengths of pipe i. e. 

0.2,0.5 and 1.0 m. The extension pipe was of the same diameter as the vessel and it was made 

of perspex as wcll. A combination of different liquid levels initially in the vcssel, with different 

extension pipe lengths, tcsts have been performed to study both cffects as well. 

A considerable amount of work has been performed by II. E. A. van den Akker (1986) at a 

Shcll laboratory in Amstcrdam, on the discharge or saturated liquid R-12 from a pressure 

vessel through short and long pipcs. 1le stated that the mass hold up in the vcsscl, duc to the 

pipe located at the cxit, was due to 1) the vcna contracta phcnomenon, happening at the inlet 

to the pipe, 2)nuclcation of the superheated liquid, which starts at the vcna contracta, where 

the pressure is low and the turbulent pressure and temperature fluctuations are favourable 

and 3) friction along the pipe's wall. As it was evidenced from his experiment the mass hold 

up increases rapidly as the pipe length increases to a certain value (for the given conditions 

and fluid) and then there are only small changes as the pipe length increases farther. 1 Ic called 

this length, the relaxation length and he dcfincd it, as the required pipe length for the 

superheated liquid to return to cquilibrium. After this, friction is the only affecting factor. - 
In the present experimental work, a cine camera film showed that the flow in the inlet to 

the vent pipe is a vapor-droplct mixture. As it was evidenced from the film the liquid interface 

breaks and great agitation produces lumps of liquid to be carried away by the vapor phase. 

To show the effect of the extension pipe on the vessel pressure history, a comparison 

between tests of the same initial condition and different pipe length have been performed. A 

preliminary comparison showed that the pressure traces arc affected in the same way and the 

same degree in each of the pressure stations, for all the tests and so it was chosen the middle 

pressure transducer trace to show the effect of the extension pipcwork. 

Figure 41 shows the initial and long term depressurisation histories. From the initial 

expansion comparisons, it can be seen that the pressure traces are unaffected by the use of 

different lengths of pipe. This was thought to be due to the fact- that- the wave action and 

nucleation, responsible for the look of the initial depressurisation region, are so fast that the 
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information of the extension pipe presence comes later. As it was evidenced from the pressure 

data -analysis, from the pressure station in the vent pipe, thc flow is initially choked, so again 

any inrormation travelling upstream of the pipe cannot get through the choked plane The 

similarity of the metastable region (fig. 41) proves the above remark. 

Figures 40 and 41 illustrate very well the effect of the extension pipe'on the long term 

pressure history. lt is quite obvious the efl"ect orthe vent pipe on the level and duration of the 

pressure platcau. Thc changes in the pressure histories start straight after the pressure 

maximum, caused by the growing bubbles. In both figures the tests Nvith the extension pipe 

on, form. a quite separate region away from the "no pipe" tcst. In particular, thc difrercnce in 

pressure plateau between the test with 0.0 and 0.2 in pipework is quite distinguished. A 

further increase of the length or the vcnt, liowever, to 0.5 in or even to 1.0 m, produces very 

little change. 

The cine film of the extension pipe flow, revealed that from the beginning until the end of 

the event, the whole pipe cross section arca, was occupied by a very dense mixture of vapor 

and droplets. Furthermore, no vena contracta region was observcd, which can be explained by 

the fact, that the pipe had the same diameter as the vessel. Frorn the above, it can be safCly 

deduced that the vcna contracta is not one of the reasons for a mass hold up increasc, in the 

present work. '- 

Careful study of all pressure minimums, recorded by the top, pressure station, revealed that 

the choked pressure, at the exit; is not affected by the presence of the pipework. If this was 

the case the choked flow conditions would give another reason for changing the mass hold 

up. flcncc the only factor remaining to affect the flow behaviour in the vessel is the friction 

and the phase transition phenomena due to nucleation and evaporation. It wa's -shown by 

van den Akker (1986), that the effect -of the friction is rather linear. From figure 40, it is 

obvious that a pipe length increase from 0.0 to 0.2 m produces far greater changes than the 

increase from 0.2 to 0.5m or 0.5 to 1.0 m. Hence the reason must be the liquid, in the form 

of droplets, which did not have the time to relieve its superheat in the vesscl, and since the 
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two phaseýet is now enveloped by the pipe the cffect of any action (nucleation/cvaporation) 

towards thermal equilibrium between liquid and vapor, is directly linked to * the flow 

behaviour in the vessel. 

As the length of the pipe increases the residence time for the droplets in the pipe increases 

and more of the liquid phase gets back to saturation state. As the relaxation length for 

thermal equilibrium is approached, the effect of the phase transition phenomena becomes 

weaker and then friction remain's the dominating factor. 

Furthermore, in figures 42 and 43, thc cffect of both different liquid levels and different 

lengths of the vent pipe is demonstrated. 1t can be seen that the added pipe effect becomes 

less and less severe as the liquid quantity initial in the vessel reduces. For example in figure 

43, in the case or 25% full vcssel, the 0.2 m pipe produces almost no change on the pressure 

trace recorded by the middle pressure station. This can be explained, since less liquid produces 

less vapor Le fewer bubbles which arc the driving force for the liquid to escape from the 

liquid interface in the form of droplets. So fewer droplets travelling longer distances (lower 

liquid level in the vessel), rcturn to equilibrium easier. 1 lence this proves further that the phase 

transition phenomena affect mainly the mass hold up, which in turn affects the pressure 

maximum and the pressure plateau. 

Figure 44 illustrates the extension pipe effect in the case of the mild steel vessel. Closer 

study of the above figure shows that for all three pipe lengths the pressure plateau is the 

same. In conjunction with figure 40, there is a distinguished difference between the level of 

pressure plateau for 0.2 and 0.5 m pipe Icngths. This last difference between 'pcrspex" and 

"mild steel' vcsscl test, can be attributed to the increased nucleation process in the case of the 

mild steel due to the increase of the number of the nucleation sites. So liquid loses much 

easier its superheat and the 0.2m length suffices for the return of the liquid drops to 

equilibrium. 

For both vessel tests, from the long term expansion, it may be, observcd that after the 

pressure plateau the "0.5 rn7 pressure trace holds up a bit longer than the '0.2 m7 one and 
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also by the end of the event the "I. 0 m' test holds up a bit longer than the "0.5 M" one. This 

is explained with respect to the void fraction increase (beyond approximately 0.7), when a 

vapor-droplet mixture is established in the vessel as well and so any phase transition (in the 

vent pipe) cffect becomes unimportant and hence friction (which increases with the pipes 
length) takes over. Since the orientation of the the vessel was vertical gravity becomes 

important as well. 

Further experimental data, with diffierent vent pipe materials are necded, to further prove 

the importance of the phase transition, on the mass hold up and the flow bchaviour in the 

vessel. 

5.4.12 TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS 

Transient temperature measurements have been also performed making use of aT type 

thermocouple (coppcr-constantan), made of 25 pm, in diameter wircs. Tcmpcrature 

measurements were pcrrormcd in both pcrspcx and mild steel vessel cxpcrimcnts. In the case 

of the pcrspcx tcsts, transicnt temperature histories have been recorded both in the middle 

height of the vessel (opposite the middle pressure station) and near the bottom of the vessel 

(14 mm. from the bottom pressure station). For the bottom temperature measurements, the 

hot junction of the thermocouple was very close to the vessel wall (2 mm from the plug) and 

for the middle ones two different Icngths of thermocouple , were used: 1) 16 mrn and 2) 2 mm 

from the wall. 

Figure 45 illustrates typical pressure and temperature transient traces at the same height 

in the vessel (74 mm from the base) and demonstrates that the temperature history follows 

quite closely the pressure one. Since it is well known that the pressure transducer response 

time is quite good, this implies that the response time of the thermocouple is similar. 

Figure 46 illustrates two temperature histories from two different tests with almost the 

same initial conditions. The length of the thermocouple was 2 mm, i. e. the hot junction was 
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located 2mm from the wall. From the above figure it can be seen that both traces are very 

smooth but the one corresponding to the bottom pressure station, is shifted to lower 

temperatures. Since both tests were performed with the perspex vessel, the only nucleation 

sitcs were located on the plugs and at the base of the vcssel, sincc this was the most diflicult 

part for the tool to reach, during the vessel construction. II ence more nucleation produces 

greater relief to the'superheat liquid, resulting in lower tcmperatures. Another reason is that 

the bottom is the most remote part of the vessel, with respect to the cxit, whcre all transient 

changes are slower and therefore longer time intervals are available for the metastability of 

the liquid to be shorted out. This can be shown better by comparing the temperature output 

with the calculated saturation temperature corresponding to the local pressure 

output. Figures 50 and 51 show comparisons of the above type for the bottom and middle 

pressure stations respectively (perspex). It is obvious from the above figures that the 

temperature measurements are closer to the saturation ones for the bottom case than the 

middle one. These experiments have been performed with the 2 nim thermocouple. The rest 

of the figures 47 (perspex), 48 (steel), 49 (steel) and 52 (pcrspex) arc comparisons of the same 

type as abovc. The thermocouple used for the last experiments was the 16 mm. one at the 

middle temperature station. 

The effect of the two different materials is next assesscd. Figurcs 48 and 49 show two "Mild 

steel" tcsts, where 47 and 52 show two perspex ones. Closer observation of the four set of 

traces (by measuring the vertical shift of the two traces in the same plot) shows a slight 

decrease of the difference between the saturation temperature and the measured one, in the 

case of the mild steel. Also the temperatures measured at the end of the blowdown are lower 

in the mild steel case than the perspex case. The effect of different material does not seem to 

have a very severe impact on the temperature measurements near the centre line, which could 

well mean that the added nucleation action on the wall, affects very little the liquid's 

superheat in'the bulk. On the other hand, howcvcr, figures 50 and 51 show very low measured 

temperatures (short thermocouple) near the wall for both bottom and middle temperature 
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stations. The same can be noticed in figure 53, where two tests, one with the short and'the 

other with the longer thermocouple, at the middle station are compared. The initial 

temperatures of the system are slightly diffiercrit but this does not seem to afrcct the overall 

history. At each instant the temperature measured, closer to the wall is lower than the one 

measured near the centre line and by the completion of the phenomenon the' bulk 

temperature stops at 1.96"C, wlicre the one near the wall goes down to negative values 

(44.85T). An explanation for this observation can be the vast nucleation on the plUg, which 

affiects the local temperature more than the passing of bubbles by the hot junction. Frorn 

figure 53 also, it can be seen that the temperature trac'c'closcr to the wall is much smoother 

than the one in the bulk and also it does not pick up the phase alternation around the hot 

junction. By the middle of the blowdown, the longer thermocouple records temperature 

oscillations (fig. 53), which must be due to the arrival of the bubble. front from the bottom and 

this is the only point the two temperature traces (with 16 and 2 nun thermocouple) are 

approaching each other. 

In the present experimcnts, the temperature measurements show higher values than the 

saturation ones at all instants, cven when the vapor was the continuous phase. The higher 

temperature by the end of the test could be explained with respect to the air critrainment into 

the vesscl. During the bubbly mixture flow, higher temperatures can be expected, since the 

thermocouple always measures the continuous phase temperature (because of its physical 

size). No explanation can be officrcd, however, for the period when vapor is the continuous 

phase other than the fact that the vapor is superheated as well (if the heat transfer process 

is faster than the mass transfer one). 

Figure 54 illustrates the diffierence in the flow pattern extracted from the comparison of the 

temperature measurements in both mild steel and perspex cases. The mild steel temperature 

trace looks smoother, without picking up the up rising bubble front from lower nucleation 

sites, unlike the perspex one. This is probably because more uniform nucleation on the wall 

of the vessel offers a more uniform bubbly mixture in the bulk, so any phase alternation is 
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not so distinguishcd. Othcr than this, the temperature is a bit highcr, in the mild steel test than 

the pcrspex one, until the middle of the event, whcn the continues phase is the vapor and so 

the temperature suddenly drops to lower values compared to the pcrspex test 

measurement. Figure 53 in conjunction with figure 54 show a temperature difference between 

the bulk and the wall and between perspcx and mild steel tests, closc to the end of the 

phenomenon when vapor is the continues phase. Also from the films it was obvious that a 

vapor-droplet mixture was occupying the bulk while liquid was dripping down on the vessel 

wall. So this could mean that even when vapor occupies the bulk, phase transition 

phcnomenon, takes place on the wall, resulting in lower tcmperatures. In the case of the mild 

steel, thc phase transition phenomenon is even more vigorous so it results in cooling down 

the core further. 

Finally, figurc 55 illustrates a long tcrm temperature history (short thermocouple) at the 

bottom, prolonged long after the pressure had reached atmospheric valuc. This last plot shows 

that the temperature reaches its minimum value (-15.34*C) at atmospheric conditions and 

then retains a constant value until all the liquid is cvaporated. Then the warmer air 

cntrainmcnt increases the temperature again. 

Temperature measurements were also performed by Winters (1978). Ilis experimental 

apparatus involved a bigger vessel. He claimed, that soon after the initial decompression 

period, the temperature recorded by the thermocouple follows quite closely the saturation 

one, corrcsponding to the local pressure. An explanation could be that the size cffect on the 

thermal non equilibrium phenomenon is quite important. 

5.4.13 HIGH SPEED CAMERA (IMACON) MEASUREMENTS 

A series of tests have been performed making use of a very fast camera (2.5136 frames/sec). 

The initial temperature -trace behaviour was able to be clarified as well as providing 
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information about the bubble size, averaged bubble rising velocity and generally more 

information about the nucleation and- growth of a bubble. 

Figure 56 includes three sequences of different tests with almost the same initial 

conditions. A special triggering device allowed a different delay time for the camcra to operate 

so starting from the top photograph, one can see the bubble growing on the 

thermocoup1c, reaching the departure diameter and then detaching from the hot junction and 

flow away. The sequence of frames is alternately up and down, starting from the left bottom 

corner. 

Photograph from test No 5PH, which is not presented licre, includes the period of no 

nucleation on the hot junction and the period when a bubble starts to appear. The bubble is 

very small and the whole image is very dim for successful reproduction of the 

photograph. The sequence of frames from test No 5PH together with the temperature trace 

leave no doubt, as to what causes the initial temperature decrease. 1t is obvious from the 

present tests that as soon as a bubble nucleates on the thermocouplc, thc temperature starts 

reducing. The temperature continues to decrease as the bubble grows bigger. When the 

bubble reaches the departure diameter dictated by the local conditions, it starts detaching 

and moving away, the temperature starts increasing again. A very good example to show the 

above procedure is test No 14PILIt so happcncd, ror this test, that the camera operation time 

included the temperature minimum (see fig 57). The arrows on the short time plot indicate the 

camera time range and together with the photograph, one can see that up to frame 5 the 

temperature reduces. In this frame, however, a tail (observed in all detached bubbles see 

photograph 17) starts forn-drig. From the tempcrature. tracc, one can see that after 160 

microseconds from the camera's triggering, the temperature starts increasing again, which 

coincides with the bubble departure (frame 5). If for some reason no nucleation occurs in the 

vicinity, the temperature of the hot junction will not change until the bubble front rising from 

the bottom, reaches the temperature station (see fig. 58). 
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Furthermore one could show that any temperature changes are not caused by the liquid 

expansion, but only by the phase transition. The energy equation for the liquid phase, when 

the void fraction is zero reads: 

I dp dhl 
Ft dt 

For the test 14PI I initial conditions dp/dt = 8.33ES N/m2 sec, which results to dh, /dt = 63S. 8 

ki/sec kg and so dT, =0.340C, which is very small compared to the temperature decrease 

recorded during test 14PI-1. 

Assuming that the pressure recorded by the pressure transducer is also the vapor pressure 

inside the bubble, then the temperature measured at the time of nucleation and bubble growth 

is higher than the saturation onc, corresponding to the local pressure (see fig. 59). In fact the 

thermocouple measures the temperature of the liquid adjacent to the bubble, since, its physical 

size does not allow it to penetrate the bubble. 

As it was evidenced from all the present tcsts, a typical detached bubble (see photograph 

test 17PII-fig 56) has almost always a vapor tail, which partially shades the light under the 

bubble. It is thought that this tail consists of small bubbles nucleated in the wake of the 

bigger bubble. Calculation of the Reynolds numbcr, for the conditions of the test and the 

averaged calculated rising velocity, of the bubble, showcd a turbulent flow around it 

(Re = 23000). It is well known that the critical work for nucIcation, is equal to the free energy 

change, which in turn depends on temperature and pressure fluctuations. I Icncc a turbulent 

flow favours such fluctuations and so the nucleation under the bubble. 

In table 4, the delay time between the points when pressure and temperature start 

decreasing, is displayed together with the corresponding test number. Even though the initial 

conditions for all the tests are not much different, one can notice a randomness with respect 

to these delay timcs. It has been statcd, by Skripov (1974) that nucleation is a random event 
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depending locally on the flow fluctuations. In the present, experiment, since the nucleation 

sites are so much fewer (only on the thermocouple), this randomness shows more. 

An early nucleation means that the bubble grows and detaches quicker so the temperature 

reaches again a high level, before other local phase transition (e. g. on the plugs e-t-c-) cools 

down the systcm. From figure 60 and 61, it can be seen the diffierence in the temperature 

maximum (after the first minimum) for tests 6PII (delay time 200 microseconds) and 17PIl 

(delay time 600 microseconds) respectively. 

From table 4 and 5, it can be seen, that for tests with an early nucleation (test IPII and 

16PIl), the detached bubble size is bigger than in tests with almost the same conditions and 

greater delay times for nucleation (c. g. test 17PIl). During an early nucleation the bubble 

growth is favourcd by the rarefraction wave action, which reduces the external pressure, so the 

bubble can grow bigger. This is opposite to the later nucleation, during which the pressure 

increases and restricts the bubble growth. Biggcr bubbles also mean higher rclicr of the 

superheat orthe liquid i. e. lower minimum temperatures (see rig. 61). 

Another measurement involved with the present experiments was the bubble size 

detern-dnation. Making use of the polaroid photographs and a traveling microscope with a 

grid, it was possible for the bubble size to be measured with some accuracy. Also the bubble 

displacement from the "hot junction" was measured in the same way as the bubble size. Data 

from both measurements can be found in tables 5 and 6. By knowing the speed of the camera 

and making use of the data o. f table 6, an averaged bubble rising velocity could be 

calculated. The velocity calculations are tabulated in table 7. The time range also included in 

the above table, is the time with respect to the point in time the first rarcfraction wave arrives 

at the middle pressure station. The velocities calculated for all the present tests look very 

much the same. Except test IPII, in the rest of the tests the detached bubble does not rise 

freely in the bulk of the liquid and it looks as if its upwards movement is restricted by the 

transient flow. For the series of tests 15-18PH, the initial conditions were very much the same 

and the bubble appearance quite delayed, in comparison with test IPH (see table 4). It is 
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believed that local nucleation and bubble growth on the plugs, propagates -waves into the 

liquid, afrecting its pressure and velocity and this wave action afrects the up rising movement 

of the bubble coming from the hot junction. So there are two reasons why the bubble of test 

I PEI does not show any deceleration: 1) it is too large to follow any local flow fluctuations 

and 2) the initial wave rarefraction action favours its upwards movement. From table 5, one 

can see that for tests 15-18PIl, thc bubble growth event has been captured by the camcra in 

its early time and so bubble oscillation with respect to its size arc apparent, unlike test I PI I. 

In table 8a comparison of the bubble rising velocity with the theoretical averaged mixture 

velocity prediction (making use of the thermal nonequilibriurn model with nucleation) is 

shown. The experimental calculated velocity of table 8 is the averaged value over the time 

range in table 7. Frorn table 8 it can be seen that i) both theoretical and experimental 

velocities arc of the same order and ii) for the early time (test 15PH) the agreement is 

closer. As the time progresses and wave action due to phase transition is added to the system 

the velocity differences increase to 38% (test 16PII). The bubble size also affects the 

formentioncd velocity difference. Comparing tests 16 and 17PI I jest 17PI I has smaller bubble 

size and therefore the experimental velocity agrees more to the zero slip assumption than test 

16PII, with larger bubble size. 

Since test 14PH includes the bubble departure event, making use of a theoretical model for 

the bubble growth, in a constant pressure field, the contact angle between the solid surface 

and the bubble interface can be cvaluated. In literature there are two kinds of growth 

domination, i) the inertia one and ii) the surface tension one. In the case of the surface 

tension growth don-ýination the bubble keeps a spherical shape, due to surface tension 

forces. Since in the present experiments the bubbles look very much spherical, thc formula for 

the departure diameter estimation rcads: 

I. 1/2 
dD 

-ý 0.0208 0 cr 
I& 

(p, - pg)- 
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From test 14PI I it is believed that dD --= 1.75 mm, so from the above equation 0= 94.746*. Since 

the 0 for the departure diameter is 95*, 0 for the critical size must have been even bigger. 

Making use of the rising bubble velocity, in a constant pressure flcld, formula stated by 

Tong (1965), 

a g. (Pl - P,, ) 
/4 

Ub 11181 2 

1' 

. 

so Ub ý- 0.11 m/scc, which changes very little, urith p9 changing between 0.2 and 12 

kg/m3. Comparison of this velocity with the experimental one, shows more than ten times 

underprediction caused by the transient pressure field. 

Making use of the bubble growth formula, rcportcd by Winters (1978), for a constant 

pressure field, yiclds 

d(t) =4 
ks 

all 
12 Ja t' 

12 

J3 

where k. is a geometrical factor and is equal to V3 aI is the thcrtmal difrusivity and Ja is the 

Jakob number. Assun-dng the initial condition of test 14PIl, thc measured bubble size after 

1.12 mscc of the dcpressurisation begining, is 1.5 mm, where the calculated one is 1.22 

rmn-Aftcr 1.28 mscc the measured one is 1.75 mm and the calculated one is 1.3 nun and after 

1.4 mscc the experimental one is 2 nim. and the theoretical 1.37 mm. 

It is apparent, from the above that the bubble growth, in a constant pressure field 

calculation, is much slower than the one provided by the experimental data. Making use of the 

same formula and allowing for the vapor quantities to change, with respect to pressure, the 

bubble growth history has been calculated for the conditions of test 14PIl and it is shown in 

figure 62. From the last plot, it can be seen that the measured bubble-sizes (test 14PH) are 

underestimated up to 10 times. 
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5.4.14 HIGH SPEED CAMERA RESULTS 

A high speed camera has been used to film the whole Blowdown event from a "pcrspex 

vesscl". The fact that the perspex is transparent allowed a very good monitoring of the 

phenomenon for quite an extended viewing arca. Thc camera was placed at the side 

perpendicular to the ccntre line of the vessel, so the viewing area was covering the whole cross 

section arca. Since the height of the vessel portion that could be filmed was about 3cm, four 

separate filming have been performed recording the Blodown event at different parts of the 

vessel. 

FILM I. 

The filnýiing area of the first film covered 31mm in height close to the bottom of the 

vcssel. The aim of this film was to monitor the type of phase transition i. e. nucleation and 

bubble growth, the nucleation sites, the flow patterns encountered during the blowdown from 

a small vertical vessel and thc'behaviour of the two phase flow close to the base. The viewing 

window included the bottom pressure station plug and the bottom side ones. For the present 

film the average speed of the camera was 43813-6 sec/frame. 

The general observations from the film are: I)Frame I, which corresponds to t=. 44E-3scc. 

coincides with the vicinity of the pressure n-dnimum recorded by the bottom pressure 

station. From frame I nucleation starts on the plugs where the rest of the vessel wall and the 

bulk of the liquid are totally free of any nucleation event. 2)Thc bubbles that grow on the 

plugs expand into the liquid. The bubbly flow coming from the side plugs follows a spherical 

cxpansion, so its velocity is not exactly vertical but it has a radial component too. 3)At the 

point where the bottom rising bubble front meets the lower part of the side one its velocity 

reduces. 4)The bubbles behinds the rising front seems to coalesce and produce strips of 
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vapor so it looks as if the dark background (bubbly mixture) cracks up. 5)By the time 

t= 51.7E-3scc., rramc 118 the whole viewing portion or the vessel is occupied by a bubbly 

n-dxturc. 6)From the few first frames the bottom pressure transducer looks to be covered by 

a vapor layer. 

With respect to the pressure trace recorded by the bottom pressure station (rig. 63) at time 

t =. 44E-3scc, framc 1, the bottom starts nucleating and the pressure is at the vicinity of the 

pressure minimum. Frorn that moment and up until t=5.25E-3sccjrame 12, the bubbles 

expand freely into the metastable liquid and they move away from the plug. In the meanwhile 

nucleation on the plug carries on. At frame 12, thc two expanding bubble populations, from 

both the side and the bottom plugs meet. The rest of the frames show a high void fraction 

niixturc close to bottom where anywherc is a bubbly n-dxturc with vapor cracks in 

betwecn. At time t=61.3E-3sec., frame 140, bubbles coalesce to produce vapor as the 

continues phase and this starts from the bottom and slowly propagates upwards. Frame 

213, t=93.3E-3scc., the whole viewing vessel portion is dominated by vapor with fine 

droplcts. Frame 223, t=97.7E-3sec., close to bottom the droplets becoming denser. Frorn this 

frame some droplets coalesce to produce bigger ones and some others they just vanishe from 

frame to frame because of the phase transition. At this rcgion, whcre the pressure is almost 

atmosphcric, the droplets drop into the vcssel. A general observation is that no intermediate 

phase transition c. g. annulus or slug flow occurred. 

Making use of a film analyscr the bubble front which rose from the bottom plug was 

tracked up to the point where the side one got in the way(t= 17.2E-3sec). Figure 64 shows 

a time profile of the propagation of the bubble front. To clarify more the way the bubble 

front moves outNvards, e. g. accclcrates or slows down e. t. c. a simple backwards step method 

has been used to evaluate the rising velocity of the bubble front at each data point. The 

results of this evaluation are presented in figure 65. In this figure it can be seen the oscillating 

character of the transient rising velocity afrccted by the wave action and the local phase 

transition. Initially the bubble front seems to accelerate (during the first frame) which is the 
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result of the explosive nucleation on the plug. There is a slow down period in which the 

bubbly layer grow close to the pressure transduccr. At this time the velocity reduces and the 

pressure reaches its maximum, at t= 2E-3sec. after the blowdown initiation. From figurc 65 

it is apparent that in the time period between 2 and 3E-3sec. there is an acceleration of the 

front which partially causes the pressure reduction after the pressure maximum (fig. 63). 

Then as the side bubble populations grow and expand into the liquid they push out 

compression waves resulting to a further slow down of the bubble front which comes from 

the bottom. Thc complex interaction between the growing bubbles is pictured on the velocity 

history plot (Fig 65) after the first 5.25E-3sec. At this time bubbles from the base and the side 

meet. 

A preliminary void fraction measurement was made pos siblc by making use of the film 

analyscr. By knowing the total length of the vessel diameter at each frame the dark portion 

of it was measured and then divided by the total diameter. So a line averaged void fraction 

of the mixture could be calculated at 2cm from bottom. It is well known that a void fraction 

measurement is one of the most diflicult ones. All known up to date methods have some short 

of inaccuracy. The method proposed in the present experimental analysis is applicable to 

cases where a transparent vessel material is used. Since the present experimental results will 

be compared with theoretical ones later on and since the conservation equations arc averaged 

with respect to volumc, for the above comparison to have a meaning, the line averaged 

measurements have to be translated to a volume averaged ones. It was evidenced from the 

present film that the vapor portion was growing as two half spheres from the pressure plugs 

on the wall. Hcncc the control volume for the volume averaged void fraction was chosen to 

be equal to nD 3 /4 where D is the vessel's W., which results in the following expression 

between the volume and line averaged void fractions, 

23 
ctv T ctl 
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A void fraction history plot can be seen in figure 66, where one can see'a. slow increase of 

the void fraction initially (6E-3sec), followed by a greater increase when the bubble front 

arrives at the given point. Thc reason for the quite sharp void fraction increase up to 

15E-3sec, which is then followed by a slower one, is bccause, initially the side spherical bubble 

fronts expand too fast into the liquid and then they reach a point when the radial 

propagation slows down and the vertical one becomes the dominant motion. ý 
The inaccuracy involved with this method when dark portion of the cross, section area is 

measured by "the eye" is that small liquid gaps between the bubble cannot be seen and so the 

above measurements slightly overpredict the real values. Neverthclcss, it gives a very good 
indication on how the void fraction changes. The void fraction history profile from the 

present experiments agrees quite well with the one measured by-A. R. Edwards and 
T. P. O'Brien (1970), in "water" experiments making use of the "X- ray method. 

FILM 11 

The viewing window for this film includes the middle pressure station plugs. For the 

present test the liquid interface initially in the vessel is at 10cm from the bottom. The liquid 

interface is also included in the filmed portion of the vessel. The aim here is to monitor the 

movement of the interface and how the bubbles escape from it. 

The main observation was that the liquid is literally at rest and the bubbles slip through the 

interface. Since the liquid hardly moves the flow pattern beyond the interface is a 

vapor-droplets mixture. As the phase transition proceeds the clear liquid phase is followed 

by a bubbly and then by a droplet mixture. No slug or annulus flow pattern could be seen 

during the whole depressurisation event. 

In more detailed the main observations are: 1) At time t= 1.13E-3 sec., frame 7, nucleation 

begins on the pressure transducer. From this point in time a bubbly layer grows on the plug 

forming a spherical front which expands into the bulk of the liquid. The pressure recovers to 

its maximum value while this bubbly layer is only a few rnillimctres 'thick (approx. 3mm). 
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At time t= 1.431E-6 sec., frame 9 the pressure maximum has been reached and this coincides 

with the fact that the bubble front is removed from the plug leaving a vapor layer attached 

to it. This affects the pressure by decreasing to a lower value where it retains a pressure 

platcau, causcd by the phase transition phenomenon. 2) At time t= 1.91E-3 sec., framc 

12, cvaporation starts from the liquid interface. One can see bubbles nucleating adjacent to 

the liquid interface. The events of nucleation in the bulk of the liquid take place in a narrow 

zone 5mm attached to the liquid interface. The only explanation for this bulk nucleation, is 

that there might be suspended particles in the liquid (e. g. dust) and because of the turbulent 

character of the agitated interface and the quite low local pressure, caused by the reflection 

of the rarefraction waves on the interface, thc local conditions favourcd nuclcation. From 

frame to frame this bubbles grow bigger and at the same time flow towards the interface and 

they just slip through it. Thc size of those bubbles is about Imm. and by tracking down 

individuals the growth velocity was measured to be about I m/sec. Thcir traveling velocity was 

noticed to increase with the time e. g. for frames 13,14 the velocity was about 4m/sec and for 

frames 21,22 it went up to about Sm/sec. 3) At time t= 12.88E-3 scc., firamc 81, the bubble 

front from the base plugs arrivcs at the middle oncs. This is the point wherc, with respect to 

the pressure trace, fig 67, the pressure oscillations are dumped out and a short pressure 

plateau can be observed. It is believed that these pressure oscillations are caused by the 

liquid interfacial movement and any wave action produced by this movement is absorbed by 

the bubbly mixture. 

All the frame numbers mentioned above in conjunction with distinguished events are 

pictured in figure 67. 

FILM III 

During this filn-ýing the vessel was full of liquid freon 12 and a fifty centimetres long 

extension pipe was placed at the exit of the vessel. The viewing window for this film includes 
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the exit of the vessel and a few centimctres from the lower part of the extension pipe. As it 

was evidenced from the last film the liquid interface hardly moves, so this affected the flow 

pattern in the extension pipe. In general lines right from the beginning vapor-droplct 

mixture occupied the whole cross. section area of the extension pipework. 

In more detail, from frame I vapor flows up the pipe and droplets seemed to become dcnser 

and expand from the wall to the ccntrc of the pipc. The drops are not uniformly dispcrscd 

initially and they occupy the one side of the pipe. This is bclicvcd to be caused by the 

non-uniform bursting of the mcmbranc-From frame 10 t= 1.53E-3sec., the drops are densely 

and uniformly dispersed in the pipe. By the frame 850, t= 13013-3scc, the droplet mixture gets 

less dense and by the frame 976, t= 14613-3scc, ývhich is the end of the phcnomcnon, the 

droplets are fewer restricted to the wall where the vapor phase seems to occupy the ccntrc 

of the pipe. 

FILM IV 

This experiment has been performed with the vessel initially full with liquid freon 12. The 

viewing window for this film is the middle part of the vessel (middle plugs). For this test a 

thermocouple is accommodated in the middle plug opposite the pressure transducer. The "hot 

junction" of the thermocouple is close to the ccntre line of the vessel (1.6cm from the 

wall). The aim of this filming is to determine as accurate as possible what temperature exactly 

the thermocouple measurcs, the liquid or vapor one. It was suggested by Winters that his 

temperature measurements were mostly affected by the vapor. It is believed that in the 

present experiments the thermocouple measures the temperature of the continues phase. 

In more detail the observations made from this film arc: 1) Nucleation starts'On both plugs 

the same time, which is approximately . 45E-3sec, frame 3. This means that the metastable 

conditions produced by the depressurisation are the same for the given cross section area and 

so plugs of the same material and which have been machined in the same way provide similar 
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nuclcation'sites and so they have to nucleate at the same time. At this time no phase 

transition action can be seen on the "hot junction'. Likc in the previous films a spherical 

bubble expansion can be seen coming from the plugs. At about t=2.85E-3scc., rrame 19, a 

growing bubble can be seen leaving the temperature scnsor. At about t=4E-3sccjrame 

27, thcre is a lot of local nucleation going on which causes a lower temperature environment 

and also a string of bubbles can be seen to leave the 'hot junction"Micre size is about 

1.5nim. The latest phase transition event can be seen to affect the temperature measured by 

the thermocouple see f ig. 68. At time t=8.85E-3scc., framc 59, thc sensor is enveloped by small 

bubbles, but still liquid is the continues phase. At time t= IOE-3scc., frame 66, a two phase 

mixture arrives at the scnsor. From figure 68 it is apparent that at that moment the 

temperature drops very fast. At frame 72 which is at the middle of the temperature drop the 

vapor phase looks very dense around the sensor. At this point it has to be said that the two 

phase bubbly mixture mentioned before is not. the one from the bottom plugs, but the one 

expanded from the lower part of the middle plugs. At t= 15.3E-3sec, from the beginning of the 

cvcnt, frame 102, liquid again covers the sensor and its temperature increascs, tending to reach 

its_initial value. A string of bubbles can be seen rising from the "hot junction" (frame 154) 

which decreases its temperature slowly (rig. 68). At time t= 38.4E-3sec, frame 256, thc bottom 

bubble front arrives at the middle position. At this point no great temperature change can 

be noticed, and this is because this bubbly mixture is the one coming from the side bottom 

plugs and occupy mostly the wall arca. A few milliseconds later the second bubble population 

(bottom plug) arrives at the middle of the vessel and the cffect on the temperature is 

apparent. From figure (68) it can be seen that at this time the middle pressure transducer 

experiences a pressure increase (pressure hump). Behind the two phase front which advances 

outwards, bubbles coalesce and so there is a gradual transition from a bubbly flow to a 

droplet one. This is more apparent at frame 413(t= 61.95E-3sec. ) where from figure 68 it can 

be seen that the temperature drops dramatically. From this point any temperature increase 
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is caused by a dense droplet patch passing by the scnsor(e. g. frames 465,615 and 733). No 

evidence of a annulus or slug flow were given by this film. 

5.5 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF EXPERINIENTAL DATA I 

Making use of the initial phase of the metastable region pressure history a statistical 

analysis has been carried out in order for the experimental parameters affecting the liquid 

superheat to be cstablishcd. Namcly the initial metastable region can be described by two 

quantities: 1) the pressure vicinity where nucleation is most likely to set off and 2) the 

pressure maximum to which pressure recovers. 

in the present analysis the "SPSSX" statistical computer package was used to carry out a 

multiple regression analysis and provide the correlation coefficient 'r", which shows how well 

the experimental data arc described by a linear rclationship. A probability level is also 

provided which shows the degree of significance of the independent variables contribution 

and the goodness of fit of the data around the regression linc. Thc constant and the slopes 

with respect to each of the in dependent variable for the given regression line arc also 

provided. 

In the present analysis the cffcct of the different matcrial, namely 'steel" and 'pcrspex" and 

different roughness will be asscsscd. As it has been mentioned in previous chapter, in the case 

of 'pcrspcx' there is the 'perspcx old" (smooth internal surface) and the 'perspcx new" 

(scratched internal surfacc). In the case of 'stcel", thcrc is the "msl" (roughness= 3.2 Pm. 

rms), thc 'ms2' (roughness = 0.8 prn rms) and the "ms3' (roughness= 0.2 prn rms). 

The present statistical analysis, likc any analysis of this type, is subjected to errors due to: 

1) experimental data extraction from the experimental traces, 2) the restricted number of data 

and 3)the theoretical modelling used by "SPSSX'. 
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5.5.1 THE EFFECT OF NUCLEATION ON THE PRESSURE MINIMUM 

It is evidenced from the experimental data that the pressure minimum at the middle 

pressure station was almost always higher than the exit one (recorded by the top pressure 

station). So it was thought that somewhere in the vicinity of the first pressure minimum 

nucleation starts. The production of the vapor at this point it is thought to produce the 

opposite cffect of the dcprcssurisation. Prior to nucleation the wave action in a suddenly 

deprcssurised vessel is suflicicntly fast for any spatial changes to be small. In addition during 

this period, little liquid will be expelled and thus any changes in volume of vapor arising from 

nucleation can be translated into pressure changes given by the liquid compressibility 

equation: 

dp E dV vI 
(5.1) 

where E is the liquid compressibility coefficient and V the volume of the liquid. In terms of 

pressure and volume changes rate the above equation rcads, 

dp 
= _[ 

E] dV (5.2) 
dt V dt 

The rate of liquid volume decrease per unit volume can be given as: 

-I 
dV 

ý-- J Vb'O 
IT -ITt- (5.3) 

where J is the rate of nucleation V. is the volume of one bubble and 0 is the heterogeneous 

factor. J can be given by the following equation: 

i-p, 
Na 

B exp mw 
[ 

Tin K] 
(5.4) 
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where p, is the liquid density, Na the Avogadro numbcr, MW the molecular weight, NV,,, the 

n-dnimurn work required for nucleation K the Boltzmann constant and B is the molecular 

interactions per second which Skripov (1974) suggests can be assumed constant and equal 

to IE12 sec-1. Making use of equations (5.2) and (5.3) and also of the measured 

dcpressurisation, ratcs from the present tcsts, 00", can be calculated. If nucleation is assumed 

to start, in the region where dp/dt = O, the rate of depressurisation just prior to nucleation can 

be approximated by dp,. /dt , where dt = t(Pmin1)-t(p, (Ti,, )). For the present case of freon 12 it 

is assumed that the liquid density, comprcssibility cocff icient and surface tension arc constant 

in the given temperature range. "0" has been statistically correlated with I)the liquid 

superheat dp,., 2)Ti,, and 3)thc deprcssurisation ratc. For the present experimental work 

showed a very strong dependancc on dp,., (see fig. 69) and a less strong dependence on 

Ti,, /T, (see fig. 70). This is not unexpcctcd, because 

2a 
Psat " -iý, - (5.5) 

where the above equation means that as dp., changes rc, changes too. For the same 

nucleation sites however, since '0" is a function of the contact angle between the bubble and 

the wall, any change in the value or rc, means a change or the value of the contact angle and 

hence a change of the "q5'. The rest of the experimental parameters were found to have no 

effect on 

The strength of nucleation, in the present study, is called the pressure difference between the 

pressure minimum and the pressure the system would have expanded to if nucleation had not 

occurred. This theoretical, pressure is assumed to be the pressure minimum recorded at the 

exit of the vesscl. A statistical analysis of the strength of nucleation with respect to the 

material and the roughness of the vessel wall showed no correlation at all. Since the initial 

nucleation is not affected by the different material and roughness it is believed that the initial 

metastable behaviour of the liquid recorded by the pressure transducer probably is only 

affected by the pressure transducer presence. 
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A similar work has been performed by Alamgir ct. al. (19SO). Making use of "water" test 

results, he tried to evaluate a value of ", O". Unlike the present study, Alamgir assumed that 

nucleation starts as soon as the system crosses the binondal line. Ile reported that in his 

work was found to be correlated with the initial temperature "Ti. " and the rate of 

depressurisation. The rate of depressurisation strongly depends on the opening 

characteristics which in turn reflect their cffect on the value of 'p. im"Xigure 76a illustrates 

the temperature dependence of "p,,, " for both water and R 12 experimcnts. For Alamgir 

water tests (19SO) the dependence is quite strong since the bias of the opening characteristics 

was not present , since the opening mechanism provided almost the same opening time. For 

the R 12 tests three different set of experiments are illustrated in the above figure, Winters 

(1978), Friedel (19S6) and the ones from the present work. The dcpressurisation slopes 

involved with Winters tests are orthe order of 3-10 E4 bars/sec , 
for the present tests 0.1-2 

E4 bars/sec and for the (Friedel (1986)) tests 5-11.5 bars/sec. ln the above figure the three 

difrercrit R 12 regions can be seen clearly. But even for the same set of experiments , in the 

case of Winters and the present work tcsts, there is a lot of scattcr. It is bclieved that this is 

caused by inconsistent opcning characteristics produced by the diaphragm bursting method 

(a ball valve was used for the Friedel (1986) tcsts). "dp,., " is plotted against (At. i,, ) in figure 

76b. From the above two figures it is apparent that the quite strong correlation of "0" with 

Odpsat .. is because 'dp., ' includes both the temperature and the opening characteristics 

effects. 

A multiple regression analysis revealed that for the present frcon 12 tests, "0' can be given 

as follows (with regression coefficient equal to 0.999), 

ME -4+5.22E -5 EdPsatl 2.3 + 9.63E - 4[ 
Tin 2 

Tcr 
] 

The above relationship is valid for freon 12 and for Ti. in the range 15.8-36.8*C and dp,,, in 

the range 2.6-5 bar. 
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5.5.2 THE EVALUATION OF THE HETEROGENEOUS FACTOR FOR THE 

WATER TESTS 

Making use or the water experiments reported by Alamgir ct at. (1980) and applying the 

above method a value of "0" has been determined for each of the test initial conditions. For 

the "water" test temperature range it is assumed that a linear relationship exists with respect 

to the temperature for the liquid density and compressibility cocfl'icient. For the surface 

tension a temperature relation has been employed , proposed by Alamgir and Licnhard 

(1981). , The correlation between "0" and "dp,,, " is given in figure 72. Using Warrigir's 

equation, for the same initial conditions, his "0" can be calculated and compared with the 

one from the present study (fig. 74). From the above figure one can see that the calculated 

is quite similar. This similarity strengthens the concept of the Calculated with the 

above two different methods, both having as base the nucleation thcory. Furthermorc the 

quite good "dp,. " and "Tj,, /T, ý' correlation with "0" for both methods (fig. 72 and 73), mcans 

that the system internal energy and the degree of its superheat are the main parameters 

affecting the nucleation and "0". 

Unlike the freonl2 tests, the water tests show a very good agreement between '0' and the 

initial temperature. The reason must be the quite constant opening characteristics of the exit 

which leaves "0' to depend only on the temperature. Both temperature and superheat 

dependence on "0" were expected since both affect the size of the critical bubbles and so the 

size of the contact angle and in turn the value of "0". 

For the water tests, a multiple regression analysis showed that "0" can be calculated by the 

following expression (with a regression coefficient equal to 0.998), 

0.15 
Tin ]24 

+ 2.14E -8 EdPsatl 
[ 

Tcr 
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for a temperature range 117-260*C and a dp,., range 0-16 bar. 

A comparison of the calculated value of 'O", between freon 12 and water tests, for the same 

"dp,,, " and "TjjTcr" (see fig. 69,70,72 and 73) can show larger values of "0" for the same degree 

of superheat and initial temperature, for the freon 12 casc. This means that the probability 

for a critical bubble , with bigger size, to survive, is higher for the freon 12 case than it is for 

the water onc. As it is well discussed in Skripov's textbook (1974), nu c1cation is more 

probable in liquids richer in molecules e. g. frcon 12, sincc the molecular collisions rcspo nsible 

for the nucleation, now are more numerous. 

5.5.3 THE EFFECT OF THE LIQUID SUPERHEAT ON THE MAXIMUM 

PRESSURE 

In the present study_. p.. "- is the maximum pressure regained in the vessel after nucleation 

starts and it must depend on the number of nuclei and how fast these grow to relieve the 

liquid's superhcat. Quantitics extracted from the experimental data, such as L, (initial 

temperature) p. i,,, (first pressure n-Linimum the local pressure expands to), t,,,, t e. t. c. and 

also combination of them have been checked to see whether they affect the p... 

A qualitative statistical analysis has also been carried out with respect to "material' and 

ýroughness'. Taking care of the initial condition bias instead of the 'p..., " the quantity 

(p.. t -pm. )/p., " was used as the dependent variable where 'p,. j is the saturation pressure 

with respect to "Ti. ". The result of the analysis showed that the "material' affccts 

"p.. "(probability level>. 9999). As for the "roughness" it was found to be also significant 

only in the case of the 'steel" experiments (probability level > 0.9999). The case of the 

mpcrspex new" had to be rejected because of its very narrow temperature range. 

A multiple regression analysis has been carried out for each of the materials and roughness 

categories which showed that the only independent variable affecting Op.. ýff is 'Ti,, '. This was 

in fact suggested also by Alamgir ct al. (1980) and Brown (1959) as a result of their 'water' 

tests. The only difference is that Alamgir temperature relation is not linear where the one 
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observed from the present experimental work (temperature rang: 15.8-35.8*C) is linear. In 

figure 77 the experimental relationship vs "T,, ' is illustrated. 

The results of the Statistical analysis can be found in table 9. From. the above table it can 

be seen that, for the "steel' tests, roughness decreases the clTect of 'Ti,, " on "p,,,. ", by simply 

decreasing the slope of the regression linc. This could be resulted in the decrease of the wall 

area as roughness decreases. This implies that less nucleation sites arc available and so 

smaller number of growing bubbles sustain the "p,,,.. " pressure. 

The same analysis was applied to Winters (1978) results from his experiments. The 

roughness of his vessel waýl is 4 pm rms. The results from the above analysis arc also 

tabulated in table 9. Evcn if the number of his data was not cnough, one can see that the slope 

of regression line is quite similar to the ones correspond to the present "steel" tests. The quite 

low correlation coefficient is because most of his experiments reported had the same initial 

temperature (27*C). 

5.6 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA 11 

5.6.1 FACTORS AFFECTING THE AVERAGE PRESSURE IN THE VESSEL 

The pressure history during blowdown is uscful, bccause together with other information 

(e. g. temperature measurements e. t. c. ) it gives a detailed view of the process during pressure 

releascs, i. e. the metastable region, the nucleation region, the bubble growth region and finally 

the approach to equilibrium region. However in practise, an averaged value of the pressure 

inside the vessel during the phenomenon would be more appropriate. Assurning that there is 

a uniform constant pressure throughout the process, this pressure must be an average value 

of the instant pressure with respect to time. Applying the Bernoulli equation at the exit of the 

vessel yields: 
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ý Cd., F2 

Pav 
-(Pav 

- PaJ 

where G. is the averaged value of the mass flow rate per unit area, p.,, is the averaged mixture 

density, p,, is the atmospheric pressure and C is the discharge coefficient. The thrust also on d 

to the vessel can be given as, 

ih u= Aexit Pav 

It is apparent from the above an averaged value for the density could give a rough idea of 

what the flow rate from the vessel and the thrust are. For example in a complex nuclear 

reactor cooling system in case of an accident (breaking of an inlet or outlet from the core 

pipe) the knowledge of the mass flow rate is a vital information, bccausc then the time before 

the core "burns out" can be calculated. 

Using the experimental data from the present study as well as Winters experiments, a 

correlation has been sought using statistical means between, the averaged pressure in the 

vessel and the initial conditions as well as geometrical factors of the vcssel. The averaged 

pressure is derincd as the ratio of the area under the pressure history trace divided by. the 

total time of the cxpcriment. The independent variables are, p,., (Ti. ), matcrial, roughncss 

, size, filling, length of the extension pipe. In the present study, a series orcxpcriments have been 

used, namely a) three different lengths of extension pipe (. 2,. 5,1 rn) with the same internal 

diameter as the vessel, and b) four different levels of liquid (full , 75% , 50% and 25%full 

initially in the vessel. Thc size parameter is provided by Winters expcrimcnts. All correlations 

were quantitative ones except the material and the roughness for, the perspex case. The 

evaluation of the area under the pressure history trace has been performed by the use of a 

'Graf Bar " mark I sonic digitiser which was used to read and store more than 500 points 

extracted from each experimental print out. A "cubic Splines' interpolation routine was used 
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, then, to define the curve passing from these points and a "Simpson's rule" routine was used 

to evaluate the integral. 

Making use of the "SPSSX' statistical computer program a linear regression analysis has 

been performed for each of the categories involved in the tests. It was found that p,,, (T,,, ) is 

very well correlated with "p,,, ", i. e the initial temperature of the system is quite an important 

factor. A further analysis or 95 experimental data showed a quite good correlation between 

the standardised value of "p.,, " and the material the vessel was made orSince, the initial 

temperature depcndancc on "p.,, " was found to exist the tempcrature bias was excluded from 

the correlation between "p,, " and "material" by using instead of 'p,, ", "(p,., -p.,, )/p,,, ". It is this 

last quantity that is dcrined as standardiscd 'p, ', ". This qualitative relationship turned out to 

be important with probability level greater than 0.9999. Furthcrmorc a roughness correlation 

has been performed for each of the material categories (perspex and stccl). It was found that 

for the "perspex" case the added scratches on the vessel wall do affect the dependent 

variable. Unlike, in the "steel" case where the change in the wall roughness did not show to 

have an important effect on the average pressure. Even if the probability level, for the 

ýroughncss" correlation in the "perspcx" case, is greater than 0.9999, it is believed that this 

correlation was strengthened by the fact that there were only two different roughness 

categories and also because the roughness change was very large, since the first part of the 

perspex. tests was performed with a very smooth wall, with literally no nucleation sites at all. 

For the "steel' tcsts, threc different vessel sizes were involved in the analysis. It is well known 

that: 

I dm 
Aexit dt 

where rn is the mass of the liquid in the vessel. Since all test were performed by using the same 

working liquid freon 12 (same density), the change of the liquid's volume will be proportional 

to the instant mass outflow. So the volume of the vessel was selected to represent the 'size" 

variable in the "standardised paV'- "size" correlation-The three different volumes involved in 
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the analysis are: 0.2E-3 , IAE-3 , 2.813-3 M3 The above correlation resulted in a correlation 

coefficient equal to 0.939 with probability level greater than 0.9999, which means that there 

is a quite good rclationship. This relationship is not linear for the present experimental data 

and it can be given as follows, 

SURFsts =' -2.07 
(SiZC)3 + 0.742 

where SURFsts is the "standardised p,, " for short. According to the above classification for 

the "material", "roughness" and "sizc", a "p., = Qp, )" relationship is sought for each of the 

roughness categories for the pcrspex tests and each orthe size categories for the steel tests. All 

the results from the present analysis arc tabulated in table 10. 

Figure 78 shows the "(p., -p., )/p,. " dependence on the "size' (for "material = "steel"). In 

figure 79 the three different regions of the "size" parameter arc illustratcd, on the p.,, (SURFt) 

versus p,,, plot, for all the expcrimentý. 

The p., = qp. t) relationship for the pcrspcx and steel (size= 0.2E-3) cases is not linear. Thc 

general form of the equation is: 

Pav = B, Psat5 + B. 

where B, is the slope of the linearized form of the above equation and BO the interception 

on the "p.,, " axis. For the Winters expcrimcnts, however, thc relationship is linear. Figurc 80 

shows the p., p.., ) relations for the three important categories of table 10. 

From table 10 it can be seen the low correlation coefficient for the -new perspex"(scratchcd 

surface) tests, which resulted to a non important correlation. Thc possible reason for this is 

the very narrow rang of 'p,. t'(5.2-5.5 bar). 

Ncxt, the rest of the geometrical parameters will be correlated with the "standardised 

p,,, ". Making use of the experiments performed in the present study, the effect of the 'filling" 

(level of liquid initially in the vessel) and the "extripipe" (the length of the extension pipe 

attached to the vessel at the exit) will be sought for each of the two materials, since it was 
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proved from the preliminary statistical analysis that the "material' factor affects 

(p,., -P. )/P,., ". , 

For the case of perspcx a multiple regression analysis showed that the 'filling' parameter 

is more influcntial, with a regression cocfficient equal to 0.85, than the 'cxtnpipe" one 

(regression coefficient equal to 0.125). For the present analysis no roughness distinction is 

need since all test data have been provided using the "new perspcx" vessel. 

A bivariate regression analysis was then employed to each of the "cxtnpipc* value (I , 0.5 

0.2 , 0.0 m) seeking a SURFsts = ff filling) and the same analysis was repeated for each of 

the "filling" values (full =I, 75 % full = 0.75 , 50 % full = 0.5 , 25 % full = 0.25), seeking a 

SU RFsts cxtnpipe). The results are tabulated in tables II and 12. 

- For the, steel experiments the analysis was much simpler since no "filling" data could be 

established for the steel vcsscl. A bivariatc regression analysis showed that the 'standardiscd 
I 

p., " in the steel vessel during blowdown is not affected by the different lengths of the 

extension pipework. 

From table 12, onc can see that for the cases of 25% and 50% full vessel there is not any 

relationship between the averaged pressure and the length of the extension pipc. This means 

that all experimental data are too much scattered around a constant value orthc dependent 

variable. In the case of the 75 % and 100 % full vessel however , there is a quite good fit 

of all experimental data around 0.546 for "full* and 0.616 for "75 % full" since the slope of 

the relationship is almost zero and the probability for the slope to be zero is almost I 

(> 0.9999). 

FromItable 10,11 and 12 the relationships between 'p.., ' and a) 'p., t', b) 'size', c) 

"material', d) "filling" and e) 'extnpipe" show a high probability level which can only mean 

that for all important relations there is a quite good fit of the experimental data. Since the 

experimental points involved in the above analysis compose a sample and samples sometimes 

behave in a slightly different manner from the whole population, thc above analysis could not 
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be a universal one -until more data are entered the analysis. The qualitative concept of the 

analysis, however, is very much universal. 

5.6.2 DISCUSSION ., 
In the previous section a statistical analysis has been carried out, using information 

extracted from a series of experiments performed in the present study and also la number of 

experiments performed by Winters. Thc common point between these experiments is the 

working liquid uscd, which was frcon 12. 

. In the present work a very important chapter of the "safety" of, storagc and transportation 

of high pressure liquificd gases industry has been researchcd, by looking into the relations 

between an averaged pressure in the vessel during rapid pressure releases and i) the initial 

conditions, ii) the material of the Vesscl, iii) the size of the vcssel, iv)thc roughncss of the wall, 

v)the % of filling and vi) the length of the extension pipework attached to the exit of the 

vessel in question. 

As it was mentioned before by using the steady state mechanical energy equation 

(Bcrnoulli), onc can see that the averaged mass outflow depends on Ap where Ap is the 

pressure difference between the averaged pressure in the vessel and the atmospheric one. The 

G., is important from i) the spread of the material in the surrounding area point of view 

, ii)the waste of the material prediction point of view and iii) the prediction of the thrust 

applying to the adjacent structures. 

, The above analysis showed high dependence of "pV' on p.., so this means that the storage 

and transportation are safer as long as the temperature of the system is kept down, e. g. vessel 

storagihg LNG next to heat sources could result to hazardous situations. 

In the case of the material dependence, it was suggested from the present statistical analysis 

that "SURFsts"decreases as the 'material" changes from pcrspex to steel and as "SURFsts' 

decreases 'p., " increases. This means that for the "steel' vessel, which is richer in nucleation 

sites, the vast phase transition phenomena tend to increase "p., ' in the vessel. But for more 
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accurate assessment of, the "material* dependence on "p., ', more experiments are needed 

involving more materials. 

The roughness showed to have no effect on p., in the case of "stcel". It was only when a 

change from a very smooth wall (pcrspex old) to a less smooth one (pcrspcx new) that the 

roughness affected in some way the p, 

From figure 78, one can see the nonlinear dependence of the "size" on 'p., ". Smaller sizes 

mean sm4ller "p, V". This could mean that smaller containers are safer from an accident point 

of view because they would result to a less hazardous situation. 

, From figure 81 and 82 it is evidenced that the % of liquid initially in the vessel affects very 

much the averaged pressurc. 1f a vent pipe is attached to a safety valve on top ofa storage 

tank and in case or emergency the valve blows offthe present analysis showed that there is 

an optimum vent pipe length that smooths down the cffect of the "filling" on "p,, ". In the 

present case it was found that for Im extension pipe the relationship 

Psat - Pay Rrilling) 
Psat 

is linear, unlike for the 0.0,0.2,0.5 m long ones where the same rclation is cubic. But in any 

case of extension length, the more liquid is stored in the vessel the higher the resulted "pv" 

during an accident is. This suggests that is much safer to use partially full storage tanks than 

100% full ones. 

Finally from table 12 it is apparent that for a given % of liquid initially in the vessel any 

changes on the extension pipe length produced no changes on the "p,, ", in the present tests. 

Concluding, 

1) The averaged pressure over the whole depressurisation phenomenon in the event of an 

accident of a pressurised vessel, is a significant quantity which affects both the mass outflow 

from the vessel and the thrust on the surrounding structures. 

2) The averaged pressure is mostly affected by: 

i) the initial temperature of the system 
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ii) the material the vessel is made of 

iii) the size of the vessel 

iv) the % of liquid initially in the vessel 

3) For a universal quantitative relationship between "p,,, " and the foremcntioned 

independent variables to be dctermined, if one cxists, more experiments are needed with vessel 

sizes and material similar to the ones used in practice and also liquids in conditions, they are 

normally stored. 

4) The present statistical work is ment to give a robust proof that there is a relationship 

which links the above variables, ob served from the experiments. 
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CHAPTER 6 

COMPARISON OF TWO PHASE FLOW MODELS WITH EXPERIMENTAL 

DATA 

In this chapter the interest is concentrated on the comparison of i) the phase equilibrium 

model ii) the phase thermal non-equilibrium model with constant radius, iii) the phase 

thermal non-equilibrium model with nucleation and iv) the phase thermal non-cquilibriurn 

model with nucleation and initially partially full vessel with R12 and water experiments. 

The empirical parameters attached to each of the model formulation arc discussed and the 

degree of their influence on the two phase blowdown predictions will be shown. Any 

deviations from the experimental data observed will be also discussed. 

For the present comparisons, the blowdown of an initially saturated liquid pressurised to 

the pressure of approximately 5.3 bars (T= 17.54*C) was used as a refcrcnce. Thc ability of 

the model to predict different initial conditions was tested by comparing the theoretical 

results with data from 8.51 bars blowdown of saturated liquid (T = 35. VQ. Thc experimental 

data was provided from the test print-outs by selecting distinguished points from the flow 

quantities histories plots, at the points of any slope changes. Both experimental and 

theoretical data points were presented by using the 'GINO" computer package. 
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6.1 COMPARISON OF THE PHASE EQUILIBRIUM MODEL 

Figures 92 and 93 illustrate the thcoretical-expcrimcntal comparison, of the phase 

equilibrium model. As can be noted from the above plots the prediction of the system's 

expansion is very poor and unrealistic. The same was reported also by Winters (1978), but in 

his case the comparison was somewhat better than the one in the present work. This is 

believed to be due to the fact that his pressure vessel was far bigger than the one in these 

tests, which resulted in a less profound disequilibrium. phenomena between the phases. The 

degree of discquilibriurn is closely related in the time available to the system for phase 

transition, which in turn will result in the liquid's relief of its supcrhcat. Any phase change is 

initially due to happen by nucleation and as it can be shown, (Skripov (1974)) the volume 

of the liquid plays a very important role. The same was reported by Winters and Merte 

(1978), only they related any disequilibrium effects to the volume to exit area ratio. The 

greater the exit area the shorter the time allowed for any disequilibrium balances. On the 

other hand the smaller the volumc, the fewer bubbles that nucleate with less 

evaporation, which gives the same result as before. Comparison between Winters volume to 

exit area ratio and the one from the present work, showed a ratio over three times smaller in 

these tests than in Winters ones, which means far greater thermal non-equilibrium cffects. The 

phase equilibrium model assumes that the two phase mixture is in equilibrium, to do so an 

enormous amount of phase transition has to take place, responding to any pressure 

rcductions. This is the reason why this model predicts far to short expansion times (for both 

the bottom and the middle pressure stations, fig. 92 and 93 respectively), a non-existing i) 

pressure recovery from the liquid's metastable pressure m inimum. and ii) pressure plateau. 

From the above it is obvious for the need to use a model which will take into account the 

thermal disequilibrium. effects between the two phases. ACd (exit loss coefficient) equal to 

unity was used with the above model, since the effect of any smaller values and the 
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improvement of the prediction was small covered by the unrealistic clTect of the phase 

equilibrium assumption. 

6.2 COMPARISON OF THE THERMAL NONEQUILIBRIUM MODEL 

(CONST. BUBBLE SIZE) 

For this model the use of two empirical constants was nccdcd. Thcsc two constants are: i) 

the size of the bubble in terms of the radius, ii) the Cd exit loss cocfEcicnt. Thc influence of 

the bubble size, on the system expansion is illustrated on figure 94. As it can be noted by 

increasing the size of bubble the pressure recovery is slowcr, thc maximum pressure is lower 

and the pressure plateau longcr. Evcn if a bigger bubble size means a greater heat and mass 

transfcr, which in turn means generally higher pressures and rates orprcssurc recovcry, it also 

means that for a given void fraction there arc fewer bubblcs. Thc number density of the 

bubblcs, N 
b 

is also proportional to the heat transfer and it so happens that Nb decreases faster 

than the increase of the interfacial arca, which results in less interfacial transfer plienomena, so 

important during fast releascs. Furthermorc lower pressures in the vessel result in lower mass 

flow rates at the exit and that is how the prolonged pressure plateau is explained. 

Figure 95 illustrates the effect of the different exit loss cocfficicnts with values less than 

unity. Strictly speaking, C 
d' 

in this model, does not have the meaning of a classic fluid 

mechanics cocfficient. As it was discussed in chapter 4 this cocfficicnt covers for the less than 

100% opening of the diaphragm and the mechanical and thermal effects of this on the flow 

of the mixture. A decrease of Cd produces a flatter pressure plateaus and therefore increases 

the long time pressure history. This is because it restricts the outflow, incrca sing the mass hold 

up and eventually the pressure. Frorn figure 95, it is apparent that its effect starts at a certain 

time, no matter what the value of Cd is. This is because Cd becomes effective only when the 
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flow is choked, as it was discussed in the theoretical development of the Cd cocfficicnt in 

previous chapter. 

A trial and error process was used for establishing the optimum values of the two 

constants to fit the experimental data as closely as possible. This process resulted in :Cd _= 0.4 

and rb=1.5E-4 m. For the initial conditions, mentioned before, the theoretical model provided 

the data illustrated in figures 96. to 103.1n figures 96 to 98, thc three pressure histories arc 

plotted. The main characteristic of these predictions is the slow recovery of the pressure from 

the pressure minimum. This can be attributed to the fact that the initial mode of phase 

transition, i. e. nucleation, in the present model is ornitted. For the bottom and middle way 

pressure traces (fig. 96 and 97 respectively) once the pressure reaches the pressure maximum 

the overall pressure prediction is quite satisfactory, with respect to the pressure plateau and 

the total time the event lasts. Again at the end of the phenomenon, when the void fraction is 

large, the main assumption of the mode1j. c. bubbly flow, fails to cope with the probable 

droplet-vapor mixture flow, resulting in a theoretical completion of the phenomenon faster 

than the experimental one. Close to the exit, the pressure prediction is not as good as for the 

rest of the pressure stations. It is believed that all discrepancies except the slow pressure 

recovery rate, which was discussed previously, are due to the fact the flow at the exit is very 

much multidimensional and the averaged value for the flow quantitics, assumption no longer 

valid. Plus the fact that the non-ideal break of the diaphragm increases these 

discrepancies. Furthermore it was evidenced from the experimental filming that there is a 

non-zero slip between the phases at the exit. The overprediction of the pressure plateau at the 

exit can be attributed to the two dimensional velocity distribution at the exit plane and the 

developed flow patterns other than bubbly, e. g. annular. 

In figure - 99, the experimentally measured temperature is compared with both the 

theoretical liquid and vapor ones. Since initially the sensor is in the liquid phase, the 

temperature it measures is that of the liquid and from the above figure one can see that 

initially the experimental temperature is quite close to the theoretical liquid's. As the 
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expansion of the two phase mixture progresses i)the liquid cools down and ii) the void 

fraction increases, resulting in the vapor being the continuous phase. So the measured 

temperature approaches the theoretical vapor tracc. A general observation from r1g. 99 is that 

the vapor temperature is underpredicted. This could be the result of the constant specific heat 

assumption, since Cp theoretically depends on the temperature and the pressure of the 

system. 

It is thought that for a more realistic prediction. of a blowdo%km from the perspcx 

vesscl, which provides considerably fewer nucleation sites located only on the measurement 

stations, is to increase the bubble size. As it was mentioned before this will result in a decrease 

of the number density of the bubble population. Since the main aim of this work is not to 

perfect the flow predictions by adjusting the free constants, but to underline their effect and 

their physical signiricance, a random increase of the bubble size to 2E-4 m, has been 

chosen. Figures 100 and 101, illustratc the pressure histories at the bottom and 7.4 cm from 

the bottom respectively. The result is a decrease in the heat and mass transfer, which produces 

a quite good agreement for both stations. A slight overprediction of the pressure plateau at 

the bottom pressure trace is observed and it may require a further decrease of the interfacial 

cxchangcs, by increasing the bubble size. This latest conclusion is based on the same reason 

that makes a thermal non-cquilibrium model important, the lack of sufficient vaporisation 

which results in a pressure maximum far lower than the saturation pressure with respect to 

the initial temperature for both the theory and the experiment which is an indication of the 

degree of the thermal nonequilibrium phenomenon. It is an interesting fact that the Cd kept 

its previous value which it is something one should expcct, since the diaphragm bursting 

mechanism was the same. 

The effect of difrerent initial temperatures of the liquid on the model predictions will be 

next exan-dncd. To do so, extreme experimental initial conditions have been choscn. The liquid 

is saturated and pressurised to 8.5 bars. Again for these runs the empirical parameters retain 

their previous values i. e. Cd -= 0.4 and rb= 1.513-4 m. The characteristics of this comparison 
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are the same (see fig. 102 to 104), slow pressure recovery from the metastable region, quite 

good agreement on the pressure plateau and this time even more accurate prediction of the 

total time or event completion. Thc exit pressure trace is again ovcrprcdicted especially by the 

end of the phenomenon where the flow pattern must be other than bubbly and the two 

dimensional effect's are even more important. 

A general conclusion from the above predictions is that, a simple constant bubble size hcat 

transfer model can predict most of the long term deprcssurisation quite wcll. Of course rb is 

not the exact bubble size but more like an averaged value which takes into account the 

constant values of the Nussclt number and the conductivity cocfficicnt involved in the heat 

transfer expression. 

Water experimental data reported by Edwards and O'Brien (1970), will be next 

simulated. Figure 105 and 106 illustrate the pressure history at two different locations along 

the pipe axis (10 and 150 cm from the closed end respectively). The values of Cd and rV found 

to provide quite good agreement with the test, arc: C 
d= 

0.5 and r b= 
4.5E-4 m. The value of 

Cd is believed to be realistic since, thick glass diaphragms were used and are known to provide 

less than 100% breaking area. Furthermore the surface tension for the water conditions is 

greater than R12 so this means less surviving bubbles. Similar to the R12 pressure 

prcdictions, the rate of the pressure recovery is slow, because the nucleation phenomenon is 

ornitted. Once the pressure reaches its maximum value the depressurisation history looks 

reasonably close to the experimental oneJust before the 350th msec the void fraction 

becomes unity (see fig. 107) and the pressure rapidly reduces to the atmosphcric. This is the 

region where the bubbly flow assumption collapses, resulting in somewhat shorter total event 

times. Figure 107, shows the void fraction history. lt is apparent from the above figure that the 

phase transition is ovcrpredicted. The theoretical void fraction prediction performed by 

Edwards and O'Brien (1970) looks very similar to the one predicted in the present work. Both 

theoretical curves, however, bear a quite good resemblance to the general profile of the 
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experimental trace. Both lack the initial rapid increase of the void fraction, as a result of the 

nucleation process. 

. Figure 108 illustrates the temperature history at the same position as the void fraction 

one. The theoretical temperature prediction for both the liquid and the vapor phase are also 

coplotted. From the above figure one can notice that the experimental temperature is always 

between the two theoretical oncs. In the beginning the temperature measured by the 

thermocouple is close to the liquid's. As the void fraction increases, the phase transition cools 

down the liquid and so the recorded temperature starts getting away from the liquid's and 

approaching, the vapor's tracc. But when the theoretical void fraction becomes unity the 

single phase vapor expansion produces a %, cry fast pressure and temperature reduction. In 

reality the void fraction does not reach unity for approximately the next 100 msec and this 

allows the temperature to follow a milder reduction. 

Runs of all the above models with and without consideration to the wall friction term 

showed small effect on the flow prediction and only for quite large void factions. So any 

discrepancies mentioned before, it is unlikely to be due to the wall friction model. 

6.3 COMPARISON OF THE PHASE NON-EQUILIBRIUM MODEL 

(NUCLEATION PROCESS) 

From the previous section it is apparent that the nucleation process needs to be included 

in the two phase modelling if the initial metastable region is to be predicted accuratcly. Thc 

experimental parameters used in conjunction with this model are the Cd and the 0 i. e. the 

heterogeneous factor. C 
d retains its previous value (0.4). Figure 109 and 110 (the initial and 

long term deprcssurisation respectively) illustrate the effect of the different 0 on the pressure 

prediction. A large value of 0 means a large nucleation work term and therefore a small 

number of nucleated critical bubblcs, while small 0 has the opposite cffcct. The direct result 
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of small 0 is the quite large n-dnimurn and maximum pressure (see figure 109). From figure 

I 10, thc larger the pressure maximum, the steeper the overall deprcssurisation and the shorter 

the total event timcs. This is the result of the massive bubble production. Following the same 

trial and error process as bef9rc, the value of 0 was able to be cstablislicd, in order to provide 

a quite close fit to the experimental data. The value ofO selected for the present experimental 

conditions is 1.3E-3. Figurcs III to 116 illustrate the pressure history prediction at three 

locations along the vessel's axis. For the pressure measurements at the bottom and the middle 

of the vessel (fig. III to 114) the rate of depressurisation, , the n-dnimum, the pressure recovery 

and the pressure maximum are predicted quite well. The theoretical pressure follows the 

experimental one quite well, cspecially the bottom trace, up to the point where the void 

fraction is quite large and the nucleation process is negligible. From figures 97,98,112 and 

114 one can notice that a combination of the two models can provide very good 

results. Physically this means that bubbles nutleate initially and then they grow to provide the 

flat part of the pressure plateau. The exit pressure prediction is met with somewhat less 

degree of success. Generally the same characteristics, mentioned for the other two pressure 

histories, valid for this one as well, but the effect of the exit flow conditions i. e. probably 

different flow pattern than the one assumed, two dimensional cffects c. t. c could be responsible 

for any further discrepancies. 

From the point of view of the reference to the pcrspex run with the previous model, a 

ýpartial" nucleation version of the present model was dcveloped. This model provides the 

facility for the nucleation region along the vessel's axis to be specified. Assuming that 

nucleation takes place only on the measurement stations, the results are illustrated in figures 

117 to 120. Gencrally the rate of depressurisation, the minimum pressure, the rate of pressure 

recovery and the maximum pressure arc predicted quite satisfactorily. The accuracy of the 

prediction is not as good as for the previous test, which means that a simple assumption for 

one dimensional distribution of the nucleation sites is not cnough. Thc value of 0 chosen for 

this run was the same as before (1.3E-3). 
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The blowdown of saturated liquid R12 pressurised to 8.5 bars was also simulated. As it 

was discussed before, 0 depends on the initial temperature of the liquid. 0 increases with 

tempcraturc, so the value of 0 for this run was chosen to be equal to 3.7E-3. Figurcs 121 to 

126 illustrate the pressure history in the vcsscl. A comparison with figures 102 and 103, show 

an improvement of the pressure recovery, observed cxperimentally, and also for the initial 

depressurisation history (see fig. 121 and 123) the pressure slope is predicted quite well. By 

comparing the prediction of the minimum pressure in both 5.3 an 8.5 bars, it can be noticed, 

that for the 8.5 bars case, theory underprcdicts it. In an attempt to predict as closely as 

possible the total pressure history, the averaged value of O, happened to be larger than the 

one needed during the initiation of the nuclcation. Skripov (1974), suggested that after the 

first nucleated bubbles have appeared, the temperature of the liquid and generally its 

superheat decreases, and so all thermodynamic properties change including the surface 

tcnsion. But greater surface tension (for smaller temperature) means higher qucleation barrier 

and therefore fewer nucleated critical bubbles. It may be noticed that for both the high and 

low cnthalpy liquid, initially in the vesscl, the degree of supcrheat, rcprcscnted by the dp.., is 

almost the same and equal to approximately 4 bars, but the molecular encrgy, mainly 

responsible for the nucleation process, is much less for the saturation liquid prcssuriscd to 5.3 

bars than it is for the other case. So nucleation is more vigorous for the high cnthalpy 

liquidjesulting to a fast cool down of the superheat liquid and an increase of the surface 

tension. 

The nucleation computer program can be used for the evaluation of this. initial 

quantity, which results in a much higher minimum pressurcs. By fitting the minimum 

pressure, the optimum value of 0 can be detcrrrýned, for the local conditions (this is similar 

to a work performed by Alamgir). 

Generally the pressure prediction looks quite well up to the point where nucleation process 

becomes negligible. 
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Figures 125 and 126, present the initial and total pressure history comparisons for the exit. 

pressure station. Like the previous comparisons the complex flow situations at the exit, affect 

the theoretical prediction of the pressure. 

It has to be said, at this point, that the value or O, used in conjunction with the nucleation 

program, is an averaged value depending on the average contact angle between the nucleated 

critical bubble'and the surface of the wall. Making use or the empirical expression for 

O, developed in a previous chapter, the degree of the crowded cfrect can" be'shown to vary 

with the initial temperature. For the case of the blowdown of R12 initially pressuriscd to 5.3 

bars (T= 290.7*K), the calculated 0 from the above expression, which is based only on the 

pressure mirfirnum, is 1.513-3, which is quite similar to the value used during the nucleation 

model run (1.3E-3). Ilowever, for an increase of the initial temperature (Ti. = 308.25*K), the 

(k expression provides the value of 1.9813-3 which is far smaller than the one used in the 

present model (3-713-3). 

The crowded effects can be also noticed in the water blowdoivri simulation, (fig. 127 to 130), 

where for an averaged 0 value of 1.213-3 the first pressure minimum is 

underpredicted. Generally the model underpredicts the long term pressure history, aftcr the 

pressure recovery and this could be due to the vast bubble production and fast increase -of 

the void fraction (see fig. 107), which results in an early stop of the nucleation 

proccss. Ncvcrthelcss it improves the metastable region prediction by improving the pressure 

minimum and, the pressure recovery to a maximum pressure simulation. 

Figures 131 and 132 illustrate the comparison between the theoretical and experimental 

prediction of the void fraction for the R12 tests. The measured void fraction in the present 

experiments is believed to be greater than the real one and this is due to the way it was 

measured (see discussion chapter 5). Taking into account the above comment, the 

discrepancy between the predicted void fraction, from the constant bubble size phase 

non-equilibrium model, is not quite as big as it is shown in figure 13 I. On the other hand, the 

nucleation model prediction of the void fraction is not quite' as close - as in figure 
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132. Generally the void fraction prediction looks quite well, with quite good sin-fflarity of the 

history prorile. An interesting observation is that the rapid increase of the void fraction, which 

can be seen in the water experiments, is not present in the R12 ones and probably this is 

because of the pcrspex vessel (fewer nucleation sites). 

6.4 COMPARISON OF THE PARTIALLY FULL VESSEL MODEL 

The main empirical parameter involved in the present model is the slip ratio between the 

two . phases at the interface between the mixture and the escaped gas. Figures 133 and 134 

illustrate the cffect of difrercnt slip ratios (VE) on the initial and long term deprcssurisation. A 

VE=0.99 denotes an almost zero slip at the interface. This means that most or the produced 

vapor is trapped in the mixture increasing its pressure quickly (see fig 133 and 134). If the 

vapor velocity is double the liquid one (VE = 0.5), the pressure maximum, built in the mixture 

phase, slightly decreases, allowing more vapor to escape to the vapor phasc. For greater 

diffierences, in the pressure maximum to be noticed, VE has to go down to 0. I, which means 

that the vapor velocity is ten times greater than the liquid's. Hcnce for realistic values of the 

VE, the cffcct of this parameter on the pressure history is quite small. From. figure 134, one 

may notice that VE affects only the first 10 mscc of the total event timc. This is because the 

interfacial model is in use for as long as the interface is in the vessel. Thc value ofVE chosen 

is OAC 
d 

is assumed to be one, since the large inertia of the vapor, initially in the vessel, hclps 

to a clearer break of the diaphragm. Even so the flow losses at the exit are not zero and the 

pressure underprcdiction at the long depressurisation history can be partially blamed on the 

assumption of Cd=I. The heterogeneous factor was found to be 1.2E-3 if the experimental 

data were to be quite well predicted. 

Figures 135 to 140 illustrate the pressure predictions at the three pressure stations during 

blowdown process of an initially half full vessel. Generally both the initial and long term 
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expansion histories of the mixture phase arc predicted quite well, taking into account the 

simplicity of the interfacial modcl, to cover for any vapor escape from the interface due to i) 

evaporation and ii) bubble slip. One of the discrepancies of the model is the small 

ovcrprediction of the maximum pressure in all pressure stations. But the rate of the initial 

depressurisation and the minimum pressure are predicted quite closcly, evcn at the top 

pressure transducer, which initially is in the vapor phase. As it was expected, the discrepancy 

is greater at the middle pressure station, which is in the vicinity or the mixturc-vapor 

interface. For the long term expansion, the theoretical pressure is initially somewhat greater 

than the experimental one, but as the influence of the nucleation dies out, it becomes 

smaller. For all the pressure traccs, the pressure plateaus are quite well predicted. The present 

model did not seem capable of predicting the pressure oscillations due to the complex 

movement of the interface, especially at the middle pressure stationAt is believed that the 

nucleation produced at the vicinity of the minimum pressure dumps out any pressure waves 

produced by the interfacial movement and also increases the pressure to a maximum 

somewhat greater than the experimental one. 

A blowdown from a partially full vessel with an extension pipe (0.2 m in length) was also 

simulated. Figures 141 to 148 present the above simulationAt is believed that generally the 

theoretical pressure predictions arc quite agreeable with the experimental oncs, with respect 

to the minimum pressure, thc rate of pressure recovery, thc maximum prcssurc, thc pressure 

plateau and the total event time. The rate of the liquid's rapid dcpressurisation is also quite 

well prcdictcd, cxccpt the bottom pressure trace. This last discrepancy it is believed to have 

nothing to do with the present modelling. An early start of the nucleation in the vicinity of 

the bottom pressure transducer probably resulted to a slow down of the depressurisation 

rate, for the individual experiment. 

Figures 147 and 148 illustrate the pressure trace (initial and long term expansion history 

respectively) for the pressure station 6 cm from the exit inside the vent pipe. In figure 147 one 

can see the good agreement in the first pressure increase, due to the shock wave passing by 
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and the quite good prediction of the pressure reduction to a n-dnimum and then increase to 

a maximum as the mixturc-vapor interface reaches the pressure station. Also figure 148 

illustrates the good simulation of the experimental pressure history. Onc has to keep in mind 

the rather simplified assumption of the ideal vapor phasc. It is well-known that this is not 

true, since there are also dispersed droplets, which carry on evaporating or condensing 

depending on the local conditions. 

Generally it is believed that the present model gives a good idea of what the flow variation 

will be in the case of a blowdown from a partially full vcsscl, with or without a vent pipe at 

the exit. 

Concluding, any discrcpancies, cspecially the undcrprcdiction of the pressure history 

towards the end of the expansion of the two phase mixture for all three modcls, can be 

attributed to the two main assumptions of the models i. e. i) the bubbly flow and ii) the zero 

slip. When the void fraction becomes large, both above assumptions become unrealistic. For 

example a vapor-droplet mixture would result in i) slower increase of the void fraction and 

ii) interfacial forces due to slip, which could prolong the pressure plateau. Furthermore, the 

individuality of the opening of the diaphragm produces further discrepancies, noticed in 

almost all pressure history comparisons for the exit pressure station. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS - FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS '- 

1. To model the initial phase of a transient release of a saturated or subcoolcd liquid requires 

the non-equilibrium effect to be included as well as a* physically based heterogeneous 

nucleation model. 

2. For longer term conditions it is essential to correctly model the flow exit boundary 

condition. Any discrepancies between theory and experiments arc due to the omission of 

droplet-vapor mixture within the vessel. 

3. For a partially full vessel the vapor escape at the free surface needs to be allowed for. 

4. It has also been postulated that the presence of large growing bubbles and small critical 

bubbles influence the rate of nucleation. A theory to explain this has been presented. 

5. In conjunction with experimental data the heterogeneous factor in frcon 12 and water has 

been determined and shown to be a function of the initial liquid temperature in the vessel 

and the degree of superheat of the liquid. 

6. The model freon 12 experiments have shown that an increase in the initial liquid 

temperature results in higher maximum pressures and shorter event times. Differcnt vessel 

material and roughness of the internal surface affect the event time and also the long term 

depressurisation, resulting in flatter pressure plateau, observed after the pressure has reached 

its maximum. The effect of partially full vessel with liquid, prior the blowdown, has been 

shown to affect the pressure maximum (lower), the pressure plateau (shorter) and the time for 
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the phenomenon completion. Another factor, which increases the mass hold up in the 

vcsscl, is the presence of a vent pipe at the exit, which was attributed to phase transition 

phenomena in the pipe and friction effects. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 

Furthcr improvemcnts in the moddling rnight bc acliicvcd by 

1. allowing for slip between the phases 

2. allowing for a transition between a vapor - liquid mixture and a vapor - droplet - liquid 

n-ýixture when the void fraction is in excess of 0.7. 

3. Future experiments should attempt to monitor the diaphragm opening time or to devise 

a more repeatable opening mechanism. This would greatly improve the analysis of data. 
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TEST 
No 

- 

DISTANCE 
FROM 
BOTTOM 
mm 

DELAi 
msec 

INITIAL 
CONDITION 

u 
M/scc 

SPACE 
RANGE. 
n1m 

TIME 
RANGE 
msec 

100 19 14.8 P. = 5.4bar GROUP 2.5 19-43 14.8-24.4 
103 43 24.4 Vn = 18.150C I 
110 40 10.45 pin= 5.2bar GROUP 1.62 40-43 10.45-12.3 
111 43 12.3 Ti. n= 16.9"C 2 
113 0.5 0.73 1, 

. 
in= 5.2bar GROUP 1.05 0.5-4 0.73-4.05 

114 4 4.05 Tin = 17.2'C 3 1.44 4-10 4.05-8.2 
115 10 8.2 1.87 10-16 8.2-11.4 
116 16 11.4 0.8 16-19.5, 11.4-15.8 
117 19.5 15.8 1 

TABLE Ia. SINGLE LASER BEAM MEASUREMENTS. Bottom laser tests. 

TEST DISTANCE DELAX INITIAL u SPACE TIME 
No FROM msec CONDITION m/sec RANGE RANGE 

MIDDLE nim msec 
mm 

104 40 8.6 P. = 5.4bar 7.86 40-51 8.6-10 
105 51 10 Tn = 18.2*C 2.03 51-59 10-13.95 
107 59 13.95 

TABLE lb. SINGLE BEAM MEASUREMENTS. Middle laser tests. 
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TEST DISTANCE LASER DELAN INITIAL u TIME. 
No FROM SPUTTER nisec CONDITION nilsec RANGE 

BOTTOM RANGE mm "llsec 
mm 

168 3 6 4.05 11. = 5.4bar 1.48 3.3-7.35 
T' = 18.2"C 

169 18 10 11.7 pin= 5.48b. u 0.86 11.3-23 
Tin = 18.6"C 

170 18 10 10.7 p 
in= 

5.46bar 0.93 12.36-21.36 
in T. = 18.50C 

TABLE 2a. DOUBLE LASER BEAM MEASUREMENTS. Bottom laser tests. 

TEST DISTANCE LASER DELAY INITIAL u TIME 
No FROM SPLI'ITER "Isec CONDITION "I/sec RANGE 

MIDDLE RANGE mm msec 
mm 

176 36 4.5 1.1 P. = 5.26bar 4.1 8.45-9.55 
Tin= 17.5"C 

177 50.5 5.5 1.1 p 
in= 

5.48bar 4.82 12.5-13.6 e. n = 18.4*C 
178 63.5 4.5 1 pin = 5.4bar 4.5 14.57-15.57 

I Tin = 18.4*C 

TABLE 2b. DOUBLE LASER BEAM MEASUREMENTS. Middle laser tests. 
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TEST No DISTANCE 
FROM EXIT 
nim 

DELAY 
TIME nis 

VELOCITY 
m/sec 

INIT. PRESS. 
bar 

INIT. TENIPR. 
Oc 

120 60 2.475 24.24 5.37 17.85 
121 60 2.075 28.9 5.37 17.9 
122 60 2.095 28.64 5.34 17.65 
130 60 2.495 24 5.77 17.25 
171 60 3.175 18.89 5.47 18.4 
172 60 2.375 25.26 5.47 18.6 
186 67 4.174 16 5.58 19.4 
188 60 2.374 25.27 5.52 18.9 
190 60 2.424 24.75 5.46 18.55 
193 67 1.795 36.7 6.9 27 
209 60 2.015 29.77 5.27 17.3 
213 66 1.935 34.2 6.91 27 
214 56 1.983 28.24 6.9 27 
218 66 3.695 17.86 5.29 17.45 
219 60 2.414 24.85 5.27 17.35 
222 60 2.894 20.73 6.91 27 
233 66 2.672 24.7 6.91 26.8 
24 56 1 1.923 1 29 6.89 1 26.7 

TABLE, 3. CALCULATED EXPANSION VELOCITY. 
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TEST No NUCLEATION 
DELAY TIME tisec 
210 

2 
3 
4 540 
5 
6 200 
7 420 

650 
9 
10 
II 
12 510 
13 440 
14 560 
15 520 
16 360 
17 600 
18 600 

TABLE 4. NUCLEATION DELAY TIME. 

TEST 
No 

I FRAME 
No I 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

1 3.0 3.0 3.25 3.25 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 - - - 
4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 - 
12 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 
14 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.75 1.75 1.75 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
15 2.5 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.5 2.9 2.75 2.75 2.5 2.5 2.5 - 
16 2.5 2.5 2.75 2.85 2.85 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 - 17 2.25 2.25 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.75 2.25 2.5 2.5 - 

L 
18 2.25 2.25 

, 
2.5 

, 
2.5 

, 
2.5 

1 
2.5 

1 
2.25 

1 2.0 1 2.0 2.5 1 2.5 1 
2.5 2.25 2.5 

TABLE 5. BUBBLE SIZE MEASUREMENTS (in mm). 

TEST 
No 

FRAME 
No I 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 It 12 13 14 15 16 

I I 1 1 1.25 1.25 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 - - 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.25 
16 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.75 1.75 1.75 2 2 2 2 
17 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 275 

1 
2.7 2.75 5 2.75 

1 

18 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.5 1 3.5 1 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 5 3.7 3.75 375 
14 

TABLE 6. DISPLACEMENT FROM TIIE'IIOT JUNCTION' MEASUREMENT (in mm). 
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TEST No BUBBLE RISE 
VELOCITY m/sec 

TIME RANGE 
tisec 

1 1.25 340-540 
1 3.125 540-640 
4 540 
12 1055-1415 
14 - 1690-2210 
15 1.25 2ý20-2560 
15 0.893' 2560-2840 
16, 2.083 2900-3020 
16 1.563 3020-3180 
16 2.083 3180-3300 
17 1.67 3600-3720 
17 0.893 3720-4000 
18 2.083 4500-4620 
18 1.25 4620-4820 
18 1 0.893 1 4820-5100 

TABLE 7. BUBBLE RISE VELOCITY. 

TEST No U M/Scc U 
*M/SCC TIME 

test theor 
Asec 

is 1.06 1 2600 
16 1.91 1.18 3100 
17 1.28 1.5 3800 
18 1.41 2 5175 

TABLE 8. THEORETICAL-EXPERINIENTAL BUBBLE RISE VELOCITY COMPARISON 
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CATEGORY REGRESSION PROBABILITY CONSTANT SLOPE WAX 
COEFF. I. E. VEL ON T. 

In 

IIERSPEX' 0.795 > 0.999 1.56 0.092 
, NIILDSTEELI 0.944 > 0.999 1.45 0.109 
lNIII. D, ', ý; I'EEL2 0.964 > 0.999 1.64 0.102 
IMILD STEEI. 3 0.93 > 0.999 1.95 0.092 
NvvaERS 0.69 > 0.96 1.42 0.094 

TABLE 9. STATISTICAL DATA. 

CATEGORIES REGRESSION PROBABILITY CONSTANT SLOPE W. R. T 
COEFF. "e LEVEL ON P 

OLD PERSPEX 0.874 > 0.9999 1.655 8.98E-5 
NENVPERSPEX 0.319 < 0.95 
MILD STEEL 

1 
0.985 > 0.9999 2.19 2.9913-5 

WINTERS 0.977 > 0.9999 1.18 0.372 

TABLE 10. STATISTICAL DATA. 
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"EXTNIPIPE" REGRESSION PROBABILITY CONSTANT SLOPE W. R. T. 
(M) COEFF. LEVEL ON "FILLING" 

0 0.968 > 0.9999 0.686 -0.089 
0.2 0.977 > 0.9999 0.671 -0.127 
0.5 0.996 > 0.9999 0.682 -0.133 
1.0 0.98 > 0.9999 0.767 -0.214 

TABLE 11. STATISTICAL DATA. 

"EVINIPIPE" TYPE OF RELATIONSHIP 
(m) 

0 SURFsts = f(flUing3 
0.2 SURFsts=f(flUing3) 
0.5 SURFsts=f(fiUing3) 
1.0 SURFsts=f(filling) 

TABLE Ila (continue). 

"FILLING" REGRESSION PROBABILITY CONSTANT SLOP W. R. T 
COEFF. LEVEL ON "I/EXTNPIPE" 

100% FULL 0.932 > 0.9999 0.546 5.0513-7 
75% FULL 0.918 > 0.9995 0.616 3.96E-7 
50% FULL 0.562 < 0.95 - 

, 25% FULL 0.322 < 0.95 

TABLE 12. STATISTICAL DATA. 
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Figure 3. Photograph of the experimental rig. t, 



Figure 4. Photograph of the thermocouple. 



Figure 5. Typical initial decompression histories (100ILsec/div) at the three 
(too( I barldiv), middle( I bar/div), bottom(O. 845bar/div)) pressure stations (w. r. t the plots 
position). (test no 123, P,. *,,,,,: 5.25 barsT,,, -= 17. rC) 

" 
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Figure 6. Typical initial decompression histories (40011sec/div) at the 
, 

three 
(top( I bar/div), middle(i bar/div), bottom(O. 845bar/div)) pressure stations (w. r. t the plots 
position). (test no 123, P 5.25 barT,., --= 17. rC). 



Fiqure 7. Typical long term depressurisation (20msec/diy) at the three 
(top( I bar/div), middle( I bar/div), bottom(O. 845/diy)) pressure stations (w. r. t the plots posi- 
tion). (test no 123, P,,, ý-_ 5.25 barT,. = l7XQ. 
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Fiqure 8. Tbe effect of an ifl-opened diaphragm, on the middle pressure trace. 
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Figure 9. Reproducibility of the initial decompression (400p. sec/div) at the three 
(top( I bar/div), middle(I bar/div), bottom(O. 845bar/diy)) pressure stations (w. r. t. the plots 
position). (test no 124, P. = 5.26 barT. = 17.231Q. (top: test no 126, - -test no 
124, middle: -test no 202, ý-test no 203 Gottom: 

-test no 44, - -test no 42). 
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Figure 10. Reproducibility of the long term (20 msec/div) decompression at, the three 
(top(lbar/div), middle(lbar/div), bottom (0.845bar/div)) pressure stations (w. r. t the-plots 
position). (P. = 5.26 barT. = 17.2'C). (top-_jest no 126, - -test no 124, middle: test no in 203, - -test no 202 bottom': n test no 42, - -test no 44). 
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Figure 11. T'he roughness effect on the long term decompression(20ms/div, lbarldiv, mild 
steel vessel). (P. = 6.9 lbarT. 

n= 
27.10C). (top: 

_test no 199r -tesi no 215, middle: -test no 215r -test no" 221 bottom: 
_test no 221, - -test no 199). 
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Figure 12. Profilometry for both perspex and mild steel vessels. 
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Figure 13. The effect of different material on the long term depressurisation 
(20msec/div, lbar/div). (Pi. ý 5.32bar, T,. = 17.5C). (_test no 216 (mild steel), - -test no 8 
(perspex)). 
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(Figure 
14. Ile roughness effect on the long term depressurisation history' 

20msec/div, I barldiv, perspex vessel). (P,. ý 5.32bar, T,.: - 17.50C, 
_jest no 8, - -test no 

124). 
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Figure'15. The orientation. (vertical-horizontal) effect on the initial (100psec/div) and 
long (20msec/div) term decompression at the bottom pressure station (0.85bar/diy), (w. r. t. 
the plots position). (P,. -= 5.2 barT,. = 171C, 

__ýtest no 51 (vertical) r -test no 14 (hori- 
zontal)). 
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Figure 16. T'he orientation (vertical-horizontal) effect on the initial (400tisec/div) and 
long (20msec/div) term decompression, at the middle pressure station (lbar/div), (w. r. t the 
plots ý position). (P,.: -- 5.5 barT,. = 18.81C 

__ýtest no 228 (vertica%- -test no 233 (hori- 
zontal)). 
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Fiqureý 17. -Typical initial decompression 'history (Imsec/div) at the two 
(middle(lbar/dii), bott0m(O. 845bar/div)) pressure stations (w. r. t. the plots position), dur- 
ing blowdown from a vessel with horizontal orientation. (P,. ", 2 6 barT,.. 17.450C). 
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Figure '. 18. ' -- Typical ýý long term , ý- depressurisation (20msec/div) , at the two 
(middle(lbar/div), bottom(O. 845bar/div)) pressure stations (w. rA the plots position), during 
blowdown from a vessel with horizontal orientation. (P,. =-6barTý,, =l7.45*Q. 
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Figure 19. The effect of varing the initial temperature on the long term pressure history 
(20msee/div), at the two (middle(lbar/div), bottom(O. 845bar/div)) pressure stations (w. r. t 
the plots position). (P,. 5.7bar, - -test no 58 (T, 

n = 20.150C)). 
_. 

jest no 19 (T,. == 17.8"C), 



Figure 20. Illustrating diagram of the laser measurments set up. 
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Figure 2 1. A typical laser output. (_. jressure trace, - -laser output). 



Figure 22. The laser beam block off delay time, illustrated on a typical initial decom- 
pression history. (0.845bar/diy, 2msec/div). 
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Figure 24. Typical long term decompression recorded by the vent. pipe pressure 
station. (0.833barldiy, 20msec/diy). 
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Figure 25. Coplot of long term - decompressions (20msec/div), Tecorded by both the top 
(Ibar/div) and the vent pipe (t6p: 0.833harjdiv, bottoM: 

. 
1.52bar/div) pressure, -, stations. 

(Pin 5.25barT 
in -ý 17. PQ 
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Figure 26. Ile effect of, varing the vent pipe length on the pressure trace, recorded in the 
vent pipe region (initial (400psec/div) and, long-, (20msec/div) term decompression 
(0.833bar/div) respectivelly). (P. = 5.25har J. = 17. IOC, 

_jest no 139 (vent pipe 
Ut length: lm), - -test no 141 (vent pipe length: 0.5m)). 
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Figure'27. The effect of a "partially full" vessel blowdoWn on the vent pipe pressure his- 
tory (long term (20msec/div)). Vent pipe length: 0.2m. (0.833bar/div, top: - 100%full, - 
-75%full, bottom: 25%full, - -50%full). 
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Figure 28. Comparison of two pressure traces, recorded at different locations along the 
vent pipe axis, (initial (2msec/div) and long (20msec/ div) term pressure (1.6bar/div) his- 
tories respectivelly). Vent pipe length: 0.2 m. (_pressure, station 60mm from diaphragm, - 
-pressure station 163mm from diaphragm). 
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Figure 29. Comparison of two pressure traces, recorded at different locations along the 
vent pipe axis (initial (2msec/div) and long (20msec/ div) term pressure (1.6bar/div) his- 
tories respectivelly). Vent pipe length: 0.5m. (_pressure station 66mm from diaphragm, - 
-pressure station 457nun from diaphragm). 
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Figure 30. Comparison of two. pressure traces recorded at, different locations along the 
vent pipe axis, (long (20msec/div) term depressurisation (1.6bar/div)) Nent pipe length: 
1.0m. (_pressure station. 955mm. from diaphragm, - - pressure station 60mm from 
diaphragm). 
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Figure 31. The effect of roughness on the long (20msec/div) term decompression 
(1.52bar/div) recorded by the vent pipe pressure station. Vent pipe length: 0.2m. 
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Figure 32. Initial (400lisec/div) depressurisation (lbar/div) history recorded by the top 
pressure station. (top. 

_jest no 219, - -test no 209 bottom: 
_test no 193, - -test no 222). 

, 
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Figure 33. Ile effect of the "vacuum' pressure at the exit of the vessel, on the initial 
(500psec/div) decompression, at the two (middle( I bar/div), bottom(O. 89 bar/div)) pressure 
stations (w. r. t. the plots position). ( , test no 

' 
24(144mmHg pressure at the exit), - -test no 

30(atmospheric conditions at, the exit)). 
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Figure 34. The effect of the "vacuum' pressure at the exit of the vessel, on the long 
(50msee/div) term decompression at the two (middle( I bar/div), bottom(O. 89bar/div) pres- 
sure stations (w. r. t. the plots position). (top: 

-test no 24(144mm Hg pressure at the exit), - 
-test no 30(atmosheric conditions at the exit)). 
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Figure 35. The effect of a bent vent pipe on the long (50msec/div) term decompression 
(lbar/div), recorded by the middle pressure station. (_Ltest no 30(with bent vent pipe 
-test no 58(without bent vent pipe)). 
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Figure 36. The a effect of a partially full vessel blowdown on the initial (Imsec/div) de- 
compression history at'the three (top( I barldiv), middle( I bar/div), bottom(O. 866bar/div)) 
pressure stations (w. r. t. the plots position). (_test no 143(75%full) -test no 
145(25%full)). 
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Figure 37.. The effect of a partially full vessel blowdown, on the long (20msec/div) term 
decompression at the three (top( I barldiv), middle( I bar/div), bottom(O. 866bar/div)) pres- 
sure stations (w. r. t. the plots position). (_Ltest no 143(75%full), - -test no 145(25%full)). 
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Figure 38. The effect of partially full -vessel blowdown-on the initial (400tisec/div)'de- 
compression at the three (top( I bar/div), middle( I bar/div), bottom(O. 866bar/div)) pressure 
stations (w. r. t. the plots position). (_test no 142(100%full), - -test no 137(50 %full)). 
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Figure 39.. The effect of a partially full vessel blowdown on the long (20msec/div) term 
decompression, at the three (top(lbar/div), bottom(O. 866bar/div)) presure stations (w. r. t. 
the plots position). (_test no 142(100%full), - -test no 137(50%full)). 
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Figure 40. The effect of varing the vent pipe length on the long (20msec/div) term de- 
compression (middle pressure station (lbar/div)-perspex). (-test no 123(no vent pipe), - 
-test no 139(0.2m long vent pipe), _ . 

jest no 140(0.5m long vent pipe),. Aest no 141(lm 
long vent pipe)). 
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Figure 4 1. The effect of varing the vent pipe lengtli on both the initial (400psec/div) and 
long (20 msec/div) term depressurisation - (middle -pressure station 
(lbarldiv)-perspex). (_test no 150(no vent pipe ), - -test no 147(0.2m long vent pipe), _ 
_test no 148(0.5m long vent pipe)). 
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Figure 42., 71ie effect of varing, the ý' vent pipe length. for the,, case of a, 50% full 
vessel. Initial (40011sec/div) and long (20msec/div) term d6compression (middle pressure 
station (lbar/div)-perspex). (_test no 137(no vent pipe), - -test no 135(0.5m long, vent 
pipe), -test no 156(0.2m long vent pipe),. Aest no 159(im long vent pipe))., 



Figure 43. The effect of varing the vent pipe length for the cases of 75% (top plot) and 
25% (bottom plot) full vessel. Long (20msec/div) term decompression 
(lbar/div). (top: 

- 
test no 143(no vent pipe), ý- -test no 155(0.2m long vent pipe), . -ýtest no 134(im long vent pipe), bottom: 

_test no 145(no vent pipe), - -test no 160(im long 
vent pipe), _ . 

jest no 157(0.2m long vent pipe)). 
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Figure 44. 
_The effect of varing the vent pipe length on the long (20msec/div) term 

depressurisation (middle pressure station (lbar/div)-mild steel). (-test no 221(no vent 
pipe), - -test no 222(0.2m long vent pipe), . -test no 223(0.5m long vent pipe),. Aest no 
224(lm long vent pipe)). 



Figure 45. Similarity of the, response time for both ý pressure -and temperature 
measurements. (20msee/div, pressure trace: lbar/div, temperature trace: 2.54'C/div). 
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Figure 46. Typical temperature measurements ('short' thermocouple). Iý (20msec/div, 
12.88'C/div, 

__ýmiddle 
temperature station, - -bottom temperature station). 
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Figure A7. ý Comparison of the temperature measurements (__) with the, saturation 
temperature corresponding to the local pressure measurements. 
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Fi glu re, 1 48. , Compariýoý ; of 'the erature i measureme , nt's" ivith the saturati on 
temperatu, re'( ---) corre-spo'ýding to the local 'Pres'sure measurement's. 
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Figure, 49. Comparison of the temperature. measurements (__j withAhe saturation 
temperature corresponding t6 the local "pressure measurements. 
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Figure 50. Comparison of the temperature measurements (__) with the saturation 
temperature (-) corresponding to the local pressure measurements. 
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Figure 51. Comparison of the temperature measurements (__) with the saturation temperature (-) corresponding to the local pressure measurements. 
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Figure 52. Comparison of the temperature measurements (_, 
_)-ivith 

th6-saturation 
temperature (-) corresponding to the local pressure measurements. 
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Figure 53. Comparison of temperature measurements' obtained with to 'different 
thermocouple lengths (middle temperature station (2.540C /div, 20msec/div). (_ý"long" 
thermocouple, - -"short' thermocouple). 
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Fiqure 54. The effect of the different -vessel material on ý the temperature history 
(2.540CIdiv, 20msec/div). (_ "mild steel'ý- - -perspex-). 



Figure 55. Typical temperature history, obtained with the "short" thermocouple (bottom 
temperature station (12.88OC/div, 20msec/div). 



Figure 56. Photographic sequence of the bubble growth history. (top: test no L, 12PIl, iiiiddle: test no 141"11, bottoni: test no 17PH). 
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Figure 57. Initial (400ILsec/div) and long (20msec/div) term pressure (lbar/div) and 
temperature (2.5, ý'C/div) history dýring the use of the 'IMACON' camera. (-Pressure 
trace, - -temperature trace). 
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Figure 58. Long (20msec/div)'term pressure'(lbar/div) and'temperature (2.54'C/div) 
history, during the use or the 'IMACON' camera. (_pressure trace, - -tempreture trace). 
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Figure 59. Comparison of the initial term temperature history (__. ) with the saturation 
temperature (-) corresponding to the local pressure. 
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Figure 60. Initial (Imsec/diy) and long (20msec/div) term pressure (lbar/div) and tem- 
perature (2.54"C/div) history, during the use of the "IMACON' camera. (__pressure 
trace, - - -temperature trace). 
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Fiqure 61. Long (20msec/div) term pressure (lbar/div) and temperature (2.54'C/div) 
history during the use of the "IMACON' camera. (__pressure trace, - - -temperature 
trace). 
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Figure, 62. Bubble groAth history. (test no -14PH, 
bubble diameter, in m).,, 
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Fiqure 63. Long term, decompression recorded by the bottom pressure station, during 
filming 1. (0.845bar/div, 20msec/div). 
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h9ure 64. Evaluated bubble front -rise (in'm). FiIM'I. 



Figure 65. Evaluated bubble front rising velocity (in m/sec). Film 1. 
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Figure 66. Evaluated void fraction history. Film 1. 
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Figure 67. Initial (400ILsec/div) and long (20msec/div) term decompression 
(lbar/div), during filming II. 
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Figure . 68. - Long (20msec/div) term pressure (lbar/div) and -temperature (2.540CIdiv) 
measurements during filming IV. (_temperature trace, - - -pressure trace). 
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Fig . ure 69. Hetefogeneoik factor, "(D", c'orrelation with respect to dp,, ý, (freon' 12). 
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Figure 70. Heterogeneous factor, 4)", correlation with respect to T 
in 
/T., (freon 12). 
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Figure 71. Linearise correlation of (P with respect to (T,. IT,, )' (top) and (dp,. ) 2.3 (bottom). 
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Figure 72. Heterogeneous factor', 04; ', correlation witli resip"ek' to dp,,, (water). 
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Figure 73. Heterogeneous factor, '4), correlation with respect to T,. /T,,. (water). 
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Figure 74. Comparison of --the II(D- dP 
so t 

correlation provided by the present and 
Alamgir's method. 
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Figure 75. Linearise correlation or "(D" with respect to (T in /Tc )24 (top) and 
(dp,. )4 (bot- 

torn) (water). 
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Figure 76a'. Illustration of the p dependence on the initial temperature (water and 
freon 12). MinI 
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Figure 74b. Illusiration of the dp,. dependence on the At,. i. l (freon 12). '', 
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Figure 77. Illustration of the Pr'nc;. dependence on the initial temperature (freon 12). 
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Figure 79. Illustration of the average pressure in the vessel, "surft' dependence on the 
saturation pressure, corresponding to the initial temperature (all materials-all sizes). 
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Figure 80. Illustration of the average -pressure in the vessel deoýndýnce on the saturation 
prt, ssure, corresponding to the initial temperature. 
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Figure 81. Illustration of the effect of a "partially full* vessel blowdown, on the 
standarized average pressure, ýsurfsts". Vent- pipe length , equals to Om (top) and 0.2m 
(bottom). 
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Figure 82. Illustration of the effect of a "partially full' vessel blowdown, on the 
standarized average pressure, "surfsts". Vent pipe length equals to 0.5m (top) and Im 
(bottom). 
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Figure 83.. Illustration of, a general "characteristic" solution algorithm. 



Figure 84. Wave tracing type of solution. Method of 'characteristics. 



Figure 85. Constant mesh point type of solution. Method of 'characteristics". 
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Figure 86. Solution, technique'for the middle-and boundarymesh points. Method'of 
'Characteristics'. 
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Figure 87. The effect of 'the initial pressure (bar), in the'drivin'g'section of a sbock tub'e, on' 
the ratio of the expansion pressure"to the atmospheric pressure '(_thermal non- 
equilibrium model, - - -homogeneous model). 
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Figure 88. The effect of the initial pressure (bar), in the driving section of a shock tube, on 
the expansion material velocity (_thermal non-equilibrium model, 
--- homogeneous model). Comparison with experimental data (+). I 
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Figure 89. P-V diagram. Isothermal process of an "ideal', Van der Waal substance. 

T=const. 
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Figure 90. Illustration of the effect of pressure on the Gibb's free energy. 



Figure 9 1. Illustration or the stability state or the nucleation process. 
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Figure 92. Comparison of the homogeneous model analysis with R 12 vessel blowdown 
data. Long term decompression (perspex vessel, bottom pressure station). (Initially satu- 
rated liquid of 5.3 bar). 
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Figure 93. Comparison of the homogeneous model analysis with R 12 vessel blowdown 
data. Long term decompression (perspex vessel, middle pressure station). (Initially satu- 
rated liquid of 5.3 bar). 
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Figure 94. Influence of the bubble size, R 
b on the thermal-non-equilibrium blowdown 

model pressure predictions (C 
d -ý 0.4). 
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Figure 95. 'Influence' of "the discharge coefficient, C', on the thermal non-equilibrium 
blowdown model pressure predictions (R 1.5E-4m). d 
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in bars 
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Figure 96. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis wit hR 12 vessel', 
hlowdown data. Long term decompression (mild steel, bottom pressure station). (Initially 

saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, Cý= 0.4, R 
b=1.5E-4m). II- 
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Figure 97. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model'analysis with, R-12 vessel' 
blowdoww data. Long term - decompression (mild steel vessel, middle pressure 
station). (Initially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C 

d_ý 
0.4, R 

b "ý ISE-4m). 
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Figure 98. - Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with, R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. Long term decompression (mild steel vessel, top pressure station). (Ini- 
tially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C 

dý 
0.4,11 

b "ý ISE-4m). 
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Figure 99. 'Comp4rison ofthe thermal non-equilibrium, model analysis with-R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. Long term temperature history (mild steel vessel, middle temperature 
station). (Initially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C 

dý0.4, 
R 

bý 
ISE-4m). 
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Figure 100. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. Long term decompression (perspex vessel, bottom pressure station). (Ini- 
tially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C 

d=0.4, 
R 

bý 
2E-4m). 
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-Figure 
101. Comparison'of the therma 

'I 
fion*-equilibriUm model analysis with R 12 vessel 

blowdown daia. Long' term decompression (Perspex'vessel, middle pressure station). (Ini- 
tially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C 

d "ý 0.4, R 
b= 

2E-4). 
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Figure 102. Comparisop of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with jZ 12 vessel 
blowdown data. Long term decompression (mild steel vessel, bottom pressure 
station). (Initially saturated liquid of 8.5 bar, C 

d=0.4, 
R 

b=1.5E-4m). 
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Figure 103. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown - data. Long term - decopression - (mild ý-, steel vessel, middle pressure 
station). (Initially saturated liquid of 8.5 bar, C 

dý 
0.4,11 

b= 
ISE-4m). 
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Figure 104. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R- 12 vessel 
blowdown data. Long term decompression (mild steel, vessel, top pressure ýstation). , (Ini- 
tially saturated liquid of 8.5 bar, C 

dý 
0.4, R 

b ý_ 1.5E-4m). 
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Figure 105. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with water vessel 
blowdown data. Long term decompression (pressure station - 100mm' from closed 
end). (p,,, = 69 barT,. = 24rC9Cd= 0.59R 

b=4.5EA). 
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Figure 106. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with water vessel 
blowdown data. Long term decompression (pressure station 1.5m. from closed end). (p 

In= 
69 

bar, T., 24rC, C = 0.5, R = 4.5E-4). 
in db 
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Figure 107. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with water vessel 
blowdown data. Long term void fraction history (void fraction station 1.5m from closed 
end)*(Pi. = 69 barTin = 24rC9Cd= 0,5 Rb=4.5E-4m). 
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-Figure 108. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with water vessel 
blowdown data. Long term temperature history (temperature station 1.5m. from closed 
end). (p,,, = 69 barT 

in= 
24rC, C 

dý0.5, 
R 

b =": 4.5E-4m). 
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Figure ý 109., Influence of, the heterogeneous factor, (D, on the ý thermal non-equilibrium 
blowdown model pressure predictions. Initial decompression history (C 

d= 
0.4). 
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Figure 110. Influence of the, heterogeneous factor, O, on, the, thermal non-equilibrium 
blowdown model pressure predictions. Long term decompression (C 

d _': 0.4 ). ý? 
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Figure I 11. CoMparison'of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. 1nitial depressurisation history (mild 'steel vessel, bottom pressure 
station). (Initially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C 

d _ý 0.4, (D = 1.3E-3). 
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Figure 112. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium -model analysis with R 12 
vessel blowdown data. Long term decompression (mild steel vessel, bottom pressure 

station). (Initially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C 
d _ý 0.4, (D= 1.3E-3). 
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Figure 113. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 ' 
vessel blowdown data. Initial depressurisation history (mild ýsteel vessel, middle pressure 

station). (Initially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C 
d=0.4, (D = 1.3E-3). 
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Figure 114. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. Long term decompression (mild steel vessel, middle pressure 
station). (Initially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C 

dý 
0.4,4ý - 1.3E-3). 
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Figure 115. Comparison of the'thermal non-equilibriummodel analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. 1nitial ' depressurisation history (mild steel vessel, top pressure 
station). (Initially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C 

d ý_ 0.4, -1) =. 1.3E-3). 
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Figure 116. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel blowdown data. Long term decompression (mild steel vessel, top pressure station). (Ini- 
tially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C 

d=0.4, (b = 1.3E-3). 
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Figure 117. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. 1nitial depressurisation history (perspex vessel, bottom pressure 
station). (Initially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C 

d=0.4, (D = 1.3E-3). 
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Figure 118. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel blowdown data. Long term decompression (perspex vessel, bottom pressure station). (Ini- 
tially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C 

d=0.4, (D= 1.3E-3). 
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Figure 119. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. Initial depressurisation history (perspex vessel, middle pressure station). 
(Initially saturated liquid or 5.3 barC 

d 2- 0.4, (D = 1.3E-3). 
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Figure 120. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel blowdown data. Long term decompression (perspex vessel, middle pressure station). (Ini- 
tially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C 

d=0.4, (D= 1.3E-3). 
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Figure 121. Coinparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. 1nitial depressurisation history (mild steel v&ssel, bottom pressure 
station). (Initially saturated liquid of 8.5 bar, C 

d '= 0.4,4ý = 3.7E-3). 
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Figure 122. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. - Long term decompression (mild steel vessel, bottom pressure 
station). (Initially saturated liquid of 8.5 bar, C 

d_= 
0.4, (D = 3.7E-3). 

- Pressure history in bars 
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Figure 123. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. Initial depressurisation history (mild steel vessel, middle pressure 
station). (Initially saturated liquid of 8.5 bar, C 

d=0.4,0 = 3.7E-3). 
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Figure 124. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown - data. Long - term decompression (mild steel vessel, middle pressure 
station). (Initially saturated liquid of 8.5 bar, C 

d=0.4, (D = 3.7E-3). 
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Figure 125. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 
vessel blowdown data. Initial. depressurisation history (mild steel vessel, top pressure 
station). (Initially saturated liquid of 8.5 bar, C 

d _= 0.4, (D = 3.7E-3). 
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Figure 126. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blodown data. Long term decompression (mild steel vessel, top pressure station). (Initially 
saturated liquid of 8.5 bar, C 

d=0.4, (D = 3.7E-3). 
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Figure 127. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with water vessel 
blowdown data. 1nitial depressurisation history (pressure station 100mm from closed 
end). (p,., = 69 barT,. = 24rC, C, = 1, (D = 1.2E-3). 
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Figure 128. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with water vessel 
blowdown 'data. Long term decompression (pressure station 100mm, from closed 
end). (p,., = 69 barT,. = 24rC 'Cd= 1, (D = 1.2E-3). 
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Figure 129. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with water vessel 
blowdown data. Initial Aepressurisation history (pressure station 1.5m from closed 
end). (p,., = 69 barT,. = 2420 C9Cd= 1, (D = 1.2E-3). 
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Figure 130. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with water vessel 
blowdown data. Long term decompression (pressure station 1.5m. from closed end). (pi,, = 69 
bar, T,. = 24rC, C 

dý- 
1,4ýD = 1.2E-3). 
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Figure 131. ' Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. Long term void fraction history (mild steel vessel, void fraction station 
20mm from closed end). (Initially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C 

d ý_ 0.4,11 
b "ý ME-4). 
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Figure 132. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. Long term void fraction history (mild steel vessel, void fraction station 
20mm from closed end). (Initially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, Cd _'ý 0.4,41) = 1.3E-3). 
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Figure 133. Influence of the slip coefficient, VE, on the thermal non-equilibrium blowdown 
model pressure predictions. Initial depressurisation history. 
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Figure 134. ' Influence of the slip coefficientVE, on the thermal non-equilibrium blowdown 
model pressure prediction. Long term decompression. 
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Figure 135. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. Initial depressurisation history (perspex vessel blowdown, bottom pressure 
station). (Initially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C 

d=1, (b = 1,2E-3, VE = 0.5,50% full). 
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Figure 136. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. Long term ilecompression (perspex vessel, bottom pressure 
station). (Initially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C 

d'- 
1, (D = 1.2 E-3, VE = 0.5,50% full). 
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Figure 137. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. Initial depressurisation history (perspex vessel, middle pressure 
station). (Initially saturated liquid of 5.3 barC 

d _= 1,4) = 1.2E-3, VE = 0.5,50%full). 
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Figure 138. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. Long term decompression (perspex vessel, middle pressure 
station). (Initially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C 

dý 
1, (D = 1.2E-3, VE = 0.5 50%full). 
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Figure 13ý. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. Initial *,, depressurisation history (perspex vessel, top pressure 
station). (Initially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C 

dý 
1, (D = 1.2 E-3, VE = 0.5 50 %full). 
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Figure, 140. Comparison of the" thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. Long term decompression (perspex vessel, top pressure station). (Initially 
saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C 

d _= 1, <ý = 1.2E-3, VE = 0.5,50% full). 
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Figure 141. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. Initial depressurisation history (perspex vessel, bottom pressure 
station). (Initially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C 

d '= 1, (D = 1.2E- 3, VE = 0.5,50% rull, vent pipe 
length= 200mm). 
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Figure 142. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. Long term decompression (perspex vessel, bottom pressure station). (Ini- 
tially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C 

dýI, (D = 1.2E-3, VE = 0.5,50% -.. full, vent pipe 
length= 200mm). 
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Figure 143. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown 

-' 
data. Initial depressurisation history (perspex vessel, middle pressure 

station). (Initially'saturated liquid of 5.3 barC 
dý1, <D = 1.2E-3, VE = 0.5,50%full, vent pipe length = 200mm). 
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ý Figure ý 144. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
, blowdown data. Long term decompression (perspex vessel, middle pressure station). (Ini- 
tially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C 

d _= I, 4)=I. 2E-3, VE=0.5,50%fullvent pipe 
length= 200mm. ) 
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Figure 145. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown 

, 
data. Initial depressurisation history (perspex vessel, top pressure station). (In- 

itially saturated liquid of 5.3 barC 
d=1,0=12E-3, 

VE=0.5,50%fullvent pipe 
length= 200mm). 
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Figure 146. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. Long term decompression (perspex vessel, top, pressure station). (Initially 
saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, C Z_ 1,0 = 1.2E-3, VE = 0.5,50%full vent pipe 
length= 200mm). 
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Figure 147. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. Initial pressure history (perspex vessel, pressure station 60mm from 
diaphragm - in the vent pipe). (Initially saturated liquid of 5.3 
bar, C 

dý 
1,0= l. 2E-3, VE=0.5,50%full, vent pipe length=200mm). 
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Figure 148. Comparison of the thermal non-equilibrium model analysis with R 12 vessel 
blowdown data. Long term pressure history (perspex vessel, pressure station 60mm from 
diaphragm in the vent pipe). (Initially saturated liquid of 5.3 bar, 
C 

d= 
1,4D= 1.2E-3,50%fullvent pipe Iength=200mm). 



APPENDIX A. COIVIPUTER PROGRAIVIS 

C HOMOGENEOUS MODEL'DP*. 
REAL XI(-I: I 10), PI(O: l 10), UI(O: l 10), RI(O: l 10), 

IAI(0: 110), 111(0: 110), TI(0: 110), QI(0: 110), RGI(0: 110), CGI(0: 110), 
2P(0: 110), U(O: 110), R(0: 110), A(0: 110), 11(0: 110), T(0: 110), Q(0: 110), 
3 RG (0: 11 0), CG (0: 110) 

K=l 
N=O 
RL = 1301.16 
CL = 500. 
DX=. 005 
AT= 0.0 
J=40 
FI = 1.1 
RGC=68.77 
CD = 1. 

OPEN(UNIT= 28, FILE =1 IIDL', STATUS ='OLD') 
REWIND(28) 
DO 1111 1=04 
READ(28, *) PI(i), Ul(l), R[(I), Al(l), Ill(l), Tl(l), Ql(l), RGI(l), CGI(l) 

1111 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(UNIT=28) 

I DT= IE-6 
2 DO 30 1=0, J, l 

Xl(l)=I*DX 
XI(1-1)=(I-I)*DX 
XI(l+ 1)=(I+ I)*DX 

IF(I. EQ. 0) GO TO 70 
Xt =X[(I)-(Ul(l)+Al(l))ý'((Ul(l)+Al(l)-UI(1-1)-AI(I-1)),, rDX+ IjDT) 
IF (XI. GT. Xl(l). OR. XI. LT. XI(1-1)) TYPE*, 'NOI', l 
XGN=(XI(l)-XI), 'DX 
PI PI(l)-(PI(l)-P1(1-I))*XGN 
111 1 11(l)-(I 11(l)-I li(I-1))*XGN 
QI Ql(l)-(Ql(l)-Ql([-I))*XGN 
RI RI(I)-(RI(l)-RI(I-I))*XGN 
RGI = RGl(I)-(RGI(I)-RGI(I-I))*XGN 
TI =TI(I)-(rI(I)-TI(I-I))*XGN 
Ul = Ul(l)-(Ul(l)-UI(1-1))*XGN 
CGI=SQRT(YI"FI*RGC) 
Al = I/SQRT(RI **2*(Ql/(RGI*CGI)**2+ (I-QI), '(RL*CL)**2)) 
IF(I. EQ. J) GO TO 204 

70 X2=Xl([)-(Ul([)-AI(l))i'(I/DT+(UI(1+1)-AI(1+1)-Ul(l)+Al(l))/DX) 
IF (X2. LT. Xl([-I). OR. X2. GT. Xl(l + 1)) TYPE*, 'N02', l 
IF(X2. LT. Xl(l))TIIEN 
X2=Xl(l)-(Ul(l)-AI(i))/(I/DT+(Ul(l)-AI(i)-UI(1-1)+AI(1-1))i'DX) 
L=l 
E LS EI F(X2. G E. X 1 (1)) TI I EN 
L=O 
END IF 
XGN = (XI(I +I -L)-X2)/DX 
P2 = PI(I+ I-L)-(PI(I+I-L)-PI(I-L))*XGN 
112= 111(1+ I-L)-(111(1+1-L)-lil(I-L))*XGN 
Q2=Ql(l+ I-L)-(Ql(l+ I-L)-QI(I-L))*XGN 
R2=Rl(l+ I-L)-(Rl([+ 1-L)-RI(I-L))*XGN 
RG2= RGI(I + I-L)-(RGI(I + I-L)-RGI(I-L))*XGN 
T2=Tl(l + I-L)-(TI(I + I-L)-TI(I-L))*XGN 
CG2=SQRT(T2*RGC*Fl) 
U2= UI(I + I-L)-(Ul(l + I-L)-UI(I-L))*XGN 
A2= I/SQRT(R2**2*(Q2/(RG2*CG2)**2+ (I-Q2)/(RL*CL)**2)) 
IF(I. EQ. 0) GO TO 67 
P(I)=(P2+(R2*A2)i'(RI*Al)*Pl + IE-S*R2*A2*(Ul-U2))I(l + R2*A2/(RI*Al)) 

205 U(I)=(PI-P(l))*IES/(RI*Al)+Ul 
X4=XI(I)-U(I)*DT 

- 197- 



XGN = (X4-XI),, '(X2-XI) 
114= (112-111)*XGN + III 
R4=(R2-Rl)*XGN+Rl 
P4=(P2-Pl)*XGN+Pl 

202 11(1)=(P(l)-P4)*IE2/R4+t44 
C FOR SUB ROUTINE R(I) Q(I) T(I)RG(I) 

CALL NOSUB(P(l), Tr, HL, IIG, RGT) 
T(I)=TT 
RG(I) = RGT 
CG(I)=SQRT(RGC"T(I)*Fl) 
Q(I) = (11(i)-l IL)JtIG-IIL) 
IF(Q(I). GT. I. ) TYPE*, 'Q GT l. ', I, K 
IF(Q([). GT. I.. AND. (Q([)-l. ). GT. IE-4)TIIEN 
DT = DT/2. 
GO TO 2 
ELSE IF(ABS(Q(I)-l. ). LE. IE-4)TI[EN 
Q(I) =I- 
END IF 
R(l) =II I(Q(I),, 'RG(I)+(l-Q(I))/'RL) 
A(I)=I/SQRT(R(I)**2*(Q(I), '(RG(I)*CG(l))**2+(I-Q([)), '(RL*CL)**2)) 
I F(I. EQ. J) TI I EN 
A([)=A(I)*CD 
GO TO 206 
END IF 
GO TO 30 

67 P(I)=P2-R2*A2*U2*1. E-5 
U(I)=o. o 
P4 = PI(I) 
R4=Rl([) 
114=111(f) 
GO TO 202 

204 P(I)=1.0133 
N=O 
IF(PI(J). GT. 4. ) THEN 
SP=Pl(i)-i. 
ELSE IF(PI(J). LE. 4. ) THEN 
SP= 1. 
END IF 
P2=Pl(l) 
R2=Rl([) 
112=111(i) 
X2=Xl([) 
GOTO 205 

206 IF(N-EQ. 1) GO TO 132 
IF((U(l)-A(l)). LE. 0.0) GO TO 30 
P(l) = P(l) +SP 
N=N+l 
GO TO 205 

132 IF(ABS(U(I)-A(l)). LE. IE-2)TIIEN 
N=O 
GO TO 30 
ELSE IF((U(l)-A(I)). LT. 0.0)TIIEN 
SP=SP/I. l 
P(l) = P(I)-SP 
GO TO 205 
ELSE IF((U(l)-A(l)). GT. 0.0)TIIEN 
SP=SP/I. l 
P(I)=P(I)+SP 
GO TO 205 
END IF 

30 CONTINUE 
AT=AT+ DT 
DO 1000 I=O, J, l 
Pl(l)=P(I) 
Ul(l)=U(I) 

RI(I) = R(l) 
Ql(l)=Q(I) 
Al(l)=A(l) 
RGI([)= RG(I) 
CG 1 (1) = CG (1) 
Tl(l)=T(l) 

1000 CONTINUE 
K=K+l 
SP= 1. 
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IF(AT. GE. 20E-3) GO TO 10000 
GO TO I 

10000 END 



C THERMAL NON-EQUILIBRIUM MODEL'EVUTI' (CONSTANT BUBBLE SIZE). 
REAL Xl(-1: 220), A(0: 220), P(0: 220), U(0: 220), IIG(0: 220), I]L(0: 220) 

1, TG(0: 220), TL(0: 220), VF(0: 220), tiGL(0: 220), RG(0: 220), CG(0: 220), 
2R(0: 220), Pl(0: 220)AI(0: 220), UI(0: 220), IIGI(0: 220), IILI(0: 220), 
3TLI(0: 220), TGI(0: 220), tiGL1(0: 220), VFI(0: 220), RGI(0: 220), 
4CGI(0: 220), RI(0: 220) 

C FOR R-12 
DVL = 1.9 3 E-7 

C FOR R-12 
DVG = 1.62E-6 

C FOR WATER DVL = 1.37E-7 
C FOR WATER DVG=5.223E-7 
C FOR R-12 EXPE. 

DIA=0.034 
C FOR WATER DIA=0.073 

Sll= 1. 
K=I 
UN=2. 
DX 0.005 
RL 1301.16 
CL 500. 
AT 0.0 
N=O 
RGC=68.77 
CPG = 0.67 
CPL = 0.1807 
FI = 1.1 
CK = 7.264E-5 
J= 40 
CD = 1. 
RB = 1.5E-4 
0 PEN(UN IT = 28, FI LE ='I DLVSTATUS ='OLD') 
REWIND(28) 
DO 1111 I=O, J 
READ(28, *) PI(i), VFI(I), Ul(l), IILI(I), IIGI(I), Rl(l), Al(l), TLI(i), 

IRGI(I), TGI(l), IIGLI(I), CGI(l) 
1111 CONTINUE 

CLOSE(UNIT=28) 
I DT=IE-6 

IF(PI(O). LE. IE-I. AND. (Pi%I-P[(O)). GE. O. O. AND. AT. LT. IOE-3) DT= IE-7 
IF(PI(O). LE. 1 E-2. AND. (PiNI-PI(D)). GE. O. O. AND. AT. LT. IOE-3) DT= I E-8 
lF(Pl(0). LE. 1 E-3. AND. (PM-PI(0)). GE. 0.0) DT= I E-9 
IF(PI(O). LE. IE-I. AND. (P, NI-PI(O)). LT. O. 0) D-r=5E-7 
PM = PI(o) 

2 DO 30 1=0, J, l 
Xl([)=I*DX 
XI(1-1)=([-I)*DX 
XI(I + 1)= (I + 1)*DX 

IF(I. EQ-0) GO TO 70 
X1 =X[(I)-(UI(I)+AI(i))/((Ul(l)+Al(l)-UI(1-1)-AI(I-1))/DX+ I/DT) 
IF (Xl. GT. XI(l). OR. XI. LT. XI(I-I)) TYPE*, 'NOI', Xl,, X[([), Xl([-I) 

I, UI(I), AI(I), UI(I-I), AI(I-I) 
XGN=(XI(I)-Xl)/DX 
PI = PI(I)-(PI(l)-PI(I-I))*XGN 
VFI =VFI(I)-(VFI([)-VFI(1-1))*XGN 

TLI=IILI/CPL 
Ul = UI(I)-(Ul(I)-UI(I-I))*XGN 
IIGI = IIGI(I)-(IIGI([)-IIGI(1-1))*XGN 
IIGLI=IIGI-tlLl 
TGI=IIGIJCPG 
CG1=SQRT(FI*RGC*TGI) 
RG I=I E5* PI /(RG C*TG 1) 
RI = VFI * RG I+ (I -VF 1)* RL 
AI=I /SQ RT(R I* (VF I /(RG I* CG I* *2) + (I -VF 1)/(RL * CL 2))) 
IF(VFI. GE. I. )TIIEN 
Q IG I=0.0 
ELSE IF(VFI. LT. I. )TIIEN 
QIGI = I. S*VFI*UN*CK*(rLi-TGI)/RB**2 
END IF 
GMII=QIGI/IIGLI 
CALL FRICTION(RL, RGI, RI, DIA, U1, DVL, DVG, VFITWI) 
EXI =GMII*(I/RGI-I/RL)+(UI*TWI*IE-3*VFI)/(CPG*RI*TGI) 
IF(I. EQ. J) GO TO 204 

70 X2=Xl(l)-(Ul(l)-AI(i))/(I/DT+(UI(1+1)-Al([+I)-Ul(l)+Al(l))/DX) 
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205 

202 

IF (X2. LT. Xl(l). OR. X2. GT. Xl(l + 1)) TYPE*, 'N02',, X2, XI(I)XI(I + 1) 
1, Ul(l), Al(l), Ul(l + I), AI(I + I), DX, DT 
IF(X2. LT. Xl(i))TIIEN 
X2 = XI(l)-(Ul([)-AI(l)),! (I/DT+ (UI(I)-AI(I)-UI(I-I) + AI(I-1)),, DX) 
L=I 
ELSE IF(X2. GE. Xl(l)) TI IEN 
L=O 
END IF 
XGN = (XI(I +I -L)-X2)/DX 
P2=Pl(l+ I-L)-(Pl(l+ I-L)-PI(I-L))*XGN 
1IL2=IILI(I+ I-L)-(IILI(I+ I-L)-IILI(I-L))*XGN 
VF2=VFI(I+ I-L)-(VFI(I+ I-L)-V[-'I(I-L))*XGN 
TL2=IIL2, 'CPL 
lIG2=IIGI(I+ I-L)-(IIGI(I+ I-L)-IIGI(I-L))*XGN 
TG2=IIG2/CPG 
f[GL2=IIG2-IIL2 
U2=Ul([+I-L)-(UI(I+I-L)-UI(I-L))*XGN 
CG2=SQRT(FI*RGC*TG2) 
RG2=IES*P2/'(ItGC*TG2) 
R2=VF2*RG2+(I-VF2)*RL 
IF(VF2. GE. I. )TIIEN 
QIG2=0.0 
ELSE IF(VF2. LT. I. ) THEN 
QIG2= I. S*VF2*UN*CK*(rL2-TG2), 'RB**2 
END IF 
A2= 1,, sQRT(R2*(VF2, /(RG2*CG2**2)+(I-VF2),, '(RL*CL**2))) 
GM12=QIG2, 'IIGL2 
CALL FRICTION(RL, RG2, R2, DIA, U2, DVL, DVG, N'F2, TW2) 
EX2=GM12*(I, RG2-liRL)+ (U2*TW2*IE-3*VF2), '(CPG*'FG2*R2) 
I F(I. EQ. 0) GO TO 67 
P(I)= (P2+ (R2*A2)'(RI*Al)*Pl + R2*A2*IE-5*(Ul +AI *EXI*DT-U2 

I +A2*EX2*DT+ (BV2/'R2-TWI/Rl)*DT)), '(1 + R2*A2, '(RI*Al)) 
U(I)= (PI-P(l))*l E5, '(RI*Al)+ Ul +AI*EXI*DT-TWI*DTiRl 

X4=Xl([)-U(I)*DT 
XGN=(X4-Xl)l! (X2-XI) 
1IL4= (IIL2-IILI)*XGN + IILl 
P4=(P2-Pl)*XGN+Pl 
IIG4= (IIG2-IIGI)*XGN+ IIGI 
IIGL4=IIG4-IIL4 
TG4=IIG4/CPG 
TL4=IIL4/CPL 
VF4= (VF2-VFI)*XGN +VFl 
U4=(U2-Ul)*XGN+Ul 
CG4=SQRT(FI*RGC*TG4) 
RG4= 1 ES*P41'(RGC*TG4) 
R4 = VF4* RG4 + (I -VF4)* RL 

B= VF4* (I -VI'4)* (RG4* CG4* *2-RL* CL* *2), '(RG4* CG4* *2* RL* CL* *2) 
IF(VF4. GE. I. )TIIEN 
QIG4=0.0 
ELSE IF(VF4. LT. I. ) TI IEN 
QIG4= 1.5*VF4*UN*CK*(rL4-TG4)/RB**2 
END IF 
GM14=QIG4/IIGL4 
CALL FRI CTION(RL, RG4, R4, D IA, U4, DVL, DVG, VF4, TNV4) 
EX4=R4*GM14 , ! (RG4*RL)+(U4*TNV4*IE-3*VF4)*(I-VF4), '(R4*TG4*CPG) 
VF([)=VF4+B*(P(l)-P4)*IE5+EX4*DT 
IF(VF(l). GT. I.. AND. (VF(i)-l. ). GT. IE-4) THEN 
DT = DT/2. 
GO TO 2 
ELSE IF(ABS(VF(l)-l. ). LE. IE-4) THEN 
VF(I) = 1. 
END IF 
IIL(I)=(P(l)-P4)*IOO/RL+IIL4+U4*TNV4*IE-3*DT/R4 
TL([)=IIL(I)IICPL 
IIG(I)=IIG4+(P(l)-P4)*IE2/RG4+U4*TNV4*IE-3*DTIR4 
IF(IIG(I). LT-0-0) T"YPE*, I, P(l), P4, EXI, EX2 
IIGL(I)= IIG(I)-IIL(I) 
TG(I)=IIG(I)/CPG 
RG(I)= I ES*P(l),! (RGC*TG(l)) 
CG(I)= SQRT(FI*RGC*TG(l)) 
R(I)= VF(I)*RG(I)+ (I-VF(I))*RL 
A(I)= I/SQRT(R(I)*(VF([)/(RG(I)*CG(I)**2)+ (I-VF(I))/(RL*CL**2))) 
IF(I. EQ. J)TIIEN 
A(I)=A(I)*CD 
GO TO 206 



END IF 
GO TO 30 

67 P(I)=R2'IA2"IE-S*(EX2*DT*A2-U2+TW2*DT/R2)+P2 
U(I) = 0.0 
P4=Pl(l) 
U4=Ul(l) 
VF4=VFI(I) 
1IL4=IILI(I) 
lIG4=IIGI(I) 
R4 = RI(I) 
RG4=RGI(l) 
TG4=TGI(I) 
IIGL4=IIGLI(l) 
CG4=CGI(l) 
TL4=TLI(l) 
GO TO 202 

204 P([)=1.0133 
N=O 
IF(PI(J). GT. 4. )TI[EN 
SP= 131(j)-I. 

ELSE IF(PI(J). LE. 4. )TIIEN 
SP= 1. 
END IF 
1IL2= IILI(I) 
R2 = RI(l) 
P2 = PI(I) 
RG2 = RGI(l) 
lIG2=IIGI(I) 
IIGL2= IIGLI(I) 
CG2=CGI(l) 
TG2=TGI(I) 
TL2=TLI(l) 
VF2=VFI(I) 
U2=UI(I) 
X2 = XI(I) 
GO TO 205 

; 06 IF(N. EQ. I)GOTOI32 
IF((U(I)-A(l)). LE. O. 0) GO TO 30 
P(I)=P(I)+SP. 
N=N+l 
GO TO 205 

132 IF(ABS(U(I)-A(l)). LE. IE-2)TIIEN 
N=O 
GO TO 30 
ELSE IF((U(I)-A(l)). LT. O. 0) THEN 
SP=SP/I. l 
P(l) = P(I)-S P 
GO TO 205 
ELSE IF((U(I)-A(l)). GT. O. O)TIIEN 
SP=SP/I. l 
P(I)=P([)+SP 
GO TO 205 
END IF 

30 CONTINUE 
DO 1000 I= O, J, l 
Pl(l)=P(I) 
Ul(l)=U(I) 
IILI(I)=IIL(l) 
IIGI(I)= IIG(I) 
IIGLI(I)=IIGL(l) 
RI (1) = R(I) 
VFI(I)=VF(l) 
Al([)=A(l) 
RG I (I) = RG (I) 
TLI(I)=TL(l) 
TG 1 (1) = TG (1) 
CG 1 (1) = CG (1) 

1000 CONTINUE 
AT=AT+DT 

K=K+l 
IF (AT. GE. 50. E-3. AND. P(O). LT. I. ) GO TO 10000 

GO TO I 
10000 END 
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C THERMAL NON-EQUILIBRIUM MODEL 'EVUTS' (NUCLEATION). 
CIIARACTER*3 111(0: 210), Il 
REAL PI(0: 210), VFI(0: 210), UI(0: 210), IILI(0: 210) 

l, tIGI(0: 210), RI(0: 210), AI(0: 210), TLI(0: 210), RGI(0: 210), 
2TGI(0: 210), IIGLI(0: 210), CGI(0: 210), BNI(0: 210)X[(-1: 210), 
3P(0: 210), U(0: 210), IIL(0: 210), IIG(0: 210), IIGL(0: 210), R(0: 210), 
4VF(0: 210), BN(O: 210), A(0: 210), RG(0: 210), TL(0: 210), TG(0: 210), 
SCG(0: 210) 

C FOR R12 
DVG = 1.6213-6 

" FOR R12 
DVL = 1.93 E-7 

" FOR WATER DVL 1.37 E-7 
" FOR WATER DVG=5.223E-7 
C FOR WATER DIA=. 073 
C FOR R12 

DIA=0.034 
N=O 
CD = 1. 
T"YPE*, 'F is expected 
ACCEPT *, F 
FKI=F 
CALL SECA(FKIS) 
S= (I -S)/2. 
DX 0.005 
SIG I. E-2 

C TC = 647.3 
CL = 500. 
RL = 1301.16 
RGC=68.77 
CPG = 0.654 
CPL=0.226 
FI = 1.1 
CK=7.264E-5 
UN=2. 
W N1 = 120.91 
BC= 1.380662E-23 
AC = 6.022 E26 
K=I 
AT = 0.0 
J=40 

OPEN(UNIT= 28, FILE ='DIL', STATUS ='OLD) 
REWIND(28) 
DO I I=O, J 
READ(28, *) PI(i), VFI(I), Ul(l), IILI(I), IIGI([), Rl(l), Al(l), TLI(i), 

IRGI(I), TGl(I), lIGLI(I), CGI(I) 
BNI(I)=O. O 

I CONTINUE 
CLOSE(UNIT=28) 
TYPE*, 'Is this a PARTIALLY NUCLEATION CITE runT 
ACCEPT-m 
IF(II. EQ. 'YES')TIIEN 
DO 9 1=0, J, l 
111(1)='NOO' 

9 CONTINUE 
TYPE*, 'Ilow many NUCLEATION SITES are they' 
ACCEP`F*, M 
DO 2N=1, Nf, l 
TYPEO, Vhich'[* is a NUCLEATION SITE' 
ACCEPT *, I 
111(1)='YES' 

2 CONTINUE 
ELSE IF(l I. EQ. 'NOOj THEN 
DO 8 I=OJ, l 
111(1)='YES' 

8 CONTINUE 
END IF 
DO 133 L=0, J, l 
TYPE*, tll(L), L 

133 CONTINUE 
7 DT-IE-6 

IF(PI(O). LE. S.. AND. (PM-PI(O)). GE. O. O. ANDAT. LT. 5E-3) DT=5E-7 
IF(PI(O). LE. S.. AND. (PM-PI(O)). LT. O. O. ANDAT. LT. SE-3) DT= IE-6 
PM = PI(o) 

6 D041=O, J, l 
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Xl(l)=I*DX 
XI(1-1)=(I-I)*DX 
XI(1+1)=(I+I)*DX 

IF(I. EQ. 0) GO TO 70 
XI =X[(I)-(Ul(l)+Al(l))i'((UI([)+Al(l)-UI(1-1)-AI(I-1))/DX+ I/DT) 
IF (XI. GT. Xl(l). OR. XI. LT. XI(1-1))T"YPE*, 'NOI' 
XGN=(XI(l)-Xl)/DX 
PI = PI(I)-(PI(I)-PI(I-I))*XGN 

VFl =VFI(I)-(VFI(l)-VFI(1-1))*XGN 
TLI = IILI/CPL 
Ul = Uf(i)-(Ul(l)-UI(1-1))*XGN 
I IGI = tIGI(l)-(I IGI(l)-IIGI(1-1))*XGN 
IIGLI=IIGI-llLl 
BNI = BNI(I)-(BNI([)-BNI(1-1))*XGN 
TGI=IIGII'CPG 
CGI =SQRT(Fl"RGC*TGI) 
RGI=131*IE5 , /(RGC*TGI) 
RI =VU-I*RGI +(I-VFI)*RL 
Al = I/SQRT(Rl*(VFI/(RGI*CGI**2)+(I-VFI), '(RL*CL**2))) 
IF(VFI. GE. I. )TIIEN 
IIENUI=0.0 
QIGI=0.0 
ELSE IF(VFI. LT. I. )TIIEN 

C NUCLEATION*************************************************** 
IF(III(I). EQ. 'YES') THEN 
TR=TLI 
CALL NOSUBT(rR, PS, RGS) 
IF((PS/Pl). LE. I. ) THEN 
IIENUI=0.0 
ELSE IF((PS/Pl). GT. I. )TIIEN 

" CALL NOSUBW(PITS) 
" SIG =. 2358*(I-TS/TC)**1.256*(I-. 625*(I-TS/TC)) 

RC=2*SIG*IE-5, "((PS-Pl)*(I-RGSiRL)) 
GE=4.1888*SIG*RC**2 
ANO=RL*(I-VFI)*AC/'%Vi%l 
IIENUI =ANO**(2. /3. )*SOSQRT(. 955*SIG*ACj'(WNI*F))*4/D[A', 

IEXP((-I)"(GE*F/(BC*TLI))) 
END IF 
ELSE IF(III(I). EQ. 'NO0')TIIEN 
IIENUI=0.0 
END IF 
QIGI=3.9*BNI**(2. /3. )*VFI**(I. /3. )*UN*CK*(rLI-TGI) 
END IF 
GNINI = HENUI *4.1888*RC**3*RGS*F 
BCEl = GE*IIENUI*IE-3*F 
GNIII=QIGI/IIGLI 
CALL FRI CTION(RL, RG I, RI, DIA, U 1, DVL, DVGVF ITWI) 
EXI =(GMIl +GMNI)*(I/RGI-I/RL)+(BCEI + UIMVI*RGI*IE-3*VFI/Rl) 

1/(CPG*RGI*TGI) 
I F(I. EQ. J) GO TO II 

70 X2=XI(l)-(Ul(l)-AI(l))/(I/DT+(Ul([+I)-A[([+I)-Ul([)+Al(l))/DX) 
IF (X2. GT. Xl(l + 1). OR. X2. LT. Xl([-I)) TYPE*, 'N02' 

IF(X2. LT. Xl(l)) THEN 
X2=Xl([)-(Ul(l)-AI(l))/(I/DT+ (Ul(l)-AI(i)-UI(1-1)+AI(1-1))/DX) 
L=l 
ELSE IF(X2. GE. Xl(l)) THEN 
L=O 
END IF 
XGN=(XI(I+ I-L)-X2)/DX 
P2=PI(I+ I-L)-(Pl([+ I-L)-PI(I-L))*XGN 
1IL2=IILI(I+ I-L)-(IILI(I+ I-L)-IILI(I-L))*XGN 
VF2=VFI(I+ I-L)-(VFI(I+ I-L)-VFI(I-L))*XGN 
TL2=IIL2/CPL 
lIG2=HGI(I+ I-L)-(IIGI(I+ I-L)-IIGI(I-L))*XGN 
TG2=IIG2/CPG 
IIGL2=IIG2-IIL2 
BN2=BNI(I+ I-L)-(BNI(I+ I-L)-BNI(I-L))*XGN 
U2=Ul(l+ I-L)-(Ul(l+ I-L)-UI(I-L))*XGN 
RG2=IE5*P2/(RGC*TG2) 
CG2=SQRT(FI*RGC*TG2) 
R2=VF2*RG2+(I-VF2)*RL 
A2= I/SQRT(R2*(VF2/(RG2*CG2**2)+(I-VF2)/(RL*CL**2)))- 
I F(VF2. G E. 1. ) T1 I EN 
IIENU2=0.0 
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QIG2=0.0 
E LS EI F(VF2. LT. 1. ) TI I EN 

C NUCLEATION""" 
IF(I11(1). EQ. -YES') THEN 
TR=TL2 
CALL NOSUBT(rR, PS, RGS) 
IF((PS/P2). LE. I. ) THEN 
IIENU2=0.0 
ELSE IF((PS/P2). GT. I. ) THEN 

C CALL NOSUBW(P2, TS) 
C- SIG =. 2358*(I-TS[rC)**1.2560(1-. 625*(I-TS[rC)) 

RC=2*S[G"IE-5/((PS-P2)*(I-RGS, /RL)) 
GE=4.1888*SIG*RC**2 
ANO= RL*(I-VF2)*AC/WNI 
IIENU2=ANO**(2. /3. )*S*SQRT(. 955*SIGOACI'(%ViNI*F))*4jDlA'I 
IEXP((-I)*(GEOFi(BCI"rL2))) 
END IF 
ELSE IF(III(i). EQ. 'NOO')TIIEN 
IIENU2=0.0 
END IF -ý-"-. QIG2=3.9*BN2**(2. /3. )*VF2**(I. /3. )*UN*CK"(rL2-TG2) 
END IF 
GNIN2=IIENU2*4.1888*RC**3*RGS*F 
BCE2=GE*IIENU2*IE-3*F 
GNI[2=QIG2/IIGL2 
CALL FRICrION(RL, RG2, R2, D[A, U2, DVL, DVG, VF2,1'W2) 
EX2=(G, %112+G, NIN2)*(I/RG2-1/RL)+(BCE2+TW2*RG2oU201E-3*VF2/R2) 

1/(CPG*RG2*TG2) 
I F(I. EQ. 0) GO TO 67 
P(I)=(132+(R2*A2), '(RIOAI)*Pl +R2*A2*'IE-5"(Ul +AIOEXIODT-U2 

-I +A2*EX2*D-r+(TW2i'R2-TWI, 'Rl)*DT))'(1 + R2*A2, '(RI*Al)) 
205 U([)=(PI-13(i))"IE5/(RI*Al)+UI+AI*EXI*D'F-TWI*DTiRt 

X4=Xl(l)-U(I)*DT 
XGN=(X4-XI), '(X2-XI) 
1IL4=(IIL2-IILI)*XGN+IILI 
P4 = (P2-Pl)*XGN + PI 
lIG4=(IIG2-t[Gl)*XGN+IIGI 
tiGL4=IIG4-IIL4 
TG4=IIG4/'CPG 
TL4=IIL4/CPL 
VF4=(VF2-VFI)OXGN+VFI 
U4 = (U2-U 1)*XGN +UI 
BN4 = (BN2-BN 1)*XGN + BN I 
CG4=SQRT(FI*RGC*TG4) 
RG4 =I E5* P4/(RG C*TG4) 
R4 = VF4 * RG 4+ (I -VF4)* RL 

202 B=VF4*(I-VF4)*(RG4*CG4**2-RL*CL**2)i'(RG4*CG4**2*RLOCL**2) 
IF(VF4. GE. I. ) THEN 
IIENU4=0.0 
QIG4=0.0 
ELSE IF(VF4. LT. I. ) THEN 

C NUCLEATION***! *******************************************0 
IF(III(l). EQ. 'YES') THEN 
TR=TL4 
CALL NOSUBT(rR, PS, RGS) 
I F((PS/P4). L E. 1. ) TI I EN 
IIENU4=0.0 
E LS EI F((PS/P4). GT. 1. ) T1 I EN 

C CALL NOSUBW(P4, TS) 
C SIG =. 2358*(I-TSfrC)**1.256*(I-. 625*(I-TS[rC)) 

RC=2*SIG*IE-5/((PS-P4)*(I-RGS/RL)) 
GE=4.1888*SIG*RC**2 
ANO = RL*(l -VF4)*AC/NVM 
IIENU4=ANO**(2. /3. )*S*SQRT(. 955*SIG*AC/(%VNI*F))*4/DIA* 

IEXP((-l)*(GE*F/(BC*TL4))) 
END IF 
ELSE IF(III(l). EQ. 'NOO')TIIEN 
IIENU4=0.0 
END IF 
QIG4=3.9*BN4**(2. /3. )*VF4**(I. /3. )*UN*CK*(TL4-TG4) 
END IF 
GMN4=IIENU4*4.1888*RC**3*RGS*F 
BCE4=GE*IIENU4*IE-3*F 
GM14=QIG4/IIGL4 
CALL FRICTION(RL, RG4, R4, DIA, U4, DVL, DVGVF4, TW4) 
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EX4 = R4*(GN114+ GNIN4), '(RG4*RL)+ (BCE4+ U4*TW4*RG4*VF4*IE-3/R4) 
I *(I-VF4)/(RG4*CPG*TG4) 
VF(I)=VF4+ B*(P(l)-P4)*IE5+ EX4*DT 
IF(VF(l). GT. I.. AND. (VF(i)-t. ). GT. 1 E4) THEN 
DT = DT/2 
GO TO 6 
ELSE IF(ABS(VF(i)-l. ). LE. IE4)TIIEN 
VF(I) = 1. 
END IF 
IF(VF4. LT. I. ) THEN 
BN(I)= BN4+ BN4/VF4*(VF(i)-VF4)+ BN4*IESi'(CG4**2*RG4)-(P(l)-P4)+ 

I(IIENU4-BN4! (RG4*VF4)*(G, \114+G, \IN4+(BCE4+U4*'nV4*RG4*VF4-IE-3/R4)/ 
2(CPG*TG4)))*DT 
[IL(I)=(P(l)-P4)*100/'RL+IIL4-(BCE4-U4MV4*RL*(I-VF4)*IE-3,, R4)-DT/ 

l(RL*(I-VF4)) 
E LS EI F(VF4. G E. 1. ) T1 I EN 
IIL (1) =II L4 + (P(l)- P4)* I E2/RL + U4 *TW4 *I E-3 * DT/ R4 
BN([)=O. O 
END IF 
TL(I)= II L(1), ýCPL 
IIG([)=IIG4+(P(l)-P4)*IE2iýRG4+(BCE4+U4*TW4*RG4*VF4*IE-3lR4)*DT 

I/I(RG4*VF4) 

TG([)=IIG(l), 'CPG 
RG(I)=IE5*P(l), '(RGC*TG(l)) 
IF(IFG(l). LT. O. O)T'YPE*, l 
CG(I)=SQRTCI'G(I)*FI*RGC) 
R(I)=RG(I)*VF([)+(I-VF(i))*RL 
I F(VF(l). LT. 0.0. O R. VF(i). G*]F. 1. ) TYPE *, I, F. N, 'VF'. %'F(l), EX4, P(I), K 
IF(RG(l). LT. O. 0) TYPE*, I. TG(l), P(l), 'RG'. NSP. PI(J), K 
A(I)= 1,, SQRT(R(I)*(Vl-(I), '(RG(I)*CG(I)**2)+(I-Vl-*(I)), '(RL*CL$02))) 
IF(I. EQ. J)TIIEN 

C IF(N. EQ. I. AND. Ki. GT. 300)TYPE*, 'PROBLE, \I WITH CIIOKE NIODEL' 
A(l)-A(I)*CD 
GO TO 206 
END IF 
GO TO 4 

67 P([)=R2*A2*IE-S*(EX2*DT*A2-U2+'FNV2*DT/R2)+P2 
U(I) = 0.0 
P4=Pl([) 
U4 = UI(I) 
VF4 = VFI(I) 
II L4 =II LI(I) 
lIG4=IIGI(I) 
R4 = RI (I) 
RG4=RGI(I) 
TG4=TGI(I) 
IIGL4=IIGLI(I) 
CG4=CGI(l) 
BN4 = BN I([) 
TL4=TLI(l) 
GO TO 202 

11 P(I)=1.0133 
N=O 
KI=O 
IF(PI(J). GT. 4. )TIIEN 
SP= 131(j)-I. 

ELSE IF(PI(J). LE. 4. )TIIEN 
SP- 1. 
END IF 
1IL2=IILI(I) 
R2 = Ill (1) 
P2 = PI(I) 
RG2=RGI(l) 
lIG2=IIGI(I) 
IIGL2=IIGLI(l) 
CG2=CGI(I) 
TG2=TGI(I) 
TL2=TLI(l) 
VF2=VFI(I) 
U2=UI(I) 
BN2=BNI(I) 
X2=XI(I) 
GO TO 205 

206 IF(N. EQ. 1) GO TO 132 
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IF((U(I)-A(l)). LE. O. O)GOT04 
P(l) = P(l) +SP 
N=N+l 
GO TO 205 

'132 IF(ABS(U(I)-A(I)). LE. IE-2)TlIEN 
N=O 
GO TO 4 
ELSE IF((U(I)-A(I)). LT-0-0) THEN 
KI=Kl+l 
SP=SP/I. l 
13(1)=P(I)-SP 
GO TO 205 
ELSE IF((U(I)-A(l)). GT. O. 0) THEN 
KI=Kl+l 
SP=SP/I. l 
P(I)=P(I)+SP 
GO TO 205 
END IF 

4 CONTINUE 
DO 5 1=0, J, l 

Pl(l)=P(I) 
UI(I)=U(I) 
IILI(I)=IIL(l) 
IIGI([)= IIG(I) 
IIGLI(I)= IIGL(I) 
Rl([)=R(l) 
VFI(I)=VF(l) 
Al(l)=A(l) 
RG 1 (1) = RG (1) 
TLI(I)=Tt, (I) 
TGI(I)=TG(l) 
CG 1 (1) = CG (1) 
BNI(I)= BN(I) 

5 CONTINUE 
AT=AT+DT 
K=K+l 

c IF(AT. GT. 90E-3) GO TO 10000 
IF (AT. GE. 20. E-3. AND. P(O). LT. I. ) GO TO 10000 
GO TO 7 

10000 END 



CTIIERNIALNON-EQUILIBRIUM NIODEL'EVUT6(, \IOVING INTERFACE). - 
CIIARACTER*3 SWITCII, \ISWrrClIGSWITCII, \IISWITCtIGISWITC112, SNVTRL 
1, APR*3 
REAL Xl(-1: 100), CG(0: 100), U(0: 100), R(0: 100), TGI(0: 100), 

IUI(0: 100), RI(0: 100), TLI(0: 100), TG(0: 100), VFI(0: 100), IILI(0: 100), 
2[IGI(0: 100), IIL(0: 100), IIG(0: 100), VF(0: 100), AI(0: 100), A(0: 100), 
3TL(0: 100), tIGLI(0: 100), IIGL(0: 100), CGI(0: 100), RGI(0: 100), RG(0: 100) 
4, PI(0: 100), P(0: 100), BN(0: 100), BNI(0: 100) 

C**** ***********INITIAL 
SIG=IE-2 
F=1.2 E-3 
FTR= F 
CALL SECA(17R, S) 
S= (I -S)/2. 
CD=I. 
PL = 0.4 
EL=0.2 
PV=O. l 
P, NIX=O. l 
TYPE*, ' F IS ', F, 'CD IS', CD 
SP= 1. 
K=l 
DX =. 005 
RL = 1301.16 
CL = 500. 
AT = 0.0 
N=O 
NI=O 
RG C= 68.77 
CPG =. 67 
CPL=. 1807 
FI= 1.1 
FIG= 1.4 
RGCG = 287. 
CK=7.264E-5 
UN-2. 
WM = 120.91 
AC = 6.022E26 
BC= 1.380662E-23 
DIA=0.034 
IF(EL. NE. O. O)TIIEN 
TY13E*, 'IFhe ambience temperature (in Kelvin) T 
ACCEI`T*. TANIB 
END IF 
IF(PNIX. LT. PL)TIIEN 
TYPE*, 'VE(vclocity slip ratio at the liq. interface) T 
ACCEPT*, VE 
END IF 
KI = PNIX/DX 
K2 - (VNIX + PV)/DX 
J= PL/DX 
OPEN(UNIT = 28, FI LE ='I DL', STATUS -'OLD) 
REWIND(28) 
DO 21=0, KI, 1 
READ(28, *) PI(i), VFI(I), Ul(l), IILI(I), IIGI(I), R[([), Al(l), TLI(i), 

IRGI(I), TGI(I), IIGLI(I), CGI(l) 
BNI(I)=O. O 
CONTINUE 
CLOSE(UNIT=28) 
IF(PV. NE. O. O)TIIEN 
OPEN(UNIT= 29, FILE='IDVI', STATUS -'OLD) 
REWIND(29) 
DO 31= (KI + 1), K2,1 
READ(29, *) PI(i), Ul(l), RGI(i), TGI([), CGI(l) 
CONTINUE 
CLOSE(UNIT=29) 
END IF 
IF(EL. NE. O. O)TIIEN 
DO 41= (K2 + I), J, I 
PI (1) = 1.0 133 
Ul([)=O. O 
RG I ([)= 1.23 
TGI(I)=TANIB 
CG 1 (1) = SQ RT(F IG* RG CG *TA N1 B) 
CONTINUE 
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END IF 
XGB=(PNIX+PV) 
XMB=PMX 
PMB = PI(KI) 
PGB=PI(K2) 
UNIBM=UI(KI) 
UN1BG=UMBM 
UGB=U[(K2) 
BNNIBM=0.0 
VFMBM=VFI(KI) 
IILMBM=IILI(KI) 
IIGMBN1=11GI(KI) 
RNIBNI=RL 
ANIBM=AI(KI) 
TLNIBNI=TLI(KI) 
TGNIB, %I=TGI(KI) 
TGNIBG=TGI(KI) 
RGNIBNI=RGI(KI) 
RGNIBG=RGI(KI) 
[IGLNIBNI=IIGLI(KI) 
CGNIB, NI=CGI(KI) 
CGNIBG=SQR: F(FIG*RGC*TGNIBG) 
TGGBG=TGI(K2) 
RGGBG=RGI(K2) 
CGGBG=SQRT(FIG*RGC"TGGBG) 
IF(EL. NE. 0-0) THEN 
TGGBA =TANI B*(PGB/1.0133)**. 286 
RGGBA= IES*PGB/'(RGCG*TGGBA) 
CGGBA=SQRT(FIG*RGCG*TGGBA) 
END IF 

C*SWITCIINI='INS'WIIEN'I'IIE LIQUID INTERFACE IS STILL INSIDE THE VESSEL 
C*WIIEN THE INTERFACE IS UP TO THE EXIT OF THE VESSEL TllE'NI'SWITCII 
C*IS EQUAL TO OUT THE SAME DEFINITION HOLDS FOR TIIE'G'SWI'IFCII 
C*WIIEN ANY OFTHE INTERFACES(I-IQUID OR VAPOR) WHICH ARE INITIALLY 
C*INSIDE, REACII THE EXIT SWITCIII(NI OR G) WILL SWITCH TIIE CONTROL OF 
C*TIIE PROGRAM TO A SPECIAL PART WHICH CONTROLS TIlE NEXT TIME STEP 
C*SWITCIIS 2 AND TRI, ARE USED AS SPECIAL ITERATION INTICATORS 

IF(EL. EQ. 0.0) TIIEN 
I F(PV. EQ. 0.0) TI I EN 
TYPE*, 'I'his is a full vessel BLOWDOWN simulation' 
SWITCIIM='OUT' 
SWITCIIG ='OUT' 
XMA=XNIB 
XGA=XGB 
ELSE IF(PV. NE. O. 0) THEN 
TYPE*, 'Fhis is a partially full vessel (', PNIX, liquid level) 
I BLOWDOWN simulation' 
SWITCIINI='INS' 
SWITCIIG='OUT' 
XGA=XGB 
END IF 
ELSE IF(EL. NE. O. O)TIIEN 
IF(PV. NE. O. 0) TYPE*, Mis is apartially full vessel (', PNIX, 

Iliquid level) with extension pipework (', EL, m) BLOWDOWN 
2 simulation' 
I F(PV. EQ. 0.0) TYPE*, Mis is a full vessel with extension 

I pipework (', EL, 'm) BLOWDOWN simulation' 
SWITCIIM='INS' 
SWITCIIG='INS' 
END IF 
SWITCHMI ='NFS' 
SWITCIIGI='NFS' 
SWITCII2='ON2' 
SNVTRL='OFF' 
TYPE*. 'rhe liquid interface is ', SWITCHM, 
I'the vapor interface is ', SWITCIIG, 'the liquid No of 
2 nodes is ', Kl, ' and the vapor and total ones are ', (PV/DX), ' and 
Yj 
TYPE*, 'rhe portions of liquid and vapor into the vessel and the 
I total length are ', PMX, PV, PL, ' and the space interval is 
2, DX 

C**** ******** ***TIME 
61 F(AT. LE. 6E-3) DT = 5E-7 

IF(AT. GT. 6E-3) DT=5E-6 
IF(PI(O). LE. IE-IAND. (PM-PI(O)). GE. O. 0) DT=5E-7 



IF(PI(O). LE. IE-2. AND. (PM-PI(O)). GE. O. 0) DT=IE-8 
IF(PI(O). LE. IE-I. AND. (PM-PI(O)). LT. O. 0) DT=5E-7 
pim = PI(o) 

7 DO 9 I= 0, J, l 
C*************** INTERFACE*********************************** 
8 IF(I. EQ. O. AND. SWITCIINI. EQ. 'INS)TIIEN 

XNIA=UNIBM*DT+XMB 
IF(XNIA. GT. PL)TIIEN 
DT=(PL-XNlB)j'UMBlNl 
XMA = PL 
T"YPE*, 'NI INTERFACE IS OUT', K, (AT+ DT) 
SWITCtli%l='OUT' 
SWITCIIINII ='FST' 
END IF 
NI I =X, 'vlB/DX 

I F(I NT(XNI B,, DX). EQ. (XNI B/DX)) INI I= XNI B/DX-1 
XI(1-1)=NII*DX 
X1 = (XNIA/D'r-UNIBNI-A. \IB, \l 

I XNI B)))'(1 / DT + (U I(NI 1) + AI(, NI I)-UNI BM -ANl BNI), '(X I(I -1)-X, \l 13)) 
ll-(XI. LT. XI(1-1)) THEN 
XI = 
I-AI(M 1)), '(I/DT+ (Ul(, \l 1) + AI(Nll)-Ul(, Nl I -1)-A[(, Nl 1-1))/DX) 
IF(XI. GT. X, \IB) TYI)E*, 'KAIKES', l 
IF(XI. LT. (Xl([-I)-DX)) T"YPE*, 'NOI', K, l 
XNG=(XI(1-1)-XI), 'DX 
Pl PI(Nll)-(PI(Nll)-131(, \11-1))*XNG 
Ul UI(Nil)-(UI(Nil)-Ul(iNfl-1))*XNG 
IIGI IIGI(. Nll)-(IIGI(, \11)-IIGI(, Nll-l))OXNG 

BNI = BNI(i\ll)-(BNI(, \11)-BNI(NII-1))OXNG 
TGI = IIGIjCPG 
%'Fl =VFI(, \11)-(VFI(, Nll)-VFI(, Nll-l))*XNG 
RG I=I E5* 111,; (RGC*TG 1) 
CGI=SQRT(FI*RGC*TGI) 
Rl = VFl * RG I+ (I -VFI)* RL 
IIGLI=tIGI-IILl 
GO TO 10 

END IF 
XNG=(XNlB-Xl)'(X, \IB-XI(I-1)) 
P1 Pi\IB-(I', \IB-PI(i\tl))*XNG 
Ul UNIB, *vl-(U, \IB, \I-Ul(. \11))*XNG 
IIGI IIGMBNI-(IIGNlBi\l-llGl(, \, 11))OXNG 
IILl IILNIBLNI-(IILNlB, \I-IILI(Nit))*XNG 
BNI BN, \IB, \I-(BNMB'*I-BNI(ivil))*XNG 
TGI=IIGI/'CPG 
TLI=IILI/CPL 
RGI=IE5*Pl/(RGC*TGI) 
CGI =SQR'I'(FI*RGC*TGI) 
VFl =VFMBM-(VFMBi*vl-VFI(, Nll))*XNG 
Rl =VFI*RGI +(I-VFI)*RL 
IIGLI=IIGI-IILI 

10 Al = I/SQRT(Rl"(VFI/(RGI*CGI**2)+(I-Vf-'I), '([tL*CL**2))) 
IF(VFI. GE. I. ) THEN 
IIENUI=0.0 
QIGI=0.0 
ELSE IF(VFI. LT. I. )TIIEN 

NUCLEATION 
ITRIAL=TLI 
CALL NOS U BTCITRIA L, PS, RGS) 
IF((PS/Pl). LE. I. ) THEN 
IIENUI=0.0 
E LS EI F((PS/P I). GT. 1. ) TI I EN 
RC =2*SIG*IE -5/((PS -P 1) * (I - RG S/RL)) 
GE=4.1888*SIG*RC**2 
ANO=RL*(I-VFI)*AC/WM 
IIENUI= AN 0** (2. /3. ) *S *SQ RT(. 9 55 $SIG *A C/(%V NI * F)) * 4/1) IA 0 

lexp((-I)*(GE*F/(BC*TLI))) 
END IF 
QIGI=3.9*BNI**(2. /3. )*VFI**(I. /3. )*UN*CKO(rLI-TGI) 
END IF 
GMNI=IIENUI*4.1888*RC**3*RGS*F 
BCEl =GE*IIENUI*F*IE-3 
GMII=QIGI/tIGLI 
EXI =(GMII +GMNI)*(I/RGI-I/RL)+BCEI/(CPG*RGI*TGI) 
IF(SWITCIIMI. EQ. FST')TIIEN 
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PMA=1.0133 
N=O 
SP= 1. 
UNIAM =(PI-PMA)*IE5/'(RI*Al)+ Ul +AI*EXI*DT 

IF(VFMBM. GE. I. )TIIEN 
IIENU4=0.0 
QIG4=0.0 
ELSE IF(WIMBINUT. I. ) TI IEN 

NUCLENFION 

12 

TTRIAL=TLMBM 
CALL NOS U BT(ITRIAL, PS, RGS) 
IF((PS/PMB). LE. I. )TIIEN 
IIENU4=0.0 

ELSE IF((PSIPNIB). GT. I. )TIIEN 
RC=2*SIG*IE-5i'((PS-PiNIB)*(I-RGS; RL)) 
GE=4.1888*SIG*RC**2 
ANO=RL*(I-VFNIB, Nl)*AC/WNI 
IIENU4=ANO**(2. /3. )*S*SQRT(. 955*SIG*AC/(NVNI*F))*4/D[A- 

lcxp((-I)*(GE*F/(BC*TLMB, 'Ni))) 
END IF 
QIG4=3.9*BN, NIBNI**(2. /3. )*VF, NIB, Nl**(I. /3. )*UN*CK*(rL, NIB, Nt-TG, NIB, Nt) 
END IF 
GMN4= IIENU4*4.1888*RC**3*RGS*F 
BCE4=GE*IIENU4*F*IE-3 
GM[4=QIG4 

, 
JIGLMBM 

EX4=R, NIB, Nl*(GM14+GLNIN4), '(RGNIBM*RL)+ BCE4*(I-VFNIBNl)'(CPG*RG, \IB\I*TG, \IB\i) 
B=VFiNIBM*(I-VFiNIB,, \I)*(RGNIB, \I*CGiNIBNI**2-RL*CL**2),, '(ItG, \IBNI*CG\IB, \I**2*RL* 

I CL**2) 
VFNIANI=VFNIB, \I+B*(P, \IA-P, \IB)*IE5+EX4*DT 
ll'(VFNIA, NI. GT. I.. AND. (VFNIANI-1. ). GT. IE-4)TIIEN 
p-r = DT/2. 
GO TO 7 
ELSE IF(ABS(VFNIANI-1. ). LE. IE4)TIIEN 
VFMAM = 1. 
END IF 
IF(VFMBM. LT. I. )TIIEN 
BNi\IAM=BNMB, \I+BNMBNI/VFiNIB, \I*(VFi\IAM-VFi\IB, \I)+BN, NIBi\I'IES/ 

I(CGNIBM**2*RGi\IB, \I)*(PMA-Pi'vlB)+(IIENU4-BNNIBiN, I/ 
2(RGMBNI*VFNIBM)*(GM[4+Gi'vIN4+BCE4/(CPG*TGMB, \I)))*DT 

IILNIANI=IILMBNI+(PMA-PMB)*IE2/'RL-BCE4*DT/(RL*(I-VF-'NiB, \I)) 
ELSE IF(VFMB, \I. GE. I. )TIIEN 
IILNIANI=IILNIBi\l+(Pi\IA-PMB)*IE2i'RL 
BNMAM=0.0 
END IF 
TLMAM=IILMANI/CPL 
IIGMAM= IIGMB, \I+(Pi\IA-Pi\IB)*IE2/RG, \IBNl+ BCE4*DT/(RGi%IBNI*VFNIBI\I) 
IIGLMAM=IIGNIAM-IILMAM 
TGNIAM=IIGNIAMJCPG 
RG MAM =I E5* PMA/(RG C*TG MANI) 
CGi\IAM=SQRT(RGC*FI*TGMAM) 
RMANI=VFMAM*RGNIAM+(I-VFMANI)*RL, 
AMAM= I /SQ RT(RMAM *(VFMANI/(RG NIAM* CG MAM *2) +(1 -VFMAM),! (RL- CL- -2))) 
IF((UMANI-AMAM). LE. O. O. AND. N. EQ. 0) GO TO 23 
IF(N. EQ. 1) GO TO 12 
PMA=PMA+SP 
N=N+l 
GO TO 11 
IF(ABS(UMAM-AMAM). LE. I. E-3) THEN 
N=O 
GO TO 23 

ELSE IF((UMAM-AMAM). LT. O. 0) THEN 
SP=SP/I. l 
PMA=PMA-SP 
GO TO 11 
ELSE IF((UMAM-AMAM). GT. O. 0) TI IEN 
SP=SP/I. l 
PMA=PMA+SP 
GO TO 11 
END IF 
END IF 
IF(SWITCIIG. EQ. 'INS'. OR. SWITC[IGI. EQ. 'FSTITIIEN 
XGA=UGB*DT+XGB 
IF(XGA. GT. PL)TIIEN 
DT=(PL-XGB)/UGB 
XGA = PL 



TYPE*, 'G INTERFACE IS OUT', K, (AT+ DT) 
SWITCIIG='OUT' 
SWITCHG I ='FST' 
GO TO 8 
END IF 
IF(SWITCIIGI. EQ. 'NFS') THEN 
M2=XGBIIDX 
XI(1+1)=(M2+1)*DX 
X2= (XGA/DT-UGB + CGGBA+ XGB*((Ul(N112+ I)-CGI(, NI2+ I)-UGB+ CGGBA)/ 

I(XI(I + I)-XGB)))/(I/DT+ (UI(M2+ I)-CGI(, '*12+ I)-UGB+ CGGBA)j 
2(XI(1+1)-XGB)) 
IF(X2. LT. XGB) T"YPE*, 'KAIKES', K, l 
IF(X2. GT. PL) THEN 
SWITC112='NO2' 
FKI =(U(J)-CG(J)-UI(J)+ CGI(J))/'DT 
I-, K2=AT+DT 
FK3= U(J)-CG(J)-2*FKI*FK2 
FK4=XGA-PL-FK2*(U(J)-CG(J))+ FKI*FK2**2 

IF(FKI. EQ. 0.0) THEN 
P2 P(J) 
U2 U(J) 
TG2=TG(J) 
RG2=RG(J) 
CG2=CG(J) 

ELSE IF(FKl. NE. 0.0)TIIEN 
T2Tl = (-FK3 + SQ RT(FK3 * *2-4* FKI *F K4)), '(2* FK 1) 
T2T2 = (-FK3-SQ RT(FK3 * *2-4* FK I* FK4)), '(2* FK 1) 
T2 = 0.0 
I F(r2Tl. G E-AT. AND. T2TI. LE. FK2) T2 - T2TI 
IF(r2T2. GE. AT. AND. T2T2. LE. FK2) T2=T2T2 
IF(r2. EQ. 0.0) TYPE*. 'IN'TERFACE T2 FAULSE-AIR', K, l 
'FA=(r2-FK2), D'r 
P2 = (1)(J)-PI(J))*TA + P(J) 
U2 = (U(J)-U l(J))*TA + U(J) 
TG2 = (rG(J)-TG I(J))*TA + TG(J) 
RG2=IE5*P2/(RGCG*TG2) 
CG2=SQRT(RGCG*FIG*TG2) 

END IF 
UCTR=U(J)-CG(J) 
GO TO 13 
ELSE IF(X2. LE. PL) THEN 
IF(X2. G, r. xi(i + 1)) TI IEN 
X2= (XGA/DT-Ul(i%12 + 1)+ CGI(N12+ 1)+Xl(l + 1)0((UI(NI2+ 2)-CGI(, %12+2)- 

IUI(NI2+ 1)+ CGI(M2+ 1))/DX))/'(I,, DT+ (UI(l'vI2 + 2)-CGI(, \12+ 2)-Ul("VI2+ 1)+ 
2CGI(M2+1))i'DX) 
IF(X2. GT. (XI(i + 1)+ DX)) T"YPE*, 'N02', K, i 
XNG = (X2-XI(I + 1))/DX 
P2= PI(NI2+ 1)+ (PI(NI2+2)-PI(NI2+ 1))*XNG 
U2= UI(M2+ 1)+ (UI(M2+ 2)-UI(M2+ 1))*XNG 
TG2=TGI(NI2+ 1)+ (-rGI(M2+ 2)-TGI(M2+ 1))*XNG 
RG2 =I E5* P2/(RG CG *TG2) 
CG2=SQRT(RGCG*FIG*TG2) 
GO TO 13 

ELSE IF(X2. LE. XI(1+1))TI[EN 
XNG = (XI(I + I)-X2)/(XI(I + I)-XGB) 
P2 = PI(NI2+ I)-(PI(M2+ I)-PGB)*XNG 
U2= UI(NI2 + I)-(UI(M2+ I)-UGB)OXNG 
TG2=TGI(M2+ I)-(rGI(M2+ I)-TGGBA)*XNG 
CG2=SQRT(rG2*RGCG*FIG) 
RG2= IE5*P2/(RGCG*TG2) 

END IF 
END IF 
END IF 

13 IF(XGB. EQ. XMB) GO TO 14 
IF(((XGB-XMB)/DX). LE. I. ) THEN 
X12 = (XMA/DT-UMBG + CGMBG +XMBO(UMBG-CGMBG-UGB + CGGBG)j'(XMB-XGB))/ 

1((UMBG-CGMBG-UGB + CGGBG)/(XMB-XGB)+ I/DT) 
ELSE IF(((XGB-XMB)/DX). GT. I. ) TI IEN 
M2=XMB/DX 
XI(1+1)=(M2+1)*DX 
X12= (XMA/DT-UMBG + CGMBG +XMB*(UI(M2+ I)-CGI(M2+ I)-UNIBG + CGNIBG)/ 

I(XI(I + I)-XMB))/((UI(M2+ I)-CGI(M2+ I)-UMBG + CGMBG), (XI(i + I)-XMB) 
2+1/DT) 
IF(XI2. GT. XGB) TYPE*, 'INT. M-XI2-WRONG' 
IF(XI2. GT-XI(I + 1)) THEN 
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IF(XGB. GT. (XI(I + 1)+ DX)) THEN 
X12=(XMA/DT-UI(M2+ 1)+CGI(NI2+ 1)+Xl(l+ 1)*((U[(N12+2)-CGI(NI2+2)- 
I UI(NI2+ 1)+ CGI(M2+-I))/DX))I'(I/DT+ (UI(NI2+ 2)-CGI(NI2+ 2)-UI(NI2+ 1)+ 
2CGI(M2+ I))/DX) 
IF(XI2. GT. XGB. OR. XI2. GT. (Xl(l+ 1)+ DX)) TYPE*, 'INT. Nl-XI2-WRONGI' 
ELSE IF(XGB. LE. (XI(1+1)+DX))TI[EN 
X12=(XNIA/DT-UI(M2+ 1)+ CGI(NI2+ 1)+Xl(l+ 1)*(UGB-CGGBG-UI(NI2+ 1)+ 
ICGI(M2+ 1))i'(XGB-Xl(l+ 1)))/(I/DT+(UGB-CGGBG-UI(NI2+ 1)+CGI(, \12+ 1))/ 
2(XGB-Xl([+I))) 
END IF 
END IF 
IF(X[2. GT. XGB) TYPE*, 'INT. Ni-XI2-WRONG2' 
END IF 
IF(XI2. LT. XMB) TYPE*, 'OUT OF RANGE N12', CGGBG, CGI(NI2+ I), CGNIBG, 

ICGI(M2+2) 
IF(XI2. GT. XGB)TtIEN 
Xll=(XGA/DT-UNIBG-CG, \IBG+X, *vlB*(U, \IBG+CGNIBG-UGB-CGGBG), '(XNIB-XGB)) 

I /((UNIBG + CGNlBG-UGB-CGGBG), '(XNIB-XGB)+ I/DT) 
IF(XII. GT. XGB)TYPE*, 'OUTOF RANGE Gl' 
IF(XII. GE. XNIB)TIIEN 
XNG=(XNIB-XII), '(X, NIB-XGB) 
PI I PNI B-(PNI B-PG B)*XNG 
Ull UNIBG-(Ui\IBG-UGB)*XNG 
TGII =TGNIBG-(TG, \IBG-TGGBG)*XNG 
RGII = IE5*Pll/(RGC*TGII) 
CGII =SQRT(RGC*FIG*TGII) 
ELSE IF(XII. LT. Xi\IB)TIIEN 

14 IF(NI. EQ. 0) THEN 
1311=P, \IB 
UII=UNIBG 
RGII=RG, \IBG 
TGII =TG, \IBG 
CGII=CG, \IBG 
XII=XNIB 
NI=2 
UCIFL=U, %IBG+CGMBG 
S\VTRL='ONN' 
GO TO 15 
ELSE IF(NI. EQ. 2) THEN 
UCA-U, 'vIAG+CGMAG 
UCB=UMBG+CGNIBG 
NUMBER= I 

CALL INTRPL(NUMBER, UCA, UCBXGAXNIAXNIB, DTATXIITIIXNG) 
PIl PMA-(PMA-Pl'vIB)*XNG 
Ull UNIAG-(UNIAG-UNIBG)*XNG 
TGII =TGNIAG-(YGMAG-TGMBG)*XNG 
CGH =SQRT(RGC*FIG*TGII) 
RGII = IES*Pil/(RGC*TGII) 
UCTL=UCA 
SWTRL ='ONN' 
END IF 
END IF 

15 IF(SWITCtIGI. EQ. 'FST') THEN 
PGA = 1.0 133 
SP=I. 
N=O 

16 UGA=(Pil-PGA)*IES/(RGII*CGII)+UII 

_TGGAG=TGGBG*(PGA/PGB)**. 
286 

CGGAG =SQRT(FIG*RGC*TGGAG) 
IF((UGA-CGGAG). LE. O. O. AND. N. EQ. 0) GO TO IS 

IF(N. EQ. I) GO TO 17 
PGA=PGA+SP 
N=N+l 
GO TO 16 

17 'IF(ABS(UGA-CGGAG). LE. IE-3)TIIEN 
N=O 
GO TO 18 

. "i, ELSE IF((UGA-CGGAG). LT. O. O)TIIEN 
SP=SP/I. l 
PGA = PGA-SP 
GO TO 16 

ELSE IF((UGA-CGGAG). GT. O. O)TIIEN 
SP=SP/I. l 
PGA=PGA+SP 
GO TO 16 



END IF 
18 RGGAG=IE5*PGA/(RGC*TGGAG) 

ELSE I F(SWITCl IG I. EQ. 'NFS) TI I EN 
PGA = (P2 + RG2 *CG2* PI I /(RG II* CG 11) + RG2* CG2* I E-5*(UI I -U2))/ 

I (I + RG2*CG2/(RGII *CGII)) 
UGA = (PI I -PGA)* I E5,, (RG II* CG 11) +UII 
TGGAG = TGG BG *(PGAiPG B)* *. 286 
RGGAG =I E5* PGA/(RGC*TGGAG) 
CGGAG = SQRT(FIG * RGC*TGGAG) 
TGGAA = TGG BA*(PGAJPG B)* *. 286 
RGGAA =I E5* PGA/(RG CG *TGGAA) 
CGGAA=SQRT(rGGAA*F[G*RGCG) 
END IF 
UCA = UGA-CGGAG 
UCB=UGB-CGGBG 
NUNIBER=2 

CALL INTRPL(NU, \IBER, UCA, UCBXi\IAXGAXGB, DT. AT,, XI2, Tl2XNG) 
P12 = PGA-(PGA-PG B)*XNG 
U12 = UGA-(UGA-UG B)*XNG 
TG12=TGGAG-(TGGAG-TGGBG)*XNG 
RG12= IE5*PI2,, (RGC*TG12) 
CG12=SQRT(RGC*FIG*TG12) 
P, \IA=(P[2+RG12*CG12*Pl/'(RI*AI*VE)+ RG12*CG[2*IE-5/ 

I VE*(UI+AI*EXI*DT-UI2*VE)), '(I+RG12*CGI2, '(RI*AI*VE)) 
UNIANI=(PI-PMA)*IE5, '(Rl*Al)+UI+AI*EXIOI)T 
UNIAG = UNIAM/VE 
IF(VF, \IB. \I. GE. I. ) THEN 
IIENU4=0.0 
QIG4=0.0 
ELSE IF(VFNIB', \I. LT. I. )TIIEN 

NUCLEATION 
ITRIAL=TL, \IB, \l 
CALL NOSUBT(rTRIAL, PS. RGS) 
IF((PS, 'P, \IB). LE. I. )TIIEN 
IIENU4=0.0 
ELSE IF((PSjVNIB). GT. I. )TIIEN 
RC= 2*S[G* I E-5/((PS-P, % 

, 
IB)*(I-RGSiRL)) 

GE=4.1888*SIG*RC**2 
ANO=RL*(I-VFNIB, Nl)*AC/WM 
IIENU4=ANO**(2. /3. )*S*SQRT(. 955*SIG*AC/'(%Vi'vl*F))-4/DIA* 

lexp((-I)*(GE*F/(BC*TLNIBM))) 
END IF 
QIG4=3.9*BNNIBM**(2. /3. )*VFNIB, *vl**(I. /3. )*UN*CK*(rL, -, IB, %I-TGNIB"vl) 
END IF 
GNIN4=IIENU4*4.1888*RGS*RC**3*F 
BCE4=GE*IIENU4*IE-3*F 
GlN114=QIG4/IIGLlPvIB, NI 
EX4=RNIBM*(GM[4+GNIN4), '(RG, NlBi%I*RL)+BCE4*(I-VFNIBiNI) 

1/(RGMB, %I*CPG*TGNlBM) 
B=VFNIBM*(I-VFNIB, Nl)*(RGMB, %I*CGNIBM**2-RL*CLO$2) 

I /(RGMBi*vl*CGNIBi%l**2*RL*CL*"2) 
VFMAM=VFNIBM+B*(PMA-PNIB)*IE5+EX4*DT 
IF(VFMAM. GT. I.. AND. (VFNIAM-1. ). GT. IE-4)TIIEN 
DT = DT/2. 
GO TO 7 
ELSE IF(ABS(VFNIANI-1. ). LE. IE-4)TIIEN 
VFNIAM = 1. 
END IF 
IF(VFMBM. LT. I. ) THEN 
BNMAM = BNMBM + BNNIBM/VFMBM*(VFNIAM-VFMBNI)+ BNNIBM*IE5/ 

I(CGMBM**2*RGNIBNI)*(PMA-P, NIB)+ (IIENU4-BNi%IBNt/ 
2(RGNIBM*VFMBM)*(GM14+ GMN4+ BCE4jl(CPG*TG, *vIBNI)))*DT 

IILNIAM = IILMBM + (PMA-Pi%IB)*IE2/RL-BCE4*DT/(RL*(I-VFMBM)) 
ELSE IF(VFMBM. GE. I. )TIIEN 
I-ILMAM = IILMBNI + (PMA-PMB)*l E2/RL 
BNMAM = 0.0 
END IF 
TLMAM=IILNIAM/CPL 
IIGMAM=IIGMBNI+(PNIA-P, 'YIB)*IE2/RGMB, %I+ BCE4*DT/(RGNIBNI*VFMBM) 
IIGLMAM=IIGMAM-IILMAM 
TGMAM=IIGMAM/CPG 
RGMAM= IES*PMA/(RGC*TGMAM) 
CGMAM=SQRT(FI*RGC"TGMAM) 
RMAM=VFMAM*RGNIAM+(I-VFNIAM)*RL 
AMAM- I/SQRT(RMANI*(VFMAM/(RGNIANI*CGNIANIO*2)+(I-VFMAM) 
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,! 'r . 

fi ý- ;, 

1/(RL*CL"*2))) 
TGNIAG=TGMANI 
RGMAG=RGMANI 
CGNIAG = SQRT(F[G*RGC*TGNIAG) 

IF(SWTRL. EQ. 'ONN') THEN 
UCrLC=UMAG+CGNIAG 

IF(ABS(UCTL-UCTLC). GT. IE-3) THEN 
GO TO 14 
ELSE IF(ABS(UCrL-UCrLC). LE. IE-3)TIIEN 
ISNVTRL='OFF' 
NI=O 
END IF 
END IF 
GO TO 23 
ELSE IF(X[2. LE. XGB)TIIEN 
IF(((XGB-XNIB) , 

DX). 1, E. 1. ) TI I EN 
XN G= (XNI B -X I 2), '(X 1\ IB -XG B) 
P12=P, \IB-(PNIB-13(jB)*XNG 
U12= Ui\113G-(U, \IBG-UGB)*XNG 
TG12=TG, \IBG -(TG, \IBG-TGGBG)*XNG 
RG12= IES*PI2, (RGC*TG12) 
CG12=SQRT(Tijl2*FIG*RGC) 

ELSE IF(((XGB-XMB), DX). GT. I')TIIEN 
IF(XI2. LE. Xl(l + 1)) THEN 

XNG=(XI(1+1)-XI2), (XI(1+1)-XNIB) 
P12= PI(M2+ I)-(PI(NiI2+ I)-P, \IB)*XNG 
U12= UI(NI2+ l)-(Ul(M2+ I)-UNIBG)*XNG 
TG12=TGI(, NI2+ I)-(YGI(. \12+ I)-TG, \IBG)*XNG 
RG12=IES*P[2i, (RGC*TG12) 
CG[2=SQRT(RGC*FIG*TG12) 

ELSE IF(XI2. G'I'. XI(1+1). ANI). XGB. GT. (Xl([+I)+DX))TIIEN 
XNG = (X I 2-X I (I + 1))'DX 
P 12 PI (NI 2+ 1) + (PI (\ 12 + 2)- PI(, \ 12 + 1))*XNG 
U 12 UI (M 2+ 1) + (U I (M 2+ 2)-U I (M 2+ 1))*XNG 
TQ 12 = TG I (, vI 2+ 1) + (TG I (, \ 12 + 2)-TG I (, NI 2+ 1))*XNG 
RG12= IE5*PI2/(RGC*TG12) 
CG[2=SQRT(RGC*TG12"F[G) 

ELSE IF(XI2. GT. Xl(l + 1). AND. XGB. LE. (Xl([+ 1)+ DX)) THEN 
XNG - (X12-XI(I + 1))'(XGB-XI(i + 1)) 
P12= PI(NI2+ 1)+ (PGB-PI(i\12+ 1))*XNG 
U12= UI(M2+ 1)+ (UGB-Ul(, \12+ 1))*XNG 
TG12='rG[(M2+ 1)+ (rGGBG-TGI(M2+ 1))*XNG 
RG12= IE5*PI2 , l(RGC*TG12) 
CG12=SQRT(RGC*FIG*TG[2) 

END IF 
END IF 
PMA=(P12+RG12*CG12*Pl/(RI*AI*VE)+RG12*CG[2*IE-5/VE 

1*(UI+AI*EXI*DT-UI2*VE)), '(I+RG12*CG12/'(RI*AI*VE)) 
UMAM=(PI-PMA)*IE5 j '(RI*Al)+Ul +AI*EXI*DT 
UNIAG=UMANI/VE 
IF(VFMBM. GE. I. ) THEN 
IIENU4=0.0 
QIG4=0.0 
ELSE IF(VFMBNI. LT. I. )TIIEN 

C*************** NUCLEATION 
TTRIAL=TLNIBM 
CALL NOS U BT(T-FRIA L, PS, RGS) 
IF((PS/PNIB). LE. I. ) THEN 
IIENU4=0.0 
ELSE IF((PS/Pi\, IB). PT. I. ) TtIEN 
RC=2*SIG*IE-51'((PS-PNIB)*(I-RGSIRL)) 
GE=4.1888*SIG*RC**2 
ANO= RL*(I-VFMBM)*AC/WM 
IIENU4=ANO**(2. /3. )*S*SQRT(. 955*SIG*AC/(NVM*F))*4/DIA* 

lexp((-I)*(GE*F/(BC*TLNIBM))) 
END IF 
QIG4=3.9*BNMBNI**(2. /3. )*VFNIBM**(I. /3. )*UN*CK*(rLNIB, \I-TGNIBNI) 
END IF 
GMN4=IIENU4*4.1888*RGS*RC**3*F 
BCE4= IIENU4*GE*F*IE-3 
GM14=QIG4/IIGLNIBM 
EX4= RMBM*(GMN4+GM14)i'(RGNIBM*RL)+ BCE4*(I-VFNIBM)/ 

I (RGMBM*CPG*TGNIBM) 
B=VFMBM*(I-VFMBM)*(RGMBM*CGMBNI**2-RL*CL**2)1 

I (RGMBM*CGMBNI**2*RL*CL**2) 



VFNIANI =VFNIBNI + B*(PNIA-PNIB)*IE5+ EX4*DT 
IF(VFMAM. GT. I.. AND. (VFNIANI-1. ). GT. IE-4) THEN 
DT = DT/2 
GO TO 7 
ELSE IF(ABS(VFl\IANl-I. ). LE. I E-4) THEN 
VFNIANI = 1. 
END IF 
IF(VFNIB, \I. LT. I. ) THEN 
BNMANI = BNN113, \I+ BNNIB, \I/VFNIBM*(VFNIANI-VFNlBiNf)+ BN, \IB, \I*IE5/ 

2,, '(CGMBi\l**2*RGNIBi\l) 
1*(Pi'vlA-P, NIB)+ (IIENU4-BN, \IB, 'vli'(RGNIBNI*VFNIBNI)-(GN114+G, \IN4+ BCE4 
2/(CPG*TGNIB, \I)))*DT 

HLNIAM = IILNIBM + (P, \IA-PNIB)*IE2, 'RL-BCE4*DT/(RL*(I-VFNIB, *Vl)) 
ELSE IF(VFNIBM. GE. I. ) THEN 
IILNIANI = IIL, \IB, \l + (I'i\IA-P, \IB)*IE2/RL 
BNNIANI = 0.0 
END IF 
TLNIANI=IIL. \IA, \II! CPL 
IIGNIANI=IIG, \111. \I+(I', \IA-11, MB)*IE2/RGNIB, \I+BCE4*DT/ýý(RG, \IBi\I*VFNIB, \I) 
IIGLNIA. \I=IIGNIA, NI-IILNIA, \l 
TGi\IANI=IIG, \IA, 'vi/CPG 
RG, \IA, \I= IES*I', \IA, '(RGC*TG, \IANI) 
CG, \IAi\I=SQRT(FI*RGC*TG, \IANI) 
RNIANI=RG, \IANI*VF. \IA, \I+(I-VF, \IANI)*RL 
ANIAM= liSQItT(R, \IANI*(\'F, \IANI, '(RG, \IA, \IOCG, \IANl**2)+(I-VF, \IANI), '(RL*CL**2))) 
TGNIAG=TGNlA, \l 
RG, \IAG=RG. \IANI 
CGiNIAG=SQWF(FIG*RGC*TG, \IAG) 
IF(((XGB-X, NIB) DX). LE. I. ) THEN 
Xll=(XGA/DT-U, \IBG-CG, \IBG+X, \IB*(UNIBG+CGý\IBG-UGB-CGGBG), '(XNIB-XGB)) 

I /((Ui\IBG+CG, \IBG-UGB-CGGBG), '(X. \IB-XGB)+I/ýD'r) 
IF(XII. GT. XGB) TVPE*, 'KAIKES' 
IF(XII. GE. X, \IB) MEN 
XNG=(X. \IB-XI I) (X. \IB-XGB) 
1311 P, \IB-(P, \IB-I)GB)*XNG 
Ull U, \IBG-(U. \IBG-UGB)*XNG 
TGII =TG. \IBG-(I'G, \IBG-TGGBG)*XNG 
RGII = IE5*1`11/(RGC*TG11) 
CGII =SQRT(ItGC*F[G*TGII) 

ELSE IF(XII. LT. X, \IB)TIIEN 
UCA=UNIAG+CG, \IAG 
UCB=UNIBG+CGNIBG 
NUNIBER=3 

CALL liNTRIIL(NU, \IBER, UCA, UCBXGAX, \IAX, \IB, D-r. AT.. XIITIIXNG) 
I'l I PMA-(PNIA-1), \l B)*XNG 
Ull UNlAG-(UNIAG-UMBG)*XNG 
TGII =TG, \IAG-(-rG. \IAG-TGi,. IBG)*XNG 
RGII=IE5*Pll , '(RGC*TGII) 
CGII = SQRT(RGC*FIG*TGII) 

END IF 
ELSE IF(((XGB-X, \IB), 'DX). GT. I. )TIIEN 
MI=XGB/DX 
IF(INT(XGB/DX). EQ. (XGBiDX)) N11 -XGB/DX-1 
Xl([-I)=NII*DX 
X11 =(XGA/DT-UGB-CGGBG+XGB*((U[(Ml)+CGI(, \11)-UGB-CGGBG)il(, XI(1-1) 

I-XGB))), '(I/DT+ (UI(Nll)+ CGI(Ml)-UGB-CGGBG), '(Xl([-I)-XGB)) 
IF(XII. L'r. XI(1-1)) TIIEN 
IF(XMB. LT. (XI(1-1)-DX)) THEN 
X11 =(XGA/DT+XI(1-1)*((UI(Nll)+CGI(Nil)-UI(Ml-l)-CGI(NII-1)), 'DX) 

1-UI(Nll)-CGI(Nll)), '(I/DT+(UI(Ml)+CGI(Ml)-UI(Nll-l)-CGI(MI-1))/IDX) 
IF(XII. GT. XGB. OR. XII. LT. (XI(1-1)-DX). OR. Xil. LT. XNIB) 

I TYPE *, 'INT. G-XI -WRONG V 
XNG=(XI(1-1)-XII), IDX 
PII=PI(Ml)-(P[(M I )-PI(MI-1))*XNG 
Ull = UI(Ml)-(U[(Nll)-U[(Nll-l))"XNG 
TGII =TGI(Ml)-(rGI(Ml)-TGI(NII-1))*XNG 
RGII = IES*Pll/(RGC*TGII) 
CGII =SQRT(RGC"FIG*TGII) 

ELSE IF(XMB. GE. (Xl([-I)-DX)) THEN 
X11 =(XGA/DT-UI(Ml)-CGI(Ml)+XI(1-1)*((UI(Ml)+CGI(Ml)-UNIBG-CGNIBG)/ 
i(XI(1-1)-XMB))),, '(I/DT+(UI(Ml)+CGI(i\ll)-UNIBG-CGNIBG), '(XI(i. l)-XNiB)) 

IF(XII. GT. XGB. OR. XII. LT. XNIB) T`YPE*, 'INT. G-XII-WRONG2' 
XNG = (XI(1-1)-Xll)/(Xl([-I)-XNIB) 
pit = PI(Mi)-(PI(Ml)-PMB)*XNG 
Ull = UI(Ml)-(UI(Nll)-UMBG)*XNG 
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TGII =TGI(MI)-(rGI(NII)-TGlNIBG)*XNG 
RGII = IES*Pll/(RGC*TGII) 
CGII =SQRT(RGC*F[G*TGII) 
END IF 
GO TO 71 
ELSE IF(XII. GE. XI(1-1)) THEN 
XNG = (XGB-Xll)/(XGB-XI(I-1)) 
I'll = PGB-(PGB-PI(Nil))*XNG 
Ull = UGB-(UGB-Ul(, Nll))*XNG 
TGII =TGGBG-(rGGBG-TGI(Ml))*XNG 
RGII = IES*Pll/(RGC*TGII) 
CGII =SQRT(RGC*FIG*TGII) 

END IF 
END IF 

71 IF(SWITCIIGI. EQ. 'FST')TIIEN 
PGA= 1.0133 
SP= 1. 
N=O 

19 UGA=(Pil-PGA)*IES, '(RGII*CGII)+UlI 
TGGAG=TGGBG*(PGAiPGB)**. 286 
CGGAG=SQRT(RGC*FIG*TGGAG) 

IF((UGA-CGGAG). LE. O. O. AND. N. EQ. 0) GO TO 21 
IF(N. EQ. 1) GO TO 20 
PGA=PGA+SP 
N=N+l 
GO TO 19 

20 IF(ABS(UGA-CGGAG). LE. IE-3) THEN 
N*=O 
GO TO 21 
ELSE I F((UGA-CG GAG). LT. O. 0) THEN 
SP=SP/I. l 
PGA=PGA-SP 
GO TO 19 

ELSE IF((UGA-CGGAG). GT. O. O)TIIEN 
sp=SI3/1.1 
PGA=PGA+SP 
GO TO 19 
END IF 

21 RGGAG=IE5*PGA/(RGC*TGGAG) 
ELSE IF(SWITCI IGI. EQ. 'NFS') TI IEN 
PGA=(1"2+RG2*CG2*Pll/(RGII*CGII)+RG2*CG2*IE-S*(Ull-U2))/ 

I (I+RG2*CG2/(RGII*CGII)) 
UGA=(PII-I'GA)*IES/(RG[t*CGII)+UlI 
TGGAG =TGGBG*(PGA/PGB)**. 286 
RGGAG =I ES*PGA/(RGc*, rGGAG) 
CGGAG =SQRT(I, -IG*RGC"TGGAG) 
TGGAA =TGGBA*(PGA/PGB)"*. 286 
RGGAA = IES*PGA/(RGCG*TGGAA) 
CGGAA=SQRT(RGCG*FIG*TGGAA) 

END IF 
END IF 
GO TO 23 
ELSE IF(SWITCIIG. EQ. 'OUT')TIIEN 
M2=XMB/DX 
Xl([+I)=(M2+1)*DX 
X2= (XMA/DT-UMBG + CGMBG +XMB*((UI(NI2+ I)-CGI(NI2+ I)-UNIBG CGNiBG)/ 

I (XI(1+1)-XNIB)))i'(I/DT+(U[(M2+1)-CGI(NI2+1)-UNIBG+CGNIBG)/ 
2 (XI(I + I)-XNI B)) 
IF(X2. LT. XMB) TYPE*, 'KAIKES' 
IF(X2. GT. PL) THEN 
SWITCI]2='NO2' 
FKI = (U(J)-CG(J)-UI(J)+ CGI(J))/DT 
FK2=AT+DT 
FK3= U(J)-CG(J)-2*FKI*FK2 
FK4=XMA-PL-FK2*(U(J)-CG(J))+ FK1*FK2**2 

IF(FKI. EQ. O. O)TIIEN 
P2 = P(J) 
U2=U(J) 
TG2=TG(J) 
RG2=RG(J) 
CG2=CG(J) 

ELSE IF(FKI. NE. O. O)TIIEN 
T2Tl = (-FK3 + SQRT(FK3 * *2-4* FK I* FK4))/(2* FKI) 
T2T2=(-FK3-SQRT(FK3**2-4*FK1*FK4)),! (2*FKI) 
T2 = 0.0 



IF(r2TI. GE. AT. AND. T2TI. LE. FK2) T2=T2TI 
IF(r2T2. GE. AT. AND. T2T2. LE. FK2) T2=T2T2 
I F(172 . EQ. 0.0) TYPEl, 'INTERFACE T2 FAULSE-GAS' 
TA=(r2-FK2) , IDT 
112 (P(J)-PI(J))*TA + P(J) 
U2 (U(J)-UI(J))*TA+ U(J) 
TG2= (rG(J)-TGI(J))*TA+TG(J) 
RG2 = IE5*P2/(RGC*TG2) 
CG2 =SQRT(RGC*F[G"TG2) 

END IF 
UC'rR=U(J)-CG(J) 
GO TO 22 

ELSE IF(X2. LE. PL) THEN 
IF(X2. GT. Xl(l + 1)) THEN 
X2= (XMA/DT-UI(M2+ 1)+ CGI(M2+ I)+XI(I + 1)*((Ul(, N12+ 2)-CGI(, NI2+ 2)- 

IUI(NI2+ 1)+ CGI(IN12+ 1))/DX)), '(I/DT+ (Ul(M2+ 2)-CGI(NI2+ 2)-Ui(, NI2+ 1)+ 
2CG I(NI2 + 1)), 'DX) 
IF(X2. G l. kAlkl'r 1)+ DX)) TYPE*, 'N02', K, l 
XNG=(X2-XI(1+1))/DX 
P2= Pl(, *vl2+ 1)+ (PI(NI2+2)-PI(iNI2+ 1))*XNG 
U2= UI(M2+ 1)+ (Ul(i'vl2+ 2)-U[(M2+ 1))*XNG 
TG2=TGI(NI2+ 1)+ (rGI(NI2+2)-TGI(i%12+ 1))*XNG 
RG2=IES*P2/(RGC*TG2) 
CG2=SQRT(rG2*RGC*FIG) 
GO TO 22 
ELSE IF(X2. LE. X[([+ I)) THEN 
XNG = (XI(I + I)-X2), '(XI(i + I)-XNI B) 
P2= Pl(%12 + I)-(PI(M2+ I)-PNIB)*XNG 
U2= Ul(, N12 + I)-(Ul('i'vl2+ I)-UNIBG)*XNG 
TG2=TGI(, NI2+ I)-(FGI(, NI2 + I)-TGNIBG)*XNG 
CG2= SQRT(RGC*FIG*TG2) 
RG2 =I E5* P2/ (RGC*TG2) 

END IF 
END IF 

22 PivlA=(P2+RG2*CG2*Pl/(RI*AI*VE)+RG2*CG2*IE-S/VE 
1*(UI+AI*EXI*DT-U2*VE)), '(I+RG2*CG2/(RI*AI*VE)) 

UiNIAM=(PI-PiNIA)*IESI(RI*Al)+UI+AI*EXI*DT 
UINIAG = UNIAM/VE 
IF(VFNIBl'vI. GE. I. ) THEN 
IIENU4=0.0 
QIG4=0.0 
ELSE IF(VFNIB, vi. LT. I. )TtIEN 

NUCLEATION 
TTRIAL=TLNIBM 
CALL NOSUBT(rTRIAL, PS, RGS) 
IF((PS/PNIB). LE. I. ) THEN 
IIENU4=0.0 
ELSE IF((PS/PMB). GT. I. ) T1 IEN 
RC= 2*SIG* I E-S/((PS-PNIB)*(l -RGS/RL)) 
GE=4.1888*SIG*RC**2 
ANO = RL*(I-VFMBM)*AC/WM 
IIENU4=ANO *(2. /3. )*S*SQRT(. 955*SIG*AC/(WMOF))*4/DIA* 

lexp((-I)*(GE*F/(BC*TLNlBM))) 
END IF 
QIG4=3.9*BNMBM**(2. /3. )*VFMBM*"(I. /3. )*UN*CK*(TLNIBM-TGMBM) 
END IF 
GMN4=IIENU4*4.1888*RGS*F*RC**3 
BCE4=IIENU4*GE*F*IE-3 
GM14=QIG4/IIGLMBM 
EX4=RMBM*(GM14+GMN4)/(RGMBM*RL)+BCE4*(I-VFMBM)/ 

I (RGMBM*CPG*TGMBM) 
B=VFMBM*(I-VFMBM)*(RGMBM*CGMBM**2-RL*CL**2)/ 

I (RGMBM*CGMBM**2*RL*CL**2) 
VFMAM=VFMBM+B*(PMA-PMB)*IE5+EX4*DT 
IF(VFMAM. GT. I.. AND. (VFMAM-1. ). GT. IE-4)TIIEN 
T"YPE*, 'VFMAM > 1', KXGA 
DT = DT/2. 
GO TO 7 
ELSE IF(ABS(VFMAM-1. ). LE. IE-4)TIIEN 
VFMAM = 1. 
END IF 
IF(VFMBM. LT. I. ) THEN 
BNMAM = BNMBM + BNMBM/VFMBM*(VFMAM-VFMBM)+ BNMBMOIE5/ 

3(CGMBM**2*RGMBM 
1)*(PMA-PMB)+ (IIENU4-BNMBM/(RGMBM*VFMBM)*(GM14+ GMN4+ BCE4/ 
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2(CPG*TGMBM)))*DT 
IILMAM = IILMBM + (PNIA-PMB)*IE2/RL-BCE4*DT/(RL*(I-VFNI13NI)) 
ELSE IF(VFMBM. GE. I. ) TI IEN 
BNMAM = 0.0 
II LMAM =II LMBM + (PMA-PM B)* i E2/RL 
END IF 
TLMAM=IILNIANI/CPL 
IIGNIAM=IIGNIBM+(PMA-PNIB)*IE2/RGMBM+ BCE4*DT/(RGMII, \I-VFNIB\, I) 
TGMAM=IIGMANI/CPG 
IIGLMAM=IIGMAM-IILMAM 
RG MANI= I E5* PMA/'(RG C*TG MANI) 
CGMAM = SQRT(RGC*TG MAM* FI) 
RMANI=VFNIANI*RGNIANI+(I-VFNIANI)*RL 
ANIANI=I/SQRT(RMAM*(VFNIANI, '(RGMAM*CGNIANI**2)+(I-VFNIANI)/, (RL-CL-*2))) 
TGMAG=TGMAM 
RGMAG = RGMAM 
CGMAG=SQRT(FIG"RGC*TGMAG) 

END IF 
END IF 

23 Xl(l)=I*DX 
XI(1-1)=(I-I)"DX 
XI(1+1)=(I+I)*DX 
IF(XI(l). GT. XNIA. AND. Xl(l). LE, XGA) GO TO 45 
IF(XI(l). GT. XGA) GO TO 37 

IF(ABS(XI(l)-Xi\IA). LT. SE-6. AND. (SWITCI INI. EQ. 'INS' 
I. OR. SWITCI IM I. EQ. 'FST')) TI IEN 

U(I)=UMA\l 
P(I) = PMA 
R(I) = RMAM 
A(I)=AMAM 
IIG(I)=IIGMAM 
IIL(I)=IILNIA\, l 
TG([)=TGNIA, \l 
TL([)=TLNIA\I. 
RG(I)=RGMANI 
CG(I)=CGNIAM 
VF(1ý=VFNIAM 
BN(I)=BNNIANI 
l[GL([)=IIGL, \IAi\l 
GO TO 9 
END IF 
IF(I. EQ. 0) GO TO 70 
IF(XNlB. GE. Xl(l)) GO TO 24 
X1 = (X[([)/DT-UNIBNI-AMBM+XNIB*((UI(1-1)+AI(1-1)-UNIBNI-ANIBNI)/ 

I(XI(1-1)-XNIB)))/((UI(1-1)+AI(1-1)-UNIB, NI-ANIBi\t),, (XI(1-1)-XNIB)+ I/DT) 
IF(XI. LT. Xl([-I). OR. Xi. GT. X[(I)) TYPE*. 'NOLI-B-NI-INI', I, K 
IF(XI. LE. XMB)TIIEN 
XNG = (XMB-XI), '(XMB-XI(I-1)) 
PI = PMB-(Pi'vlB-PI(I-1))*XNG 
IILl IILMBNI-(IILMBM-IILI(1-1))*XNG 
IIGI IIGMBM-(IIGMBM-IIGI(1-1))*XNG 
TGI=IIGI/CPG 
TLI=IILI/CPL 
RGI=IE5*Pl/(RGC*TGI) 
CGI =SQ[tT(RGC*FI*TGI) 
VFl =VFMBM-(VFNIBM-VFI(1-1))*XNG 
BNI = BNMBNI-(BNMBM-BNI(1-1))*XNG 
RI =VFI*RGI + (I-VFI)*RL 
Ul = UMBM-(UMBM-UI(1-1))*XNG 
IIGLI=IIGI-IILI 
TI=AT 
ELSE IF(XI. GT. XMB)TIIEN 
UCA - UMAM + AMAM 
UCB=UMBM+AMBM 
NUMBER=4 
CALL INTRIIL(NUNIBER, UC. AUCBXI(I), XNIAXMB, DTATXITIXNG) 
P1 PMA-(PMA-PMB)*XNG 
Ul UMAM-(UMAM-UMBM)*XNG 
IIGI = IIGMAM-(IIGMAM-IIGMBNI)*XNG 
TGI=IIGI/CPG 
RGI=IE5*Pl/(RGC*TGI) 
CGI=SQRT(FI*RGC*TGI) 
I-ILI = IILMANI-(HLMAM-IILMBNI)*XNG 
VFl =VFNIAM-(VFMAM-VFMBM)*XNG 



BNI = BNNIAM-(BNMAM-BNNIBM)*XNG 
RI = RGI *VFl + (I-VFI)*RL 
TLI = tJLI/CPL 
IIGLI=IIGI-tiLl 
END IF 
AI=I/SQRT(Rl"(VFI/(RGI*CGI**2)+(I-VFI), '(RL*CL**2))) 
IF(VFI. GE. I. )TIIEN 
VFI=l 
QIGI=0.0 
IIENUI=0.0 
ELSE IF(VFI. LT. I. )TIIEN 

NUCLEATION 
T'rRIAL=TLI 
CALL NOSUBT(ff RIAL, PS, RGS) 
IF((PS/Pl). LE. I. )TIIEN 
IIENUI=0.0 
ELSE IF((PS/'PI). GT. I. ) TI IEN 
RC=2*SIG*IE-S/((PS-Pl)*(I-RGS/RL)) 
GE=4.1888*SIG*RC**2 
ANO=RL*(I-VFI)*AC/'%VM 
IIENUI=ANO**(2. /3. )*S*SQRT(. 955*S[G*AC, I(NV, %I*F))*4/DlA 

I*exp((-I)*(GE*F, /(BC*TLI))) 
END IF 
QIGI =3.9*BNI**(2. /3. )*VFI**(I. /3. )*UN*CK*(TLI-TGI) 
END IF 
GO TO 25 

24 XI=Xl(l)-(Ul(l)+Al(l)), '((Ul([)+Al(l)-UI(1-1)-AI(I-1)), 'DX+I/DT) 
IF (XI. GT. Xl(l). OR. Xi. LT. XI(1-1)) T"YPE*, 'NOLI-B-, \I-, \I', K, IX, *VIAXNIB 
I, XI, Xl([. I), Xl([), U[([), Al(l), UI(1-1), AI(I-1), DX, D, r 
XNG=(XI(i)-XI), 'DX 
Pi = PI(l)-(PI(l)-PI(I-I))*XNG 
IILI = IILI(l)-(I ILI(l)-I ILI(I-1))*XNG 
VFl =VFI(I)-(VFI(I)-VFI(1-1))*XNG 
BNI = BNI(I)-(BNI(I)-BNI(1-1))*XNG 
TLI=lILI/CPL 
IIGI = l[GI(i)-(IIGI(I)-IIGI(1-1))*XNG 
TGI=IIGI/'CPG 
RGI=IE5*Pl/(RGC*TGI) 
CGI=SQRT(RGC*FI*TGI) 
RI = RGI*VFl + (I-VFI)*RL 
Ul = Ul([)-(Ul(l)-UI(1-1))*XNG 
IIGLI=IIGI-IILI 
Al = I/SQRT(Rl*(VFI/(RGI*CGI**2)+ (I-VFI), '(RL*CLO*2))) 
TI=AT 
IF(VFI. GE. I. )TIIEN 
VFI=l 
QIG I=0.0 
IIENUI=0.0 
ELSE I F(VFI. LT. I. ) TI I EN 

C"TTRIýL=TLI * NUCLEATION 

CALL NOS U BT(ITRIAL, PS, RGS) 
IF((PS/Pl). LE. I. )TIIEN 
IIENUI=0.0 
ELSE IF((PS/Pl). GT. I. ) THEN 
RC=2*SIG*IE-5/((PS-Pl)*(I-RGS/RL)) 
GE=4.1888*SIG*RC**2 
ANO=RL*(I-VFI)*AC/NVM 
IIENUI=ANO**(2. /3. )*S*SQRT(. 955*S[G*AC/(NVM*F))*4/DIA 
I *exp((-I)*(GE*F/(BC*TLI))) 
END IF 
QIGI =3.9*BNI**(2. /3. )*VFI**(I. /3. )*UN*CK*(rLI-TGI) 
END IF 

25 GMNI=IIENUI*4.1888*RGS*RC**3*F 
GMII=QIGI/IIGLI 
BCEI=IIENUI*GE*F*IE-3 
EXI=(GMII+GMNI)*(I/RGI-I/RL)+BCEI/(CPG*TGI*RGI) 
I F(I. EQ. J) GO TO 34 

70 IF(XMB. GE. Xl(l + 1)) GO TO 28 
IF(XMB. LE. Xl(l)) GO TO 26 
X2= (Xl(l)/DT-UMBM +AMBM +XMB*((Ul([)-AI(i)-UMBM +AMBM)/ 
I(XI(l)-XMB)))/((Ul(l)-AI(l)-UMBM +AMBM)/(XI(i)-XMB)+ I/D'I) 
IF(X2. GT. XMB)TIIEN 

26 UCA=UMAM-AMAM 
UCB=UMBM-AMBM 
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NUMBER=5 i 
CALL liNTRPL(NUiNIBER, UCA, UCBXI(i),, KNIAXNIB, DTATX2, T2*, XNG) 
IF(X2. LT. XNIB. AND. XMB. LE. X[(I)) THEN 
X2=(X[(I)/DT-UI(1-1)+AI(1-1)+XI(1-1)*(Ul([-I)-AI(1-1)-UMB, NI+ANIBM 
1), '(XI(1-1)-XNIB)), '(I/DT+(UI(1-1)-AI(1-1)-UNIB, \I+ANIB, -vl)i'(XI(I-l)-XNIB)) 
XNG = (X2-XI(I-1)), '(XMB-XI(I-I)) 
P2= PI(1-1)+ (P, \IB-1)1(1-1))*XNG 
U2 = Ul([-I)+ (UNIB, %I-UI(1-1))*XNG 
I IL2= I[LI(1-1)+ (I ILNIBNI-I ILI(I-1))*XNG 
IIG2= IIGI(1-1)+ (I IG, \IB, \I-l IGI(I-1))*XNG 
VF2= VFI(1-1)+ (VFNIB, \I-NIFI(1-1))*XNG 
BN2= BNI(1-1)+ (BNNIB. \I-BNI(1-1))*XNG 
T2=AT 
ELSE IF(X2. GE. XNIB) TI IEN 
P2= P, \IA-(P, \IA-P, \IB)*XNG 
U2= UNIANI-(UNIANI-UNIB, \I)*XNG 
1IL2= I 1LNIA, %I-(I ILMAM-I IL, \IBNI)*XNG 
IIG2= I IGNIANI-(l IGMAM-l IGNIB*, vl)*XNG 
VF2= VI-NIA, *vl-(VFNIA, \I-Vl,, NIB, \I)*XNG 
BN2=BNNIAM-(BNMANI-BNNIB, \I)*XNG, 
END IF 
[IGL2=IIG2-IIL2 
TG2=IIG2/CPG 
TL2=IIL2iCPL 
RG2= IE5*P2i'(RGC*TG2) 
CG2=SQRT(RGCOFI*TG2) 
R2=VF2*RG2+(I-VF2)*RL 
GO TO 27 
ELSE IF(X2. LE. XNIB)TIIEN 
IF(X2. LT. Xl(l)) GO TO 29 
XNG = (XNIB-X2), '(XMB-XI(l)) 
P2= PNIB-(PNll]-PI(i))*XNG 
IIL2= IILNIB, \I-(IIL, \IB\t-IILI(I))*XNG 
VF2=VF, \IB. \I-(VF, \IBýNt-VI, 1(1))*XNG 
BN2= BNNIBNl-(BNNIB, \I-BNI(I))*XNG 
TL2=IIL2iCPL 
IIG2= IIGNIBM-(I[GiNIBNI-IIGI(I))*XNG 
TG2=IIG2i'CPG 
f[GL2=IIG2-IIL2 
CG2=SQRT(RGC*FI*TG2) 
RG2= I ES*P2,! (RGC*TG2) 
R2=VF2*RG2+ (I-VF2)*RL 
U2= UiNIBNl-(UNIBNI-Ul(l))*XNG 
T2-AT 
END IF 

27 A2=1/SQRT(R2*(VF2i'(RG2*CG2**2)+(I-VF2),, '(RL"CL**2))) 
IF(VF2. GE. I. )TIIEN 
VF2= I 
QIG2=0.0 
IIENU2=0.0 
ELSE IF(VF2. LT. I. ) TI IEN 

NUCLEATION 
TTRIAL=TL2 
CALL NOS U BT(TTRIAL, PS, RGS) 
IF((PS/P2). LE. I. ) THEN 
IIENU2=0.0 
ELSE I F((PS/P2). GT. I. ) TI I EN 
RC=2*SIG*IE-S/((PS-P2)*(I-RGS/RL)) 
GE=4.1888*SIG*RC**2 
ANO=RL*(I-VF2)*ACJWM 
IIENU2=ANO**(2. /3. )*S*SQRT(. 955*SIG*ACi'(F*WNI))*4/DIA 
I*exp((-I)*(GE*F/(BC*TL2))) 
END IF 
QIG2=3.9*BN2**(2. /3. )*VF2**(I. /3. )*UN*CK*(TL2-TG2) 
END IF 
GO TO 30 

28 X2=Xl(l)-(U[(I)-AI(i)), '(I/DT+(Ul([+I)-AI(1+1)-Ul(l)+Al(l))/DX) 
IF(X2. LT. XI(l)) THEN 

29 X2=X[(I)-(Ul(l)-AI(l))i'(I/DT+(UT(l)-AI(i)-UI(1-1)+AI(1-1))/DX) 
LI=l 

ELSE IF(X2. GE. Xl(l))TIIEN 
LI=O 

END IF 
XNG = (XI(I + 1-Ll)-X2)/DX 
P2=PI(I+ I-Ll)-(Pl([+I-Ll)-PI(I-Ll))*XNG 



1IL2= IILI(I+ I -Ll)-(IILI(I+ I -Ll)-IILI(I-Ll))*XNG VF2=VFI(I+ I-Ll)-(VFI(I+ I-Ll)-VFI(I-Ll))*XNG 
BN2=BNI(I+ I -Ll)-(BNI(I+ I-Ll)-BNI(I-Ll))*XNG 
TL2=IIL2/CPL 
I IG2= IIGI(I+ I-Ll)-(tlGl([+ I-Ll)-IIGI(I-Ll))*XNG 
TG2=IIG2/CPG 
RG2=IES*P2/(RGC*TG2) 
R2 = VF2*RG2 +(I -VF2)*RL 
l[GL2=IIG2-[IL2 
CG2=SQRT(FI*RGC*TG2) 
U2= UI(l+ I-Ll)-(Ul(l+ I-Ll)-UI(I-Ll))*XNG 
A2= I/SQRT(R2*(VF2/'(RG2*CG2**2)+ (I-VF2), '(CL**2*RL))) 
T2=AT 
IF(VF2. GE. I. )TIIEN 
VF2 = 1. 
QIG2=0.0 
IIENU2=0.0 
ELSE I F(VF2. LT. I. ) TI I EN 

NUCLEATION 
TrRIAL=TL2 
CALL NOS U BT(-ITRIAL, PS, RGS) 
IF((PS/IP2). LE. I. ) THEN 
IIENU2=0.0 
E LS EI F((PS/ P2). GT. 1. ) TJ I EN 
RC =2*SIG*IE -5/((PS - 112) * (I - RG S/R L)) 
GE=4.1888*S[G*RC**2 
AN 0=RL* (I -V 172) *AC, /NVNI 
II EN U2 = ANO* *(2. /3. )*S*SQRT(. 955*SIG *AC/(%VNl* F))*4, /DIA 

I *cxp((-I)*(GE*F/'(BCOTL2))) 
END IF 
QIG2=3.9*BN2**(2. /3. )*VF2**(I. /3. )*UN*CK*(TL2-TG2) 
END IF 

30 GNIN2=IIENU2*4.1888*RC*03*RGS*F 
BCE2=IIENU2*GE*IE-3*F 
G, \112=QIG2/IIGL2 
EX2=(GiNI12+G, \IN2)*(IiRG2-liRL)+BCE2il(CPG*TG2*RG2) 

C EX2=GMI2*(I/RG2-IjRL) 
IF(I. EQ. 0) GO TO 33 
P(I)=(1"2+(R2*A2), '(RI*Al)*Pl + R2*A2*IE-5*(Ut +AIOEXI*(AT+ DT 

I-Ti)-U2+A2*EX2*(AT+ DT-T2))), '(1 + R2*A2, '(RI*Al)) 
31 U(I)=(PI-P(l))*IES/(RI*Al)+UI+AI*EXI*(AT+DT-TI) 

I F(rI. GT. AT. O R. T2. GT. AT) T1 I EN 
T4 = (X I (l)-X I+TI* (X I -X2), '(r I -T2)- U(I)* (AT + Dr)), '((X I -X2)/ 
1 ('171 -T2)-U(i)) X4 =XI+ (T4-T 1) * (X I -X2)/(r I -T2) 
ELSE IF(ABS(TI-AT). LE. 1 E-6. AND. ABS(r2-AT). LE. 1 E-6) TI IEN 
T4=AT 
X4=X[([)-U([)*DT 
END IF 
XNG=SQRT((r4-Tl)**2+(X4-XI)0*2), SQRT((T2-TI)0*2+<X2-Xl)-*2) 
1IL4=(IIL2-IILI)*XNG+ IILl 
P4=(P2-Pl)*XNG+Pl 
lIG4=(IIG2-IIGI)*XNG+ IIGI 
IIGL4=IIG4-IIL4 
TG4=IIG4/CPG 
TL4=[IL4/CPL 
CG4=SQRT(RGC*FI*TG4) 
RG4=IES*P4/(RGCOTG4) 
VF4 = (VF2-VFI)*XNG + VFl 
BN4 = (BN2-BNI)*XNG + BNI 
R4 = VF4* RG4 + (I -VF4)*RL 
U4=(U2-Ul)*XNG+Ul 

32 B=VF4*(I-VF4)*(RG4*CG4**2-(RL*CL**2)), I(RG4*CG4*02* 
IRL*CL**2) 
IF(VF4. GE. I. )TIIEN 
VF4=1 
QIG4=0.0 
IIENU4=0.0 
ELSE IF(VF4. LT. I. ) THEN 

C************: NUCLEATION 
ITRIAL=TL4 
CALL NOS U BT(TTRIA L, PS, RGS) 
IF((PS/P4). LE. I. ) THEN 
IIENU4=0.0 
E LS EI F((PS/P4). GT. 1. ) TI I EN 
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RC= 2*SIG* 1 E-51'((PS-P4)*(I-RGS/RL)) 
GE=4.1888*S[G*RC**2 
ANO = RL*(l -VF4)*AC/WM 
I IENU4 = ANO* *(2. /3. )*S*SQPT(. 955*SIG *AC/(WM * F))*4/DIA 
I *exp((-I)*(G E* F/(BC*TL4))) 
END IF 
QIG4=3.9*BN4**(2. /3. )*VF4**(I. /3. )*UN*CK*('rL4-TG4) 
END IF 
GMN4=[IENU4*4.1888*RC**3*RGS*F 
BCE4=IIENU4*GE*IE-3*F 
GNI[4=QIG4/IIGL4 
EX4=R4*(GN114+GMN4)/'(RG4*RL)+ BCE4*(I-VF4), '(RG4*CPGOTG4) 
VF(I)=VF4+B*(P(l)-P4)*IES+EX4*(AT+ DT-T4) 
IF(VF(i). GT. I.. AND. (VF(l)-l. ). GT. IE-4)TIIEN 
DT = DT/2. 
GO TO 7 
ELSE IF(ABS(VF(I)-I. ). LE. IE-4)TIIEN 
VF(I)=I. 
END IF 
IF(VF4. LT. I. )TIIEN 
BN(I)= BN4+BN4/VF4*(VF(i)-VF4)+BN4*IE5,, '(CG4**2*RG4)*(P(i)-P4)+ 

I(IIENU4-BN4/(RG4*VF4)*(GM14+GNIN4+BCE4/(CPGOTG4)))*DT 
IIL(I)=(P(I)-P4)*IOO/RL+ 1IL4-BCE4*DT/I(RL*(I-VI'4)) 
ELSE IF(VF4. GE. I. ) THEN 
IIL(I)= 1IL4+(P(l)-134)*IE2/RL 
BN(I)=O. O 
END IF 
TL([)=IIL(l), 'CPL 
IIG(I)=IIG4+(P(l)-P4)*100,! RG4+ BCE4*DTI'(RG4*VF4) 
l[GL(I)=IIG(l)-IIL(l) 
TG(I) =I IG(I) CPG 
RG(I)= IE5*P(l), '(RGC*TG(l)) 
CG(I)=SQRT(F[*RGC*TG(l)) 
R([)=VF(I)*RG(I)+(I-VF(i))*RL 
IF(VF(I). LT. 0.0. OR. VF(I). GT. I. ) TYPE*, 'VF', P(l), IXNIA 
IF(P(l). LT. O. 0) TYPEl, 'P', I, K 
A(I)= I/SQRT(R([)*(VF(l), '(RG(I)*CG(I)**2)+ (I-VF(I)) 
1/(RL*CL**2))) 
IF(I. EQ. J) THEN 
A(I)=A(I)*CD 
GO TO 35 
END IF 
GO TO 9 

33 P(I)=R2*A2*IE-S*(EX2*DT"A2-U2)+P2 
U(l) - 0.0 
P4=Pl(l) 
U4=Ul(l) 
VF4=VFI(I) 
BN4=BNI(I) 
1IL4=IILI(I) 
R4 = RI (1) 
RG4=RGI(l) 
TG4=TGI(I) 
tiGL4=IIGLI(l) 
lIG4=IIGI(I) 
CG4=CGI(l) 
TL4=TLI(l) 
T4=AT 
GO TO 32 

34 P(I)=1.0133 
N=O 
IF(PI(J). GT. 3. )TIIEN 
SP=PI(j)-I. 
ELSE IF(PI(J). LE. 3. ) THEN 
SP= 1. 
END IF 
1IL2=IILI(I) 
R2=Rl(l) 
P2 = PI (I) 
RG2=RGI(l) 
lIG2=IIGI(I) 
IIGL2=IIGLI(l) 
CG2=CGI(l) 
TG2=TGI(I) 
TL2-TLI(I) 



VF2=VFI(l) 
BN2=BNI(I) 
U2=Ul(l) 
X2=Xl(l) 
T2=AT - GO TO 31 

35 1 F(N. EQ. I) GO TO 36 
IF((U(l)-A(I)). LE. 0.0) GO TO 9 
P(I)=I)([)+SP 
N=N+l 
GO TO 31 

36 IF(ABS(U(I)-A(I)). LE. IE-2) THEN 
N=O 
GO TO 9 
ELSE I F((U(l)-A(l)). LT. 0.0) TH EN 
SP=SP/I. l 
P(l) = P(l)-S P 
GO TO 31 
E LS EI F((U(I)-A(l)). GT. O. 0) TI I EN 
SP=S[3/1.1 
P(l) = P(l) +SP 
GO TO 31 
END IF 

C******** * ********AIR 
37 IF(ABS(XGA-XI(i)). LE. 5E-6) THEN 

P(l) = PGA 
U(I) = UGA 
TG(I)=TGGAA 
RG([)=RGGAA 
CG(l)-CGGAA 
VF(l) = 0.0 
II L(l) = 0.0 
IIG(I)=O. O 
R(I) = 0.0 
A([) = 0.0 
TL(l) = 0.0 
IIGL(I)=O. O 
GO TO 9 
END IF 

IF(XGB. LT. XI(1-1)) GO TO 39 
IF(XGB. GE. Xl([)) GO TO 38 
X1 = (XI(I), W-UGB-CGGBA+XGB*((UGB+ CGGBA-Ul(l)-CGI(i))/'(XGB-XI(l) 
1)))/(l jDT + (UG B+ CGG BA-U I (I)-CG I(I)), '(XG B-X I([))) 
IF(XI. GT. X[(I)) TYPEl, 'NOAI-B-IA-A', K, l 
IF(XI. LT. XGB)TI[EN 

38 UCA=UGA+CGGAA 
UCB=UGB+CGGBA 
NUNIBER=6 
CALL INTRPL(NUNlBER, UCA, UCBXl([), XGAXGB, DTATXITIXNG) 
PI = PGA-(PGA-PGB)*XNG 
Ul = UGA-(UGA-UGB)*XNG 
TG I =TGGAA-(rGGAA-TGGBA)*XNG 
RGI = IES*Pl/(RGCG*TGI) 
CGI =SQRT(FIG*RGCG*TGI) 
GO TO 40 
ELSE IF(XI. GE. XGB)TIIEN 
XNG = (XI(I)-XI)/(XI(I)-XGB) 
PI = PI(l)-(PI (I)-PG B)*XNG 
Ul = Ul(l)-(Ul(l)-UGB)*XNG 
TGI =TGI(I)-(rG[(I)-TGGBA)*XNG 
RGI = IE5*Pl/(RGCG*TGI) 
CGI =SQRT(FIG*RGCG*TGI) 
TI =AT 
END IF 
GO TO 40 

39 XIýXI(i)-(UI(I)+CGI(l))/(I/DT+(Ul(l)+CGI(l)-UI(1-1)-CGI(I-1)) 
I/DX) 
IF(XI. GT. X[([). OR. XI. LT. XI(1-1))T"YPE*, 'NOAI-I]-A-A', K, I 
XNG = (XI(l)-Xl)/DX 
PI = PI(l)-(PI(l)-PI(I-1))*XNG 
Ul = Ul(l)-(Ul([)-UI(1-1))*XNG 
TGI =TGI(I)-(rGI(l)-TGI(1-1))*XNG 
RGI = IES*Pl/(RGCG*TGI) 
CGI =SQRT(FIG*RGCG*TGI) 
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TI=AT 
40 IF(I. EQ. J) GO TO 42 

1 F(XG B. LT. X 1 (1)) TI I EN 
X2 =XI (I)-(U I (I)-CG 1 (1)), '(1 /DT + (U I (I + I)-CG I (I + I)-U 1 (1) + 
ICGI(I))/DX) 
I F(X2. GT. Xl(l + 1)) TYPE*, 'NOA2-B-A-A', K. l 
I F(X2. LTA I (I). AN DAG B. G E. X I (I - 1)) T1 I EN 
X2 = (X I (1)/DT-UG B+ CG G BA + XG B* (UG B-CG G BA- U1 (1) + CG I (1)), '(XG B -X 1 (1)) 

I)JI /DT + (UG B -CG G BA-U 1 (1) + CG I (1))AXG B -X 1 (1))) 
IF(X2. LT. XGB) GO TO 72 
XNG = (X2-XGB), '(XI(i)-XGB) 
P2 = PGB + (PI(i)-PGB)*XNG 
U2= UGB+ (Ui(l)-UGB)*XNG 
TG2=TGGBA+(TGI(I)-TGGBA)*XNG 
RG2= I ES*P2/(RGCG*TG2) 
CG2=SQRT(FIG*-I'G2*RGCG) 
T2 = AT 
GO TO 73 
END IF 
IF(X2. LT. Xl(l). AND. XGB. LT. XI(1-1))TIIEN 
X2=Xl([)-(U[(I)-CGI(i)), '(I/'DT+(Ul(l)-CGI(i)-UI(1-1)+CGI(I-1))/IDX) 
LI=l 

ELSE IF(X2. GE. Xl(l))TIIEN 
LI=O 

END IF 
XNG=(Xl(l+ I-Ll)-X2), 'DX 
P2= PI(I+ I-Ll)-(Pl(l+ I-Ll)-PI(I-Ll))*XNG 
U2= UI(I+ I-Ll)-(Ul(l+ I-Ll)-U[(I-Ll))*XNG 
TG2=TGI(I+ I-Ll)-(rGl(l+ I-Ll)-TGI(I-Ll))*XNG 
RG2= IE5*P2'(RGCG*TG2) 
CG2=SQRT(FIG*RGCG*TG2) 
T2=AT 
GO TO 73 
ELSE IF(XGB. GE. X[(I))TIIEN 
X2= (XI(I)iDT-UGB + CGGBA +XGB*((Ul(l + I)-CGI(I + I)-UGB + CGGBA), '( 
IXI(l + I)-KGB))), '((Ul(l + I)-CGI(I + I)-UGB + CGGBA), '(XI(I + I)-XGB)+ I/Dl) 
IF(X2. GT. Xi(l + 1)) TYPE *, 'NOA2-B-IA-A', I, K 
IF(X2. GE. XGB)TIIEN 
XNG = (XI(I + I)-X2), '(XI(I + I)-XGB) 
P2 = PI(I + I)-(PI(I + I)-PGB)*XNG 
U2= Ul(I + I)-(Ul(l + I)-UGB)*XNG 
TG2=TGI(I + I)-(rGI(I + I)-TGGBA)*XNG 
RG2= IE5*P2/'(RGCGOTG2) 
CG2=SQRT(F[G*RGCG*TG2) 
T2=AT 
GO TO 73 
ELSE IF(X2. LT. XGB)TIIEN 

72 UCA=UGA-CGGAA 
UCB=UGB-CGGBA 
NUNIBER=7 
CALL INTRPL(NUMBER, UCA, UCBXI(i), XGAXGB, DTATX2, T2, XNG) 
P2=PGA-(PGA-PGB)*XNG 
U2=UGA-(UGA-UGB)*XNG 
TG2=TGGAA-(TGGAA-TGGBA)*XNG 
RG2= IE5"P2/(RGCG*TG2) 
CG2=SQRT(FIG*RGCG*TG2) 
END IF 
END IF 

73 P(I)=(P2+(RG2*CG2)/(RGI*CGI)*PI+RG2*CG2"IE-5*(Ul-U2))/(I+RG2- 
ICG2/(RGI"CGI)) 

41 U(I)=(PI-P(l))*IE5/(RGI*CGI)+Ul 
IF(rl. GT. AT. OR. T2. GT. AT) THEN 
T4= (XI(I)-Xl +Tl*(XI-X2),, ('rl-T2)-U(I)*(AT+ DT))/((XI-X2)1 
l(rl-T2)-U(I)) 
X4 = X1 + (r4-Tl)*(XI-X2), I(rl-T2) 
ELSE IF(ABS(rl-AT). LE. IE-6. AND. ABS(T2-AT). LE. IE-6) THEN 
T4=AT 
X4=Xl(l)-U(I)*DT 
END IF 
XNG=SQRT((r4-Tl)**2+(X4-Xl)**2)/SQRT((T2-Tl)**2+(X2-Xl)**2) 
P4=(P2-Pl)*XNG+Pl 
TG4=(rG2-TGI)*XNG+TGI 
TG(I)=TG4*(P(I)/P4)**. 286 
RG(I)= IES*P(I)/(RGCG*TG(l)) 
CG([)=SQRT(TG(I)*FIG*RGCG) 



VF(I) = 0.0 
lIL(I) = 0.0 
IIG(I)=0.0 
R(I) = 0.0 
A(I)=O. O 
TL(I) = 0.0 
IIGL(I)=O. O 
IF(I. EQ. J) GO TO 43 
GO TO 9 

42 P(I)=1.0133 
N=O 
SP= 1. 
P2=PI(I) 
U2 = UI(I) 
CG2=CGI(l) 
RG2=RGI(l) 
TG2=TGI(I) 
X2=XI(I) 
T2=AT 
GO TO 41 

43 IF(N. EQ. 1) GO TO 44 
IF((U(I)-CG(l)). LE. O. 0) GO TO 9 
P(l) = P(l) +SP 
N=N+l 
GO TO 41 

44 IF(ABS(U(I)-CG(l)). LE. ] E-2) THEN 
N=O 
GO TO 9 
ELSE IF((U(l)-CG(I)). LT. 0.0)TIIEN 
SP=SP/I. l 
P(l) = P(I)-s P 
GO TO 41 
ELSE IF((U(I)-CG(I)). GT. 0.0)TIIEN 
SP=SP/I. l 
P(I)=P(I)+SP 
GO TO 41 
END IF 

45 IF((SWITCIIG. EQ. 'INS'. OR. SWITCIIGI. EQ. 'FST). AND. (XGA-XI(i)) 
I. LE. SE-6) THEN 

U([)= UGA 
P(I) = PGA 
TG(I)=TGGAG 
RG([)= RGGAG 
CG(I)=CGGAG 
R(I) = 0.0 
A([) = 0.0 
IIG(I)=O. O 
IIL(])=O. O 
TL(I) = 0.0 
VF(I) = 0.0 
IIGL(I)=O. O 
GO TO 9 

END IF 
IF(ABS(XNIA-XI(I)). LE. 5E-6) THEN 
P(I) = PINIA 
U(I)=UMAG 
TG(I)=TGMAG 
RG(I)=RGMAG 
CG(I)=CGMAG 
R(I) = 0.0 
A(I)=O. O 
IIG(I)=O. O 
IIL(I)=0.0 
TL(I) = 0.0 
VF(I)=O. O 
IIGL(I)=O. O 
GO TO 9 

END IF 
IF(XGB. LT. Xl(l + 1). AND. XMB. GE. XI(1-1). AND. I. NE. J) THEN 
XNG = (XMA-XI(i)), I(XMA-XGA) 
P(l) = PMA-(PMA-PGA)*XNG 
U(I)= UMAG-(UMAG-UGA)*XNG 
TG(I)=TGMAG-(rGMAG-TGGAG)*XNG 
CG(I)=SQRT(FIG*RGC*TG(l)) 
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RG(I)= I ES*P(I)/(RGC*TG(l)) 
A(I)=O. O 
VF(l) = 0.0 
IIL(I)=O. O 
IIG(I)=O. O- 
R(l) = P-0 
TL(I) = 0.0 
IIGL(I)=O. O 
GO TO 9 
ELSE IF(XGB. GE. Xl(l + I). OR. I. EQ. J) THEN 
IF(XMB. LT. XI(1-1)) GO TO 47 
IF(XNIB. GE. Xl(l)) GO TO 46 
X1 =(XI(i), 'DT-UNIBG-CGNIBG+XNIB*(U, \IBG+CGiNIBG-Ul(l)-CGI(i))/ 

I(XNIB-XI(I))), '(IjDT+ (UNIBG +CGNIBG-Ul(l)-CGI(i)), '(XNIB-XI(i))) 
IF(XI. GT. Xl(l)) TYPE*, 'NOGI-B-INI-G', K, l 
IF(XI. LT. XNIB)TIIEN 

46 UCA=UNIAG+CG, \IAG 
UCB=UNIBG+CG, \IBG 
NUNIBER=8 
CALL INTRPL(NUi\IBER, UCA, UCBXI(I)XNIA,, XNIB, DTATX1, TlxNG) 
Pl, = PNIA-(I"). \IA-11, \IB)*XNG 
Ul = UNIAG-(UNIAG-U, \IBG)*XNG 
TGI =TGNIAG-(-rGNIAG-TGNIBG)*XNG 
RG I=I E5* PI ARG C*TG 1) 
CGI =SQRT(rGI*FIG*RGC) 
GO TO 48 
ELSE IF(XI. GE. XNIB) THEN 
XNG = (XI(l)-XI)'(XI(I)-X, \IB) 
Pl PI(i)-(PI(l)-P, \IB)*XNG 
Ul Ul(l)-(Ul(l)-Ui\IBG)*XNG 
TGI =TGI(I)-(rGI(i)-TGiNIBG)*XNG 
RG I=I E5* 111 , (RG C*TG 1) 
CG I= SQ RT(F IG* RG C*TG 1) 
TI=AT 
END IF 
GO TO 48 

47 Xl =Xl(l)-(U[(I)+ CGI(l)), '(I/DT+ (Ul(l)+ CGI(l)-UI(1-I)-CGi(I-I)) 
I/DX) 
IF(XI. GT. X[([). OR. Xi. LT. XI(1-1)) TYPE*, 'NOGI-B-G-G', K, l 
XNG=(XI(i)-XI),; DX 
PI 1)1(1)-(I"1(1)-PI(I-1))*XNG 
Ul Ul(l)-(Ul(l)-Ul([-I))*XNG 
TGI =TGI(I)-(YGI(I)-TGI(1-1))*XNG 
RGI = IES*Pl/(FGI *RGQ 
CGI =SQRT(FIG*RGC"TGI) 
TI=AT 

48 IF(I. EQ. J) GO TO 50 
IF(XMB. LT. Xl([)) TIIEN 
X2=X[(I)-(Ul(l)-CGI(l)), '(I/DT+ (UI(I + I)-CGI(I + I)-Ul(l)+ 
ICGI(I))j'DX) 
IF(X2. GT. Xl(l + 1)) TYPE*, 'NOG2-B-G-G', K. l 
IF(X2. LT. XI(i). AND. XNIB. GE. XI(1-1)) THEN 
X2= (X[(I)/DT-UNIBG + CGNIBG +XMB*(UNIBG-CGNIBG-Ul(l)+ CGI(l))/ 
I(XMB-XI(i)))/f(I/DT+ (UMBG-CGMBG-U[(I)+ CGI(I))j'(XNIB-XI(l))) 
IF(X2. LT. XNIB) GO TO 60 
XNG = (X2-XI(I)), (XMB-XI(I)) 
P2= PI(1)+(PNIB-PI(I))*XNG 
U2= Ul(i)+(UNIBG-Ul(l))*XNG 
TG2=TGI(I)+(IFGNIBG-TGI(I))*XNG 
RG2= I ES*P2/'(RGC*TG2) 
CG2=SQRT(RGC*FIG*TG2) 
T2=AT 
GO TO 58 
END IF 
IF(X2. LT. Xl(l). AND. XMB. LT. XI(1-1)) THEN 
X2 =Xl(l)-(Ul([)-CGI(i))/'(I/DT+ (Ul(l)-CGI(i)-UI(1.1)+ CGI(I-1)) 

I/DX) 
LI=l 

ELSE IF(X2. GE. X[(I)) THEN 
LI=O 

END IF 
XNG=(Xl(l+ I-Ll)-X2)/DX, 
P2=Pl(l+ I-Ll)-(Pl(l+ I-Ll)-PI(I-Ll))*XNG 
U2=Ul(l+ I-Ll)-(Ul(l+ I-Ll)-UI(I-Ll))*XNG 
TG2=TGI(I+ I-Ll)-(rGl([+I-Ll)-TGI(I-Ll))*XNG 
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RG2= IES*P2/(RGC*TG2) 
CG2=SQRT(rG2*RGC*FIG) 
T2=AT 
GO TO 58 
ELSE IF(XMB. GE. X[(I)) THEN 
X2= (XI(l), /DT-UNIBG + CGMBG +XMB*(Ul(l + I)-CGI(I + I)-UNIBG + CGNIBG),, '(XI 
I(I + I)-XMB))/'(I/DT+ (Ul(l + I)-CGI(I + I)-UNIBG + CGMBG), '(XI(I + I)-XNIB)) 
IF(X2. GT. Xl(l + 1)) TYPE*, 'NOG2-B-IM-G', I, K 
IF(X2. GE. XNIB) THEN 
XNG = (XI(I + I)-X2)/'(XI(I + I)-XMB) 
P2 = PI(I + 1)-(131(1 + I)-PNIB)*XNG 
U2 = UI(I + I)-(Ul(l + I)-UNIBG)*XNG 
TG2=TGI(1+1)-(-rGI(1+1)-TGMBG)*XNG 
RG2=IE5*P2/(]rG2*RGC) 
CG2=SQRT(TG2*RGC*FIG) 
T2 = AT 
GO TO 58 
ELSE IF(X2. LT. XNIB)TIIEN 

60 UCA=UNIAG-CGNIAG 
UCB=Ui\IBG-CGiNIBG 
NUNIBER=9 
CALL INTRI'L(NUNIBER, UCA, UCBýXI(i), XNIAXNIB, DTATX2, T2, XNG) 
P2 = PMA-(PMA-PM B)*XNG 
U2=UNTAG-(U, \IAG-UNIBG)*XNG 
TG2=TG, \IAG-(TG, \IAG-TG, \IBG)*XNG 
RG2 =I E5* 132/'(RG. C*TG2) 
CG2=SQRT(TG2*RGC*FIG) 
GO TO 58 
END IF 
END IF 
ELSE IF(X%-IB. LT. XI(I-I))TIIEN 
I F(XG B. GT. X I (I + 1)) GO TO 56 
-11'(XGB. LE. Xl([)) GO TO 55 
X2=(XI(l) DT-UGB+CGGBG+XGB*(U[([)-CGI(i)-UGB+CGGBG), '(XI(i)-XGB)) 
1/(I/DT+(Ul(l)-CGI(i)-UGB+CGGBG), '(XI(i)-XGB)) 
IF(X2. LT. Xl(l)) GO TO 59 
I F(X2. GT. XG B) Tt I EN 

55 UCA=UGA-CGGAG 
UCB=UGB-CGGBG 
NUMBER= 10 
CALL INTRPL(NUNIBER, UCA, UCBXI(l), ýXGAXGB, DTATX2, T2XNG) 
IF(X2. LT. XGB. AND. XGB. LE. X1(i)) THEN 
X2=(XI(I)YD'F-UI(1-1)+ CGI(1-1)+XI(1-1)*(UI(1-1)-CGI(1-1)-UGB+ 
ICGGBG), '(XI(1-1)-XGB))i'(I/DT+ (UI(1-1)-CGI(1-1)-UGB+ CGGBG)/ 
2(XI(1-1)-XGB)) 

XNG = (X2-XGB)/(XI(I-I)-XGB) 
P2 = PGB + (Pl([-I)-PGB)*XNG 
U2= UGB + (Ul([-I)-UGB)*XNG 
TG2=TGGBG+(TGI(1-1)-TGGBG)*XNG 
T2=AT 
ELSE IF(X2. GE. XGB) TI IEN 
P2=PGA-(PGA-PGB)*XNG 
U2=UGA-(UGA-UGB)*XNG 
TG2=TGGAG-(rGGAG-TGGBG)*XNG 
END IF 
RG2= I E5'IP2/(RGC"TG2) 
CG2=SQRT(rG2*RGC*FIG) 

GO TO 57 
ELSE IF(X2. LE. XGB) THEN 
XNG = (X2-XI(I))jl(XGB-XI(I)) 
P2= PI(I)+ (PGB-PI(i))*XNG 
U2= UI(I)+ (UGB-Ul(l))*XNG 
TG2=TGI(I)+ (IFGGBG-TGI(I))*XNG 
RG2= I ES"P2/(RGC*TG2) 
CG2= SQRT(FIG*RGC*TG2) 
T2=AT 
GO TO 57 
END IF 

56 X2=XI(I)-(Ul(l)-CGI(l))/(I/DT+(UI(1+1)-CGI(1+1)-Ul(l)+CGI(i)) 
I/DX) 
IF(X, z. u I. Alki -r 1)) TYPE*, 'FREON-GAS X2 WRONG' 

59 IF(X2. LT. Xl(l))TIIEN 
X2=Xl([)-(Ul(l)-CGI(I))/(I/DT+(Ul(l)-CGI(l)-UI(1-1)+CGl(I-1)) 
I/DX) 
LI=l 
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ELSE IF(X2. GE. Xl(l)) THEN 
LI=O 
END IF 
XNG=(Xl([+ I-Ll)-X2)/DX 
P2=Pl(l+ I-Ll)-(Pl(l+ I-Ll)-PI(I-Ll))*XNG 
U2=Ui(l+ I-Ll)-(Ul([+ I-Ll)-Ul([-Ll))*XNG 
TG2=TGI(I+ I-Ll)-(rGl(l+ I-Li)-TGI(I-Ll))*XNG 
RG2= I E5*P2/'(RGC*TG2) 
CG2=SQRT([--[G*RGC*TG2) 
T2=AT 

57 IF(XGB. GT. Xl(i)) THEN 
Xt =X[(I)-(Ul(l)+ CGI(i)), '(I/DT+ (Ul(l)+ CGI(l)-UI(1-1)-CGI(I-1)) 
I/DX) 
IF(XI. GT. Xl(l). OR. XI. LT. XI(1-1)) TYPE*, 'FREON-GAS XI WRONG' 
XNG=(XI(i)-XI), 'DX 
III PI(I)-(PI(I)-PI(I-I))*XNG 
Ul Ul(l)-(Ul(l)-U[([-I))*XNG 
TG I =TGI(i)-(TGI([)-TGI(1-1))*XNG 
RGI = IES*131/(rGI"RGC) 
CGI =SQRT(FIG*TGI*RGC) 
TI=AT 
GO TO 58 
ELSE IF(XGB. LE. X[(I))TIIEN 
X1 = (XI(I), DT-UGB-CGGBG + XGB*(UGB + CGGBG-UI(1-1)-CGI(I-1))/ 
I(XGB-XI(I-1))), '(IIDT+ (UGB + CGGBG-UI(1-1)-CGI(I-1)), '(XGB-XI(I-1))) 
IF(XI. LT. XI(1-1)) TYPE*, 'FREON-GAS X1 WRONGI' 
IF(XI. GT. XGB)TIIEN 
UCA = UGA + CGGAG 
UCB=UGB+CGGBG 
NUNIBER= It 
CALL INTRPL(NUNIBER, UCA, UCB,, Xl(l), XGAXGB, DTAT,, XITIXNG) 
PI = IIGA-(PGA-PGB)*XNG 
UI=UGA-(UGA-UGB)*XNG 
TGI =TGGAG-(TGGAG-TGGBG)*XNG 
RGI=IES*Pl/(RGC*TGI) 
CGI =SQRT(FIG*RGC"TGI) 
GO TO 58 
ELSE IF(XI. LE. XGB)TIIEN 
XNG = (XI-XI(I-1)),! (XI(1-1)-XGB) 
PI = PI(1-1)+ (PI(1-1)-PGB)*XNG 
Ul = Ul([-I)+ (Ul([-I)-UGB)*XNG 
TGI =TGI(1-1)+ (rGI(1-1)-TGGBG)*XNG 
RGI=IE5*Pl/(RGC*TGI) 
CGI =SQRT(FGI*RGC*FIG) 
TI=AT 
END IF 
END IF 
END IF 

58 IF(I. EQ. J) GO TO 50 
P(I)= (P2+ RG2*CG2*Pl/(RGI*CGI)+ RG2*CG2*1 E-5*(Ul-U2))/ 

I(I + RG2*CG2i'(RGI *CGI)) 
49 U(I)=(PI-P(l))*IE5/(RGI*CGI)+Ul 

IF(rl. GT. AT. OR. T2. GT. AT)TIIEN 
T4=(XI(i)-XI+Tl*(XI-X2), '(rl-T2)-U(I)*(AT+DT)), '((XI-X2), '(rl-T2) 
I -U(I)) 
X4 = X1 + (lr4-Tl)*(XI -X2)/'(Tl -T2) 
ELSE IF(ABS(rl-AT). LT. IE-6. AND. ABS(r2-AT). LT. IE-6)TIIEN 
T4=AT 
X4=Xl(l)-U(I)*DT 
END IF 
XNG = SQRT((T4-Tl)**2 + (X4-Xl)**2)iSQRT((r2-Tl)**2+ (x2-Xl)**2) 
P4=(P2-Pl)*XNG+Pl 
TG4= (rG2-TGI)*XNG +TGI 
TG(I)=TG4*(P(I)/P4)**. 286 
RG(I)= I ES*P(1)1'(RGC*TG(l)) 
CG(I) SQRT(RGC*FIG*TG(l)) 
VF(I) 0.0 
IIL(I)=O. O 
IIG([)=O. O 
R(l) = 0.0 
A(l) = 0.0 
TL(I) = 0.0 
IIGL(I)=O. O 
IF(I. EQ. J) GO TO 51 
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GO TO 9 
50 P(I)=1.0133 

N=O 
SP= 1. 
P2=Pl(l) 
U2=UI(I) 
TG2=TGI(I) 
RG2=RGI(l) 
CG2=CGI(I) 
X2=XI(I) 
T2=AT 
GO TO 49 

51 IF(N. EQ. I) GO TO 52 
IF((U(I)-CG(l)). LE. O. 0) GO TO 9 
P(I)=P(I)+SP 
N=N+l 
GO TO 49 

52 IF(ABS(U(I)-CG(I)). LE. IE-2) THEN 
N=O 
GO TO 9 
ELSE IF((U(I)-CG(I)). LT. 0.0) TIIEN 
SP=SP/I. l 
P(l) = P(I)-S P 
GO TO 49 
ELSE IF((U([)-CG(l)). GT. O. O)TIIEN 
SP=SP/I. l 
P(l) = P(l) +SP 
GO TO 49 
END IF 

C******************END PROGRAM" 
9 CONTINUE 

SWITCIINII='NFS' 
SWITCIIGI ='NFS' 
IF(SWITC112. EQ. 'NO2') THEN 
UCFRC=U(J)-CG(J) 

IF(ABS(UCIFR-UCrRC). GT. IE-3)TIIEN 
GO TO 7, 

ELSE I F(ABS(UCTR-UCTRC). LE. I E-3) T1 I EN 
SWITC112='ON2' 
END IF 
END IF 
DO 53 1=0, J, l 
Pl(l)=P(I) 
Ul(l)=U(I) 
IILI(I)=IIL(l) 
tlGl(l)=I[G(l) 
IIGLI([)=IIGL(l) 
Rl(l)=R(l) 
VFI([)=VF(l) 
Al(l)=A(l) 
RG 1 (1) = RG (1) 
TLI(I)=TL(l) 
TG 1 (1) = TG (1) 
CG 1 (1) = CG (1) 
BNI([)=BN(l) 

53 CONTINUE 
AT=AT+DT 
IF(XMB. LT. PL)TIIEN 
IF(ABS(XMA-XMB). GT. DX) TYPE*, 'LARGt TIME STEPY 
IF(ABS(XGA-XGB). GT. DX) TYPE*, 'LARGE TIME STEPY 
PMB=PMA 
UMBM=UMAM 
XMB=XMA 
BNMBM=BNMAM 
VFMBM=VFMAM 
IILMBM=IILMAM 
IIGMBM=IIGMAM 
f[GLMBM=IIGLMAM 
RMBM=RMAM 
AMBM=AMAM 
TLMBM=TLMAM 
TGMBM=TGMAM 
RGMBM=RGMAM 
CGMBM=CGMAM 
RGMBG=RGMAG 
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CGNIBG=CGMAG 
TGNIBG=TGMAG 
UMBG=UMAG 
ENDIF 
IF(XGB. LT. PL)TIIEN 
XGB=XGA 
PGB=PGA 
UGB=UGA 
TGGBG=TG(3AG 
ItGGBG=RGGAG 
CGGBG=CGGAG 
TGGBA=TGGAA 
RGGBA=RGGAA 
CGGBA=CGGAA 
ENDIF 
IF(SWITC[INI. EQ. 'OUT')TIIEN 
XNIA=XMA+DX 
XNlB=XNIA 
ENDIF 
I F(SWITCIIG. EQ. 'OUT') THEN 
XGA=XGA+DX 
XGB=XGA 
ENDIF 
K=K+l 
IF (AT. GE. 30. E-3. AND. P(O). LT. I. ) GO TO 54 
GOT06 

54 TYIIIE*, AT 
END 



SUBROUTINE 'FRICTION' FOR CALCULATING THE NVALL FRICTION. 
SUBROUTINE FRICrION(RL, RG, R, DIA, U, DVL, DVGVFTW) 
REAL RL, RG, R, DIA, U, DVL, DVGVFTNV, FRTFNI, REL, FQ, FB 
IF(ABS(U). LE. IE-6) THEN 
TW = 0.0 
ELSE IF(ABS(U). GT. IE-6)TIIEN 
FQ=VF*RG/R 
FG = R*A BS(U), 1(9.81 * RL* *2*(RL-RG)* DVL)* *(1. /3. ) 
I F(RG. LT. O. 0) TYPE*, 'FRICTION-RG < 0' 
FB = (DVG/DVL)* *. 2*(RL/RG)* *. 8 
Al =I+3.57*EXI)((-0.00884)*FG) 
A2= I -EXP((-4.96)*(I-FQ)) 
TFNI =I+ FQ*(FB-I)*Al *A2 
IF(VF. LT. I. ) THEN 
REL=D[A*ABS(u), 'DVL 
IF(REL. EQ. 0-0) TYPE*, DIA, U, DVLVF 
E LS EI F(VF. G E. 1. ) TI I EN 
REL=DIA*ABS(U), DVG 
END IF 
IF(REL. LE. 1462.27)TIIEN 
FR=64. /REL 
ELSE 
FR=. 046*REL**(-. 2) 
END IF 
TW=2*R*FR*U*ABS(U)*TFiNt/DIA 
END IF 
RETURN 
END 
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C SUBROUTINE 'SECA' USED BY THE NUCLEATION MODEL TO EVALUATE THE 
C CONTACT ANGLE BETWEEN THE CRITICAL BUBBLE AND THE WALL, USING THE 
C KNOWN VALUE OF THE HETEROGENEOUS FACTOR. 

SUBROUTINE SECA(FKIXN) 
REAL XOIXO2, FXO(2), XN, FKI, FK2, 

I FK3, FK4X 
TYPE*, 'SECA', XN 
XO I=0.0 
X02 = 1. 

2 DO 1 1=1,2 
IF(I. EQ. 1) X=XOI 
IF(I. EQ. 2)X=XO2'- 
FXO(I)=X**3-3*X+2-4*FKI 

I CONTINUE 
IF(FXO(I). EQ. FXO(2))TIIEN 
XN=XOI 
GO TO 3 
END IF 
XN=(XOI*FXO(2)-XO2*FXO(I)), '(FXO(2)-FXO(I)) 
IF(ABS(XN-XO2). GE. IE-6)TI[EN 
X02 = XN 
GO TO 2 
END IF 
TYPE*XN 

3 RE-TURN 
END 



C SUBROUTINE 'INTRPL* USED BY TIIE'EVUT6'MAIN PROGRAM DURING A WAVE 
C INTERACTION PROCESS. 

SUBROUTINE INTRPL(N, UA, UBXIXA,, XBTDTAXTXX) 
DOUBLE PRECISION XRTR, UA, UBXIXAXBTDTA, F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, TrI 

1, Tr2, SL, FKI, FK2, FK3, FK4, FK5XNl, XN2 
REAL XT,, XX 
XR=0.0 
TR = 0.0 
IF(XA. EQ. XB)TIIEN 
TYPE*, 'XA=XB' 
Fl=(UA-UB)/TD 
F2=TA+TD 
F3=UA-2*FI*F2 
F4 =XI -XA-F2 * UA +FI* F2 2 
F5=SQRT(F3**2-4*FI*F4)y'(2*Fl) 
F6=-F3/(2*Fl) 
Trl = F6-F5 
TT2= F6+ F5 
IF(T'rl. GE. TA. ANDXrl. LE. F2) TR=T-rl 
IF(I-r2. GE. TA. ANDXr2. LE. F2) TR=TT2 
XR=XA 
IF(rR. EQ. 0.0) TYPE*, `TIME INTRPL 0' 
GO TO 2 
END IF 
IF(UA. EQ. UB) THEN 
TYPE*, 'UA=UB' 
SL=(XA-XB),, TD 
XR= (XA-SL*XI/UA)/(1-SL/UA) 
TR=TD+TA+(XR-XI), 'UA 
GO TO 2 
END IF 
FKI=(UA-UB), '(XA-XB) 
FK2=TD/(XA-XB) 
FK3=-(FKI*FK2) 
IF(FK3. EQ. O. O)TYPE*. 'FK3=0', UA, UB, XA, XB 
FK4=1+FKI*(TD+2*XB*FK2)-FK2*UB 
FKS=-FKI*(XB*TD+XB**2*FK2)-XI+TD*UB+XB*FK2*UB 
XNI=(-FK4+SQRT(FK4**2-4*FK3*FKS))'(2*FK3) 
XN2=(-FK4-SQRT(FK4**2-4*FK3*FKS))i'(2*FK3) 
IF((XNI. LE. XA. AND. XNI. GE. XB). OR. (XNI. GE. XA-AND. XNI. LE, XB)) 
IXR=XNI 
IF((XN2. LE. XA. AND. XN2. GE. XB). OR. (XN2. GE. XA. AND. XN2. LE. XB)) 
IXR=XN2 
IF(XR. EQ. 0.0)TlIEN 
IF(ABS(XA-XNI). LE. IE-6. OR. ABS(XA-XN2). LE. IE-6)TIIEN 
XR=XA 
TR=TA+TD 
GO TO 2 
END IF 
IF(ABS(XB-XNI). LE. IE-4. OR. ABS(XB-XN2). LE. IE-4)TIIEN 
XR=XB 
TR=TA 
GO TO 2 
ELSE IF((ABS(XB-XNI). GT. IE-4. OR. ABS(XB-XN2). GT. IE-4) 

I. AND. (N. EQ. I0. OR. N. EQ. 5))TIIEN 
IF(ABS(XB-XNI). LT. ABS(XB-XN2)) XR=XNI 
IF(ABS(XB-XN2). LT. ABS(XB-XNI)) XR=XN2 
GO TO I 
END IF 
END IF 
IF(XR. EQ. 0.0) TYPE*, 'SUBROUTINE INTRPL--X=O', XNI. XN2XAXBX1, N 
TR=FK2*(XR-XB)+TA 

t IFC'rR. GT. (rA+TD). OR. TR. LT. TA)TYPEl, ALARM--TIME INTRPL', 
IUA, UB, XAXBXR, TR, N 
XX=SQRT((XA-XR)**2+('rA+TD-TR)**2), ISQRT((XA-XB)*-2+TD**2) 
IF(XR. EQ. O. O. OR. TR. EQ. O. O)TYPE*, 'XR=0.0 ORTR=0.0', XRTR, N 
X=XR 
T=TR 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX B. BASIC PROPERTIES AND CONSTANTS 

K 1.38 E-23 J/Kg 'K 

Na 6.022 E26 Kmole/Kg 

Freon 12 (for the range of the initial temperatures) 

mw 120.91 

R 68.77 J/Kg 

I E-2 N/m 

k, 7.26 E-5 KNV/m *K 

1.93 E-7 M2/SeC 

v91.62 E-6 M2/SCC 

cl 500 m/sec 

1300 Kg/m' 

Cp 0.67 KJ/Kg *K 

Water (for Edwards and O'Brien experimental conditions) 

mw 18.015 

R 461.5 J/Kg *K 

cr 0.2358 1- 
T"t 1.2S6 

I-0.625 1- -l'-'t (Alamgir, Lienhard (1978)) 
1 

T. 
IIIT. 

k, 6.35 E-4 KW/m *K 

vi 1.37 E-7 M2/sec 

v95.22 E-7 M2/SeC 

cl 1050 in/sec 

A 810.8 Kg/m' 

Cp 5.38 KJ/Kg *K 
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APPENDIX C. SUMMARY OF BLOWDOWN TESTS CONDUCTED 

A. HOMOGENEOUS MODEL 

EQUA TIONS USED: (4.8) and (4.12) 
MAIN ASSUMPTION. No temperature and velocity difference 
between the two phases. 
SPECIAL NOTE. In figures 92 and 93 this model is 
independent of experimental parameters. 

B. THERMAL NON-EQUILIBRIUM MODEL (CONST. BUBBLE SIZE) 

E'VQUATIONS USED: (4.31), (4.32), (4.42), (4.51) and (4.63) 
MAIN ASSUMPTIONS: a) zero slip between the two phases. 

b) bubbly mixture 
c) constant bubble size throughout the 

process. 
SPECIAL NOTE. In figures 94 to 108 this model is 
indicated by the experimental parameters, Rb (bubble size) and 
Cd (exit loss cocfficient). 

C. THERMAL NON-EQUILIBRIUM MODEL (NUCLEATION PROCESS) 

EQUATIONS USED: (4.31), (4.32), (4-51), (4.69), (4.70) 
, (4.71) and (4.72) 
MAIN ASSUMPTIONS: a) zero slip between the two phases 

b) bubbly mixture 
c) heterogeneous nucleation determined by 

SPECIAL NOTE. In figures 109 to 132 this model is 
indicated by the experimental parameters: 0 (heterogeneous 
factor) and C 

d* 

D. THERMAL NON-EQUILIBRIUM MODEL (PARTIALLY FULL VESSEL) 

EQUATIONS USED: (4.31), (4.32), (4.51), (4-69), (4.70), 
(4.71), (4.72) and (4.73) 
MAIN ASSUMPTIONS: a) same as before 

b) the escape vapor velocity from the 
interface is given as: u, =11intefface / VE. 
SPECIAL NOTE: In figures 133 to 148 this model is 
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indicated by the experimental parameters: 0Cd and VE 
(slip ratio parameter). 
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APPENDIX C. SUMMARY OF BLOWDOWN TESTS CONDUCTED 

MS1 
I 

MS2 MS3 Pi P2 

PARTIALLY FULL VESSEL 2, P 23, PL, C 

EXTENSION PIPEWORK 9, PL 7, PL 6, PL 2, P 31, PL, C 

VERTICAL VESSEL 10, PL 4, PL 15, P, L, T 42, PL 58, PL, C, T 

HOIUZONTAL VESSEL 2, PT 7, P 2, P 

VACUUM EXIT CONDITION 
I 

4, P 
I- 

P: PRESSURE MEASUREMENT 

T: ' TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 

L: LASER 

C: HIGH SPEED CAMERA 

MSl: MILD STEEL VESSEL (3.2pmRMS) 

MS2: MILD STEEL VESSEL (0.8pmRMS) 

MS3: MILD STEEL VESSEL (0.2pmRMS) 

Pl: PERSPEX VESSEL (SMOOTH) 

P2: PERSPEX VESSEL (ROUGH) 


